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NOTATION 

Vector suffixes are denoted by Latin letters i, k, ... Spin indices are denoted by 
Greek letters a, /9, ... Summation is implied over all repeated indices. 

“4-vectors” (see the footnote to equation (13.8)) are denoted by capital letters 
X,P, ... 

Volume element dV or dzx. 

Limit on tending to zero from above or below -|-0 or —0. 

Operators are denoted by a circumflex. 

Hamiltonian H, H' = H—fxN. 

Perturbation operator V. 

xp operators in the Schrodinger representation y>,y>+; in the Heisenberg represen¬ 

tation *P, *P+; in the Matsubara representaion *PM, tyM. 
Green’s functions G, D. 

Temperature Green’s functions (T). 

Thermodynamic quantities are denoted as in Part 1, for example T temperature, 
V volume, P pressure, [x chemical potential. 

Magnetic field H; magnetic induction B; external magnetic field $>. 
References to earlier volumes in the Course of Theoretical Physics: 

Mechanics = Vol. 1 (Mechanics, third English edition, 1976). 

Fields = Vol. 2 (The Classical Theory of Fields, fourth English edition, 1975). 
QM = Vol. 3 (Quantum Mechanics, third English edition, 1977). 

RQT — Vol. 4 (Relativistic Quantum Theory, first English edition, Part 1, 1971; 
Part 2, 1974). 

Part 1 = Vol. 5 (Statistical Physics, Part 1, third English edition, 1980). 
FM — Vol. 6 (Fluid Mechanics, first English edition, 1959). 

ECM = Vol. 8 (Electrodynamics of Continuous Media, first English edition, 1960). 
All are published by Pergamon Press. 



PREFACE 

As a brief characterization of its content, this ninth volume in the Course of 

Theoretical Physics may be said to deal with the quantum theory of the con¬ 

densed state of matter. It opens with a detailed exposition of the theory of 

Bose and Fermi quantum liquids. This theory, set up by L. D. Landau follow¬ 

ing the experimental discoveries by P. L. Kapitza, is now an independent 

branch of theoretical physics. Its importance is in fact measured not so much by 

even the remarkable phenomena that occur in the liquid isotopes of helium as by 

the fact that the concepts of a quantum liquid and its spectrum are essentially 

the foundation for the quantum description of macroscopic bodies. 

For example, a thorough understanding of the properties of metals involves 

treating the electrons in them as a Fermi liquid. The properties of the electron 

liquid are, however, complicated by the presence of the crystal lattice, and a 

study of the simpler case of a homogeneous isotropic liquid is a necessary pre¬ 

liminary step in the construction of the theory. Similarly, superconductivity in 

metals, which may be regarded as superfluidity of the electron liquid, is difficult 

to understand clearly without a previous knowledge of the simpler theory 

of superfluidity in a Bose liquid. 

The Green’s function approach is an indispensable part of the mathematical 

formalism of modern statistical physics. This is not only because of the con¬ 

venience of calculation of Green’s functions by the diagram technique, but 

particularly because the Green’s functions directly determine the spectrum of 

elementary excitations in the body, and therefore constitute the language that 

affords the most natural description of the properties of these excitations. In 

the present volume, therefore, considerable attention is paid to methodologi¬ 

cal problems in the theory of Green’s functions of macroscopic bodies. 

Although the basic ideas of the method are the same for all systems, the specific 

form of the diagram technique is different in different cases. It is consequently 

natural to develop these methods for the isotropic quantum liquids, where the 

essence of the procedure is seen in its purest form, without the complications 

arising from spatial inhomogeneity, the presence of more than one kind of 
particle, and so on. 

For similar reasons, the microscopic theory of superconductivity is described 

with the simple model of an isotropic Fermi gas with weak interaction, dis¬ 

regarding the complications due to the presence of the crystal lattice and the 
Coulomb interaction. 

In respect of the chapters dealing with electrons in the crystal lattice and 
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with the theory of magnetism, we must again stress that this book is part of a 
course of theoretical physics and in no way attempts to be a textbook of solid 

state theory. Accordingly, only the most general topics are discussed here, and 
no reference is made to problems that involve the use of specific experimental 

results, nor to methods of calculation that have no evident theoretical basis. 

Moreover, this volume does not include the transport properties of solids, 

with which we intend to deal in the next and final volume of the Course. 
Finally, this book also discusses the theory of electromagnetic fluctuations 

in material media and the theory of hydrodynamic fluctuations. The former was 

previously included in Volume 8, Electrodynamics of Continuous Media. Its 

transfer to the present volume is a consequence of the need to make use of 

Green’s functions, whereby the entire theory can be simplified and made more 

convenient for application. It is also more reasonable to treat electromagnetic 

and hydrodynamic fluctuations in the same volume. 

This is Volume 9 of the Course of Theoretical Physics (Part 1 of Statis¬ 

tical Physics being Volume 5). The logic of the arrangement is that the 

topics dealt with here are closely akin also to those in fluid mechanics 

(Volume 6) and macroscopic electrodynamics (Volume 8). 

L. D. Landau is not among those who have actually written this book. 

But the reader will quickly observe how often his name occurs in it: a consid¬ 

erable part of the results given here are due to him, alone or with his pupils 

and colleagues. Our many years’ association with him enables us to hope that 

we have accurately reflected his views on these subjects—while at the same 

time, of course, having regard to developments in the fifteen years since his 

work was so tragically terminated. 

We should like to express here our thanks to A. F. Andreev, I. E. Dzyalo- 

shinskii and I. M. Lifshitz for many discussions of topics in this book. We 

have had great benefit from the well-known book Quantum Field Theoretical 

Methods in Statistical Physics (Pergamon, Oxford, 1965) by A. A. Abrikosov, 

L. P. Gor’kov and I. E. Dzyaloshinskil, one of the first books in the literature 

of physics to deal with the new methods of statistical physics. Lastly, we are 

grateful to L. P. Gor’kov and Yu. L. Klimontovich for reading the book in 

manuscript and making a number of comments. 

April 1977 E. M. Lifshitz 

L. P. PlTAEVSKlI 



CHAPTER I 

THE NORMAL FERMI LIQUID 

§ 1. Elementary excitations in a quantum Fermi liquid 

At temperatures so low that the de Broglie wavelength corresponding to 

the thermal motion of the atoms in a liquid becomes comparable with the 

distances between the atoms, the macroscopic properties of the liquid are de¬ 

termined by quantum effects. The theory of such quantum liquids is of consid¬ 

erable fundamental interest, although there exist in Nature only two such 

that are literally liquids, the liquid isotopes of helium He3 and He4 at tempera¬ 

tures ~ 1-2°K. All other substances solidify well before quantum effects 

become important in them. In this connection, it may be recalled that according 

to classical mechanics all bodies should be solid at absolute zero (see Part 1, 

§64). Helium, however, because of the peculiarly weak interaction between 

its atoms, remains liquid down to temperatures where quantum phenomena 

come into effect, whereupon it need not solidify. 

The calculation of the thermodynamic quantities for a macroscopic body 

requires a knowledge of its energy level spectrum. In a system of strongly 

interacting particles such as a quantum liquid, we can refer, of course, only to 

levels that correspond to quantum-mechanical stationary states of the whole 

liquid, not to states of the individual atoms. In calculating the partition func¬ 

tion at sufficiently low temperatures, we are to take account only of the weakly 

excited energy levels of the liquid, lying fairly close to the ground state. 

The following point is of fundamental importance for the whole theory. 

Any weakly excited state of a macroscopic body may be regarded, in quantum 

mechanics, as an assembly of separate elementary excitations. These behave 

like quasi-particles moving in the volume occupied by the body and possessing 

definite energies e and momenta p. The form of the function e(p), the disper¬ 

sion relation for the elementary excitations, is an important characteristic of 

the energy spectrum of the body. It must again be emphasized that the con¬ 

cept of elementary excitations arises as a means of quantum-mechanical 

description of the collective motion of the atoms in a body, and the quasi¬ 

particles cannot be identified with the individual atoms or molecules. 

There are various types of energy spectrum that can in principle occur in 

quantum liquids. There will be completely different macroscopic properties 
also, depending on the type of spectrum. We shall begin by considering a liquid 
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with what may be called a Fermi spectrum. The theory of such a Fermi liquid 

is due to L. D. Landau (1956-1958); he derived the results given in §§1—4.+ 
The energy spectrum of a Fermi quantum liquid has a structure which is to 

some extent similar to that of an ideal Fermi gas (of particles with spin y). 

The ground state of the latter corresponds to the occupation by particles of all 

the states within the Fermi sphere, a sphere in momentum space whose radius 
pF is related to the gas density N[V (number of particles per unit volume) by 

N/V = 2-\np\lXlnhf 

= Py3nW; (1.1) 

see Part 1, §57. The excited states of the gas occur when the particles pass from 

states of the occupied sphere to some states with p > pF. 
In a liquid, of course, there are no quantum states for individual particles, 

but to construct the spectrum of a Fermi liquid we start from the assumption 

that the classification of energy levels remains unchanged when the interaction 

between the atoms is gradually “switched on”, i.e. as we go from the gas to the 

liquid. In this classification the role of the gas particles is taken by the elemen¬ 

tary excitations (quasi-particles), whose number is equal to the number of 

atoms and which obey Fermi statistics. 

It is evident that such a spectrum can occur only for a liquid of particles 

with half-integral spin: the state of a system of bosons (particles with integral 

spin) cannot be described in terms of quasi-particles obeying Fermi statistics. 

At the same time it must be emphasized that a spectrum of this type cannot be 

a universal property of all such liquids. The type of spectrum depends also on 

the specific nature of the interaction between atoms. This is clear from the 

following simple consideration: if the interaction is such that it causes the 

atoms to tend to associate in pairs, then in the limit we obtain a molecular 

liquid consisting of particles (molecules) with integral spin, for which the 

spectrum under consideration is certainly impossible. 

Each of the quasi-particles has a definite momentum p (we shall return later 

to the question of the validity of this assertion). Let «(p) be the momentum 

distribution function of the quasi-particles, normalized by the condition 

jndt = N/V, dt — d3p!(2nfip; 

this condition will later be made more precise. The classification principle 

mentioned above consists in supposing that, if this function is specified, the 

energy E of the liquid is uniquely determined and that the ground state cor¬ 

responds to a distribution function in which all states are occupied within the 

Fermi sphere, whose radius pF is related to the density of the liquid by the 
same formula (1.1) as for an ideal gas. 

t To anticipate, we may mention here for the avoidance of misunderstanding that we are 
referring to a non-superfluid {normal) Fermi liquid, such as is the liquid isotope He3, with 
the reservation made in the third footnote to §54. 
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It is important to emphasize that the total energy E of the liquid is not simply 
the sum of the energies e of the quasi-particles. In other words, E is a functional 

of the distribution function that does not reduce to the integral J ne dt (as it 
does for an ideal gas, where the quasi-particles are the same as the actual 

particles and do not interact). Since the primary concept is E, the question 

arises how the energy of the quasi-particles is to be defined, with allowance for 

their interaction. 
For this purpose, let us consider the change of E due to an infinitesimal 

change in the distribution function. It can manifestly be defined as the integral 

of an expression linear in the variation bn, i.e. it has the form 

bEjV = J e(p)bn dr. 

The quantity e is the functional derivative of the energy E with respect to the 

distribution function. It corresponds to the change in the energy of the system 

when a single quasi-particle with momentum p is added. This quantity plays 

the role of the Hamiltonian function of a quasi-particle in the field of the other 

particles. It is also a functional of the distribution function, i.e. the form of the 

function e(p) depends on the distribution of all the particles in the liquid. 

In this connection it may be noted that an elementary excitation in the type 

of spectrum considered may in a certain sense be treated like an atom in the 

self-consistent field of the other atoms. This self-consistency is, of course, not 

to be understood in the sense usual in quantum mechanics. Here its nature is 

more profound; in the Hamiltonian of the atom, not only is allowance made for 

the effect of the surrounding particles on the potential energy, but the depend¬ 

ence of the kinetic-energy operator on the momentum operator is also modified. 

Hitherto we have ignored the possible spin of the quasi-particles. Since spin 

is a quantum-mechanical quantity, it cannot be treated classically, and we must 

therefore regard the distribution function as a statistical matrix with respect 

to the spin. The energy e of an elementary excitation is in general not only a 

function of the momentum but also an operator with respect to the spin 

variables, which may be expressed in terms of the quasi-particle spin operator 

s. In a homogeneous isotropic liquid (not in a magnetic field and not ferromag¬ 

netic) the operator s can appear in the scalar function e only in the form of the 

scalars s2 and (s.p)2; the first power of the product s.p is inadmissible, since the 

spin vector is an axial vector and this product is therefore a pseudoscalar. The 

square s2 = ^(j+ 1), and for spin 5 = y the scalar (s.p)2 = \p2 also reduces to 

a constant independent of s. Thus in this case the energy of a quasi-particle 

is independent of the spin operator, and all the energy levels of the quasi¬ 

particles are doubly degenerate. 

The statement that a quasi-particle has spin essentially expresses the fact 

that this degeneracy exists. In this sense we can say that the spin of the quasi¬ 

particles in a spectrum of the type considered is always whatever the spin 
of the actual particles in the liquid. For with any spin s other than \ the terms 
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of the form (s.p)2 would give a splitting of the (2j+ l)-fold degenerate levels 
into -\(2s+1) doubly degenerate levels. In other words, \{2s+1) different 

branches of the function e(p) would appear, each corresponding to “quasi¬ 

particles with spin 

As already mentioned, when the spin of the quasi-particles is taken into 

account the distribution function becomes a matrix or an operator p) with 

respect to the spin variables. This operator may be explicitly written as an 

Hermitian statistical matrix nap(p), where a and J3 are spin matrix indices taking 

the two values ±y. The diagonal matrix elements determine the numbers of 

quasi-particles in particular spin states. The normalization condition for the 

quasi-particle distribution function must therefore now be written 

tr | h dr — f nxx dt = NjV, dt = (Ppf(27ihf, (1.2) 

where tr denotes the trace of the matrix with respect to the spin indices.* 

The quasi-particle energy I is in general also an operator (a matrix with 

respect to the spin variables). It must be defined by 

6E/V = tr J e dfl dt = J exP 8nPx dt. (1.3) 

If there is no spin dependence of the distribution function and the energy, 

so that nap and eap reduce to unit matrices: 

naP = ndaP, exP = edaP, (1.4) 

then the taking of the trace in (1.2) and (1.3) amounts to simply multiplying 

by 2: 

2 jndt = N/V, 8E[V = 2 j e 8n dt. (1.5) 

It is easy to see that in statistical equilibrium the quasi-particle distribution 

function is an ordinary Fermi distribution, the energy being represented by the 

quantity e defined in (1.3). For, because the energy levels of the liquid and of 

the ideal Fermi gas are classified in the same manner, the entropy S of the 

liquid is determined by a similar combinatorial expression 

S/V= -tr J {/Hog log (1-/1)} dt (1.6) 

to that for a gas (Part 1, §55). Varying this expression with the additional con¬ 

ditions of constant total number of particles and constant total energy, 

dNfV = tr j 8a dt = 0, 8E/V =trje8hdt = 0, 

we obtain the required distribution: 

n= [eC*~M)lT+ l]-i, (1.7) 

where p is the chemical potential of the liquid. 

t Here and throughout, summation is as usual implied over repeated indices. 
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When the quasi-particle energy is independent of the spin, formula (1.7) 

signifies a similar relation between n and e: 

n = (1.8) 

At T = 0, the chemical potential is equal to the limiting energy on the surface 

of the Fermi sphere: 
Mr-o = eF = e(pF). (1.9) 

It must be emphasized that, despite the formal analogy between the expression 

(1.8) and the ordinary Fermi distribution, it is not identical with the latter: 

since e itself is a functional of n, formula (1.8) is strictly speaking a complicated 

implicit expression for n. 
Let us now return to the assumption that a definite momentum can be 

assigned to each quasi-particle. The condition for this assumption to be valid 

is that the uncertainty in the momentum (due to the finite mean free path of the 

quasi-particle) should be small not only in comparison with the momentum 

itself but also in comparison with the width Ap of the “transitional zone” of 

the distribution, over which it differs appreciably from a step function A 

0(P) = 0QO =1 for p < pF> | (1 10) 

= 0 for p >pF. J 
It is easy to see that this condition is satisfied if the distribution n(p) differs 

from (1.10) only in a small region near the surface of the Fermi sphere. For, 

by the Pauli principle, only quasi-particles in the transitional zone of the distri¬ 

bution can undergo mutual scattering, and as a result of this scattering they 

must enter free states in that zone. Hence the collision probability is propor¬ 

tional to the square of the width of the zone. Accordingly, the uncertainty in the 

energy and hence that in the momentum of the quasi-particle are both propor¬ 

tional to (Ap)2. It is therefore clear that, when Ap is sufficiently small, the un¬ 
certainty in the momentum will be small in comparison not only with pf but 

also with Ap. 

Thus the method described is valid only for excited states of the liquid which 

are described by a quasi-particle distribution function differing from a step 

function in just a narrow region near the Fermi surface. In particular, for 

thermodynamic equilibrium distributions only sufficiently low temperatures are 

permissible. The (energy) width of the transitional zone of the equilibrium 

distribution is of the order of T. The quantum uncertainty in the energy of a 

quasi-particle, due to collisions, is of the order of fl/r, where % is the mean free 

time of the quasi-particle. The condition for the theory to be applicable is 

therefore 
(1.11) 

t For future reference, it may be noted that the derivative 6'(p) = — <5{p—pr), since both 
sides give unity on integration over any range of p that includes the point p = pr. 
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According to the preceding discussion, the time t is inversely proportional to 
the squared width of the transitional zone: 

r oc T~2. 

so that (1.11) is certainly satisfied as T 0. For a liquid in which the inter¬ 
action between particles is not weak, all the energy parameters are of the same 

order as the limiting energy eF; in this sense, the condition (1.11) is equivalent 

to T <sc | eF\.* 

For almost step-function distributions (i.e. those close to the distribution 

for T = 0), as a first approximation we can replace the functional e by its value 

calculated with n{p) = 0(p). Then e becomes a definite function of the magni¬ 

tude of the momentum, and (1.7) becomes the ordinary Fermi distribution. 

Near the surface of the Fermi sphere, where alone the function e(p) has a 

direct physical significance, it can then be expanded in powers of the differ¬ 

ence p—pF- We have 

e-eF % vF{p-pF), (1.12) 
where 

VF=[de/0pU,, (1.13) 

is the “velocity” of the quasi-particles on the Fermi surface. In an ideal Fermi 
gas, where the quasi-particles are identical with the actual particles, we have 

£ = p2/2m, and so vF = pF/m. By analogy we can define for a Fermi liquid 
the quantity 

m* = pF/vF, (1.14) 

called the effective mass of the quasi-particle; it is positive (see the end of 

§2). 
In terms of the quantities thus defined, the condition for the theory to be 

applicable may be written T « vFpF, and only quasi-particles with momenta 

p such that \p—pF\ <zpF have any real meaning. This important fact, in 

particular, makes the relation (1.1) between pF and the density of the liquid 

non-trivial, since its intuitive derivation (for a Fermi gas) is based on the 

concept of particles in states occupying the whole Fermi sphere, not just the 

neighbourhood of its surface.* 

The effective mass determines, in particular, the entropy S and the specific 

heat C of the liquid at low temperatures. These are given by the same formula 

as for an ideal gas (Part 1, §58), in which we need only replace the particle mass 

m by the effective mass m : 

S = C= VyT, y = m*pFJW = (i-7t)^(m*/h2)(NIV)1l3; (1.15) 

t For liquid He3, however, the range of quantitative applicability of the theory is shown 
by experiment to be in fact limited to T < 0.1 °K (whereas | e,| « 2.5 °K). 

* The proof of (1.1) involves the use of more complicated mathematical methods, and is 
given in §20 below. 
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because of the linear dependence on T, S and C are the same. This follows 
because the expression (1.6) for the entropy in terms of the distribution func¬ 

tion is the same for a liquid and for a gas, and in the calculation of this integral 

only the range of momenta near pF is important, in which the quasi-particle 

distribution function in the liquid and the particle distribution function in the 

gas are given by the same expression (1.8).+ 
Before the theory is further developed, the following remark should be made. 

Although this method of defining the quasi-particles in a Fermi liquid by 

exact analogy with the particles in a gas is the most convenient in systematically 

deriving the theory, the corresponding physical picture has the disadvantage of 

involving the unobservable filled Fermi sphere of quasi-particles. This could be 

eliminated by a formulation in which the elementary excitations occur only 

when T ^ 0. In such a picture, the elementary excitations are represented by 

quasi-particles outside the Fermi sphere and “holes” within it; the former are 

to be assigned, in the approximation corresponding to (1.12), the energy 

t = vF(p—pF), and the latter the energy e — vF(pF—p). The statistical distri¬ 

bution of each is given by the Fermi distribution formula with zero chemical 

potential (in accordance with the fact that the number of elementary excitations 

is here not constant, but is itself determined by the temperature)* 

n = [^/r4-1]_1. (1.16) 

The elementary excitations in this picture appear or disappear only in pairs, 

and so the total numbers of excitations with p > pF and p < pF are always 

the same. 
With this definition of the elementary excitations, their energy is certainly 

positive, being the excess of the energy of the excited level over that of the 

ground level of the system. The energy of the quasi-particles defined by (1.3) 

may be either positive or negative. 
Moreover, for a liquid at zero temperature and zero pressure, the quantity 

eF — p is certainly negative, and the values of e close to eF are therefore 

negative also. This is clear, since, when T = 0 and P = 0, — p is a positive 

quantity, the limiting value of the heat of evaporation of the liquid per particle. 

t For liquid He3 at zero pressure, pF/ft = 0.8X 108cm-1; m* = 3.1 m (He3); pF is found 
from the density of the liquid, and m* from its specific heat. 

* It will be recalled (cf. Part 1, §63) that under such conditions the number of quasi-parti¬ 
cles Nqp is determined by the condition for thermodynamic equilibrium: the free energy F is a 
minimum as a function of Nqp for given temperature and volume: (dF/dNtJ>) T> r = 0. This 
derivative is, however, just the “chemical potential of the quasi-particles”; it should not be 
confused with the chemical potential p of the liquid, which is determined by the derivative 
of F with respect to the number of actual particles N. 
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§ 2. Interaction of quasi-particles 

The energy of the quasi-particles, being a functional of their distribution 

function, varies with that function. The change of energy for a small deviation 

bn of the distribution function from the step function (1.10) must be 

fo«/s(P) = J/«y.*>( P, P') <5**,(P') dx' (2*1) 

or, in a more symbolic form, 

<$e(p) = tr' J/(p, p')^(p') dx\ 

where tr' denotes the trace with respect to the pair of spin indices that cor¬ 

respond to the momentum p\ The function / may be called the interaction 

function of the quasi-particles; in a Fermi gas,/ = 0. By definition, it represents 

the second variational derivative of the total energy E of the liquid, and is 

therefore symmetrical in the variables p, p' and the corresponding pairs of 

spin indices: 

U, MP, P') = fya, 9ffo', P). (2.2) 

With the change (2.1), the energy of the quasi-particles near the surface of 

the Fermi sphere is given by the sum 

e(p)- eF = vf(P~Pf)+tr' J/(p, p') dfi(p') dr'. (2.3) 

In particular, for thermodynamic equilibrium distributions, the second term 

in (2.3) gives the temperature dependence of the quasi-particle energy. The 

deviation bh’ is appreciably different from zero only in a narrow band of p' 
values near the surface of the Fermi sphere, and this contains the momenta 

p of actual quasi-particles. The function/(p, p') in (2.1) and (2.3) can therefore 

be replaced in practice by its value on that surface, putting p = p* = pFf 

so that/ will depend only on the directions of the vectors p and p'. 
The spin dependence of the function / is due both to relativistic effects 

(spin-spin and spin-orbit interaction) and to the exchange interaction. The 

latter is the most important. When it is taken into account, the quasi-particle 

interaction function has (on the Fermi surface) the form 

(pFm*hiW)f( p, p') = F(#)+o.o'G(0), (2.4) 

where o and o' are the Pauli matrices acting on the corresponding spin indices 

(i.e. corresponding to the variables p and p'), and F and G are two functions 

of the angle # between p and p'.f The form of this expression arises from a 

characteristic property of the exchange interaction, which is independent of the 

spatial orientation of the total angular momentum of the system, so that the 

t In explicit matrix form, 

(pFm*/7i*h*)faVt& = FdapdYd + Gaap-Oye. (2.4a> 
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two spin operators can appear in it only as a scalar product. The functions 
F and G as defined by (2.4) are dimensionless. The factor separated for this 

purpose on the left of (2.4) is the number of quasi-particle states on the Fermi 

surface per unit energy interval: 

or 
vF = pjf/nWvp = pFm*/n2fi3. (2.5) 

Since the trace of a Pauli matrix is zero, the second term in (2.4) vanishes 

when the trace tr' is taken, and tr'/is independent of o also. This in fact also 

happens when the spin-orbit and spin-spin interactions are taken into account. 

The reason is that the scalar function tr'/could contain the spin operator only 

as the product s*pxp' of the two axial vectors § and p xp'; expressions quad¬ 

ratic in the components of § need not be considered, since for spin y they reduce 

to terms linear in s or independent of §. But this product is not invariant under 

time reversal, and therefore cannot appear in the invariant quantity tr'/ 

The following notation will be convenient: 

fay, fiy( P, P') = W(P> P')> / = T trtr'/ (2*6) 

From the expression (2.4), we have 

(pFm*l7tW)m = 2F{fi). (2.7) 

The quasi-particle interaction function satisfies a certain integral relation 

which follows from Galileo’s principle of relativity. A direct consequence of 

this principle is that the momentum of the liquid per unit volume is equal to 

its mass flux density. The velocity of a quasi-particle is de/dp, so that the quasi¬ 

particle flux is 
tr J A(jde/dp) dr. 

Since the number of quasi-particles in the liquid is the same as the number of 

actual particles, it is clear that the total mass transfer by quasi-particles is 

found by multiplying their number flux by the actual particle mass m. Thus we 

obtain the equation 
tr J ph dr = tr J m(de/dp)ft dr. (2.8) 

Putting nais = nd^ eaP = ebaP, we vary both sides of (2.8), use (2.1), and 

take/from (2.6): 

j*p bn dr — m ^~bndr+m j* n bn' dr dr', 

= m f ~ bn dr—m[ /(p, p') ^ bn dt dt\ 
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where n' = «(p'); in the second integral, we have renamed the variables, and 
integrated by parts. Since bn is arbitrary, this gives the required relation: 

p/m = de/dp- J/(p, p') [dw(p')/0p'] dx'. (2.9) 

For a step function n(p') = 0(p'), the derivative dn'/dp' reduces to a delta 

function: 
dO(p)l'dp= ~(p/p)b(p-pF). (2.10) 

Substituting the function e(p) from (1.12) in (2.9), and then replacing the 

momentum p = pn everywhere by the value pF = pFn on the Fermi surface, 

and multiplying both sides of the equation by pF, we get the following relation 

between the mass m of the actual particles and the effective mass of the quasi¬ 

particles : 

^^ + (2^J^C0S^0'- (2-U> 

where do' is the element of solid angle in the direction of p'. If we substitute 

here the expression (2.7) for/(#), this equation becomes 

m*/m — 1 -!- F($) cos #, (2.12) 

where the bar denotes averaging over directions, i.e. integration over do'/An — 

= J sin ft d&. 
Let us also calculate the compressibility of a Fermi liquid at absolute zero, 

i.e. the quantity u2 — dP/dg.f The density of the liquid is o — mN/V, so that 

u2 = -(V*/mN) dP/dV. 

To calculate this derivative, it is convenient to express it in terms of the deriv¬ 

ative of the chemical potential. Since the latter depends on N and V only 

through the ratio N/V, and for T = constant = 0 the differential dp = VdP/N, 

we have 
op   F dp_ _ _ F2 dP 

dN ~ N dV ~ N2 eV ’ 

and hence 

m dN 
(2.13) 

Since /i = «Ffor T — 0, the change dp when the number of particles changes 

by dN is 
&P = J/(Pf> P') bn' dt' + (dep/dpr) bpF. (2.14) 

+ When T — 0, S = 0 also, and so there is no need to distinguish the isothermal and adia¬ 
batic compressibilities. The quantity u is defined by the usual expression for the velocity of 
sound in the liquid. It must be borne in mind, however, that at T = 0 ordinary sound in fact 
cannot be propagated in a Fermi liquid; see §4. 
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The first term here is the change of e(pF) due to the change in the distribution 

function. The second term occurs because a change in the total number of 

particles also affects the value of the limiting momentum: from (1.1), bN = 

= Vppdpp/nHi3. Since bn’ is appreciably different from zero only when p' % pF> 

we can write, replacing/in the integral by its value on the Fermi surface, 

J f6n'dr ~ J f/do’fdn'^r = 2 W^v- 

Substituting this expression in (2.14) and putting deF/dpF = pFfn, we obtain 

(2.15) 
dp _ f n2hz 

7^~ * dN 2V pFm*V ' 

Finally, with 1/m* from (2.11) and again using (1.1), we have 

-5*+ 3sr(^)7/W(1-cos#)</0' (2I6) 

With /(#) from (2.7), and using (2.12), we can put this expression in the form 

“2=3^'I+fW (2.17) 

The function / must satisfy certain conditions that result from the require¬ 

ment of stability of the ground state of the liquid. This state corresponds to 

occupation of all quasi-particle states within the Fermi sphere, and its energy 

must be a minimum with respect to any small deformation of the sphere. We 

shall not give the calculations in full, but only the final result,1- which may be 

conveniently expressed by expanding the functions F($) and G($) from (2.4) in 

Legendre polynomials: 

F(0) = £ (2 /+1) FiP,( cos 0), G(0) = £ (21+1) G,P,( cos 0); (2.18) 
/ i 

with this definition, the coefficients Fl and Gt are the mean values of the prod¬ 

ucts FP, and GPt. Then the stability conditions are the inequalities 

Fi+ 1 > 0, (2.19) 

G,+1 >0. (2.20) 

A comparison of (2.19) for / = 1 with the expression (2.12) for the effective 

mass shows that the latter is positive. The condition (2.19) for / = 0 ensures 
that (2.17) is positive.1 

f See I. Ya. Pomeranchuk, Soviet Physics JETPS, 361,1959. 
* For / = 1, we also have the inequality Fl ■=> Gu as shown by A. J. Leggett, Annals of 

Physics 46, 76, 1968. 
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§ 3. Magnetic susceptibility of a Fermi liquid 

A quasi-particle with non-zero spin has in general a magnetic moment also. 
For spin y, the operator of this moment is /fa (the z-component of the magnetic 

moment is ±/l). The constant 2(5 fh which gives the ratio of the magnetic moment 

of the quasi-particle to its angular momentum \h is equal to the corresponding 

constant for actual particles; clearly the value of this ratio is unchanged, which¬ 

ever way the particle spins are added to the quasi-particle spin. 

The existence of the magnetic moment of a quasi-particle leads in turn to 

to a paramagnetism of the liquid. The corresponding magnetic susceptibility 

may be calculated as follows. 

For a “free” quasi-particle, the operator of its additional energy in a mag¬ 

netic field H would be — /fa.H. In a Fermi liquid, however, we must take it 

into account-that the interaction of the quasi-particles causes the energy of 

each of them to change, because of the changed distribution function in the 

magnetic field. In calculating the magnetic susceptibility, we must therefore 

write the quasi-particle energy change operator as 

be = —/fa.H+tr' J fbh' dt'. (3.1) 

The change in the distribution function is given in terms of be by bn = (dnfde) 

be we thus have 

be(p) = -/fa.H+tr' J/(p, p') (dn'jde') 6e(p') dr'. (3.2) 

We shall need the solution of this equation only on the surface of the Fermi 

sphere, and seek it in the form 

be = -y/fea.H, (3.3) 

where g is a constant. For a step function w(p') = 0(//), we have 

dn'jde' = —b(e' — eF), 

so that the integration over dp' = de’/vF reduces to taking the value of the 

integrand on the Fermi surface. Substituting/from (2.4) and noting that the 

Pauli matrices satisfy 

tr o = 0, tr'(o.o')®' = i® tr' «'•«' = 2o, 
we find 

g = 2—gG(W), 
or 

g = 2/[l + <W], (3.4) 

where the bar again denotes averaging over directions, as in (2.12). 

t In calculating the field-dependent increment bn, we may neglect the change in the chemi¬ 
cal potential. The change in the macroscopic quantity /x in an isotropic liquid can only be 
quadratic in the field H (which is assumed to be small in the calculation of the susceptibility), 
whereas <5e is of the first order in the field. Since the magnetic susceptibility of the liquid is 
small, we need not distinguish between the field and the induction in it. 
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The susceptibility % is determined from the expression for the magnetic 

moment per unit volume of the liquid: 

XH = ft tr J a dh dr = ft tr J ode(dn/de) dr 

or, after integration with the step function n(p). 

Finally, substituting (3.3) and (3.4), and noting that tr(c.H)o = 2H, we find 

PpFm' 3y(P 

x~ nW(l+G) “ 7l\\+GY 
(3.5) 

where y is the coefficient in the linear specific heat law (1.15). The expression 

X = 3y{Pfn2 gives the susceptibility of a denegerate Fermi gas of particles with 

magnetic moment ft; see Part 1, (59.5). The factor l/(l+<?) represents the 

difference between a Fermi liquid and a Fermi gas.1- 

The stability condition (2.20) with / = 0 is the same as the Condition x > 0. 

§4. Zero sound 

Non-equilibrium states of a Fermi liquid are described by quasi-particle 

distribution functions that depend not only on the momefita but also on the 

coordinates and time. These functions #(p, r, t) satisfy a transport equation 

dfifdt = /(/», (4.1) 

where l(fi) is the collision integral, giving the change in the number of quasi¬ 

particles in a given element of phase volume because of collisions between 

them.1 
The total time derivative in (4.1) includes both the explicit dependence of 

h on t and the implicit dependence due to the change in the coordinates, mo¬ 

mentum and spin variables of the quasi-particle in accordance with its equations 

of motion. The distinctive feature of the Fermi liquid is that, since the quasi¬ 

particle energy is a functional of the distribution function, in an inhomoge¬ 

neous liquid, e as well as ft depends on the coordinates. 

For distributions h that differ only slightly from the equilibrium distribution 

«o, we write 

rt(P, **, 0 = «o(p)+<5/i(p, r» 0- (4-2) 

t For He8, (7 « -2/3. 
x This section assumes familiarity with the transport equation and in that respect goes 

outside the scope of the book. However, the theory of Fermi liquids would be incompletely 
formulated without the transport equation (and its application in§§4and 5). We shall here 
need only the equation without the collision integral; problems involving the specific form of 
that integral will be discussed in another volume which deals with physical kinetics. 
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The quasi-particle energy is then e = e0+be, where e0 is the energy correspond¬ 

ing to the equilibrium distribution, and be is given by (2.1), so that 

de __ dbe 

dr ~ dr ~ tT ' jV(p.p') e&Hpo^, 
dr 

(4.3) 

If there is no external magnetic field, e0 and n0 are independent of the spin. 

The explicit time-dependence of h gives a term in dhldt 

dn/dt = dbh/dt. 

The dependence through the coordinates and momentum gives terms 

dn ~ dn ~ 

dr *F + dp *P' 

The quasi-particle energy e plays the role of the Hamiltonian. From Hamilton’s 

equations, 

i = de/dp, p = —del dr. 

Hence we have, as far as the terms of the first order in bn. 

dbh de0 dno dbe 

dr * dp dp' dr 

Finally, the time variation of the function h as an operator with regard to the 

spin variables is given, according to the general rules of quantum mechanics, 
by the commutator 

m [£,*]■ (4.4) 

However, when no and eo are independent of the spin, there are no terms of 

the first order in bh in this commutator. 

Collecting the various terms, we obtain the equation 

dbh ( de0 dbh dbe dn0 _ _. „. 

'WJr^'W~W~dp ~ l{n)' 
(4.5) 

Before going on to apply the transport equation, let us discuss the conditions 

for it to be valid. By using the equations classical with regard to coordinates 

and momentum, we have assumed the motion of the quasi-particles to be quasi- 

classical; essentially the same assumption already underlies the description of 

the liquid by a distribution function that depends on both the coordinates and 

the momenta of the quasi-particles. The condition for quasi-classical motion is 

that the quasi-particle de Broglie wavelength filpF be small compared with the 

characteristic length L over which n varies considerably. Using instead of L 

the “wave number” of the inhomogeneity, k ~ 1 jL, we can write this condition 
asr 

hk pF. (4.6) 

f According to the definition (!. 1), hfpF is of the order of the interatomic distances, so that 
the condition (4.6) is very weak. 
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The frequency ca of the distribution function variation that is established for 
a given k is of the order of vFk, and automatically satisfies the condition 

hen « sp. (4.7) 

There may be any relation between fun and the temperature T. If hen T, 

the width of the transitional zone of the distribution function is fun\ then 

(4.7) is the condition necessary for the entire theory to be valid, ensuring that 

the quantum uncertainty in the quasi-particle energy (due to their collisions) 

is small compared with fun. 
Let us now apply the transport equation to investigate vibrational motion in 

a Fermi liquid. 
At low (but non-zero) temperatures, collisions occur between quasi-particles 

in a Fermi liquid, and the mean free time r oc T~2. The nature of the waves 

propagated in the liquid essentially depends on the value of cot. 

When cot <sc 1 (which is effectively the condition for the quasi-particle mean 

free path / to be small compared with the wavelength A), the collisions are able 

to bring about thermodynamic equilibrium in each volume element (small 

compared with A) in the liquid. This means that we have ordinary hydrodynam- 

ical sound waves propagated with velocity u = \/(dPfdg). The absorption of 

sound waves is small when cot <sc 1, but increases with car, and for car ~ 1 

becomes very strong, so that the propagation of sound waves becomes im¬ 

possible.1" 

When car increases further to car » 1, wave propagation again becomes 

possible in the Fermi liquid, but the waves have a different physical character. 

In these vibrations, collisions of quasi-particles are unimportant, and thermo¬ 

dynamic equilibrium is not established in each volume element. The process 

may be regarded as occurring at absolute zero of temperature. These waves 

are called zero sound. 

According to the above discussion, the collision integral in the transport 

equation can be omitted when car » 1; then 

ddn ddh dn0 ddi 

dt ~*”V* dr dp’ dr 
(4.8) 

where v = defdp is the quasi-particle velocity calculated from the unperturbed 

energy e(v — vFn, where n is a unit vector in the direction of p); the suffix 

0 is omitted from e here and henceforward. 

When T = 0, the equilibrium distribution function n0 is a step function 

0(p) cut off at the limiting momentum p = pF. Its derivative is 

dno/dp = -nd(p—pF) = -\d(e-eF). 

t When cor « 1, the sound absorption coefficient y ~ arrjfQu3, where rj is the viscosity of 
the liquid. In order of magnitude, u ~ vF, pjo ~ vFl ~ vFr, where vF is the quasi-particle 
velocity (independent of the temperature), so that rj oc T~" (I. Ya. Pomeranchuk 1950). Then 
yil/O) ~ COT oc ojT". 
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Assuming that the time and coordinate dependence of dh in the wave is 
given by the factor exp[/(k.r—eof)], we shall seek the solution of the transport 
equation in the form 

dh = d(e— £/r)v(n)^k,r-<0^. (4.9) 

Then (4.8), with dbe/6r from (4.3), becomes 

(o>-vFn.k)v(ii) = n.k^^tr' j/(n, n')v(n')c/o, (4.10) 

where n and n' are unit vectors in the directions of p and p\ and the integration 

is over the directions of n\ 

Let us consider (zero sound) vibrations which do not affect the spin prop¬ 

erties of the liquid. This means that both the equilibrium distribution func¬ 

tion and also its “perturbation” bn are independent of the spin variables. 

In such a wave, the change in the distribution function during the vibrations 

amounts to a deformation of the limiting Fermi surface (a sphere in the un¬ 

perturbed distribution), which remains a sharp boundary between the occupied 

and unoccupied quasi-particle states. The function r(n) is the displacement 

(in units of energy) of this surface in a given direction n. 

Since r(n') is independent of the spin variables, the operation tr' in (4.10) 

applies only to/. Writing/in the form(2.4), we have tr'/ = (2n?fP/pFm*) 

Thus the operator o no longer appears in the equation, which now becomes 

(co - k.v) v(n) = k.v J F(#) r(n') do'[An. (4.11) 

We take the direction of k as the polar axis, and define the direction of n 

by angles 0 and <p. Introducing the wave propagation velocity Uo = co/k and 

the notation s = UolvF, we can write the equation in the final form 

(s—cos 0) }>(0, (f)) = cos 0 J F(#) v(6\ <(>') do'I An. (4.12) 

This integral equation determines, in principle, the wave propagation veloci¬ 

ty and the function v(n') in the waves. We see at once that, for undamped 

vibrations (the only ones considered here), s must exceed unity, i.e. 

wo > vF. (4.13) 

The origin of this inequality can be understood if we rewrite (4.12) as 

v(0, (j>) = cos 0 f F($) , 
1 v 's-cos 0 An 

where v has been replaced by another unknown function v = (j—cos 0)v. 

When s = co/kvF < 1, the integrand has a pole at cos 0' = s, and in order 

to make the integral meaningful this pole in the plane of the complex variable 

cos 0' must be avoided by some definite rule. This adds an imaginary part to 
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the integral; the frequency a> therefore also acquires an imaginary part (for 
a given real k), and the wave is damped. The physical significance of the equa¬ 
tion cos 0 = u0lvFi corresponding to the pole, is that this is the condition for 
the quasi-particles to emit Cherenkov waves of zero sounds 

As an example, let us consider the case where F($) is a constant Fo. The in¬ 

tegral on the right of (4.12) is then independent of the angles 6 and <j>, and the 

required function v is therefore 

cos d 
v = constant X-K. (4.14) 

s—cos 6 v ' 

The Fermi surface thus becomes a surface of revolution elongated in the for¬ 

ward direction of wave propagation and flattened in the opposite direction. 

This anisotropy is a consequence of the non-equilibrium state of the liquid in 

each of its volume elements: in equilibrium, all properties of the liquid must be 

isotropic, and the Fermi surface must therefore be spherical. For comparison, 

it may be mentioned that an ordinary sound wave corresponds to a spherical 

Fermi surface with oscillating radius (the limiting momentum pF varies with 

the density of the liquid), shifted as a whole by an amount depending on the 

velocity of the liquid in the wave; the corresponding function v is v = dpF± 
+ constant x cos 0. 

To find the zero sound wave propagation velocity uo, we substitute (4.14) 
in (4.12): 

„ f cos Q 27i sin 6 dB f 

^°J s-cosB 4tz L 
o 

On integrating, we get an equation which implicitly determines uo for a given 
value of Fo: 

1 C-L. t 

js log^j-1 = 1/Fo. (4.15) 

The function on the left decreases from infinity to zero when s varies from 1 to 

“ * and is always positive. Hence it follows that the waves concerned can exist 

only when Fo =- 0. It should be emphasized that the possibility of propagation 

of zero sound thus depends on the properties of the interaction of the quasi¬ 
particles in the Fermi liquid. 

When Fo -► 0, (4.15) shows that s tends to unity: 

5-1 %-Ae-2/F0> (4.16) 

t This is called Landau damping; it will be discussed in detail in connection with plasma os¬ 
cillations, in the last volume of the course. The rule for avoiding the pole in the integral is given 
by replacing to by <u+d) (i.e. s — s+zO); this signifies that the perturbation is made finite at all 
previous times (including i — oo). 
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This case has more general significance than (4.15) (in which it is assumed that 

Fis a constant = Fo): it corresponds to zero sound in an almost ideal Fermi 

gas for any function F($). An almost ideal gas has F($) small in magnitude. 
It is seen from (4.12) that j is then close to 1, and v is appreciably different 

from zero only for small angles 0. Hence, considering only the range of small 

angles, we can replace F($) on the right of (4.12) by its value when # = 0 

(which corresponds to 0 = 0' = 0). We then return to (4.14) and (4.16), with 

the constant Fo replaced by F(0).f In a slightly non-ideal gas, the velocity of 

zero sound exceeds that of ordinary sound by a factor -\/3: for the former 

no ^ vF, and for the latter (2.17) gives (with F neglected and m % m*)u2 % 
- p\j3m2 = Vp/3. 

In the general case of an arbitrary function F($), the solution of (4.12) is 

not unique. The equation, in principle, allows the existence of various types 

of zero sound differing in the angular dependence of the amplitude v(B, <f>) and 

propagated at various velocities. As well as the axially symmetrical solutions 

v(6), there can also exist asymmetric solutions in which v contains azimuthal 

factors e±,m* with integral m (see Problem). For all such solutions, the inte¬ 

gral j v do = 0, i.e. the volume within the Fermi surface is fixed. This means 

that the vibrations do not alter the density of the liquid. 

The possibility of wave propagation in a Fermi liquid at absolute zero im¬ 

plies that its energy spectrum may contain a branch corresponding to elemen¬ 

tary excitations with momentum p = fik and energy e = hco — u0p, which are 

“quanta of zero sound”. The fact that zero sound (with any k) can have an 

arbitrary (small) intensity means, in terms of the elementary excitations, that 

these can occupy their quantum states in any numbers; that is, they obey 

Bose statistics and form what is called the Bose branch of the spectrum of the 

Fermi liquid. It must be stressed, however, that in the Landau theory it would 

be improper to apply the corrections, corresponding to this branch, to the 

thermodynamic quantities for the Fermi liquid, since these contain higher 

powers of the temperature (T3 in the specific heat) than even the first corrections 
to the approximate theory given above. 

The problem of the absorption of zero sound requires a consideration of the 

collisions of quasi-particles, and is outside the scope of this book. 

PROBLEM 

Find the velocity of propagation of asymmetric waves of zero sound when F= F0 + Ft cos ft. 

Solution. When 

F = F0 J-F1[cos 8 cos 0' + sin 8 sin 0' cos(</>'—<£)], 

t Vibrations corresponding to zero sound in a slightly non-ideal Fermi gas were first 
discussed by Yu. L. Klimontovich and V. P. Silin (1952). 
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there can exist solutions with vcce^: putting v — f (O)e^, substituting in (4.12) and integrating 
over </>', we obtain 

(s-cos Q)f = \ Fx cos 0 sin Q j* sin2 dB'. 

Hence 
sin 0 cos 0 iJL 

v = constant X-— er*. 
s-cos 0 

Substituting this expression back into the equation, we get 

r sin3 6 cos 6 

J s— cos 6 
4 /F„ 

which gives the dependence of the velocity of propagation on Ft. The integral on the left is 
a monotonically decreasing function of s. Its greatest value therefore occurs when s = L Cal¬ 
culating the integral for 5 = 1, we find that an asymmetric wave of the type considered can be 
propagated if Fi >■ 6.t 

§ 5. Spin waves in a Fermi liquid 

As well as the spin-independent solutions i>(n) considered in §4, (4.10) has so¬ 

lutions of the form 
v = o.p.(n), (5.1) 

in which the variation of the quasi-particle distribution function depends on 

the spin component. These may be called spin waves. 

Substituting (5.1) in (4.10), again taking/in the form (2.4), and noting that 

tr' a'(o.o') = 2a, we get (after cancelling a) 

(s—cos 6) p.(0, 0) = cos 6 f G{$) [l(0\ (j)') do'jAn. (5.2) 

Thus, for each component of the vector p,, we get an equation that differs 

from (4.12) only in that Fis replaced by G. Hence the subsequent calculations 

in §4 are applicable to spin waves also/ 

Spin waves of another kind can be propagated in a Fermi liquid when a 

magnetic field is present (V. P. Silin 1958). Here we shall consider only vibra¬ 

tions with k = 0, in which dri is independent of the coordinates. 

When a magnetic field H is present, even the quasi-particle energy and distri¬ 

bution function “unperturbed” by the vibrations are spin-dependent. These 

dependences are interrelated, and are given by (see §3) 

eo = £o(p)-M-H, Pi = £/(l+G), (5.3) 

0o = «o(p) - (dno/de) ^iC.H 

= «o(p)+<5(£-£f)^iO.H, (5.4) 

t For liquid He3, F0 and Ft can be calculated from the known values of m* and u2 by means 
of (2.12) and (2.17): F0 — 10.8,Ft = 6.3 (at zero pressure). 

* In liquid He3, G0 ~ G{&) <0; see the second footnote to §3. Such waves therefore cannot 
be propagated in it. 
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where eo(p) is the energy in the absence of the field; the suffix 0 again indi¬ 

cates that these expressions relate to the equilibrium liquid. 
We again seek the small variable part of the distribution function in the 

wave in the form 
bfi= 8(e— £f)o.p.(n)e-tot. 

The corresponding change in the quasi-particle energy is 

8e = | p.(n') G(&) ^ .e-'"'. 

In the transport equation, we must now take into account the term (4.4) 

containing the commutator [e, fi\; for distributions independent of the coor¬ 

dinates, it becomes 
dbfi i rA .. 
-gp + j [«.*]- 0. (5.5) 

As far as terms linear in bfi we have 

[e, n) = bfi]+^b(e-eF) [be, a.H]. 

The commutators are given by the formula 

[o.a, o.b] = 2/a.axb, 

where a and b are any vectors; see QM (55.10). The transport equation thus 

becomes 
ico\t.( n) = (2^)Hxp(n), (5.6) 

where 
p(n) = i»(n)+J li(n') G(#) <fo'/4x (5.7) 

In the general case, the solution of (5.6) can be expanded as a series of spher¬ 

ical harmonics Ylm(d, 0), with the polar axis along H. Each term in the expan¬ 

sion represents a particular type of vibration with its frequency co[m. 

The first frequency co0o corresponds to vibrations with \x — constant; then 

p = p.(l +G), and (5.6) becomes 

ico oop. = (2f$l ft) Hx[x; 

the vibrations are transverse to the field (p, J_H). Writing the equation in 

components in the plane perpendicular to H and taking the determinant, we 

find the frequency 
woo = 2pHft. (5.8) 

Here is the magnetic moment of a particle (actual) in the liquid. Thus co00 is 

independent of the specific properties of the liquid. The values of all the other 
frequencies (olm, however, depend on the specific form of the function (?($). 
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§ 6. A degenerate almost ideal Fermi gas with repulsion between 

the particles 

The problem of the thermodynamic properties of an “almost ideal ” degenerate 

gas has no direct physical significance, since the gases that actually exist in 

Nature condense at temperatures near absolute zero. Nevertheless, in view of 

the considerable methodological interest of this problem, there is value in 

discussing it for a hypothetical model of a gas whose particles interact in such 

a way that the gas cannot condense. 
The condition for the gas to be almost ideal is that the range ro of the molec¬ 

ular forces be small compared with the mean distance / ~(F/iV)1/3 between 

the particles. As well as the condition r0 « l, the inequality 

pro/ft <s: 1 (6.1) 

is valid for the particle momenta p: in a degenerate Fermi gas, the limiting 

momentum pF is estimated from (1.1), which gives pF/ft ~ (N/Vy13 « l fro. 

We shall consider here only a pair interaction between particles, and assume 

for simplicity that the interaction U(r) is independent of the particle spins. 

Our aim is to calculate the leading terms in the expansion of the thermody¬ 

namic quantities in powers of the ratio ro//, by means of quantum-mechanical 

perturbation theory. The difficulty is that, because of the rapid increase of the 

interaction energy at small distances between the particles, perturbation theory 

(the “Bom approximation”) is in fact not applicable to particle collisions. 

This difficulty can, however, be circumvented in the following way. 

In the limiting case of “slow” collisions (as for instance when the condition 

(6.1) holds), the mutual scattering amplitude of particles with mass m tends to 

a constant limit —a, which in the Born approximation (see QM, (126.13)) is 

— a= —mUo/^nh2, Uo = jU(r)cPx; (6.2) 

this limit corresponds to the s state of the pair of particles (with spin \). The 

constant a is called the scattering length? Since this quantity entirely deter¬ 

mines the properties of the collisions, it must also determine the thermodynamic 

properties of the gas. 
This leads to the possibility of applying a procedure known as renormalization. 

We formally replace the true energy U(r) by a different function having the 

same value of a but such that perturbation theory can be used. So long as 

(i.e. in an approximation such that) the final result of the calculations contains 

U only in the scattering amplitude, it will be the same as the result that would 

be given by the actual interaction. 

t The expression (6.2) takes no account of the quantum-mechanical identity of the particles. 
In the limit of slow collisions of identical spin-- particles, scattering occurs only for anti¬ 
parallel spins, and the differential cross-section for scattering into the solid angle do (in the 
centre-of-mass system) is do = 4a- do; the total cross-section is obtained by integrating do 
over a hemisphere, and is o = Soa- (see QM, §137). 
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The range of the actual interaction is in general the same in order of magni¬ 

tude as the scattering lengths. For the fictitious field U(r) which serves an auxi¬ 

liary purpose, the condition for the Born approximation to be valid is a ro- 

The actual small expansion parameter in this theory is, of course, apFlh. 

We shall need the relation between Uo and a not only in the first approxi¬ 

mation (6.2), but also in the second Bom approximation. To find this, we re¬ 

call that, if the transition probability of the system under the action of a con¬ 

stant perturbation V is given in the first approximation by the matrix element 

Foo, then in the second approximation Voo is replaced by 

Voo+i; 
VonVnQ 
Eo-En ’ 

where the summation is over the states (with n ^ 0) of the unperturbed system 

(see QM, §43). In the present case we have a system of two colliding particles, 

and the perturbation is their interaction U(r). The perturbation matrix ele¬ 

ments for transitions in which the particle momenta pi and p2 become pj 

and p2 (with pi+p2 = pi+p2) are 

<Pi« i, P2a2! U | pioci, p2a2> = y J U(r) (Px, (6.3) 

where p = p'—p2 = — (p{—pi); since the interaction is independent of the 

spins, the particle spin components ax and a2 are unaltered by the collision. 

The matrix element for zero momenta Uq/V plays the role of Voo- Thus, in 

changing from the first to the second approximation, we must replace Uo by 

Uo+tZ ”*11 Ue~‘’*'*‘Px i2; 

the summation is for given pi and p2, over pj ^ pi, p2. Since in our case the 

particle momenta are assumed small, in all the important terms in the sum we 

can replace the matrix elements by their values at p = 0. We then get the 

following expression for the scattering length:1" 

m r 2m "I 

a ~ Wp L 

Hence, with the same accuracy, 

_ _ 4nh2a r 4nfPa 2m 

m [ mV \p\-\-p\-p^-p^ 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

t In all the intermediate formulae we write the sums over discrete values of the particle 
momenta with the particles in a finite volume V; in the final calculation the summation is. 
replaced, as usual, by integration over Vd3pl{2jifi)3. 
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The divergence of the sum in (6.4) for large p* and p2 is due to the replace¬ 
ment of all matrix elements by constants and is not important, since, when 

this expression is later used to calculate the energy of the system, a convergent 
expression is still obtained, in which large momenta are not significant. We 

take a to be the scattering length of slow particles, which is independent of 

their energy. Formula (6.4) seems at first sight to depend on the momenta pi 

and p2, but in fact this dependence is restricted to the imaginary part of the 

scattering amplitude (which exists when the method of summation is appro¬ 

priately defined; cf. QM, (130.9)), which need not be considered, since we know 

that the final result will be real. This topic will be resumed in §21. 

In the present section, we shall consider the model of a Fermi gas with a 

repulsive interaction between the particles; for such an interaction, a > 0. In 

this case, the gas has an energy spectrum of the Fermi type described in §§1 

and 2. 

The Hamiltonian of a system of particles (with spin ^) having a pair inter¬ 

action is, in the second quantization method, 

= Z ^ KA. + y I <P>i.Paa21 U! Pjctj, paa,) aPVp+;.A.«A,.,' (6-6) 
p,a 

see QM, §64. Here a^a and apa are creation and annihilation operators for a 

free particle with momentum p and spin component a (= ±-|). The first term 

in (6.6) corresponds to the kinetic energy of the particles, and the second term 

to their potential energy; in the latter, the summation is over all values of the 

momenta and spin components, subject to the conservation of momentum 
in the collisions. 

In accordance with the assumption that the particle momenta are small, 

we again replace the matrix elements in (6.6) by their values for zero momenta: 

(Ooci, 0a2| U |0ai, 0a2) = UojV. Next we note that, since the operators aPi<Xi and 

dPnat anticommute in Fermi statistics, their product is antisymmetrical with 

respect to the interchange of suffixes; the same applies to the products dp,aapia2. 

In consequence, all terms cancel in the second sum in (6.6) that contain pairs 

of equal suffixes a1} a2 (physically, this occurs because of the fact already men¬ 

tioned that, in the limit of slow collisions, only particles with opposite spins 

can scatter each other). 

The Hamiltonian of the system thus becomes 

# = I a;^iv-5i+. W) 
P. “ Pi, Pi, P( 

where a1+ = aPi+, ax+ = dp[+, etc., and the suffixes + and — here and hence¬ 
forward replace -f \ and — -§-. 

The eigenvalues of this Hamiltonian are calculated by ordinary perturbation 
theory; the second term in (6.6) is treated as a small correction to the first 
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term. The first term is diagonal, and its eigenvalues are 

EV»= £ (pV2m)n»., 
p, a 

(6.8) 

where «pa are the occupation numbers of the states p, a.f 
The first-order correction is given by the diagonal matrix elements of the 

interaction energy: 

Pl.Pt 

(6.9) 

where n1+ = «Pl+ etc. 
To find the second-order correction, we use the known formula of pertur¬ 

bation theory, 

L En-Em 

where the suffixes n and m label the states of the unperturbed system. A simple 

calculation (with the known matrix elements of the operators dpa and gives 

Uj[ v n1+n2-(l~n'1+)(l-n^) 

(Pl+Pt-P?~PW2m 
(6.10) 

The structure of this expression is very clear: the squared matrix element of the 

transition pi,p 2 -*• Pi, p2ls proportional to the occupation numbers of the states 

pt, p2, and to the numbers of unoccupied positions in the states p(, j>2. 

The integral Uo in (6.9) and (6.10) must be expressed in terms of a real phys¬ 

ical quantity, the scattering amplitude —a. In the second-order terms this can 

be done from (6.2); in the first-order terms, the more exact formula (6.5) is 

needed. After these substitutions, we find as the correction of the first order 

in a 

(6.11) 
Pi.Pt 

and as the second-order correction 

2mg2 ^ «1+«i_[(l —«i+) (1 —«2-)— 1] . 

** p..L: pI+pI-pI'-p? 

for brevity, we use in the intermediate formulae the “coupling constant” of 

the gas particles* g — 4nh2afm. In expanding the expression in the numerator, 

t By assuming that the particles have definite values of the spin component, we assume that 
the statistical matrix rt^ip) is also reduced to diagonal form; the functions nB(p) with a = ±-| 
are then its diagonal elements. 

* After the renormalization of the scattering amplitude, this quantity is no longer equal to 
the constant Ua in (6.2). 
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we note that the terms with products of four n cancel, because their numerators 
are symmetrical and their denominators antisymmetrical with respect to the 

interchange of p*, p2 and pj, p£; and the summation over these variables is 

symmetrical. The final result is 

£<2> = - 
2 mg2 

V2 E 
Pi. Pi. 

ttl+«2-K++”2-) 

Pl+Pl-P'l2-Pi2 
(6.12) 

This sum (in which all the npa -* 0 as p -► °o) is convergent. 

From these formulae we can calculate, first of all, the energy of the ground 

state. To do so, we must put all the npa equal to unity within the Fermi sphere 

(p < pF = ft{3n2N/V)113) and zero outside. Here it should be noted that, al¬ 

though in the original Hamiltonian the eigenvalues of the operator products 

dpaapa give the occupation numbers of the states of the gas particles themselves, 

after diagonalizing the Hamiltonian by means of perturbation theory we are 

concerned with the quasi-particle distribution function (denoted, as in previous 

sections, by npa). 

Since £np+ = JX_ = \N, we find from (6.11) the first-order correction 

Ejp = gN2/4V. 

In (6.12) we replace the summation over three momenta, together with the 

condition pi+p2 = Pi+P2, by integration over 

so that 

5(Pi+P2-Pi-P2) &Pi <Ppz cPp'x dp'2, 

4mg2V f^Pi+Pz-Pi-Pa) 
(Mf J ph-pl-p[2-p? 

cPpx cPp2 (Pp'x (Pp'z, 

the integration being taken over the range pu p%, p[ =s pF. The calculation of 

the integral gives the following final result for the energy of the ground state: 

Eo = N 
10m 

10 PFa 4(11 

+ ft + 

-2 log 2) /pFa ' 

21tt2 \ ft )']■ (6.13) 

where the coefficient of the square bracket is the energy of an ideal Fermi gas 

(K. Huang and C. N. Yang 1957). 

The chemical potential of the gas at absolute zero is given by the derivative 

p = (dEo/dN)v. Expressed in terms of the limiting momentum pF, it is 

.. P?\i . 4 Pf° , 4(11-2 log 2) lpFa\*\ 1/U 
" = 2^[1+35TT+-is?-(614) 

t In practice, it is simpler to proceed in a different order, beginning with the calculation of 
the functionf (see below). 
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According to the general ideas of the Landau theory, the spectrum of 

elementary excitations e(p)and the quasi-particle interaction function /aa (p, p') 
are determined by the first and second variations of the total energy with 

respect to the quasi-particle distribution function.1^ If E is written as a discrete 

sum over p and a, we have by definition 

SE = £ e.(p) <5«pa + w £ /««<p, p') bn^ bnv« (6.15) 
P, a P. a. P'. a' 

(after differentiation of the energy, npa is to be replaced by unity within the 

Fermi sphere and zero outside). There is, however, no need to calculate in this 

way the effective mass m* of the quasi-particles, since it can be found more 

simply (see below). 
To calculate the function /aB,(p, p') (on the Fermi surface), we twice differ¬ 

entiate the sum of the expressions (6.11) and (6.12), and then put p = p' = pF. 

After making this simple calculation and changing from summation to integra¬ 

tion, we have 

/+-(P, P') 
4 mg- f f 3(P+P'-Pi-Pa) 

J { 2pl-pl-pl 

+ 
<5(p4-p,-p'-p2)4-<5(p'+pi-p-p2) ) 
~~ 2(^|) } ** *** 

/L+(P> P') =/--(p, P) 

2mg°- f <5(p+Pl-p'-p2)+<$(p'-f-pi-p-p2) ^ ^ 

m?!-pfp!- Pl 
The integration in these formulae is comparatively simple, because of the lower 
multiplicity of the integrals. 

The final result is to be put in the form (2.4), which is independent of the 

choice of the spin quantization axis. In this form it is 

f*V, (Id — I! 
cos ft 

1 + ^(2+ . 
nh \ 2 sin v ft 

log 
1-f-sin 

1 — o- sin \ ft log 

* * 
—j-r) 

sin -£-0/j 

1-f-sin -2-^\l 1 ---^—\\oxP.oyd L 
1— Sin J 

(6.16) 

where ft is the angle between the vectors pF and p^. (A. A. Abrikosov and I. M. 
Khalatnikov 1957).: 

T The matrix/aa-(p, p') in this section is made up of the elements of the matrix/ay> ^(p, p') 
that are diagonal in two pairs of suffixes (a, ft and y, 5). 

t The function (6.16) becomes logarithmically infinite at ft = n. This is because of the 
approximations made. A more exact analysis shows that, although ft = n is indeed a singular¬ 
ity of the function, the latter is zero there, not infinite; see the third footnote to §54. The 
invalidity of (6.16) near ft — n is unimportant in subsequent applications, which invol ve in¬ 
tegrals convergent at this point. 
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The effective mass of the quasi-particles is found from this by integration as 

in (2.12): 

m* 

m 1+T5?<7Iog2-1) 
fapF\2 (6.17) 

Formula (2.17) gives the velocity of sound in the gas: 

2 __ p\ ri ,2 apP , 8(11—2 log 2) /apF\2] 
U 3 m2 [ 7i h 15n2 \ ft J J * 

Then, integrating u2m/N (expressed in terms of N/V instead of pF) with respect 

to N, we find from (2.13) the chemical potential of the gas, and a further 

integration with respect to N gives the expression (6.13) for the energy of the 

ground state. 
Formula (6.13) represents the first terms in'an expansion of the gas energy in 

powers of the “gaseousness parameter” rj = ppaffi ~ a(N/V)1/3. By similar but 

considerably more laborious calculations, we could derive some further terms 

in the expansion. The reason is that, in a Fermi gas, triple collisions contribute 

to the energy only in a fairly high approximation. Of three colliding particles, 

at least two have the same spin component; the coordinate wave function of the 

system must then be antisymmetric with respect to these two particles. Thus the 

orbital angular momentum of the relative motion of these particles is at least 

1 (p state). The corresponding wave function contains an extra power of pjh 

in comparison with the 5-state wave function (see QM, §33), and therefore the 

probability of such a collision contains an extra factor p2, i.e. is reduced by a 

factor ~ (pa/ft)2 ~ rf in comparison with that of a “head-on” collision of 

particles not obeying the Pauli principle. In consequence, triple collisions con¬ 

tribute to the energy only in terms containing the volume as y~2V~2,z. In other 

words, all terms in the expansion of the energy up to those of order N(ppfm)rj5 

inclusive, i.e. three more beyond those shown in (6.13), are expressed in terms 

of the characteristics of pair collisions only. However, these characteristics 

will include not only the amplitude of 5-wave scattering for slow collisions, as 

in (6.13), but also its derivatives with respect to the energy, and the amplitude 

of p-wave scattering. 



CHAPTER II 

GREEN’S FUNCTIONS IN A FERMI SYSTEM AT 
T= 0 

§ 7. Green’s functions in a macroscopic system 

The method used in §6 becomes laborious and in practice unusable in the higher 

orders of perturbation theory. This disadvantage is the more important in that 

the interaction between particles in actual physical problems is certainly not 

weak, and so, to ascertain the various general properties of macroscopic 

systems, we have to consider infinite sequences of terms in the perturbation- 

theory series. To overcome such difficulties, we can use a mathematical for¬ 

malism similar to the one in quantum field theory. 

The specific form of this treatment depends essentially on the nature of the 

macroscopic system to which it is to be applied. The subsequent sections of this 

chapter deal with the development of the formalism for a Fermi liquid at 

absolute zero.1" The purpose of the exposition is not only the practical applica¬ 

tion of the method to such a system, but also to show how the formalism itself 
is constructed. 

The starting-point is the second-quantized ip operators, whose properties are 

known from quantum mechanics (see QM, §§64, 65). Here we shall need them 

in the Heisenberg representation, in which they depend explicitly on the time. 

We therefore begin by establishing some properties of the ip operators in that 
representation. 

We shall consider systems of spin-y particles. Accordingly, the ip operators 

must be given a suffix that indicates the value of the spin component and takes 

the values ±y; these suffixes will again be written as Greek letters, and summa¬ 

tion over repeated suffixes is implied. 

By the general rule (see QM,§ 13), the operator / (t) of any physical quantity 

in the Heisenberg representation is expressed in terms of the time-independent 

(Schrodinger) operator / of the same quantity by* 

f(t) = e'&fe-iHt' 

where ft is the Hamiltonian of the system. 

t The systematic construction of this formalism is due to V. M. Galitskil and A. B. Migdal 
(1958). 

* In order to simplify the formulae, we shall often use units such that the quantum constant 
ft = 1 (so that the momentum and energy have dimensions of reciprocal length and recipro- 

28 
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Here, however, it will be appropriate to modify this definition somewhat. 
The reason is that in quantum statistics it is more convenient to consider the 
states of the system not for a specified number N of particles in it but for a 

specified chemical potential p. The ground state of the system, in which it is 

found at T = 0, can then be defined as the state having the lowest eigenvalue 

of the operator 

S' = S-pti, (7.1) 

and not of 6 as when N is specified: the probability that the system is (for a 

specified value of p) in a state with energy E„ and number of particles jv„ is 

" oc exp^— = exp ; 

see Part 1, (35.1). Here is' are the eigenvalues of the operator A'. We see that 

at T = 0 only the state with the lowest^ remains.* 

Thus we define the Heisenberg ip operators by the formulae 

^a(t,r) = etfr'y^e-wt, 

#a+(f,r) = e'*''y>a+(r)<r'*''. 

The Heisenberg ip operators will be denoted by the capital letter and the 
Schrodinger ip operators by ip. 

The Schrodinger ip operators obey the familiar commutation rules. The 

commutators of the Heisenberg operators taken at different times t and t' 

cannot be calculated in a general form, however. When t = t', the commuta¬ 

tion rules are the same as for the Schrodinger operators. Thus, from the rule 

V«toW*( O+Wy.W = d(r-r') 

we have the corresponding rule 

Vjt, r) ^(t, r')+'P£(t, r') 'Pjt, r) 

= y>/(r') + y>.(r)] e-'®'' 

= da/9d( r-r'). 

Similarly, 

'P.it, r)^(f, rr')S> ((, r) = 0, 1 

#+(1, r) $y(r, r')+'Pe(t, r') #*(/, r) = 0. J 

cal time respectively). To change from these to ordinary units, all momenta p and energies E 
in the formulae are to be replaced by p/fi and Efh. Such units will, in particular, be used in the 
present chapter. 

t The term ‘Hamiltonian’ will be used for both Hand H'. 

(7.3) 

(7.4) 
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Differentiating the definition (7.2) with respect to time, we find that the 
Heisenberg ip operator satisfies the equation 

-if'P.V, r) = (7.5) 

cf. QM, (13.7). 

The Heisenberg and Schrodinger representations are identical for the oper¬ 

ator of any conserved quantity (i.e. an operator that commutes with the Hamil¬ 

tonian). This is true, in particular, of the Hamiltonian itself, and of the particle 

number operator, which also of course belongs to a conserved quantity. The 

expressions for these operators in terms of Schrodinger and Heisenberg ip 

operators are the same. For example, the particle number operator is 

N = j y>+(r)fa(r)cPx 

= J* r) Pa(t, r) cPx. (7.6) 

The Hamiltonian of a system of interacting particles is 

H' = 1> + )^<2>+..., | 

= ----- f ^.+(r,r) a^(i, t)<Px-h$, i 
2mJ (7.7) 

P<» = J Pitt, r) £/(1>(r) ’Pjr, r) tPx, j 

\ J r)'Pi(t, r') Un'(r-r')'Pjt, i'yPf(t, r)rPxcPx\ j 

where H'i0) is the Hamiltonian of a system of free particles; J?(1) is the operator 

of their interaction with the external field Ua)(r); J?(2) the operator of their 

pair interaction, (7(2)(r—r') being the interaction energy of two particles. The 

omitted terms represent triple etc. interactions; cf. QM, (64.25). For simplicity, 

all interactions are assumed to be independent of the spins of the particles. 

The commutator of /}' and Pa in (7.5) is calculated by means of the rules 

(7.3) and (7.4); the delta functions that appear are removed by integration. 

We thus obtain a “Schrodinger equation” for Pft, r), in the form 

r) = (--LA_/J + C/a>(r)^ r) 

+ J Pf(t, r') U(2\r-r')Pp(t, r ')d*x'.Pa(t, r)+ ... . (7.8) 

The concept of the Green's function for a macroscopic system is fundamental 

in the method described here. This function is defined by1- 

G«f(Xu 3Q = - %HX-d)- (7.9) 

Here and and below, X denotes for brevity the time t together with the position 

vector r. The angle brackets (...) denote averaging with respect to the ground 

+ This definition is analogous to that of the exact Green's functions (propagators) in quan¬ 
tum electrodynamics (cf. RQT, §§100,102). 
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state of the system, instead of the more cumbersome notation <0[... [0) for 
the diagonal matrix element. The symbol T denotes the chronological product: 

the operators following it are to be arranged from right to left in order of 
increasing times tu t%. For fermions, the interchange of a pair of operators 

(as compared with their arrangement in the original writing of the product) 

must change the sign of the product. Explicitly, 

Gap(Xu X2) = 
i'tf(X2)'PjX1)) 

for 

for 

h h, 1 

h < U. J 
(7.10) 

There are some obvious properties of the Green’s function. If the system 

is not ferromagnetic and not in an external field, the spin dependence of the 

Green’s function reduces to a unit matrix: 

GaP(Xu X2) = daPG(Xu X2); (7.11) 

any other dependence would distinguish a particular direction in space, the 

z-axis of spin quantization^ Since time is homogeneous, ti and t% appear in 

the Green’s function only as the difference t = ti—t2. If also the system is 
microscopically homogeneous in space, the coordinates of the two points 

appear only as the difference r = ri—r2. In other words, for this case we have 

Gap(Xu X2) = dapG(X), X = Xx - Z2. (7.12) 

It must be emphasized that microscopic homogeneity means that the body is 

assumed homogeneous not only as regards its mean (macroscopic) density but 

also as regards the probability density of various (microscopic) positions of its 

particles in space. Liquids and gases have this property (but solid crystals do 

not). Their isotropy has the result that G(t, r) = G(t, — r). In this connection, 

let us note once again that the function G(t, r), by its definition, is certainly not 

an even function of t. The order of ti and t2 in the difference t = ti—t2 is for 

that reason significant. 
The coordinate density matrix of a particle in the system is defined as the 

mean value 

Mn. ra) = r,)). (7.13) 

From a knowledge of this matrix we can find the mean value of any quantity 

pertaining to an individual particle. Let be some “one-particle” operator, 

i.e. an operator of the form 
(7.14) 

where is an operator acting on the coordinates and spin of only one (the 

uth) particle, and the summation is over all particles in the system. In the 

tThis statement needs elucidation. The spin components Wa form a contravariant spinor of 

rank one (and in this sense it would be more correct to raise the index: Wa). The components 

Wf form a covariant spinor. Thus Gap is a mixed spinor of rank two, and d^p is a unit spinor of 
this kind. 
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second-quantization formalism, such an operator is written (in the Heisenberg 
representation) as 

£*(*) = J r)/A(^ r) dPx; (7.15) 

cf. QM, (64.23). Hence it is clear that the mean value of F can be expressed in 

terms of the density matrix as 

(F) = N(f) = J r2)J„„„ <Pxu (7.16) 

where is an operator acting on the coordinates rY (we put r2 = n after 

applying this operator but before integrating). 

According to (7.10), the density matrix can be expressed in terms of the 

Green’s function: 

r2) = -^jrGap(tu Tu ti+0, r2). (7.17) 

Here, and everywhere henceforward, writing the argument of the function as 

fi-f-0 signifies taking the limit as it tends to h from above. This ensures the 

correct arrangement of the ip operators, as in the product (7.13). 

For a microscopically homogeneous system, the density matrix depends only 

on the difference r = rj—r2, and if there is no spin dependence, Qap = dapg, 

with 

e(r) = =—0,r); (7.18) 

here Gap{Xx, X2) has been replaced by G(Xx — X2) = G{X) in accordance with 

(7.12). With ri = r2, after taking the trace with respect to the spin variables, 

the operator product in (7.13) becomes the operator of the particle 

number density in the system. The mean density of the body is therefore 

NjV = 2Nq(0) = -2 iG(t = -0, r = 0), (7.19) 

where t tends to zero from below. This equation relates the chemical potential 

F at T =0 (on which G depends as a parameter) to the particle number density 
N/V. 

The Fourier expansion of the function g(ri, r2) determines the momentum 
distribution of the particles^ 

N(p) = iV J e(ri, r2)e“/p-(ri-r*)^(jci-x2) 

= - i J [G(t, r)]r. _o e-* * (Px. (7.20) 

t The one-particle density matrix is (see QM, § 14) the integral 

e(ri, r2) = J* W*(r2, q) W(rt, q)dq, 

where *F(r, q) is the wave function of the system as a whole, r denoting the position vector of 
one particle and q the set of coordinates of all the other particles, with integration over these. 
The Fourier components of the density matrix are equal to 

j* | J *F(r, q)eiv td3x\2 dq, 

and this gives its relation to the particle momentum distribution. 
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This is the number of particles (per unit volume) with a specified value of the 
spin component and with momenta in the range tPpl(2jif. Here we are referring 
to actual particles, not to quasi-particles(whichhavenot yet made an appear¬ 

ance in the formalism being described). The notation N(p) is used in contrast 
to the quasi-particle distribution function n{p). 

We shall usually be concerned with the Green’s function in the momentum 

representation, defined as the component of the Fourier expansion of G(t, r) 

with respect to t and r: 

G{t, r) = J G (co, py(p-*-“>0 do) <Ppl(2rc)\ (7.21) 

G(co, p) = jG (t, r) <r*(p r-“>0 dt cPx. (7.22) 

The particle momentum distribution is expressed in terms of this function by 

AT(p) = — i lim f G(co, (7.23) 
t-*-o J 2ji 

which is found by substituting (7.21) in (7.20). It is normalized by 

= (7.24) 

which is the condition (7.19) in the momentum representation. Thus the distri¬ 

bution N(p) automatically has the correct normalization 

2 J N(p) cPp/(27iY = N/V. 

The limit in which the integrals (7.23) and (7.24) are taken is equivalent to a 

particular contour rule in the plane of the complex variable co. The presence of 

the factor e~,a)t with t < 0 allows the path of integration (the real axis) to be 

closed by an infinite semicircle in the upper half-plane of co, so that the integral 

is determined by the residues of G(co, p) at its poles in that half-plane. 

§ 8. Determination of the energy spectrum from the Green’s function 

For a microscopically homogeneous system, it is easy to determine the time 

and coordinate dependence of the matrix elements of the Heisenberg ip operator 

with respect to stationary states having definite values of the energy and mo¬ 

mentum. 

The time dependence is given by the usual exponential factor: 

(n | ^«(t, r) | m) = | #*(r) | m), (8.1) 

but, since the Heisenberg ip operator is defined by means of the Hamiltonian 

we have 
OOnm = K~E'm 

= En—Em—fj,(Nn—Nm). 
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According to the general properties of ip operators, P decreases (and P+ 

increases) by one the number of particles in the system. Hence 7V„ — Nm— 1 
in the matrix element (8.1), so that 

comn = En(N)~Em(N+1) ■+ (x, (8.2) 

where the arguments are the numbers of particles in the corresponding states. 

To determine the dependence on the coordinates, we note that, since the 

system is homogeneous, a displacement relative to the system through an 

arbitrary distance r cannot alter the matrix elements of its ip operators. This does 

not mean, however, that the matrix elements are independent of the coordi¬ 

nates. The reason is that the difference between ip,tm(r) and the value ip»m(0) 

at some specified point r = 0 is due to two causes: the displacement through r 

relative to the system itself, and the movement of the point of observation to a 

different position, which also changes the phases of the wave functions. In 

order to exclude this latter change, we shift the system through — r, i.e. apply 

to its wave functions the parallel-translation operator 

f(—r) - 

where P is the operator of the total momentum of the system; see QM, (15.13). 

These operations return the point of observation to its original position, but 

it remains shifted by r relative to the system. The invariance of the matrix 

elements under this transformation is expressed by 

(n | y>*(0)! m) = (n i eit-^iptt(r)e~ir^ ! m). (8.3) 

If the system has definite momenta P„ and Pm in the states n and m, then 

(n \ #*(0)'m) = £'k»m-r (n 1 $a(r)1 m), 

whence 
(n | Pa(t, r) | m) = [ ?£a(0) | m), 

(n ! P+(t, r) I m) = (m \ Pa(t, r)' «>*, 

where knm = P„ — Pm. 

Using these formulae, we can deduce an important expansion of the Green’s 

function in momentum space, which clarifies its physical significance. 

Because of the “discontinuous” definition of the function G(t, r), in calculat¬ 

ing G(a>, p) we must separate the integral over t in (7.22) into two, from — °o 

to 0 and from 0 to oo. in the second (i.e. when t = ti — tz >■ 0), we expand the 

definition (7.10) by the matrix multiplication rule and find 

G(t, i) = 5- iG„ = - j-i £<0! 'P.(Xy)\m)(m\ P}(X.)| 0), 

with summation over all quantum states of the system. Substituting (8.4) and 
noting that Po = 0 in the ground state, we have 

G(t, r) = |<0iv>a(0)|m>|2 (8.5} 

0m=EoW-Em(N+l) + u. 

j (8-4) 

where co( 
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The spatial integration in (7.22), with G(t, r) from (8.5), gives the delta func¬ 
tion 3(p—Pm) in each term of the sum. In the integration over t ( > 0), to ensure 
convergence, we must add to co an infinitesimal positive imaginary part, i.e. 

replace co by co-MO.1" Then 

f f G(t, r) e«"—•" d>x dt = l (2nf £ |<0|«0)|m>|2 P"? JJ 2 m OJ + OJ0m + l0 
0 

The integral over t from — °° to 0 is calculated similarly. For f < 0 we have 

instead of (8.5) 

G(t, r) = l-i £ | <«! y>M! 0) |2 (8.6) 

where co^ = Em(N— 1)—Eo(N)+p. Now, calculating the integral from — ~ 

to 0 and adding it to the other, we obtain 

G(cot?) = y(2nf^ 
co+ p+Eo(N) 

BntKP + Vn,) 

-Em(N+l)+iO 

ft>+p-\-Em{_N—■ \)—Eq(N) -*>}’ 
(8.7) 

with the notation 

Am = |(0| fc(0) | m) \\ B„ = \{m\ &(0) | 0) |2. (8.8) 

This is the required expansion.* 

We shall use the notation 

4+) = EJ.N+ \)-E^N), s(-> = Ec(N)-EUN- 1) (8-9) 

for the excitation energies given by the differences between the excited level of 

the system with a particular number of particles and the ground state of the 

system with one particle more or fewer. The superscripts (+) and (—) indicate 

the inequalities 
4+> > p, 4") < p. (8.10) 

For, since Eo(N+l)—Eo(N) % dEo/dN = p, the chemical potential at T — 0, 

we can write, for instance, 

4+) = Em(N+ 1)-E0(N+ l)+Eo(N+ \)-E0(N) 

*[Em(N+l)-Eo(N+l)] + p. 

t This procedure is analogous to the method of calculating Green’s functions in quantum 
electrodynamics (cf. RQT, §76). 

t The corresponding expansion in quantum field theory is the Kfilten-Lehmann expansion 
icLRQT, §§101 and 108). 
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The difference in the square brackets (where both energies relate to systems 

with the same number of particles) is positive by the definition of the ground 

state; hence > fi. The significance of the definition (8.9) will be discussed 
again below. 

The displacement of the poles of the terms in the sum (as functions of co), 

expressed by the terms ±*0 in their denominators, is equivalent to the presence 

of delta-function imaginary parts according to* 

—= P- x±iO x v ' 

Applying this to (8.7), we find as the real part of the Green’s function 

re G(co, P) = 4tt3 £ P £ 
Amd( p-Pm) Bmb( p+Pm) 

co-f (J, 
> + P m)' 

-etfj ’ 

(8.11) 

(8.12) 

and its imaginary part (since each difference [jl > 0, and each difference 

e^—fi < 0) 

im G(w, p) = 
- 4n* £ Amb(p - Pm) S(to+ix- 4+>) for to > 0, 

4n4 J] Bmb(p+Pm) <§(co + (jl—e<“>) for co < 0. 
(8.13) 

Hence we always have 

sgn im G(co, p) = — sgn co. (8.14) 

We may also notice the asymptotic behaviour of the function C?(co, p) as 

co —°°. From (8.7), 

4jr3 

G(o>, p) « — £ [Amb{p—Pm)+i?m<5(p+Pm)]. 

The coefficient of 1/co is easily seen to be the Fourier component with respect 
to ri—r2 of 

i- {'iUt, r,) P*(t, r2)+'P±(t, t2) P.(t, n)} = d(tl—r2), 

i.e. unity. Thus 

G(co, p) - 1/ft) as | co [ -*•«>. (8.15) 

* See QM (43.10). The symbol P denotes that in the integration of expressions of the form 
f{x)/{x± iO) the integral is to be taken as a principal value: 

/ ierrf* = p.f 

The second term comes from the passage round the pole x= — i0 or x = iO along a semicircle 
above or below it respectively. 
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The chief property of the Green’s function in the momentum representation 

is that its poles can only be at the points co = em—p>* where em are the discrete 
excitation energies of the system, defined as shown above. Each of these energies 

corresponds to a definite value of the momentum Pm of the system, as is evident 

from the presence of a corresponding delta function in each pole term of the 

Green’s function. 
We are interested here, however, in the Green’s function of a macroscopic 

body. This means that we are considering the limit in which the volume V and 

the number of particles N tend to infinity (for a fixed finite value of the ratio 

NfV). In this limit, the separations between the levels in the system tend to 

zero, the poles of the function G((o, p) merge, and we can say only that this 

function has an imaginary part for values of co+p in the continuous range of 

possible values of the excitation energy of the system. Excitations in which the 

whole momentum p of the macroscopic system can be ascribed to one quasi¬ 

particle with a definite dispersion relation e(p) (in the ground state of the 

system, p = 0) form an exception; such values correspond to isolated poles 

of the Green’s function. 

If the momentum p is made up of the momenta of more than one quasi¬ 

particle, the energy of the system is not uniquely determined by the value of p: 

a given momentum of the system can be composed in various ways of quasi¬ 

particle momenta, with the total energy of the quasi-particles covering a con¬ 

tinuous range of values; the pole is removed by integration over all such states. 

Thus the quasi-particle dispersion relation is determined by the equation 

G-He-p, p) = 0 (8.16) 

(V. L. Bonch-Bruevich 1955). 

It should be emphasized that the definition of the excitation energy as in (8.9) 

in fact corresponds to the definition of the quasi-particle energy in the Landau 

theory: the difference e^) is the change in the energy of the system when one 

particle is added to it, and if the whole of this change is ascribed to one quasi¬ 

particle we have e defined in accordance with (1.3). Similarly, — is the change 

in energy when one particle is removed, and so e^) is the energy of the quasi¬ 

particle removed. It is therefore natural that ^ /*» s^nce in the Landau 
theory a quasi-particle can be removed only from within the Fermi sphere.1" 

Since all the excited states that occur in the expansion (8.7) are obtained 

from the ground state by adding or removing one particle with spin -J, it is 

clear that, for a system of fermions, the poles of the Green’s function determine 

only the spectrum of Fermi-type elementary excitations. It will be shown in §18 

how the Bose branch is determined. 

t It should be noted that the excited level Em of the system appears with the negative sign 
in the definition of the quasi-particle energy e<^>. This is the reason why the momentum of 
these quasi-particles p = - Pm, as is seen from the delta function <5(p+Pm) in the corresponding, 
terms of the expansion (8.7). 
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The description of the spectrum of a macroscopic system by means of the 

concept of quasi-particles with a definite dependence of e on p is an approxi¬ 

mate one, whose accuracy diminishes with increasing \e—p\. The departure 
from the picture of independent quasi-particles is shown by the shift of the 

Green’s function pole into the complex domain, e(p) becoming complex. 

According to the general principles of quantum mechanics (see QM, §134), 

complex energy levels signify a finite lifetime r of the excited state of the sys¬ 

tem: t ~ 1/| im e\. The quantity im e itself represents the degree of “broaden¬ 

ing” of the quasi-particle energy values (the level width). Of course, this treat¬ 

ment is meaningful only if the imaginary part is sufficiently small, | im e) <sc 

<?c|£—fi\. As explained in §1, this condition is in fact satisfied for weakly 

excited states of the system, since ! im e | ~ 1/toc (P—PfYi whereas re(e—/u) oc 

oc \p-pF|. 

The required sign of im e is ensured by the fixed sign of the imaginary part 

of the Green’s function: near its pole, this function has the form 

C(«,p)^Z/[®+|«-e(p)], (8.17) 

and the constant Z > 0, as follows from the fact that the coefficients Am and 

Brn in the expansion (8.7) are positive; Z is often called the renormalization 

constant (by analogy with quantum electrodynamics). The imaginary part 

of the Green’s function is 

im G ^ Z im ej\ el2. 

Since this expression relates to values of o> % e—p,we find, on comparing its 
sign with the rule (8.14), that 

im e < 0 when re e > jtt,l ^ ^ 

im e >0 when re e < p, J 

as it should be: this sign of im e corresponds in both cases (e^h) and e^") in (8.9)) 

to the correct negative imaginary increment to the energy Em of the excited 
state. 

The analytical properties of the Green’s function will be further discussed 

in §36, where this question will be considered for the general case of arbitrary 
temperatures. 

§ 9. Green’s function of an ideal Fermi gas 

To illustrate the general relations given in §8, let us calculate the Green’s 
function of an ideal gas. 

The Schrodinger ip operators can always be written as an expansion 

y»«(r) = £ ap<jippjr, a) (9.1) 
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in terms of a complete set of functions ippx, the spinor wave functions of a free 

particle with momentum p (and spin projection a), i.e. in plane waves 

(9.2) 

where ua is the spinor amplitude normalized by the condition waw* = 1; this 

choice of the functions ippa has no connection with the actual interaction of the 

particles in the system. 

For a system of non-interacting particles, the Heisenberg ip operator can 

also be written in an explicit form. In this case, the change from the Schrodinger 

to the Heisenberg representation consists in placing in each term of the sum in 

(9.1) the corresponding time factor: 

&*(t> r) = £ <WP«(r, a) exp [ - i ^ - pj fj . (9.3) 

This is easily seen if we note that the matrix elements of the Heisenberg operator 

for every transition i -*■ f must contain factors exp [—iiE\—Efo], where E\ 

and E'f are the energies of the initial and final states (in this case, eigenvalues 

of the Hamiltonian fl' = fl— pN). For a transition with decrease in the number 

of particles in the state p, a by one, the difference El—E'f = p2/2m—p, so that 

the condition stated is satisfied. 

However, instead of directly calculating the Green’s function by means of 

(9.3) from the definition (7.10), it is more convenient to begin by converting 

this definition into an equivalent differential equation. To do so, we differentiate 

G^Xx—Xz) with respect to t\. It is necessary to take account of the disconti¬ 

nuity of this function at tx — h: according to the definition (7.10), the amount 

of the discontinuity is 

= [Ga/s]/lS=/l+o— [Gap]tl=tt-o 

or, from (7.3),r 
h)'Pp~(tu r2)+'Pf(tu rj’f'.ih, n)) 

= -i<W<5(ri-r2). (9.4) 

The presence of the discontinuity gives rise to a term **) on differ¬ 

entiation. Hence 

T — idapd(rL—r2) S(t i — f2). (9.5) 

For a system of free particles, the Heisenberg ip operator satisfies the equation 

' dt - 2m 

t It must be emphasized that the magnitude of the discontinuity does not depend on the 
interaction of the particles. 
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cf. (7.8). Substituting this derivative in (9.5) and again using the definition 
(7.10), we get as the equation for the Green’s function 

('w+Ih+‘“) g<0,('’ r) = m 

where we have put = ?>apG<0) *> the superscript (0) to G indicates that there 
is no interaction between the particles. 

This equation has the Fourier transform 

(£U“^r+^)G<0>(ft)’p) = L 
In determining the Green’s function from this, we must add to co an infini¬ 

tesimal imaginary part in such a way that the imaginary part of G has the cor¬ 

rect sign in accordance with (8.14): . 

<j(0)(ct>, p) = £w~ ^+ F + *0* s8n "j • (9.7) 

The pole of this expression is at co+p = e(p) = p2/2m, in accordance with 

the fact that in an ideal gas the quasi-particles are the same as the actual 

particles. The chemical potential of an ideal Fermi gas is p = p2F/2m. For 

weakly excited states, p is close to pF, so that we can putp2f2m % Vp{p—pF), 

where vF = pF/m, and write the Green’s function for such states in the form 

G(0\a), p) = [co— vF(p— pF)+iO. sgn co]-1. (9.8) 

In all integrations involving the function G!(0), the presence of the infinitesimal 

imaginary part in its denominator is important only near the pole, when 

co % vF(p—pF). In this sense, sgn a> in (9.7) may be replaced by sgn (p—pF), 
and (?(t)) written as 

C?(0)(ft), p) = [co2—p2f2m + p + iO. sgn (p — pF)]-1. (9.9) 

This change is important in that G!(0) in the form (9.9) is a single function of the 

complex variable co, analytic throughout the plane, and the methods of the 

theory of analytic functions can be used to calculate the integrals. 

For instance, to calculate the integral (7.23) (the particle momentum distri¬ 

bution) for a non-zero negative t, we close the contour of integration (the real 

co-axis) by an infinite semicircle in the upper half-plane (and can then put 
t = 0). The integral 

dco 

co-p2/2m+p+i0. sgn ('p—pr) 

is now determined by the residue of the integrand at the pole in the upper half¬ 

plane. When p > pF there is no such pole, and N{p) = 0. If p < pF, however, 
we find N($) — 1, as it should be for the ground state of an ideal Fermi gas. 
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§ 10. Particle momentum distribution in a Fermi liquid 

The Green’s function of a Fermi liquid cannot, of course, be calculated in a 
general form as was done for a Fermi gas. But the statement that a Fermi 

liquid has a spectrum of the type described in §1 implies that its Green’s func¬ 

tion has a pole at 

co= e(p)-fi % vF(p-pF), vF = pFjm*. (10.1) 

It can therefore be written as 

(j(ct), p) = ----1-g(co, p), (10.2) 
co—vF(p —pF)+iO. sgn a) v v ' 

where g(cot p) is a function finite at the point (10.1). As already noted in con¬ 

nection with (8.17), the coefficient Z (the residue of G at the pole) is positive. 

An interesting conclusion can be drawn from (10.2) about the nature of the 

particle (not quasi-particle) momentum distribution in the liquid. We calculate 

the difference between the values of the distribution function iV(p) (which in 

practice depends only on the magnitude p) on the two sides of the surface of the 

Fermi sphere, i.e. the limit of the difference N(pF—q)—N(pF+q) as q -*■ +0. 

The distribution N(p) is expressed in terms of the Green’s function by the 

integral (7.23). Since g(co, p) is finite, it is evident that the difference between 

the integrals of g tends to zero with q. It is therefore sufficient to consider the 

difference between the integrals of the pole terms in (10.2). Since, in this integ¬ 

ration, the term iO in the denominator is important only near the pole, we can, 

as already mentioned in §9, replace sgn co by sgn(p—pF). Then 

N(PF-q)-N(pF+g)=-ij -_Z+i0}Z: 

since this integral of the difference converges, the factor e~ta* in it, with t = — 0j 

may be omitted. Now, closing the contour of integration by an infinite semicircle 

in either half-plane, we find that the whole integral is equal to Z, and inde¬ 

pendent of q. Thus 

N(pF-0)-N(pF+0) = Z (10.3) 

(A. B. Migdal 1957). 

It has been mentioned above that Z > 0. Since N(p) 1, it follows from 
(10.3) that 

0 < Z **s 1; (10.4) 

the value Z = 1 is reached only in the limit of an ideal gas. 

The particle momentum distribution in a Fermi liquid at T = 0 therefore 
has, as in a gas, a discontinuity on the surface of the Fermi sphere, decreasing 
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towards the outside. Unlike the gas case, however, the magnitude of the dis¬ 
continuity is less than unity, and N(p) remains non-zero for p > pF, as shown 

in Fig. 1 by the continuous curve; the broken curve corresponds to a gas. 

Nip) 

Fig. 1. 

§11. Calculation of thermodynamic quantities from the Green’s function 

A knowledge of the Green’s function of a system is sufficient to describe its 

thermodynamic properties. When T = 0, these properties are expressed by the 

dependence of the energy of the system (which is the ground-state energy Eo) 

on the density N/V. 
When the quasi-particle dispersion relation e(p) has been determined (by 

solving equation (8.16)), this dependence can be found by using the fact that 

e(pF)=p. (11.1) 

Since the dependence of pF on N/V is known, from (1.1): 

pF = (37ii)^(N/V)1l\ (11.2) 

equation (11.1) determines the function p(N/V) (though in an implicit form, 

since the dispersion relation e(p) in general contains p as a parameter). At 

T = 0 (and therefore S = 0), the chemical potential p = (dEo/dN)v; integra¬ 

tion of this gives the required energy 

Eo = J p(N/V)dN\ (11.3) 
o 

when N = (), Eq = (), of course. 

Another way of describing the thermodynamic properties at T= 0 is to cal¬ 

culate the thermodynamic potential Q. According to the general definition 

(see Part 1, §24), this potential Q = E—TS—pN = —PV, and its differential 

dQ = — SdT—Ndp\ when T = 0, S = 0 also and these expressions reduce to 

Q — E—pN, (11.4) 

dQ = —Ndp. (11.5) 

The significance of the potential Q is that it describes the properties of the sys¬ 

tem at constant V. 
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The simplest method of expressing Q in terms of the Green’s function is to 

use the relation (7.24) between N/V and G. Substituting N from (7.24) in (11.5) 

and integrating with respect to p (with V constant), we obtain 

Q{p) = 2iV J* dp. lim^ j*G(a>, v)e'iwt , (11.6) 

since again 0 = 0 when p = 0. 

§ 12. W operators in the interaction representation 

The Green’s function for a system of interacting particles cannot, of course, 

be calculated in a general form. There is, however, a mathematical technique 

(similar to the diagram technique in quantum field theory) whereby it can be 

calculated as a power series in the particle interaction energy, each term being 

expressed by means of the Green’s functions of a system of free particles and 

the interaction operator. 
We shall use, as well as the Heisenberg representation, a representation of 

operators in which their time dependence is given not by the actual Hamilto¬ 

nian of the system 
A' = #'(0)+P = 8™-pN+V 

(where V is the interaction operator) but by the free-particle Hamiltonian 

#'(0): 
r) = exp (ifi'(0)t) v>( r) exp (- ifi'mt). (12.1) 

The operators and wave functions in this interaction representation will be 

distinguished by the suffix 0. By expressing the Green’s function in terms of the 

operators (instead of the Heisenberg operators $) we take the first step 

towards the objective of expressing G in terms of G(0) and V. 

In this section, 0 or 0 will denote wave functions in “occupation number 

space” (in contrast to the coordinate wave functions W or ip); these functions 

are acted on by second-quantized operators. Let <f) be such a function in the 

Schrodinger representation; its time dependence is given by the wave equation 

id(f>/dt = {A'«»+V)<j>. (12.2) 

In the Heisenberg representation, where the whole of the time dependence is 

transferred to the operators, the wave function 0 of the system is a constant, 

independent of time. In the interaction representation, however, the wave 

function 0o is time-dependent, but only because of the interaction of the par¬ 

ticles in the system, and is given by 

id0o(t)/dt = ?o(t)0o(t). 

Po(0 = exp (*77'(0>?) P exp (—i/}'i0)t) 

where 
(12.3) 

(12.4) 
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is the interaction operator in that representation; for operators having the 
form (7.6), (7.7), the change to the new representation is obtained by simply 

substituting ^ofor Equation (12.3) is easily derived, since the transformation 
of operators by (12.1) corresponds to transformation of the wave functions 

according to 
0o = expOT7'<o)O<£; (12.5) 

see QM, §12. Differentiating this and using (12.2), we get (12.3).t 

From (12.3), the values of 0o(t) at two successive instants are related by 

0o(t+&t) = [l-idt.P0(t)]&o(t) 

= exp {-idt.Po(t)}0o(t). 

Accordingly, the value of 0O at any instant t can be expressed in terms of its 

value at some initial instant to (< t) by 

0o{t) = £(t, to)0o(to), (12.6) 
where 

S(t, to) = H exp {-idt.?o(td}; (12.7) 
U*=t0 

the factors in this product are clearly arranged from right to left in order of 

increasing time it is understood that we take the limit of the product over 

all the infinitesimal intervals bt between to and t. If Vo(t) were an ordinary 

function, this limit would reduce simply to 

exp J-i J Vo(t) dt 

l f0 

but this result depends on the commutativity of the factors pertaining to 

different instants, which is assumed in changing from the product in (12.7) 

to the summation in the exponent. For the operator Fo(0 there is no such 

commutativity, and the reduction to an ordinary integral is not possible. In¬ 

stead, we can write (12.7) in the symbolic form 

S(t, to) = T exp j — i J f'oit) dtj, (12.8) 

where T denotes the chronological ordering of the factors in the same sequence 

as in (12.7), i. e. with the time increasing from right to left. 

The operator § is unitary = S+), and has the obvious properties 

t2)^(ht ti) = £(t3i ti), 

S-Ht* = h). 

t Equation (12.3) is the same as RQT(73.5), and the following method of solution repeats 
that given in RQT §73. 

(12.9) 
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To simplify the subsequent analysis, we make the formal hypothesis (which 
does not affect the final results) that the interaction J?o(/) is adiabatically 

“switched on” between t = — ~ and a finite time, and adiabatically “switched 
off” at t = + co. Then, as t — — before the interaction begins, the wave 

function &o(t) coincides with the Heisenberg function 0. Putting to = — °° 

in (12.6), we get 
0o(t) = $(t, - oo)0. (12.10) 

Having thus established the relation between the wave functions in the two 

representations, we also have the transformation rule for operators, including 
ip operators: 

^ = £-!(/, - oo) Vo- oo). (12.11) 

Since £ is unitary, the operators are transformed in the same way. 

Let us now express the Green’s function in terms of ip operators in the in¬ 
teraction representation.* Let h > t2‘, then 

G.t(X„ X2) = 

= -i{S-Kh, -~)X 

According to (12.9), 

£(ti, — “>)<5_1(f2» — 00 ) = £(tli h)$(t2, — °°)<§-1(^2* — 00) 

= £(ti, /2)> 

$-1(/l, — 00) = i§-1(/,, — oo),§-l(co, /,) £( CO , /,) 

= ^(00,- 00)^00,/,). 

Substitution in the preceding expression gives 

G,f{Xu X2) = 

Taking the operators $ as the products (12.7) we see that all factors from the 

second onwards in the averaged expression are in chronological order from 
right to left, / =— » to f = ~. We can therefore write 

G.tiXu x2) = #*('*)'*]>. (12.12) 
with 

£ = £(co, - co) = Texp| — i J J?0(/)rf/j. (12.13) 

The calculation with /, < /2 differs from the above only in the notation, 

and the final result (12.12), (12.13) is valid for any t\ and t%. 

The transformation made does not depend on the state of the system with, 

respect to which the averaging is done. However, if the averaging is with 

t This derivation repeats the one given in RQT, §100. 
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respect to the ground state (as in (12.12)), the transformation can be carried 

further. To do so, we note that the adiabatic switching on or off of the inter¬ 

action, like any adiabatic perturbation, cannot cause a transition with change 

of energy of the quantum system (see QM, §41). Hence a system in a non¬ 

degenerate state (such as the ground state) will remain in that state. That is, 

the effect of the operator § on the wave function 0 = 0o(— °°) must reduce 

to multiplication by a phase factor (which does not affect the state), the mean 

value of § in the ground state: §0 = (§)0. Similarly, 0*£~1 = (£>-1<P\ 

Thus we have finally the following formula for the Green’s function in terms 

of operators in the interaction representation:+ 

iG^Xi, X,) = T 'P&X4 5]). (12.14) 

According to the meaning of this representation, the averaging in (12.14) is with 

respect to the ground state of a system of free particles: the properties of the 

operators^ are the same as those of the Heisenberg operators in the absence 

of interactions, and the Heisenberg wave function 0 is independent of time, 

so that it is the same as its value at t = when there is no interaction. 

Hence, in particular, 

(Ttf'o.O'i) 'P&Xib = to$(Xu Xs) (12.15) 

is the Green’s function of a system of non-interacting particles. 

§ 13. The diagram technique for Fermi systems 

The significance of symbolic expressions such as (12.14) is that they make it 

easily possible to write down the successive terms in expansions in powers of 

P. For example, 

(T 'P*,(X)'P&.X-)S) = 

I ~r- f <*!••• [ dtJJ'PaJiX)'P&X')V'{t1) (13.1) 
rc=0 J J 

and the expression for {§) differs from the above only in that the factors 

do not appear in the T product. As already mentioned, the operator Po(t) in 

the interaction representation is found from (7.7) by replacing all the ^ by 

The calculation of successive terms in the expansion (13.1) thus reduces to the 

averaging, with respect to the ground state, of the T product of various num¬ 

bers of ip operators of free particles. 

t The notation in (12.14) is in a certain way conventional: although it contains the symbol 
T twice (once explicitly and once in the definition of 5), all factors in the product must really 
be arranged in a single chronological sequence. 
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These calculations are made largely automatic by the rules of the diagram 

technique, which, however, essentially depend on the nature of the physical 
system considered. The technique described in this section relates to non¬ 

superfluid Fermi systems, the particles being assumed to have a spin-independ¬ 

ent pair interaction. The corresponding interaction operator is 

?o(0 = i J #&(*» *1)%»(*. F2> U(n-r2)tyoait, r2)%Y(t, n) <Pxx (Px2, (13.2) 

where U(rx—r2) is the interaction energy of two particles; the superscripts 

(2) to V and U are omitted. 

The mean value of products of ip operators is calculated by Wick's theo¬ 

rem:^ the average of the product of any (even) number of operators and 4** 

is equal to the sum of products of all possible means (contractions) of pairs 

of these operators. In each pair, the operators are in the same order as the 

original product. The sign of each term in the sum is given by the factor 

(— l)p, where P is the number of interchanges of operators needed to bring all 

the averaged operators together. 

Only those contractions are non-zero which contain one operator # and one 

?^+:in the diagonal matrix element, all particles annihilated by the operator 

must be created again by XP+. It is therefore clear that the mean value of the 

product of several ip operators can be non-zero only if it contains the same num¬ 

ber of operators and l?r+. 

When applied to the average of the T product, Wick’s theorem enables it 

to be expressed in terms of the means of paired T products, i.e., according to 

(12.15), in terms of the Green’s functions of free particles. We shall do this for 

the first-order correction to the Green’s function of a system of interacting 

particles. 

First of all, let us note that, in expanding the expression in the numerator 

of (12.14) by Wick’s theorem, we get, in particular, terms of the form 

<T#o*(*i) ^(*2)> ($) = iGSfiXu X2) (13.3) 

in which the pair of ip operators that are “outside” £ are contracted; the ex¬ 

pression for (£) contains, in each term of its expansion, only contractions of 

“inside” operators. The factor (£} cancels entirely with the denominator in 

(12.14), and so all these terms give just the “unperturbed” Green’s function 

*s?. .. 
* Retaining the first two terms of the expansion in (13.1), substituting (13.2) 

and renaming the variables, we find 

iGap(Xu X2) « 

where 

iG$ = <^(X2) x 

X f dtj (Px, (Pxtf&t, is) r4) U(rs - r.) £oa(/, r4) ^o7(t, r3)>. 

t The proof is given at the end of the section so as not to impede the discussion here. 
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For greater compactness in the formulae, we use the notation 

Then1- 

U{Xi - X2) = E/(ri - r2) d(h -12). 

iG® = - \i j (T^2+^3+^4+^A> C/34 *X% **4, 

(13.4) 

where d*X = dt cPx. 

In order to average by Wick’s theorem, we write out the operators separately 

and show all the relevant contractions: 

y3+ f4y3+ + 

+ y, !P2+ !F3+ y + !F4 5^+ ^3. 

The terms containing contractions have been omitted in accordance 

with the previous discussion. The operators contracted in pairs (joined by the 

loops) are to be interchanged so as to be adjacent. For instance, the first term 

written above denotes the product 

nP£Pt) <t 

and the last one is 

- (Tt'x'Pt) (T'PyP,) (PfPs). 

The contractions of products of ip operators with different arguments are 

replaced according to 

*&£ = (Jpip£) = iGj3, <P+Pt = -iGS,, etc. 

Those of ip operators with the same argument represent the spatial number 

density of particles in an ideal gas (denoted by «(0>), regarded as a function of 

the chemical potential:* 

<#'+#') = «(0V) = (2mpi)3l2/37i2. (13.5) 

Thus we have 

iGO) = A J d‘X3 d*XtUJ - GfGS'Gg) - G<»>G<S>G5») 

+ «"»G™>G™>+m'«)GJ")G'«)]. 

t Here and below, to simplify some particularly cumbersome expressions, we omit the 

suffix in !F0 and denote by numerals 1,2,... the set of values of the argument X and the spin 
index: 

K s Km, K 3 K(X2), 

G12 = Ga^Xlf X2), Ult = U(Xx-X2), ... 

* Such contractions always arise from y> operators that appear in the same interaction oper¬ 

ator y. Hence *F+ in such terms is always to the left of *F. 
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These four terms are equal in pairs, differing only in the naming of the variables 
of integration X3 and X4. Thus the factor y disappears and the first-order 

correction to the Green’s functions has two terms: 

iG$f = J U^in<^S^-GSGjSGS] *X**Xt. (13.6) 

The structure of these terms is conveniently represented graphically by 

means of the Feynman diagrams 

14 2 13 4 2 

Here the continuous line 4—2 denotes the contraction (i.e the function 

iG^l)', the numerals refer to the variables X4 and X2 on which the contracted 

operators depend, and the direction of the arrow corresponds to the direction 

from *P+ to *P in the contraction. The contraction W+ W of two operators depend¬ 

ing on the same variables (i.e. the density «(0>) is represented by a loop — a 

closed continuous line. The broken line 3--4 denotes the factor UM. Integra¬ 

tion is implied over all variables shown at interior points in the diagram 

(points of intersection of lines). The variables {Xi and X2) shown at the exter¬ 
nal lines of the diagram remain free. 

The first-order terms arising from (13.3) would have diagrams in two sepa¬ 

rate parts: a straight segment and a diagram with closed loops of con¬ 

tinuous lines, e.g. 

O 
With an understanding of the method of operator contraction and the structure 

of the corresponding diagrams, we can see the origin of the general rule accord¬ 

ing to which, in all orders of perturbation theory, the role of the factor (£)_1 

in (12.14) is to take into account only “connected” diagrams with two external 

lines, which contain no detached loops without external lines that are uncon¬ 

nected to the rest of the diagram by either continuous or broken lines. Cf. 

i?QT,§100, for a similar situation in quantum electrodynamics. 

The cancelling of the factor yin (13.6) is an instance of a general rule: it is 

not necessary to include (in the nth-order terms) the factor 1 /n! from the ex¬ 

pansion (13.1) or the factor 2~n from the coefficients ~ in (13.2). The reason is 

that diagrams of order n contain n broken lines i—k. The factor 1/n! cancels 

from the combination of terms differing by interchanges of pairs of numbers 

/, k among all n broken lines. The factor 2~n cancels from the interchanges of 
the numbers *, k between the ends of each line. 

The rules of the diagram technique will be finally formulated for the calcu¬ 
lation of the Green’s function not in the coordinate representation but directly 
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in the momentum representation, which is the most important in physical 
applications. 

The change to the momentum representation is made by means of the Fourier 
expansion (7.21), (7.22), which we write in the four-dimensional form1, 

G(X) = j G(P)e~irXcFPI{2n)\ 

G(P) = j G(X)e^x cPX, 

where the “4-momentum” P = (co, p), and PX = cot—p.r. We can similarly 

expand the interaction potential: 

U(X) = Mt) U(r) = J U(Q)e-«>x d‘Q/(2n)‘, (13.9) 

where Q = (q0, q); £7(0 is the same as the three-dimensional expansion com¬ 

ponent, 
£7(0 ss £7(q) = J* U(r)e-^ cPx. (13.10) 

Since £7(r) is even, it is clear that £7(—q) = £7(q). 

Let us make this expansion for the first-order correction G$ = G£j}(Xi— 

-X2). To do so, we multiply equation (13.6) by exp [iP(Xi—X2)] and integrate 
over d\Xi-X2). 

In the first term we write 

gH’CXi-Xi) _ eiP(Xl-Xt) eiP(Xa-Xt) 

(13.8) 

and, changing the variables of integration, obtain 

m(0) J G<$(Xi-X3)eipM-x*)d*(Xl-X3)x 

XG$(X3-X2)eW**-*i>d\X3-X2) J U(Xz-X4)d*(X3-X4). 

The first two integrals give Gfj(F) G$(P), and the third is £7(0) = J £7(r) cPx, 
the value of £7(q) for q = 0. 

Similarly, in the second term we write 

eiPtxx-Xi) _ etP(xx-x3) gtpvr,-x.4) 4P(xt-xt) 

and, after changing to'integration with respect to Xi—X3, X3—X4, X4-X2, 
obtain 

J GfXX)U(X)e^xd<X.G%\P). 

The remaining integral is expressed in terms of the Fourier components of 

G$ and £7 by means of the formula for the Fourier components of the product 
of two functions* 

Sf(X)g(X)e<™ d'X = jf(P,)g(P-Pi) dVj/(2ny. (13.11) 

t Though using for convenience a four-dimensional terminology in the discussion and 
notation, we must reiterate that it is entirely unconnected with relativistic invariance. 

1 To prove this formula, we must substitute on the left the functions f(X) and g(X) as 
Fourier expansions: 

J f{X) g(X) d*X = J /(/»!> g(P2) *&-*-** d*Xd*Px rf4P2/( 2n)\ 
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Thus the first-order correction to the Green’s functions in the momentum, 
representation is finally 

iG§(P) = m<°> U(0)G($(P)G${P)- 

- J G‘£}(P)Gft(Pi) Gf$(P) CTp-pj cPP,H7jif. (13.12) 

Each of the two terms in (13.12) corresponds to a particular Feynman dia¬ 
gram, and this equation may be written 

9 
(13.13) 

p - u p p -«—£■ - ■ v,—P 

(a) (b) 

The points of intersection of lines are called vertices of the diagram. Each 

diagram has 2n vertices, where n is the order of the perturbation theory. At 

each vertex, two continuous lines and one broken line meet. To each con¬ 

tinuous line is attached its “4-momentum” P in the direction shown by the 

arrow (and the direction of the arrows is unchanged along each continuous 

sequence of such lines). To each broken line is attached a 4-momentum Q; for 

these lines, conventionally any direction of the arrow may be chosen.1-The “con¬ 

servation of 4-momentum” holds at the vertices of the diagram: the sum of the 

4-momentum for the ingoing lines is equal to that for the outgoing lines at each 

vertex. Each vertex also has a particular spin index a. Each diagram has two 

external lines (one ingoing and one outgoing), whose 4-momentum is the argu¬ 

ment of the required Green’s function z(raj3(P); these two lines also have the 

spin indices a and (5 of that function. The remaining lines in the diagram are 

called internal lines. 

The analytical form of the terms corresponding to each diagram is deduced 

from the following rules: 

1. Each continuous line between vertices a and f is associated with the factor 

iG^jfcP), and each broken line with the factor —iU(Q). A closed loop with one 

vertex is associated with the factor n^°\fj,). 

The integration over d*X is effected by the formula 

e<PxdiX= (2ji)<<54(P), 

where the “four-dimensional” delta function <5(4) is defined as the product of delta functions 
of the components of the “4-vector” P. The resulting factor <5<4) (P-P^-P^ is removed by 
integration over d*P2, and we have the right-hand side of (13.11). 

t The “time” components of the 4-vectors Q = (q0, q) are in general non-zero, but the 
function U(Q) is independent of q0 by the definition (13.10). The arbitrariness of the direction 
of the broken line arises because the function U(—Q)= U(Q) is even. 
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2. At each vertex, the conservation of 4-momentum holds. There is integra¬ 
tion over d*P/(2ny for the 4-momentum of internal lines that are left indeter¬ 

minate. At each vertex there is summation over a pair of dummy spin indices, 

one from each of the adjacent G(0) factors. 

3. The common factor of the diagram in iGaP is (— 1)L, where L is the number 

of closed loops of continuous lines with more than one vertex in the diagram. 

This last rule arises as follows. A closed loop with k (> 1) vertices comes 

from the contraction of ip operators in the form 

Here, the contractions equal iGjjJ, ..., iG%Llik, and finally — iG($. For loops 

with one vertex, the correct sign is already obtained by the presence of 

from rule 1. 
As an example, here is a set of diagrams giving the second-order correction 

to the Green’s functions: 

Lastly, let us return to Wick’s theorem and prove it in the “macroscopic 

limit” (i.e. as F -*■<» or, equivalently for a given density of the system, as 

N — oo ), which is the only important case in statistical applications. 

Let us consider, for example, the averaged product of four ip operators, of 
the type 

{Vang'S,) = ^ I <Wp+A+,>«p(•■■); 
P1...P1 

(13.15) 
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the ip operators are in the form (9.3), and the obvious but lengthy exponents 
are omitted. In this sum, the only non-zero terms are those containing equal 
numbers of operators dp and df with the same values of the momenta. They 

include terms in which the momenta are equal in pairs, e.g. pi = p4 and p2 = P3- 

These correspond to the paired contraction 

IPoiWi 

and are expressed by a sum of the form 

~p2 Z (^Pi^Pi)(^Pt^Pt)CXP(’ ■ •)• 
pi.pt 

In the limit V -+ «>, the summation over pi and p2 is replaced by integration 

over V2dipidip2/(2Tc)6m, the volume V cancels, and the expression remains 

finite. In the sum (13.15), terms with pi = p2 = P3 = P4 are also non-zero; 

they form a sum 

pi E(WX)“P (■■•). 
P 

but after the change to integration one factor l/V remains, and this expression 

vanishes in the limit V -►«». 
This is clearly a general result: in the limit V -*■ «>, only the results of paired 

contractions are non-zero in the mean value of a product of ip operators. 

In the proof given, no essential use has been made of the fact that the aver¬ 

aging is with respect to the ground state, and it therefore remains valid for 

averaging with respect to any quantum state of the system. 

§ 14. The self-energy function 

The rules of the diagram technique formulated in §13 have an important 

property: the common factor in the diagram is independent of its order. Con¬ 

sequently, each “figure” in. the diagram has a definite analytical significance, 

whatever the diagram in which it appears, and can be calculated independently 

beforehand. In fact, we can calculate beforehand the sum of several figures 

having a definite number of external lines, and then substitute it as a “block” 

in more complex diagrams. This is one of the chief advantages of the diagram 

technique. 
One such block, which is also of considerable independent importance, is 

the self-energy function.* In order to arrive at this concept, let us consider all 

the Green’s function diagrams that cannot be separated into two parts joined 

by only one continuous line. These include, for example, the two diagrams of 

t Compare the corresponding definition of the compact self-energy function in quantum 
electrodynamics (RQT, §§100,102). 
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first-order perturbation theory (13.13), and the second-order diagrams (13.14 

a-f). All have the same type of structure: one factor iG^ at each end, and an 

internal part (a function of P), called the self-energy function. The sum of all 

possible such parts is called the exact or complete self-energy function or the 

mass operator; we shall denote it by —i£aj}(P). 

All diagrams of the self-energy type give a contribution to the Green’s 

function 

iGtyiPK-iE^P)} iG$\P) = iG^(P) S{P) Gw(P)b^ (14.1) 

where we have written = G(0)<5a/3 and also 

= ba(SZ(P). (14.2) 

The complete Green’s function (represented graphically by a thick continuous 

line) is given by the sum of an infinite series 

(14.3) 

where the circles denote exact self-energy functions — *27^. Each term in this 

series from the third onwards is a set of diagrams which can be dissected into 

two, three, ... parts joined by one continuous line. 
If we detach from each term of the series (14.3), from the second onwards, 

one circle and the line to its right, the remaining series is again the complete 

function. Thus 

(14.4) 

Analytically, this is written 

G = G™+GZG™ (14.5) 

or, dividing by GimGt 

~G(Pj = g{q\p)~e^' 

We note that the sign of the imaginary part of 27 is the same as that of im Gy 

and from (8.14) 

sgn im 27(ca, p) = — sgn co. (14.7) 

This follows from (14.6), since the sign of im G~x is the reverse of that of im 

G, and from (9.7) im [G<0>]’1 = 0. 
Thus the calculation of G reduces to that of 27, which requires the use of a 

smaller number of diagrams. The number can be still further reduced, since 

some of the remaining diagrams can be summed at once in a very simple form. 

Let us select among all the diagrams that determine 27 (with a pair interaction 

between particles) those which represent various “offshoots” connected to the 
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external lines by one broken line, and denote their sum by 27a. All such diagrams 

are present in one skeleton diagram* of the form 

(14.8) 

The remaining part of 27 is denoted by £b. For example, the following diagrams 

of the first and second orders belong to the first class: 

(14.9) 

and to the second class: 

(d) (e) 

? . 

The thick loop in the diagram (14.8) corresponds to the exact density n([x) 

of the system, just as the thin loop in (13.13a) corresponds to the ideal gas 

density ni0\p). It therefore follows from the definition (14.8) that 

-i£a= -in{p)U{ 0). (14.11) 
Thus 

27 = n((j) U(0)+£b, (14.12) 

and only the diagrams in £b need be specially calculated. 

The quasi-particle dispersion relation is given by (8.16). Expressing G there 

in terms of 27 by (14.6) and taking <j(0) from (9.7), we obtain the equation 

G^e-fx, p) 
- = £(e-p, p). 

On the boundary of the Fermi sphere, where p = pF, the energy of the quasi¬ 

particle is equal to fx. Hence we see that 

/i-27(0, pF) = pH2m. (14.14) 

t As in quantum field theory, skeleton diagrams are those made up of thick lines and 
blocks; each such diagram is equivalent to a definite infinite set of ordinary diagrams of various 
orders. 
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The dispersion relation therefore has the form (for p close to pF) 

= ^(p-Pp)+2(e-p, Pf)-Z(0, pF). (14.15) 

We emphasize that pF here is the exact value of the limiting momentum for 
a system of interacting particles. It is related by pF/3>n2 = n to the exact density 

n(Ju), not to the approximate density n(0), as in (13.5). 

§ 15. The two-particle Green’s function 

Other important concepts in the diagram technique are reached by consider¬ 

ing the T product of four Heisenberg ip operators, averaged with respect to 

the ground state 

*34.12 = (15.1) 

This is called the two-particle Green's function (as distinct from the single¬ 

particle Green’s function (7.9)). 

To apply perturbation theory and set up the diagram technique, we must 

again change to ip operators in the interaction representation. As with the func¬ 

tion G, this leads to the appearance of the factor £ in the T product: 

*34. >2 = ^ (15-2) 

In the zero-order approximation (i.e. when £ = 1) this expression becomes a 

sum of products of two contractions expressible in terms of G<0) functions: 

Z& 12 = GSGfS - (15.3) 

The subsequent discussion of the properties of the two-particle Green’s 

function thus defined will be given in the momentum representation. 

For a homogeneous system, KZil2 in fact depends only on three independent 

differences of the arguments, for example Xs-X2, Xi~X2, X\—X2. In the 

momentum representation, this property has the consequence that the Fourier 

component with respect to all the variables Xly ..., X4 contains a delta function: 

1*34.12exp{i(PsXs + PlXl-P,X,,-P1Xt)}diXi ... d'Xl 

= (2*)‘-><4)(P3+Pi~Pi-P*)Ky,. i>4;i>i,/y. (15.4) 

This is easily seen by noting that 

P&+P&-PA-PA 

= P*{X2-X2)+P4tXi-X2)-P1{X1-X2)-X2{P1+P2-Pz-Pi\ 

t We are again using the simplified notation in which the suffixes 1,2,... denote the 4-coor¬ 
dinates together with the spin index: Xxa, X^, ... ; cf. the second footnote to §13. The full 
notation is shown by 

K3i.lt = Kyo^piX^X^X^X,). 
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and changing to integration over X2- X4,Xa— X2, Xi—X2, X2. It may be noted in 

passing that the inverse Fourier transform may be written 

Km, 12 = J Kyo, *p{Pz, Pa', Pi, Pz+Pa —Pi) X 

xexp (- i[P,(X2 - X2)+P,(Xi - -y.)-/'.(A'i - *2)]) d>P)d^fP‘ ■ (15.5) 

The function afi(Pz, Pa ; Pi, Pi) defined in this way will be called the two- 

particle Green’s function in the momentum representation: its arguments are 

related by 
P1+P2 = F3+F4. 

In the zero-order approximation, in agreement with (15.3), we have 

K^Pz,Pa\PuPz) 

= G<${PX) GftXPJ-d^iFi-Ft) G§>(P2) G$(Pi)], (15.6) 

i.e. K reduces to a sum of two products of single-particle Green’s functions. 

In higher approximations of perturbation theory, terms appear which amount 

to corrections to these single-particle functions, together with terms that do not 

form products of G functions. This part of the two-particle Green’s function 

is of independent interest. To derive it, we put K in the form 

KKaatf ai«t (P3, Pi", Pi, P2) 
= {2jtm»{Px-Pz) G^(P{) G^{P2)~ 

- ^(Px-Pa) G^{P2) G«iai(Pi)]+ 

+ fo(Ps) G*tPt(P*)irwt, hh(PM Pa ', Pi, P2) Gp1<Xl(Pi) GptKt(P2). (15.7) 

The function 71 thus defined is called a vertex function. 

According to the definition (15.1), a two-particle Green’s function in the 

space-time representation is antisymmetric with respect to interchanges of 

arguments (together with the spin suffixes) in the first or second pair: 1 and 2, 

or 3 and 4. Hence we have the analogous symmetry property for the Green’s 

function and the vertex function in the momentum representation: 

Py6, ap{Pz, Pa', Pi, P2) = —Tdy, a.p(Pa, P z', Pi, Pi) 

= -ryS,^(P3iPA;P2, Pi). (15.8) 

The reason for separating the four G factors in the definition of T (the last 

term in (15.7)) becomes clear if we trace back the nature of the diagrams that 

arise when the expression (15.2) for the two-particle Green’s function is ex¬ 

panded. The analysis below again assumes a pair interaction between particles. 

In the zero-order approximation, the function K is assigned diagrams 

P 3 = Pi Pa = Pi 

Pa = P2 Pz = Pi 
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corresponding to the terms in (15.6). In first-order perturbation theory, dia¬ 

grams appear of the types* 

6 
representing corrections to each of the factors in (15.6). There also appear 

diagrams that do not separate into two parts: 

(15.9) 

The four arrows Pi, ..., P4 correspond to the four G factors in the last term 

in (15.7), and the internal part of the diagrams determines (in first order) the 

vertex function, the circle on the left of the diagram equation (15.9). Writing 

these diagrams in analytical form, we have 

rg^(p3, p4; Pi, p2) =-KWP1-P3)+dK6d(tyu(P1-Pi). 

The diagrams of higher orders contain corrections of three types: (1) further 

corrections to two unconnected continuous lines, (2) corrections of self-energy 

type to external lines in the diagrams (15.9), (3) corrections forming a figure 

that replaces the broken line in the diagrams (15.9); the sum of all possible 

such figures gives the exact vertex function iT. In the graphical representation 

of the two-particle Green’s function by a sum of skeleton diagrams, 

• ff • V" (15.10) 

^4 

the thick lines represent exact G functions, and the circle conventionally 

represents the vertex function. 

The calculation of the vertex function in various orders of perturbation 

theory must be made by means of the diagram technique rules formulated 

in §13, and diagrams with four external lines are to be considered (rather than 

those with two as in the calculation of G). Rule (3), which gives the sign of the 

whole diagram, is to be supplemented by the following point; if external lines 

t As for the single-particle Green’s function, the factor (S)~l in the definition (15.2) leads 
to the vanishing of diagrams that contain detached closed loops of continuous lines. 
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1 and 4, and 2 and 3, are joined by sequences of continuous lines (instead of 

1 and 3, and 2 and 4), the sign of the diagram is reversed. 
As an example, the following are all the diagrams that determine the vertex 

function in second-order perturbation theory: 

(15.11) 

The self-energy function 27 and the vertex function r are not independent; 

they are related by a certain integral equation called Dyson's equation * 

To derive this, we use equation (9.5), which is valid (as mentioned in §9) 

even when the interaction of the particles is taken into account. There is a 

difference from the derivation in §9, however, in that the ip operator now satis¬ 

fies equation (7.8). Omitting in the latter the term containing the external field, 

and substituting from it the derivative d'P/dti in (9.5), we obtain 

= -/ J (TP+(X3) U(Xt-XJ %(X3) d'Xi.'PjX,) (X2)> 

= -ifKr,,rl!(X3, X,; X3, X,)U„d‘x3. (15.12) 

This equation solves the problem in principle, since K is expressed in terms of 

P by (15.7). We have only to change to the momentum representation. To do 

so, we multiply (15.12) by exp [iP(X-L-Xz)\ and integrate over d\Xi—X2), 

taking Kii n in the form (15.5) and C/13 in the form (13.9). Then the integration 

with respect to 4-coordinates gives delta functions, which are removed by the 

integration with respect to 4-momenta. The result is 

[G(0)-l(/,)G(p)_l]^ 

= I J Ky,,yf(P* P3+Pt~P, P) U(P-Pi)'^P(^‘ , (15.13) 

with Gmi(P) from (9.7). 

+ It is analogous to Dyson’s equation in quantum electrodynamics (see /?<2r,§104). 
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It now remains to express K in terms of T. Substituting (15.7) in (15.13), we 
finally obtain Dyson’s equation in the form 

- U(0) n{fx) idaP J U(P-PX) G(P1) ^ 

+ f TV, yP(P3, P4; Pt+P4-P, P) G(P3) G(P4) G(P3+P4-P) x 

xU(P-Pi) 
d*Pz cPPj 

Of 
(15.14) 

Here n(y) is the exact density of the system as a function of its chemical poten¬ 

tial; this factor comes from the integration of G by formula (7.24), together 

with the fact that the G function arose from a contraction in which P+ is to 

the left of P. The first term on the right of (15.14) is Ea (14.11). 

§16. The relation of the vertex function to the quasi-particle 

scattering amplitude 

The mathematical formalism developed in the preceding sections makes 

possible a rigorous justification and fuller understanding of the significance of 

the fundamental relations in the Landau theory of the Fermi liquid, which have 

been introduced in Chapter I in a partly intuitive form. This topic will be the 

subject of§§16-20.t 

There is a close relation between the vertex function and the mutual scattering 

amplitude of quasi-particles. For a better elucidation of this relation, let us 

consider it first in terms of the purely quantum-mechanical problem of the 

scattering of two particles in a vacuum. 
In quantum mechanics, diagrams with four external lines (two ingoing and 

two outgoing) correspond to a collision of two particles; in the analytical form 

of the diagram, its external lines correspond to the wave function (plane wave) 

amplitudes of free particles (cf. RQT, §103). Let us see how such diagrams of 

different orders in fact give successive terms in the ordinary (non-relativistic) 

Born expansion of the scattering amplitude. 

First of all, in a vacuum many of the diagrams are zero. This is most simply 

understood in the coordinate representation, since in a vacuum all contractions 

of the form (P+XP) are zero in which the annihilation operator is to the right 

and acts first on the vacuum state; only contractions of the form (PP+) 

remain. Hence all diagrams with closed loops of continuous lines are zero, 

since they always contain a contraction of the form (P+P). For the same 

reason, all corrections to the Green’s function, i.e. to the internal continuous 

t The content of §§16-18 is due to L.D. Landau (1958), and that of §§19 and 20 to L. D. 
Landau and L. P. Pitaevskil (1959). 
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lines in the diagrams, are zero.1- Lastly, diagrams with intersecting broken lines 

are zero; for example, in the diagram 

2 i 

(where 1 and 2 denote the arguments h and t2) the upper internal line cor¬ 

responds to the contraction — 0 if t2 >- tu and the lower line to 

= 0 if r2 -= h- 

Thus, for two particles in a vacuum, there remain only the following dia¬ 

grams forming a “ladder series”: 

pz 

(16.1) 

The internal continuous lines here correspond to the vacuum Green’s functions 

+mp (16.2) 

(formula (9.7) with p — 0). It should be noted that (because p is absent from 

the denominator) the pole of this function is always in a particular (the lower) 

complex co half-plane. The vanishing of the diagrams listed above occurs, 

from the mathematical point of view, precisely because all the poles of the 

integrands lie in one half-plane; the vanishing of the integrals is obvious if the 

path of integration is closed in the other half-plane. 

The ladder series (16.1) can be summed by reducing it to an integral equation 

(cf. the summation of the similar series (17.3) below). If the diagrams with 

interchanged external lines 3 and 4 are at first omitted, this equation is equiv¬ 

alent to Schrodinger’s equation for two particles, ignoring their identity, 

written in the momentum representation; see QM (130.9). Accordingly the 

vertex function is expressed in terms of the scattering amplitude / of the 

two particles by 
rydi ^(P3, Pi; Pi, P2) = M/m(4(16.3) 

The addition of the diagrams with interchanged external lines 3 and 4 brings 

about the antisymmetrization of the amplitude, as is correct for fermions. 

t The vanishing of all corrections to the Green’s function in the vacuum simply expresses 
the fact that a single particle cannot interact with anything. Here it may be recalled that the 
existence of vacuum corrections to the Green’s function of a particle in the relativistic theory 
is due to the possible occurrence of virtual electron pairs or photons in intermediate states. 
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In the first approximation of perturbation theory, only the first diagram (16.1) 
and the one with interchanged external lines remain; these do not involve 

C/(vac). The expression for the scattering amplitude is then the usual one in the 
first Born approximation. The subsequent diagrams, after the integration over 
intermediate frequencies, give the familiar expressions for the corrections to 

the amplitude in the subsequent Bom approximations. 

In a Fermi liquid, the interaction of the colliding particles with the particles 

of the medium causes them to be effectively replaced by quasi-particles. All the 

corrections to the internal lines of the diagram resulting from this interaction 

are automatically taken into account by the definition of the function jT. A 

further allowance must, however, be made for the corrections to the external 

lines. In quantum field theory (by virtue of the general requirements of a unitary 

scattering matrix), these corrections are shown to cause a factor y/Z to appear 

in the scattering amplitude for each free external line, where Z is the renormal¬ 

ization constant of the Green’s function (see RQT, §107); for diagrams with 

four external lines, this means multiplication by Z2. Although the proof given 

in RQT is valid also for quasi-particles in a Fermi liquid, we shall here explain 

the origin of this factor by simpler (but not rigorous) arguments. 

The Green’s function of a liquid, near its pole (the first term in (10.2)) differs 

from that for an ideal gas only by the factor Z. If and are replaced by the 

operators ^qu = 'Pjy'Z, = ^+/VZ, the Green’s function Gqu = G/Z 

formed from them will look exactly like that for an ideal gas, near the pole. 

In this sense such operators may be regarded as ip operators of an ideal gas of 

quasi-particles. The two-particle Green’s function determined from them is 

Kqu = KjZr, and therefore, by the definition (15.7), the vertex part rqu = jTZ2, 
as required. 

In the application to quasi-particles, what is of interest is the number of 

collisions (per unit time and liquid volume) rather than the collision cross- 

section. For collisions with a given change in the momenta and spin compo¬ 
nents of the particles (pi<x, p2/? -► p37, p4<5), this number is 

dW = 2jz\ Z?ry9> a/3(P3, P4; Pu P2) |2 <5(e3+£4—£1— £2) X 

X «Pl«Pl(l - nP3) (1 - nPl) d?px cPp2 (Ppi/(2ny, (16.4) 

where pi-f p2 = p3-f p4, and np is the quasi-particle distribution function. The 

factors npi and np2 simply express the fact that the number of collisions of quasi¬ 

particles with given initial momenta (and spin components) is proportional to 

the numbers of such quasi-particles per unit volume. The factors (1 —»Pa) 

and (1 — npt) are due to the fact that, in accordance with the Pauli principle, 

a collision can occur only if the final states are unoccupied. 
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§ 17. The vertex function for small momentum transfers 

An important role in the theory of Fermi liquids is played by the vertex 

function with almost equal values of the pairs of variables Pi, P3 and P2, P4 
(we shall see, in particular, that it is closely related to the quasi-particle inter¬ 

action function). Using the relation P1+P2 = P3+P4, we put P3 = Pi+K, 

P4 = P2—K, and write in simplified notation 

rv0,«p{px+K,p2-K\pup2) = rv0tap(K-,pup<ty, (17.1) 

this function will be considered for small K. In terms of quasi-particle scattering 

processes, this means that we consider collisions with a small transfer of 4-mo¬ 

mentum, which are close to “forward scattering”. 
When K = 0, as we shall see, the function F has a singularity; we shall be 

interested in the part of the function that contains this singularity. The origin 

of the singularity is easily understood from the skeleton diagram 

(17.2) 

p pz-k 

which includes the set of diagrams of the two-particle Green’s function that 

can be cut between the pairs of external lines Pi, P3 and P2, P4 into two parts 

joined by two continuous lines.1 The two thick joining lines correspond to the 

exact one-particle Green’s functions G(Q) and G(Q+K), with integration over 

the 4-momentum Q in the diagram. As K 0, the arguments of these two func¬ 

tions become closer, and therefore so do their poles. These may “pinch” 

between them the contour of integration (see below), which is the source of 

the singularity in the function jP. 
To calculate the exact function P, we must sum the whole perturbation- 

theory series. Since our aim is to separate the part that has a singularity when 

K = 0, we must first distinguish the contribution from all diagrams that cannot 

be cut through pairs of continuous lines having almost equal (differing by K) 

values of the 4-momentum. This part of the function F, which has no singu¬ 

larity at K = 0, is denoted by F; in it we can put K = 0, since it is a function 

only of the variables Pi and P2: Pyt5t ^(Pi, P2). The “dangerous” diagrams can 
be classified by the numbers of pairs of lines with almost equal arguments 

t For example, in second-order perturbation theory (with respect to the pair interaction), 
(17.2) contains the diagrams (15.11a, b, c), and (15.1 le) with interchanged external lines 
3 and 4. 
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which they contain. Thus the total vertex part r is represented by the following 

infinite ladder series of diagrams: 

P + K Pz-K 

Here the white circle corresponds to the required Wt and the shaded circles 

represent iP. The external lines in these diagrams do not enter into the deter¬ 

mination of r, and serve only to indicate the number atid values of the ingoing 

and outgoing 4-momenta. 
All the internal lines in the diagrams (17.3) are thick, i.e* they correspond to 

exact G functions. Here it should be emphasized that the possibility of repre¬ 

senting r in the form of these skeleton diagrams (and therefore all the conclu¬ 

sions drawn from them) does not presuppose a pair interaction between par¬ 

ticles, since there are no explicit broken lines, and the nature of the interaction 

actually affects only the internal structure of the blocks represented by circles, 

which is of no interest in this connection^ 
The problem of summing the series (17.3) amounts to the solution of the 

integral equation; to derive this, we “multiply” the whole series by a further P: 

Comparison with the original series (17.3) gives the equation 

This diagram equation, when written in analytical form, gives the required in¬ 

tegral equation 

rySiaP(K;PuP2) = P^PuPd-i J Pyc,UPu Q)0(Q+K)G(Q)X 

xrMd, K\ <2, Pi)d^QUhtf. (17.5) 

In accordance with the above discussion, we have put K = 0 in the functions P, 

used the abbreviated notation for JP and P previously described, and also put 

t Only such general properties as the conservation of particle number are assumed. This 
latter is shown by the constant difference between the number of lines going right and left 
at each cross-section of the diagram (equal to zero for cross-sections of the type shown in 
07.3)). 
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To investigate this equation, let us first consider the product G(Q+K)G(Q) 

in its kernel. As already mentioned, for small K the poles of the two factors 

are close together. Near these poles, the G functions are represented by the 
pole terms in (10.2). Denoting the components of the 4-vectors K and Q by 

*«(q»,k), 2 = (?o,q), (17.6) 

we can write in this region 

G(Q)G(Q+K) za Z?[qo—vF(q—pF)+ib{\’'1[qo+ai—vF(\q + 'b\—pF)+id$-1i 

(17.7) 

where <5i and <52 are infinitesimal increments whose signs near the poles are given 
by 

sgn 3i = sgn{q-pF\ 

sgn b2 = sgn(|q+k|—p). 

The signs of <5i and b2 determine the position of the poles in the upper or 

lower half-plane of the complex variable q0. The singularity in the kernel of 

the integral equation, and therefore in the solution of the equation, arises from 

the pinching of the contour of integration with respect to qo (the real axis) 

between the poles, for which the latter must be on opposite sides of the contour, 
i.e. in opposite half-planes. 

Let us first suppose that q.k > 0, i.e. cos 0 > 0, where 0 is the angle be¬ 

tween q and k. Then |q+k| > q, and <$i and b2 have opposite signs (<§i < 0, 

b2 > 0) if q < pPi | q+k | > pF, which, in view of the smallness of k, is equiv¬ 

alent to the conditions 

pF—k cos 0 < q < pF. (17.9) 

In the subsequent integration with respect to qo in (17.5), the contour of inte¬ 

gration may be replaced by an infinite semicircle in either the upper or the lower 

half-plane; the integral is then given by the residue of the integrand at the cor¬ 

responding pole. Because of the narrowness of the range (17.9) when k is small, 

we can take k = 0 in the factors JT and P in the integrand, and similarly 

qo % 0 for the position of the poles when k and co are small. 

In other words, as regards its role in the kernel of the integral equation 

(17.5), the product of pole factors (17.7) is equivalent to the delta functions 

Ab(q0) b(q—pF), with a coefficient A given by 

_Z2 dqo dq,_ 

[qo-vF(q-pF)+ibx] [^o+w-^ ^(|q+k|-pP)+/62] * 

When q is outside the range (17.9), both poles lie in the same half-plane of 

complex qo\ when the contour of integration with respect to qo is completed in 
the other half-plane, we see that the integral is zero. In the range (17.9), 

(17.8) 
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completing the contour in one half-plane and calculating the integral from the 

residue at the pole in that half-plane, we find 

A = f TjtiZr dq 

co—rF(|q-fk| — q) + iO 

where we have used the fact that 8X < 0 and <52 > 0 in the range (17.9). Since, 

by (17.9), q % pF » k, we can put | q-f-k | —q % k cos 6, and then, with the 

limits given by (17.9), 

A = 2niZ?k cos 0/(co—kvF cos 6). 

It is easy to prove by the same method that a similar expression for A (but 

with the opposite sign of /0) is obtained when cos 0 < 0 (when the integration 

is to be taken over the range q =► pF, | q-f-k! < pF). Thus we have in the kernel 

of (17.5) 

G(Q) G(Q + K) 
2ni2Zzl.kd(qo) b(q—pF) 

(W—M.k-H’O.sgnft) 
(17.10) 

where I.k is written in place of k cos 6(1 = qjq), and the function has (when 

K is small) no delta-function part, and we can therefore put in it K = 0. 

Substituting (17.10) in (17.5), we get the basic integral equation in the form 

Pu P.) = rrl,,.f(Pi, i>2) 

-« I A:..,(A, Q) <KQ)rKt,a(K; Q, Pz)d'Q/(Z-r)' 

+§S fr«-{PuCM1'***’2"’(17-U) 

In the last term we have written dAQ = q2 dq dot dqo (where dot is the element 

of solid angle in the direction of 1) and have removed the delta functions by 

integration over dq dq0. In this term the argument Q in the functions r and P is 

taken on the Fermi surface: QF = (0, pF1). 

The factor I.k/(co — pFI.k) in the kernel of (17.11) has a specific property: 

its limit as k — 0 and a) 0 depends on the limit of the ratio co/k. The solution 

of the equation must therefore have the same property: the limit of the function 

r(K; Pu P2) as K — 0 depends on the way in which co and k tend to zero. 

Let r°(Pu P2) denote the limit 

r^(Pu Pz) = lim r^iK', Pu P2) for kjco - 0; (17.12) 
K~* 0 

we shall see in §18 that the quasi-particle interaction function is related to 

this quantity. With that method of taking the limit, the kernel of the last integral 

term in (17.11) is zero, and so JT" satisfies the equation 

rzi^iPu P2) = r^Pu Px)-i J /’yC,.>(p1>e)«Q)rs,,w(Q,i>2)rf‘Q/(Ziy, 

(17.13) 
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Because of (15.8), 

r%.4tPuft) = / Wft, *)• (17*14> 

We can eliminate from the two equations (17.11) and (17.13). The result is 

ryo,*p(K; Pu ft) = r^^Pu ft) 

+|jjl |r%.UP» at*-,Qr, 07.15) 

since, if we formally write (17.13) as t = Lrw, (17.11) becomes 

lr - r+—^~ f 
LI ~r+ (2jr)3 J rr l.k dot 

(o—vF l.k ’ 

Substituting here P = LP° and applying the operator L~x to both sides of the 
equation, we get (17.15). 

We now define the function Tk by 

Fkdt^(Pi, P2) = lim rvdt^{K\ ft, ft) with tojk - 0. (17.16) 
K-+0 

This function (multiplied by Z2) is the forward scattering amplitude (i.e. that 

of the transition Pi, ft — Pi, ft), corresponding to actual physical processes 

undergone by quasi-particles at the Fermi surface: collisions that leave the 

quasi-particles on that surface are accompanied by a change of momentum 

without change of energy, and therefore the passage to the limit of zero mo¬ 

mentum transfer (k — 0) must be made with exactly zero energy transfer 

(oj = 0). The function Fu> defined above corresponds to the non-physical limit 

of “scattering” with a small energy transfer and exactly zero momentum trans¬ 

fer (k = 0). 

Putting co = 0 in (17.15), taking the limit k — 0 and multiplying both sides 

by Z2, we get 

z?rkdt!lp(Pi, p2) = z^nx^Pi, p2) 

Z‘r^,^P1,QF)Z‘I*ti^Qr,P^dot. (17.17) 

Thus there is a general relation between the two limiting forms of the forward 

scattering amplitude. 

The antisymmetry properties (15.8) for T give some information about the 

behaviour of rk and Fu> when Pi — P2. Putting Pi = P2 and a = in this 

equation, we get 
rYdiaa(Pi+K,Pi-K-PuPi) = 0; (17.18) 

there is no summation with respect to a here.1- The transition to 7™ or rk 

t When only the exchange interaction between the quasi-particle spins is taken into account, 
the only non-zero ft aa are the 7ft aa. This expresses the constancy of the spin vector in scat¬ 
tering, and may be verified directly from an expression of the type (2.4). 
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in this equation is to be made with caution, since in the latter functions we first 
put K — 0, but in (17.18) we first put Pi = P2. 

Let K and Pi—Pz = S = (jo, s) be simultaneously small. Then, as well as 
the diagrams (17.2), the diagrams 

are dangerous. When K and 5 — 0, the function 7^ aa will therefore depend on 

the two “singular” arguments 

x = cofk, y = (so+co)/\ s+k |, 

and (17.18) shows that this function is zero when x = y. We shall consider 

the values of r on the Fermi surface; then co = so = 0, and so y — 0. Hence, 

in this limit, (17.18) is valid only if also x = 0. Thus, on the Fermi surface it is 
valid for T*: 

rb.UPuPd = o (17.19) 

(N. D. Mermin 1967). 

§ 18. The relation of the vertex function to the quasi-particle interaction 
function 

Just as intermediate states with particle numbers N± 1 are involved in the 

matrix element (7.9), which determines the one-particle Green’s function, so 

intermediate states with N, N± 1 and N± 2 particles are involved in the matrix 

element (15.1) of the two-particle Green’s function.* 

Because of the presence of intermediate states with N± 1 particles, the two- 

particle Green’s function has poles which coincide with those of the function G, 

i.e. with the quasi-particle energy. The corresponding factors are, however, 

shown explicitly in (15.7). Hence the vertex function r defined by this formula 

only has poles corresponding to states with N or N± 2 particles. The angular 

momentum of these states differs by 0 or 1 from that of the ground state, and 

so the elementary excitations corresponding to these poles have integral spin 

(0 or 1) and hence obey Bose statistics. Thus the poles of the vertex function 

determine the Bose branches of the energy spectrum of a Fermi liquid. 

t States with N particles arise with such a sequence of operators in the T product as, for 

example, Wt . States with N+ 2 particles correspond to such sequences as W3 Wt P}. 
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The poles arising from the intermediate states without change of particle 
number correspond to elementary excitations that represent zero sound quanta* 

In the diagram technique, intermediate states correspond to different cross- 
sections that divide the diagrams into two parts between various external lines. 

In the present case, intermediate states without change of particle number 

correspond to cross-sections of the diagrams (17.3) at one of the pairs of 

continuous lines joining adjacent blocks P; the constancy of particle number in 

these states is expressed by the equal numbers of lines passing in each direction 

through the cross-section. The 4-momentum transfer through such a cross- 

section is (Q+K)—Q = K; accordingly, the elementary excitations without 

change of particle number correspond to poles of the vertex function P(AT; 

Pu P2) with respect to the variable K. 
We have seen previously, in the derivation of (17.10), that one of the two 

momenta q and q-f-k (which appear in the 4-vectors Q and Q+K) must be 

greater than the limiting momentum pFi and the other must be less. On the 

other hand, in excitation from the ground state, only “particles” can be outside 

the Fermi sphere, and only “holes” within it. In this sense, we can say that the 

zero-point excitations in a Fermi liquid may be regarded as particle-hole bound 

states.1- 

Elementary excitations corresponding to intermediate states with N± 2 par¬ 

ticles (and to the poles of the function P(P; Pi, P2) with respect to the variable 

P1+P2) could be regarded as bound states of two particles or two holes* 

The presence of such states would, however, lead (as will be shown in Chap¬ 

ter V) to superfluidity of the Fermi liquid, and this in turn necessitates a consid¬ 

erable change in the whole mathematical formalism of the diagram technique* 

Thus, to determine the Bose branch of the energy spectrum of a non-super¬ 

fluid Fermi liquid, we must examine the poles of the vertex function r(K; 

Pi, P2) with respect to the variable K = (co, k). For each value of k, a partic¬ 

ular energy cu(k) corresponds to the pole, and the dispersion relation for these 

excitations is thereby determined. For weakly excited states, co and k are small, 

so that we can use the equations derived for the function P(AT; Pi, P2) in 

the range of small K. 

Near a pole of P, the left-hand side and the integral on the right-hand side 

of (17.15) become arbitrarily large; the term P°(Pi, P2) remains finite, and 

may therefore be omitted. Moreover, the variable P2 and the suffixes /? and 

b are unaffected by the operations on Pin (17.15), and so they act as unimpor¬ 

tant parameters in that equation. Lastly, we shall consider the function P on 

the surface of the Fermi sphere, i.e. we shall put Pi = (0, pFn), where n is a 

variable unit vector. From all these facts we conclude that the determination of 

t In this formulation, the problem is formally very similar to that of determining the elec¬ 
tron-positron bound state levels in quantum electrodynamics (see RQT,§ 122). In particular, 
equations (17.4) and (17.5) are analogous to the Bethe-Salpeter equation, RQT (122.10), 
(122.11). 
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the acoustic excitations in a Fermi liquid reduces to the problem of finding the 

eigenvalues of the integral equation 

= ff J <18-‘> 

where /ya(n) is an auxiliary function. 

This equation may be transformed by replacing % by another function 

vC) - (18-2) 

Equation (18.1) then becomes 

(co - t^n.k) ^(n) = k.n J T"c> 8J<(n, n') v(n') do\ (18.3) 

with n' in place of I. 
This equation has exactly the same form as the transport equation (4.10) 

for the vibrations of a Fermi liquid. Comparison of the two equations gives 

the following correlation between the quasi-particle interaction function and 

the function Fm: 

fvd,^{pF^,PF^') = ^(n, n'). (18.4) 

This shows the relation between the function / and the properties of quasi¬ 

particle scattering.1- 
Equation (18.4) relates / to the non-physical scattering amplitude. We now 

use (17.17) to obtain an explicit relation between /and the “physical” forward 

scattering amplitude for quasi-particles on the Fermi surface, which we denote 

by 
Ay0i ^(nl5 n2) = n2). (18.5) 

The relation (17.17) on the Fermi surface is 

Ays. a/?(ni, n2) 

= fyd,a/?(ni, n2)-2^-1 fyc,«*(ni, n') A„8. cp(n\ n2) ^. (18.6) 

The spin dependence of the functions A and / can be expressed by means 

of the Pauli matrices o. In the general case, these functions may contain any 

scalar combinations of the four vectors ni, n2, ols o2. If there is an exchange 

t The above general proof is due to L. D. Landau (1958). For a slightly non-ideal Fermi 
gas, the derivation of the transport equation by summation of specific diagrams of the type 
(17.3) was earlier given by A. B. Migdal and V. M. Galitskii (1958). For a gas, the G functions 
(in the zero-order approximation) contain only pole terms, and so the exclusion of non-pole 
terms does not arise. 
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interaction between the particles, the only permissible scalar products are 
01.112 and Oi.o2. The functions A and/can then be written (as with/in (2.4)) as 

- ni, n2) = B(ft) bxybp9+C(^) ayx.aSp, 
71 Vp 

where the coefficients F, G, B, C, are functions only of the angle # between 

ni and n2. They may be expanded in series of Legendre polynomials: 

B(&) = £ (21+1) B,Pi(cos #),.... (18.8) 
/mO 

Substituting (18.7) and (18.8) in (18.6), and calculating the integral with the 

addition theorem for Legendre polynomials, we get 

Bt = Fi(l—Bi), C, = G,( 1 -Ct). (18.9) 

These formulae establish a simple algebraic relation between the expansion 

coefficients off and A. 
The stability conditions (2.19) and (2.20) give similar inequalities for the 

coefficients Bt and Ct : 

5, <1, C,< 1. (18.10) 

Moreover, these coefficients satisfy a relation that follows from (17.19): B(0) + 

+ C(0) = 0, or 

£(2/+l)(*,+C,) = 0. (18.11) 
1=0 

Equations (18.9) and (18.11) together with the conditions (18.10) are sufficient 

to prove an interesting theorem: in every stable Fermi liquid, there is at least 

one branch (ordinary or spin) of axially symmetric zero sound.* 

§ 19. Identities for derivatives of the Green’s function 

In the mathematical formalism of Green’s functions, an important part is 

played by certain identical relations between the derivatives of these functions 

and the quasi-particle scattering amplitude. These relations are all derived in 
the same way by calculating the change in the Green’s functions caused by some 

fictitious “external field” for which the result of its action on the system is 

already known. 

t See N. D. Mermin, Physical Review 159,161, 1967. 
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First of all, then, let us calculate the change 8G in the Green’s function 
caused by an arbitrary “external field”, for which the corresponding term in 

the Hamiltonian is 
= j #+(*, r) dC&'it, t)(Px, (19.1) 

where btj is some operator acting on functions of r (and possibly depending 

on the time t). 
When the external field is present, the Green’s function depends on the two 

4-momenta Pi and P2. In the diagram technique, such a field is represented by 

a new graphical feature, an external broken line: 

and this line is associated with a factor 

- iSU(P2, PO = -if eiP>x SOe~tPlX d*X. (19.2) 

In the first order with respect to the external field, the correction to the exact 

Green’s function is represented by a sum of two skeleton diagrams: 

foG[Pz,F\)-Pz-+ (19.3) 

where all the continuous lines are thick (exact G functions) and the circle is an 

exact vertex function (/P). In analytical form, this equation is 

^(P2, Pi) = GPv{P2) 8U(P2, Pi) Gya(Pi)- 

- iGfy(P2) G.JP,) J Qr, Pu Qi) x 

X mQi, Qi) GCx(Qi) Gxj(6i) c^Qil(2xy, (19.4) 

with 02+Px = P2+Qi. 

The first two identities to be considered are due to the conservation of the 

number of particles in the system. In the Hamiltonian of the system, this prop¬ 

erty is expressed by the appearance of they operators in pairs: one #f+(Ar) 
and one *P{X) for each argument X. 

We apply a gauge transformation to the y operators: 

&a(X) = ^'(Zy-'xW, &+ = +«*<*>, (19.5) 

where %(X) is a real function.* From the above-mentioned property of the 

t This is analogous to the gauge transformation in quantum electrodynamics; cf. QM 
(111.2M111.9). 
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Hamiltonian, if#'satisfies the “Schrodinger equation” (7.8), XP' satisfies a sim¬ 

ilar equation with the changes 

A - (V-/V*)2, 
d_ 

dt 
_.0* 

dt dt * 

For an infinitesimal % = b%, this change in the equation is equivalent to adding 

to the Hamiltonian an “external field” 

= - 2V6-/.V). 

In particular, if 

bx{X) = re xo e~iKX, K = (co, k), 

where the symbol re can in fact be omitted, since the subsequent operations 

are linear, we have 

= iQx)lX'&lKPi-Pi-K)\°>—2^k.(Pi+P2)J . (19.6) 

On the other hand, the Green’s function constructed from the ip operators 

ft = ft(i +%), ft+ = ft+(i - m 
differs from that constructed from and by 

bG^Xi, Xt) = iG^(Xx-X2)[bX(Xi)-Sx(X2)] 

or, in Fourier components, 

bGap(P2, Pi) = J bG^(Xu X2)ei(p^-p^diXidiX2 

= i[Gap(Pi)-G^P2)} dX(P2-Pi), (19.7) 

where 
*X(P) = J dx(X)eip*d*X = Qjzfx^\P-K). 

Thus the same change bGxp has been expressed in the two forms (19.7) and 

(19.4), where bU is to be substituted from (19.6). Equating these two expres¬ 

sions, we get, after putting Ga/J = Gb^ and renaming some of the variables, 

MC(P+j:)-G(P)l = GCP+g)G(J,)|[-n)+k'(^,+"j *'/>+ 

tjr^K; P, Q)G(Q)G(Q-K) 

The required identities are obtained by taking the limit of this equation as 

> — 0, k — 0; then 

G(P + K)-G(P)-m-g- + k.-g-, 

+ /| 

(19.8) 
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where P = (po, p). Taking the limit with the condition kjco — 0, we get the 
first identity: 

—(GW>. [*«.-* ]**..•(* 2){G\2)>„-^r], (19.9) 

with the notation 

{(t2(P)}<u= lim G(P)G(P+K), h/a>0. (19.10) 
O), k —► 0 

Similarly, taking the limit with the condition tojk — 0, we get a second 

identity: 

»*% = [£ <I9-n> 

with the corresponding notation {<72(P)}*. 

Next, let us consider the change in the Green’s function when a constant 

field 
bC = bU(r) = ?Vk'r (19.12) 

is applied to the system. When k 0, this field varies slowly in space, and so 

its influence on the system can be treated macroscopically. According to the 

thermodynamic condition of equilibrium in an external field, we must have 

[x+bU = constant (see Part 1, §25); when k — 0, this means that the chemical 

potential fx changes by the small amount — Uo. The corresponding change in 

the Green’s function is 

dG^xXi x2) = - uob0tpeG(x1-x2)iefxt 

and its Fourier component, defined as in (19.7), is 

SG.^.P,) = ~(2ji)w Sw(P2 — Pi)Uo^a^G(P i)lty- 

The same change in the Green’s function can also be calculated from equa- 
tion (19.4), this time with 

dU{P2, Px) = (2ny U0b^\P2—P1 — K) \K = 0, k). 

The passage to the limit k — 0 in this case (constant field, ox = 0) corresponds 

to the case oxjk — 0. This gives the identity 

^ = -K - '■ J Q){GHQ)h • (19.13) 

Lastly, one more identity results from the Galilean invariance of the system. 
To derive it, let us consider the liquid in a system of coordinates moving with 

a small velocity <5w(t) = vroe~,wt that varies slowly with time. The change to 
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such coordinates is equivalent to the imposition of an external field whose 
operator isf 

dO = — <5w . jp = iSw . v (19.14) 

or, in the momentum representation, 

bU(P2, PJ = - Pi. w0(2jr)4 d«\P2 -P1-K\ K = (co, 0). 

This expression is to be substituted in (19.4), and then the limit co — 0 is to 

be taken. 

When co — 0, we have a Galilean transformation from one inertial frame 

of reference to another moving with constant velocity <5w. If there is in the 

liquid an elementary excitation with energy e(p), its energy in the frame mov¬ 

ing relative to the liquid with velocity Sw is e—p.6w.* Hence, in the new frame, 

the frequency p0 must appear in the function G(P) as p0+p.$w (so that the 

pole of the function is shifted by — p.Sw). Then 

dG = p. dvr dGldp0, 

and we arrive at the identity 

e)q{G\e)}„-^j-J . (19.15) 

We shall need to use these identities, in particular, for values of the free 

variable P = (/?o,p) on the Fermi surface: PF — (0,pF). Transferring the factor 

G-(P) from the right-hand to the left-hand sides, we replace the derivatives of 

G(P) there by those of G~\P)\ the way in which the limit K — 0 is taken in 

G(P)G(P+K) is unimportant. 

Near the Fermi surface, the Green’s function is determined by the pole 

term, so that 

G-\P) = -z[pQ-vF{p-pF)}. 

Hence, on the surface itself, 

6G-1 _ 1 dG~x _ vF dpF 

6p0 Z ’ dp Z dp 

t In the classical Lagrangian of a free particle, L = \mv2, the change to moving coordi¬ 
nates is effected by substituting v-»-v+<5w, and gives an increment dL = m\.8yy which is small 
if <5w is small. Accordingly (cf. Mechanics (40.7)) the increment of the Hamilton’s function is 
8H = — p.<$w, and in quantum mechanics this corresponds to the operator (19.14). 

* See the more detailed discussion in §23. 
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Consequently, for example, the identities (19.9) and (19.13), on the Fermi sur¬ 

face, take the form 

J.Pf, Q){G\Q)U-~r = (>916) 

'Jrk ^ =(‘-f |f) (19-17) 

■§ 20. Derivation of the relation between the limiting momentum 

and the density 

The relations derived in the preceding sections provide a consistent proof of 

the fundamental proposition in the Landau theory of the Fermi liquid: the 

relation between the limiting momentum pF and the density N/V of the liquid 

is given by the same formula (1.1) as for an ideal gas. 

The idea of the proof is to calculate independently the changes iniV and pF 

due to an infinitesimal change in the chemical potential p, and then to com¬ 

pare them. 
According to (7.24), the total number of particles in a given volume V, as 

a function of the chemical potential, is given by the integral 

N = -2,'r lim f P = (p„ p). (20.1) 

Hence the derivative 

1 dN f dG{P) d*P 

V dp ~ 21) dp (2*r)* ’ 
(20.2) 

Since this integral converges for large po (dGfdp oc 1/pl when |/?o! — <»), the 

factor e~ipot may be omitted from the integrand. After substitution of dGfdp 

from the identity (19.13) summed over a = & we find 

1 dN 

V dp 
= -2/j[G\p)}krk(p, 

where we have put r = ray> ay for brevity. The object of the calculation is now 

to express the right-hand side of this equation in terms of an integral over the 

Fermi surface only. 

First, we replace J* in the second integral from (17.17), with S^in place of 

= 2'j (ovfc W+J (GW)‘r“(p’ 

—MSr j {G%P)hrz.JiP, usF,QW-(Q))kd,p^/°s • (20.3) 
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We begin by transforming the last term. In the integrand, only the last two 
factors depend on Q; the integral of these over d*Q is given (on the Fermi 

surface, S = SF) by (19.17), and this term therefore becomes 

Next, we note that in the integration over d*Pthe limiting values of G(P) G(P+ 

+ K) are to be taken in the form (17.10); hence {(j^P)}^ = <f>(P\ and 

{G*( P)}* = HPc) Kp-Pf). (20.4) 
Vp 

This gives 

'• w (‘ -£$) If • 
where, in accordance with (18.4), we have used the quasi-particle interaction 

function and expressed ^ in terms of F($) by (2.6), (2.7); the bar over F 

denotes integration over do/Arc. The remaining integral over dxP is given by 

(19.16), and the integration over dos gives a further factor of An. Thus the third 

term in (20.3) is equal to 

<“> 
The second term in (20.3) is transformed similarly: the quantities {G®(JP)}*and 

{^(0}* are expressed in terms of (G^P)}* and (C?2(0}a) by (20.4), and the 
identities (19.9) and (19.16) are then used. This term is then found to be equal to 

(206> 

The first integral gives zero on integration with respect to po, since (7—0 

when po — ± °°. 
Lastly, the first term in (20.3), with the substitution of (20.4), becomes 

2 i 
dlP , P2rZ* 

(2ft)4 vFn2 

Adding the contributions (20.5)-(20.7), we get 

(20.7) 

1 dN _ pp dpF [ ppZ 

V dfx n2 dp, n2vF 

On the other hand, by putting 

dri = (dri/dpF)SpF = S(p' -pF) SpF 

(20.8) 
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in (2.14), we easily find 

dp/dpF = vF(l + F). (20.9) 

It should be emphasized that, in the derivation of (2.14), no specific depend¬ 

ence of pFon N/V has been assumed, and we can therefore use this relation 

to find that dependence; equation (20.9) can, of course, also be obtained with 

the aid of the same relations for the vertex functions as were used in deriving 

(20.8).f 
From this equation we see that the quantity in the braces in (20.8) is zero, 

and so 

d_(N\_p2FdpF_ d l~8npjl 

dp\V) n2 dp dp |_3(27t)3 
(20.10) 

When NjV — 0 we have a gas, and in this limit the dependence of pF on N/V 

must therefore be the same as for a gas. This determines the constant in the 

integration of (20.10), and we have finally the required relation (1.1): 

N/V = 8^/3(2tt)3. 

§ 21. Green’s function of an almost ideal Fermi gas 

To illustrate the application of the diagram technique, we shall calculate in 

this section the Green’s function of an almost ideal Fermi gas in the model 

discussed in §6 by means of ordinary perturbation theory (V. M. Galitskii 

1958). The gas, it will be recalled, has repulsion between the particles, and the 

device described in §6 allows us to apply perturbation theory to this interaction, 

provided that the final result involves only the scattering amplitude. 

As shown in §14, the determination of the Green’s function reduces to the 

calculation of the self-energy function 27a/3(P). In first- and second-order per¬ 

turbation theory, it is given by the set of diagrams (14.9) and (14.10). These 
may be put in the form 

P-0 

(a) 

i 
I 

i i 

p~*—i-—i-—p 
(d) 

(21.1) 

t Formula (2.11) for the effective mass can be deduced from the relation (17.17) and the 
identities (19.11) and (19.15). 
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The diagrams (21.1a, b) include the first-order diagrams (14.10a) and (14.9a) 
and the second-order diagrams (14.10b, c) and (14.9b, c); the latter differ from 
the former only by corrections to the internal continuous line. These lines are 

shown thick in (21.1a, b) and must therefore be correlated not with the ideal- 
gas Green’s functions G(0) but with the functions G corrected as far as first- 

order terms. The diagrams (21.1c, d) are the second-order diagrams (14.10d, e). 

All the diagrams have been subjected to a deformation in order to clarify 

their structure; they are the first terms in a “ladder” series of diagrams with 

four external lines, in each of which a pair of external lines have been “short- 

circuited” in two different ways. 
We first calculate the diagram (21.1a). Its analytical expression is 

[ - i’X(P)]. = J V(Q) G(i> - 0 d*QI(2*Y, 1 

G = (?o, q), P = (co, p); J 

the common factor da/J is omitted. We first integrate over q0. Since the factor 

U(Q) = U(q) does not depend on qo, and G cc \jqQ when q0 \ -* °°, the manner 

of integration has to be more precisely described. For this, we must go back 

to the origin of the diagram (21.1a), and note that the continuous line there 

corresponds to the contraction of a pair of y operators arising from one 

operator V. This means that P and P+ are taken at the same instant, and P~ 

is to the left of P in the contraction. That is to say, in the coordinate representa¬ 

tion the G function occurring is taken for t = ti — to — —0. In the momentum 

representation, this means including a factor exp (— iqot) in the integrand of 
(21.2) and taking the limit as f-*-0. Now using (7.23), we find 

[-)T]„ = i J t/(q)AT(p —q)rfty(2*)=, (21.3) 

where N(p) is the particle distribution function. 
The Fourier component U(q) depends markedly on q only when q > 1 jr0, where 

r0is the range of action of the field U(r); these values are certainly large (for a 

rarefied gas) in comparison with pF. If we consider only values \ p—pF « 1 /r0. 

then for these values of q we have TV(p-q) % 0. Hence U(q) in (21.3) may be 

replaced by 17(0) and taken outside the integral.1 The remaining integral is half 

(because of the specified value of the spin component) the gas density n(p): 

[Z]a = -\n{p)U(Q>). 

The diagram (21.1b), with the closed continuous line, gives [Z]b = n(ii) U(0). 

Thus the contribution to 27 from the two diagrams is 

[£]..» = i«G«) t/(0) = (2x/m)n(fl)a, (21.4) 

where a is the scattering length defined by (6.2). 

t The resulting error is easily seen to be of the relative order of magnitude ~ (pFr0)\ and 
therefore has no effect even on the terms of the next order in pFr0. 
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The expression (21.4) includes, in particular, the whole of the first-order 
effect. In this approximation, n(p) is to be understood as the ideal gas density 

n<0)(p), so that 
27(i) = [27](i), = (2n/m) a. (21.5) 

For the subsequent calculation we define an auxiliary function F given by the 

ladder diagrams 

(as usual, Pi+P2 = F3+P4). In analytical form, 

iFyi.'dP* P* Pi> P2) = a^(F(1) + F(2)), (21.7) 

where 
iF& = -iUiPs-PJ, (21.8) 

l7r(2) = JGW(P') U^-P^G^KP^Pz-P') t/(P'-P3)d4P'A>)4. (21.9) 

Expanding both diagrams (21.1c), (21.Id) and expressing them in terms of 

F(2), we obtain 

[-iZ(P)]c,„ = - JG<»)(0F«>(P, Q-,Q,P)d'QKpt)1 

+ 2 j G<°)(2)F(2)(P, Q; P, Q)d,Q/(2x)‘; (21.10) 

the same integrals with F(1) in place of F<2> give (21.5). The difference in sign 

between the two integrals is due to the presence of the closed loop in the dia¬ 

gram (21.Id); the delta factors in the first diagram give dxydyfi = 8^, and those 

in the second diagram 8^8^ = 28a/3. 

Let us now calculate F<2>. Since U(Q) is independent of qa, the integration 

with respect to p^ reduces to 

J G^(P') G^(P1+P2-P') dpo/2rt. 

Substituting here <7(0> from (9.9) and using the convergence of the integral for 

| Pq | -*■ oo, we close the contour of integration by an infinite semicircle in one 

half-plane of the complex variable p0\ the integral is zero unless the poles of 

the two functions G(0) lie in different half-planes, i.e. 

sgn (p'-Pf) = sgnflPi + Pu-p'l-Pf). (21.11) 

The result is 

FVXP^P^P^PJ 

= _ ’_U(Pi ~ P') U(P' ~ P3) sgn (P' ~Pf)_dzp' 

(o1 + co2 + 2p - [p'2 + (Pi + p2 - P')2] + «>• sgn (p' -Pf) ^ 

(21.12) 
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where coa = p10, coz — p2o. In order to satisfy the condition (21.11) automatic¬ 

ally, we must substitute in the numerator of the integrand 

sgn (pf -Pf) - 1 - 0(p') - 0(Pi + p2 - p')> 

where 0(p) is the step function (1.10). 
We have seen in §16 that a sequence of ladder diagrams determines (in a 

vacuum) the mutual scattering amplitude of two particles. Hence the expression 

(21.12) contains the correction to the first-order terms in the scattering ampli¬ 

tude. This correction can be taken into account by substituting in F(1> (21.8) 

^(Ps-Pi) - — (4?r/m)re/(p3, p^. 

where / is the scattering amplitude1, in a vacuum, correct to the second order, 

and at the same time subtracting from the expression F<2) (21.12) the real part 

of its value in a vacuum, i.e. for pF = 0, p, = 0, and the values coi = pl/2m, 

o)2 = p$/2m corresponding to the energies of two real colliding particles (the 

“physical” external lines of the diagrams). We can then replace —re/by the 

value for zero energy, i.e. the scattering length a.x We thus have 

F«\P2,Px-,Pi,P2) 

(Ana' i-0(p')-0(Pi+p2—pO 

coi + <o2 + 2p - ~ [p'2 + (px-f- p^- p')2] + iO. sgn (/ -pF) 

-P 
_2m_ 

Pi+P2-Pn~ (Pi+p2 - P')2 

d*pf 
(2nf * 

(21.13) 

The symbol P in the second term means that the integral is taken as a principal 

value; this is the result of separating the real part of the integral by means of 

the rule (8.11). 

Since the expression (21.13) is symmetrical in Pi and P2, the two integrals 

in (21.10) are the same, and 

[-iT(P)k„ = / Q; P, Q)d*QK2nf. 

When the first term from (21.13) is substituted, the integral with respect to qo 

is non-zero if 
sgn (p' -pF) = - sgn Gq -pF\ (21.14) 

t Not to be confused with the quasi-particle interaction function. 
* This replacement could not be made in (21.12), since it would cause the integral to diverge 

for large p'. After the subtraction mentioned, the integral converges (for p' ~ pr) even with 
this replacement, which is therefore feasible. The subtraction of only the real part of the inte¬ 
gral (and accordingly the replacement of V by re f) is done in order to avoid a difficulty con¬ 
cerning the imaginary part of the scattering amplitude. The reason is that, for small momenta, 
re /is expanded in even powers of the momentum and im/in odd powers (see QM, §132). 
Hence the inclusion of the momentum dependence of / would lead to corrections of relative 
order (Prd)1, which are negligible. The substitution U — —Anf/m, however, would mean 
taking into account the imaginary part of/, which brings in corrections of relative order Pra. 
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so that the two poles of the integrand are again in different half-planes of 
When the second term from (21.13) is substituted, only the factor Go(Q) 

depends on q0; the integration with respect to q0 is carried out by means of 
formula (7.23) and gives jV<0)(q), the particle distribution function in an ideal 

gas, i.e. the step function 0(q). The result, when the contributions from all 

diagrams (21.1a)-(21.1d) are collected, is 

27(ct>, p) = (2n/m) n(p) a + 27(2)(w, p), (21.15) 

where 

£(*>(co, p) 

[ 1 - m - g(P+q - p')] [0(g) - 0(P')1 

M+~5m ^ ~p Z“ ^p + q “ pW sgn W ~Pf) 

p_2mB{q)_1 d*qd*p' . 

p2+q2 —p'2 + (p + q — p')2 [ (2rc)« ’ 
(21.16) 

the factor 0(q)—0(p') in the numerator of the first term in the integrand replaces 

— sgn (q—PF) with the condition (21.14). 
First, we note that 27 has an imaginary part. It is separated from (21.16) by 

means of the rule (8.11), and is 

im27(w, ?) = -(■“ ^|{0(q)[i-W)][i-0(p+q-p')] 

- 0(q)l 0(p') %+q - p')} 6 [w+p+ 2L" ^~p Z~ (p '+ q“ p')2)] d(2rif ; 

(21.17) 

the expression in the braces is transformed using the fact that 02(p) = 0(p). 

The quasi-particle energy spectrum is calculated, according to (14.13), as 

= (2U8> 

in 27(2) we can put e % p2f2m with the necessary accuracy. The fact that 27 is 

complex means that the excitations are damped (im e ^ 0). 

The presence of this damping expresses the instability of quasi-particles due 

to the possibility of their actual decay. A quasi-particle may lose part of its 

energy and so give rise to a pair of quasi-particles (particle and hole). Let us 

consider, for example, the first term in the braces in the integrand of (21.17). 

From the properties of the step function, this term is non-zero if 

p' > pf, |q+p-p' I > Pf, q<pF- 
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These inequalities correspond to a process in which a quasi-particle with initial 
momentum p (/? > pF) enters a state p' {p > p' > pF), and the momentum 
p—p' is transmitted to a particle within the Fermi sphere (momentum q < pF), 

which is excited to a state with momentum q+p—p' outside the Fermi sphere; 
such a transition is equivalent to the appearance of two new elementary ex¬ 

citations, with momenta — q (hole) and q+p—p'. The law of conservation of 

energy in this process is expressed by the delta function in (21.17), in which 

w+p acts as the initial energy of the quasi-particle e(p): 

e(p) = £(p') + [e(q + P-P')-«(q)]; 

here it is sufficient to put e(p) = p2/2m in the first approximation. In accordance 

with the significance mentioned, the energy e(p) determined by this equation in 

fact corresponds to a quasi-particle outside the Fermi sphere (e > p). 

Similarly, the second term in the braces in (21.17) results from processes in 

which a pair is generated by a hole. This term gives the damping of elementary 

excitations with e < p. In the language of the diagram technique, the possi¬ 

bility of creation of a pair by a quasi-particle is indicated by the possibility of 

dividing the G function diagram into two parts by cutting through three con¬ 

tinuous lines, one of which is in the opposite direction to the other two. In the 

diagrams (21.1c) and (21.Id), such cuts are to be made between the two broken 

lines. 

The case of a slightly non-ideal gas is special (in comparison with the general 

case of any Fermi liquid) in that the quasi-particle spectrum in it is meaningful 

for all values of the momenta, and not only near the Fermi surface: the decay 

of the quasi-particles (im e) is relatively small, because the “gaseousness 

parameter” apF is relatively small. Here, however, we shall give the final result 

of the calculations only for two limiting cases. 

Near the Fermi surface (\p-pF\ « pF), we find 

re e = p + (p-pF)pF/m*, 

with p from (6.14) and m from (6.17). For the decay of the quasi-particles, 

we have 

ime = - — (pFa)2{p-pF)2sgn{p~-pF). (21.19) 
7tm 

The proportionality of this expression to (p—pF)2 has an obvious origin: one 

factor p—pF is the width of the region in momentum space (a thin spherical 

shell) which contains the momentum of the quasi-particle after it has created 

a pair, and the other factor p—pF is the width of the layer in which the pair is 

created. These considerations, it may be noted, apply to any Fermi liquid, so 

that we always have im e oc (p—pF)2 near the Fermi surfaced 

t At non-zero temperatures, the averaging of this quantity over the thermal distribution! 
makes the decay proportional to T2, as discussed in §1. 
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For large momenta p » pF (but still pa <sc 1), we have 

e = (Tm+^,PFa)-^(PFaf- 

In both cases the ratio im s/re s is small. The maximum value of this ratio 

is reached when p ~ pF, but even then it is ^(ppdf <sc 1. 

Lastly, the value of the renormalization constant for the Green’s function 

of a slightly non-ideal gas, calculated as 

ar(o), p) i 

0(0 
is 

z= <21-2I> 



CHAPTER III 

SUPERFLUIDITY 

§ 22. Elementary excitations in a quantum Bose liquid 

Let us now consider quantum liquids with an energy spectrum of a completely 

different type, which may be called a Bose spectrum.f 

This spectrum has the property that the elementary excitations (which are 

absent in the ground state of the liquid) can appear and disappear singly. But 

the angular momentum of any quantum-mechanical system (in this case, the 

liquid) can change only by an integer. Hence the elementary excitations appear¬ 

ing singly must have integral angular momenta, and therefore obey Bose 

statistics. Any quantum liquid consisting of particles with integral spin (such 

as the liquid isotope He4) must certainly have a spectrum of this type. 

For comparison, it may be recalled that in a Fermi liquid, described in terms 

of the spectrum of elementary excitations, which are absent in the ground 

state (see the end of §1), these excitations can only appear and disappear in 

pairs. This is the reason why elementary excitations in that type of spectrum 

can have a half-integral spin. 

In a quantum Bose liquid, elementary excitations with small momenta p 

(wavelength large compared with the distances between atoms) correspond to 

ordinary hydrodynamic sound waves, i.e. are phonons. This means that the 

energy of such quasi-particles is a linear function of their momentum: 

e = up, (22.1) 

where u is the velocity of sound in the liquid. The latter is given by the usual 

formula u2 — dP/dq, and there is no need to specify whether the derivative is 

taken at constant temperature T or at constant entropy S, since S -*■ 0 when 
T -*■ 0.* 

The number of elementary excitations in a Bose liquid tends to zero as 

T -* 0, and at low temperatures, when their density is sufficiently small, the 

t The theory of such quantum liquids was worked out by L.D. Landau in 1940-1941, fol¬ 
lowing P. L. Kapitza’s discovery of the superfluidity of liquid helium. These discoveries formed 
the basis for the whole of the modern physics of quantum liquids. 

* The concept of phonons has been defined in Part 1, §§71 and 72, for elementary excita¬ 
tions in solids. It must be emphasized that the momentum of an elementary excitation in a 
microscopically homogeneous system (a liquid) is the actual momentum, and not the quasi¬ 
momentum as in the periodic field of the crystal lattice in a solid. 

85 
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quasi-particles may be regarded as not interacting with one another, i.e. as 

forming an ideal Bose gas. Hence the statistical-equilibrium distribution of 
elementary excitations in a Bose liquid is given by the Bose distribution formula 

(with zero chemical potential; cf. the last footnote to§l) 

«(P) = 0e(rt/r— l]"1. (22.2) 

With this distribution, and knowing the function e(p) for small p, we can 

calculate the thermodynamic quantities for the liquid at temperatures so close 

to absolute zero that practically all the elementary excitations present in the 

liquid have low energies, i.e. are phonons. The corresponding formulae can be 

written down immediately by using the expressions for the thermodynamic 

quantities in a solid at low temperatures (see Part 1, §64). The only difference 

is that, instead of the three possible directions of polarization of sound waves 

in a solid (one longitudinal and two transverse), in a liquid there is only one 

(longitudinal), and so all the expressions for the thermodynamic quantities are 

to be divided by 3. For example, the free energy of the liquid is 

F=F0- V. n*T*!90{hu)\ (22.3) 

where Fo is the free energy at absolute zero. The energy of the liquid is 

E = E0 + V. nzTA/30(fiu)s, (22.4) 
and the specific heat 

C = F.2rc2r3/15(fc/)3, (22.5) 

proportional to the cube of the temperature. 

The phonon dispersion relation (22.1) is valid only if the wavelength fi/p of 

the quasi-particle is large compared with the interatomic distances. As the 

momentum increases, the curve of e(p) of course deviates from the linear form; 

its subsequent form depends on the particular law of interaction of the liquid 

molecules, and therefore cannot be determined in a general form. 

In liquid helium, the dispersion relation of the elementary excitations has the 

form shown in Fig. 2: after an initial linear increase, the function e(p) reaches 

a maximum, then decreases and passes through a minimum at a certain mo¬ 

mentum value /70-t In thermal equilibrium, the majority of the elementary 

excitations in the liquid have energies near the minima of e(p), i.e. in the region 

of small e (near e = 0) and in the region of e(po). These regions are therefore 

particularly important. Near p = p0, the function e(p) may be expanded in 

powers of p—po- There is no linear term, and we have as far as the second- 
order terms 

e = A + (p-p0)*/2m*, (22.6) 

t This form of the spectrum was first suggested by L. D. Landau (1947) from an analysis of 
experimental results regarding the thermodynamic quantities for liquid helium; it was later 
confirmed by neutron scattering experiments. 

A qualitative theory of such spectra was given by R.P. Feynman (1954); see the footnote¬ 
following (87.5). 
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where A — e(p0) and rn are constants. Quasi-particles of this type are called 

rotons. It must be emphasized, however, that both phonons and rotons are 

quasi-particles corresponding only to different parts of the same curve, and 

there is a continuous transition from one to the other. 

The empirical values of the energy spectrum parameters for liquid helium 

(extrapolated to zero pressure and density g = 0.145 g/cm3) aref 

u — 2.4 x 104 cm/sec, 

Pq/H = 1.9 x10s cm-1. 

A = 8.7°K, 

m* = 0.16m (He4), 
(22.7) 

Since the roton energy always includes the quantity A, which is large com¬ 

pared with T at temperatures sufficiently low for a “roton gas” to be considered, 

this gas may be described by the Boltzmann distribution instead of the Bose 

distribution. Accordingly, to calculate the roton part of the thermodynamic 

quantities for liquid helium we start from the formula for the free energy of 

a Boltzmann gas: 

F = — iVTlog ^I e~°lT dt, dt = d3pl(2^Hf; 
eV f 

see Part 1, §41. In this formula, N is to be taken as the number of rotons in the 

liquid, which is itself determined by the condition of thermodynamic equilib¬ 

rium, i.e. by the condition of minimum free energy. Equating dF/dN to zero, 
we find for the number of rotons 

Nr = Vje-^dr, (22.8) 

t The chemical potential of liquid helium at T = Ois/i = —7.16°K. 
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which of course corresponds to the Boltzmann distribution with zero chemical 

potential. The corresponding value of the free energy is 

Fr = - VT f e-*rr dr. 

The expression (22.6) is to be substituted in these formulae. Since pi » m*T, 
in integrating with respect to p we can take the factor p2 outside the integral 

and replace it with sufficient accuracy by p%. In integrating the exponential we 

can extend the range of integration from -~to«». The result is 

Nr = 
2{m*T)1,2plV 

(2 
e-*lT, Ff = -TNr. (22.9) 

Hence the roton contributions to the entropy and the specific heat are 

(22.10) 

We see that the temperature dependence of the roton part of the thermodynamic 

quantities is essentially exponential. At sufficiently low temperatures (below 

about 0.8°K for liquid helium), the roton part is therefore less than the phonon 

part, while at high temperatures the position is reversed and the roton contribu¬ 

tion is greater than that of the phonons. 

§ 23. Superfluidity 

A quantum liquid with an energy spectrum of the type described above 

possesses a remarkable property known as superfluidity: the property of flowing 

through narrow capillaries or slits without exhibiting viscosity. Let us first 

consider a liquid at absolute zero, at which temperature the liquid is in its 

ground state. 

Let us consider a liquid flowing along a capillary at a constant velocity v. 

Because of the friction against the walls of the tube and the friction within the 

liquid itself, the presence of viscosity would have the effect that the kinetic 

energy of the liquid would be dissipated and the flow would gradually become 
slower. 

It will be more convenient to discuss the flow in a coordinate system moving 

with the liquid. In such a system the liquid helium is at rest, and the walls of 

the capillary move with velocity — v. When viscosity is present, the liquid at 

rest must also begin to move. It is physically evident that the entrainment of 

the liquid by the walls of the tube cannot initiate movement of the liquid as a 

whole. The motion must arise from a gradual excitation of internal motions, 

that is, from the appearance of elementary excitations in the liquid. 

Let us suppose that a single elementary excitation appears in the liquid, with 

momentum p and energy e(p). Then the energy Eo of the liquid (in the coor¬ 

dinate system in which it was originally at rest) is equal to the energy e of the 
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excitation, and its momentum Po is equal to p. Let us now return to the coor¬ 
dinate system in which the capillary is at rest. According to the familiar for¬ 
mulae of mechanics for the transformation of energy and momentum, we 

obtain for the energy E and momentum P of the liquid in this system 

E = Eq + V0.v + \Mv\ P=[P0+il/v, (23.1) 

where M is the mass of the liquid. Substituting e and p for E0 and P0, we have 

E= e + v.y + \Mv\ (23.2) 

The term \Mv2 is the original kinetic energy of the flowing liquid; the ex¬ 

pression e+p .v is the change in energy due to the appearance of the excitation. 

This change must be negative, since the energy of the moving liquid must 

decrease: e-fp.v < 0. 
For a given value of p, the quantity on the left-hand side of this inequality 

is a minimum when p and v are antiparallel; thus we must always have e—pv < 

< 0, or 
v > e/p. (23.3) 

This inequality must be satisfied for at least some values of the momentum p 

of the elementary excitation. Hence the final condition for the occurrence of 

excitations to be possible in the liquid as it moves along the capillary is obtained 

by finding the minimum of e/p. Geometrically, the ratio ejp is the slope of the 

line drawn from the origin (in the p«-plane) to some point on the curve of e(p). 

Its minimum value is clearly given by the point at which the line from the 

origin is a tangent to the curve. If this minimum is not zero, then, for velocities 

of flow below a certain value, excitations cannot appear in the liquid. This means 

that the flow will not become slower, i.e. that the liquid exhibits the phenom¬ 

enon of superfluidity. 
The condition just derived for the presence of superfluidity is essentially 

equivalent to the requirement that the curve of e(p) should not touch the axis 

of abscissae at the origin (ignoring the unlikely possibility that it touches this 

axis at some other point). Thus any spectrum in which sufficiently small ex¬ 

citations are phonons will lead to superfluidity. 

Let us now consider the same liquid at a temperature other than absolute 

zero (but close to it). In this case the liquid contains excitations, and is not in 

the ground state. The arguments given above remain valid, since they made no 

direct use of the fact that the liquid was originally in the ground state. The 

motion of the liquid relative to the walls of the tube when the above condition 

is satisfied still cannot cause any new elementary excitations to appear in it. 

It is, however, necessary to elucidate the effect of excitations already present 

in the liquid. 
To do this, let us imagine that the “gas of quasi-particles” moves as a whole 

with respect to the liquid, with a translational velocity v. The distribution 
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function for the gas moving as a whole is obtained from the distribution func¬ 
tion n(e) for the gas at rest by replacing the energy e of a particle by e — p.v, 

where p is the momentum of the particle. For an ordinary gas this is a direct 

consequence of Galileo’s relativity principle, and is proved by a simple change 

of coordinates, but in the present case such arguments cannot be applied 

directly, since the quasi-particle gas is moving not in a vacuum but “through 

the liquid”. Nevertheless, the statement remains valid, as can be seen from the 
following argument. 

Let the gas of excitations be moving relative to the liquid with velocity v. 

Let us take a coordinate system in which the gas is at rest as a whole, and 

the liquid is accordingly moving with velocity — v (system K). According to 

the transformation formula (23.1), the energy E of the liquid in the system K 

is related to the energy Eo in a system Ko where the liquid is at rest by 

E = E0 — Pq.\ + yMv2. 

Let an elementary excitation of energy e(p) in K0 arise in the liquid. Then the 

additional energy of the liquid in K is e—p.v, and this proves the statement.1- 

Thus the total momentum of the quasi-particle gas per unit volume is 

P = J pn(e — p.\)dt. 

Let us assume that the velocity v is small, and expand the integrand in powers 

of p. v. The zero-order term gives zero on integration over the directions of the 
vector p, leaving 

or, on averaging over the directions of p, 

p=7 '{(--sfy*- <23-4> 
First of all, we see that the motion of the quasi-particle gas is accompanied 

by a transfer of mass: the effective mass per unit volume of the gas is deter¬ 

mined by the proportionality coefficient between the momentum P and the 

velocity v in (23.4). On the other hand, in the flow of a liquid along a capillary 

(say) there is nothing to prevent the quasi-particles from colliding with the 

walls of the tube and exchanging momentum with them. In consequence the 

excitation gas will be slowed down, like any ordinary gas flowing along a 
capillary. 

Thus we have the following fundamental result. At non-zero temperatures, 
part of the mass of the liquid will behave as a normal viscous liquid which 

T For quasi-particles in a Bose liquid, n(e) is the distribution (22.2). It should be noted that 
the superfluidity condition v < e/p is precisely the condition for n(e— p.v) to be positive and 
finite for all energies. 
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“sticks” as it moves along the walls of the vessel; the remaining part of the mass 
will behave as a superfluid without viscosity. Here it is very important that 

there is no friction between these two parts of the mass of the liquid as they 
pass “through one another”, that is, there is no transfer of momentum from 

one part to the other. For the existence of such motion of one part of the mass 

of the liquid relative to the other has been derived by considering the statistical 

equilibrium in a uniformly moving excitation gas. But if any relative motion 

can occur in a state of thermal equilibrium, it is not accompanied by friction. 

It should be emphasized that the treatment of the liquid as a “mixture” 

of normal and superfluid “parts” is simply a form of words convenient for 

the description of the phenomena in a quantum liquid. Like any description 

of quantum effects in classical terms, it is not entirely adequate. It does not at 

all mean that the liquid can actually be separated into two parts. In reality 

we should say that in a quantum Bose liquid there can exist simultaneously 

two motions, each of which has a corresponding “effective mass” such that 

the sum of these two masses is equal to the actual total mass of the liquid. 

One of these motions is “normal”, i.e. has the same properties as that of an 

ordinary viscous liquid; the other is “superfluid”. The two motions occur 

without transfer of momentum from one to the other. 

Thus, in the hydrodynamic sense the density of a Bose liquid can be written 

as a sum q = gn+qs of normal and superfluid parts, each corresponding to a 

hydrodynamic velocity or vs. An important property of superfluid motion 

is that it is a potential flow: 
curlvs = 0. (23.5) 

This property is the macroscopic expression of the fact that the elementary 

excitations with long wavelength (i. e. with small momentum) are sound 

quanta (phonons). Hence the macroscopic hydrodynamics of superfluid mo¬ 

tion must not allow other than acoustic vibrations,1" as is ensured by the con¬ 

dition (23.5); the proof of this condition will be considered in §26.* 

When T = 0, the normal part of the density q„ = 0; the liquid can have only 

superfluid motion. For non-zero temperatures, gn is given by (23.4): 

To calculate the phonon contribution to gn, we put in (23.6) e = up : 

(l°n)ph = - -ij dn „ 4Tip* dp 

dp P {2nKf 

+ The liquid is assumed infinite. When there is a free surface, surface capillary waves are 
also possible, and lead to a definite temperature dependence of the surface tension; see Prob¬ 
lem 1. 

* A detailed account of the hydrodynamics of a superfluid is given in FM, Chapter XVI. 
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and obtain, on integration by parts. 

4 f An p2dp 4 f te,),* = 37 J -^sgr = 15? J m dt■ 
0 

The remaining integral here is iust the energy of the phonon gas per unit 

volume; taking this from (22.4), we have finally 

(QnU = AEph/3uzV 

= 2jr27’V45^3«5. (23.7) 

To calculate the roton contribution to g„ we note that, since rotons can be 

described by a Boltzmann distribution, for them dnjde — —n/T, and from 

(23.6) 

((?«)r = dr - z!_Zl 
3T V ‘ 

Since p2 — pi with sufficient accuracy, we find, taking Nr from (22.9), 

{Qn)r = 
plNr 2(m*yl2p* lT 

3 TV 3(2tt)3/2 Tll2h3 (23.8) 

At very low temperatures, the phonon contribution to q„ is large compared 

with the roton contribution. They become comparable at about 0.6°K, and 

at higher temperatures the roton contribution predominates. 

As the temperature increases, an increasing fraction of the mass of the liquid 

becomes normal. At the point where gn = g, the property of superfluidity 

disappears entirely. This is called the X-point of the liquid, and is a phase 

transition point of the second kind.f The quantitative formulae (23.7) and 

(23.8) are, of course, inapplicable near the 2-point, where the quasi-particle 

concentration becomes large, so that even the concept of quasi-particles is 
largely meaningless. 

We may also consider the behaviour of the atoms of substances dissolved 

in liquid helium; the concentration of the impurity is assumed to be so small 

that its atoms may be regarded as not interacting with one another (L. D. 

Landau and I. Ya. Pomeranchuk 1948). 

The presence of an extraneous atom in the liquid gives rise to a new branch 

of the energy spectrum corresponding to the motion of this atom through 

the liquid; of course, owing to the strong interaction of the impurity atom with 

the atoms of the liquid, this motion is really a collective effect in which the 

liquid atoms also take part. A resultant conserved momentum p may be as¬ 

cribed to this motion. Thus quasi-particles of a new type appear in the liquid. 

t Liquid helium is called helium II at temperatures below this point. The A-points form 
a curve in the phase diagram in the PT-plane. This curve intersects the liquid-vapour equilib¬ 
rium curve at 2.19°K. 
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whose number is equal to the number of impurity atoms, and whose energy 

eimPiP) is a definite function of the momentum. In thermal equilibrium, the 
energy of these quasi-particles is concentrated near the lowest minimum of 

the function e^p(p). In practice, we are concerned with the He3 isotope impu¬ 
rity, and empirical results show that this minimum is at p = 0; near that point, 

the quasi-particle energy is 

«imP(p) = />2/2m?mp, (23.9) 

with the effective mass equal to 2.8 times the mass of the He3 atom. 

Impurity quasi-particles interact with phonons and rotons when they col¬ 

lide with these, and therefore belong to the normal part of the liquid. Because 

of their low concentration, their thermal distribution is of the Boltzmann type, 

and their contribution to Qn, determined from (23.6), is 

/_ \ _ -Wimp p2 _ Nimp 1rYv 
(£>«)imp — y yy — y Wimp, (ZO.IU) 

where N-^JV is the number of impurity atoms per unit volume. 

PROBLEMS 

Problem 1. Find the limiting temperature dependence of the surface tension coefficient a 

of liquid helium near absolute zero (K. R. Atkins 1953). 

Solution. The coefficient a is the free energy per unit area of the liquid surface; see Part 1, 
(154.6). It is calculated from Part 1, (64.1), in which the frequencies coa now relate to surface 
vibrations. In the two-dimensional case, the change from summation to integration (over the 
wave vectors of the vibrations) is effected by including a factor d?k[(2n)* or 2nk dk/(2n)-. 
Integration by parts gives 

a = a0+T J log (1 — e-*<°IT) k dk/In 

h f k*d(o 

~ a°—~4n J 1 ’ 
where a0 is the surface tension at T = 0. At sufficiently low temperatures, only vibrations with 
low frequencies (i.e. long wavelengths) are important. Such vibrations are hydrodynamic 
capillary waves, for which or = ak3/g « a0kaJg (where g is the density of the liquid). Hence 

h / g \2'3 f (oil3da> 

a-a° 4n Uo/ J 1 ; 
o 

since the integral converges rapidly, the upper limit may be replaced by infinity. The calcu¬ 
lation of the integral (see the note in Part 1, §58) gives 

7’7/s 02/3 

“ = 4^Vr(7/3)C(7/3> 

= a0—0.13 T7/3 gV3IW3a*j3. 

This applies to liquid He4 at temperatures so low that the whole mass of the liquid may be 
regarded as superfluid.t 

t In a Fermi liquid (liquid He3) capillary waves of the type considered (like volume waves 
of ordinary sound) do not exist, since the viscosity increases without limit as T -* 0. 
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Problem 2. Find the dispersion relation £lmp(p) for impurity particles in a moving super¬ 
fluid if its form fifiSpO?) in a liquid at rest is known (J. Bardeen, G. Baym and D. Pines 1967). 

Solution. After the addition to the liquid at rest (T — 0) of an impurity atom with mass 
m and momentum p0, the energy and momentum of the liquid, in the coordinate system in 
which it was originally at rest, areiio = 4mP(/>o)» P<> = p<>. In coordinates such that the liquid 
is moving with velocity v, we have from (23.1) 

E = effipCPo)+Po • y + i (M+ m) u2, P = p0+(M+m) v. 

Hence we see that the changes of energy and momentum of the moving liquid when an impu¬ 
rity atom is added to it are 

e,mp = «imP(A))+Po • ▼ ■+ £ mu2, p = p0+mv. 

Expressing £imp in terms of p, we find 

elmp(p) = ®imp(p — mv) + p . V — I mu2. 

For small v, as far as the first-order terms, with a spectrum efj”p(p) of the form (23.9), we have 

§ 24. Phonons in a liquid 

When we go from the classical picture of sound waves to the quantum concept 

of phonons, the hydrodynamic quantities (density, velocity of the liquid, etc.) 

are replaced by operators that can be expressed in terms of the phonon anni¬ 

hilation and creation operators ck, ck . We shall derive such expressions. 

First, we recall that, in the classical description of a sound wave, the density 

of the liquid undergoes small oscillations whose frequencies and wave vectors 

are related by co = uk. The velocity v of the liquid is a quantity of the same 

order of smallness as the variable part q' = g — g0 of the density (where go 

is the equilibrium value of the density). The motion of the liquid in the wave 

is a potential flow, i.e. it can be described by a scalar velocity potential (j> 

which determines the velocity according to 

v = v<£. (24.1) 

The velocity and the density are related by the equation of continuity dg'/dt = 

= - div (pv) ^ — g0 div v, or 

dg,ldt = — g0&<j>. (24.2) 

The energy of the liquid in the sound wave is given by the integral 

E = J (I o„v2 + «y V2ft,) d*x. (24.3) 

The first term in the integrand is the kinetic energy density, and the second 
the internal energy density, of the liquid; both are quadratic in the small 

quantities v and g'. 
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The subsequent quantization procedure could be carried out in an exactly 
similar way to that for phonons in solid crystals (see Part 1, §72). We shall 

take a somewhat different route, however, which illustrates some instructive 

points of methodology. Let us first consider the liquid density and velocity 

operators expressed in terms of microscopic variables, the coordinates of the 
particles. 

In the classical theory, the density q and the mass flow density j of the liquid 
can be written as sums 

Q(r) ='Zm° d(T« ~ r)> Kr) = E P<Ar« - r), 
a a 

taken over all the particles, where ra and pa are the position vectors and mo¬ 

menta of the particles. The integrals of these functions over any volume give 

the total mass and total momentum of the liquid in that volume. When we 

go to quantum theory, these functions are replaced by the corresponding oper¬ 
ators. The density operator has the same form: 

§(t) = £ mad(ra - r); (24.4) 
a 

the current density operator is 

fr) = iE{M(r«-*-) + ^a-r)M, (24.5) 

where = — ift\7a is the momentum operator of the particle.'* 

Let us find the commutation rule for the operators j(r) and §(r') taken at 

points r and r': for brevity, we may consider just one term in the sums (24.4) 

and (24.5), since the operators corresponding to different particles commute. 

In the expansion of the commutator, the operators of the form 6(ri,—r) Vifl(ri— 
— r') are transformed as follows: 

<5(ri - r) - r') = dfa - r) (v<9(r - r')) + dfo - r) <5^ - r') vl5 

where in the first term (v£(r—r')) denotes simply the gradient of the delta 

function; because of the presence of the factor 0(ri—r), we can replace (Vi#(ri— 

-r')) by (v<$(r—r')) in that term. The result is 

](**) e(r')- e(r') J(r) = - ihq(v^(r- r')). (24.6) 

Now, instead of ], we use the liquid velocity operator v, defined by 

J = i(£v+vg). 

t For simplicity, let the system consist of only one particle. Averaging the operator 
o(r) = mdfa-r) over the state with wave function gives f y>*(r1)etp(rJ)d8x1=ni | ip(r) |2, as 

it should. Similarly, averaging the operator j(r) gives the correct expression for the current 
density, 

(fi/2i){y>*(r) vy(r)-y(r) vv»*(r)}. 
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The commutation rule for the operators q and v is determined by the require¬ 

ment that the expression (24.6) is obtained for the commutator of q and j. 

It is easily verified that for this to be so we must put 

?(*•)$«•')-£(••') v(r) = -ih{vb( r —r')), 

using the obvious commutativity of the operators q{r) and q{r'). Lastly, put¬ 

ting v(r) = V$(r), we find the commutation rule for the density and velocity 

potential operators: 

0(r) e'(0 - e'(0 $(*) = - - O; (24.7) 

here we must of course replace q by the operator q — q—qq of the variable 

part of the density. The rule (24.7) is analogous to that for the particle coordi¬ 

nate and momentum operators; in this sense, q' and (f) here act as canonically 

conjugate generalized “coordinates” and “momenta”. 

Having used the expressions (24.4) and (24.5) to establish the rule (24.7), 

we can now write the operators 0 and q' in the second-quantization represen¬ 

tation (i.e. express them in terms of the phonon annihilation and creation 

operators), with the requirement that they satisfy the rule (24.7). To do so, 

we write 

4>(r) = —i~'Z(AkCkeik't + A.kCk e~ik t) 
k 

with coefficients Ak as yet undetermined; the summation is over all values of 

the wave vector that occur for a liquid with large but finite volume V? The 

operators ck and ck satisfy the Bose commutation rules 

4c£-c£4 = <W. (24.8) 

For subsequent reference, the non-zero matrix elements of these operators 

are 

<"k-1!41 «k> = <«k Ic£ I nk-1> = V«k, (24.9) 

where nk are the occupation numbers of the phonon states. 

We shall later need, however, not the Schrodinger operator $(r) but the 

Heisenberg operator <f>(t, r). This is obtained from $(r) by simply including 

the factors exp (±i(ot) with frequencies co = uk in each term of the sum 

kl. r) = —77T £ (4A ei<k ■+Alci ’-*“>); 
Vv k 

t Unlike the y> operators of particles, the operator of the real quantity <f> is Hermitian and 
contains both phonon creation and phonon annihilation operators. This property (like the 
corresponding property of the field operators in quantum electrodynamics) is due to the non¬ 
conservation of the number of “particles” in the phonon field. 
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cf. the relevant comment for the ip operators at the beginning of §9. The density 
operator g'(t, r) must be related to $(t, r) by (24.2), and is therefore given by a 
similar sum with factors iAkQokfu in place of Ak. The factors Ak must then be 

determined so as to satisfy the commutation rule (24.7). This gives the follow¬ 

ing final expressions: 

(4 ei(* • + Ck e~i(^ • '-“*0), ] 

l (24.10) 

?k e*k • *-«*0 - c£ e~‘<k •r-“*')). 

For, on substituting these expressions on the left of (24.7) and using (24.8), we 

obtain the required delta function: 

-i/iyS (44+ - cit 4) eik • ^-*7 
V k 

= -yZ*'™ - ~yj 

It is also easy to see that the Hamiltonian of the liquid, obtained by substi¬ 

tuting v = v$ and g' in place of v and q' in the integral (24.3), has the form 

6 = 2>£fc(44+y), 
k 

as it should; its eigenvalues are Huhk(nk-f y),in accordance with the concept 

of phonons having energies e = uhk. 
The expression (24.3) for the energy of a liquid in a sound wave consists of 

the first (after the zero-order) terms in an expansion of the exact expression 

E= J[lev2+e4e)]^3*> 

where e(g) is the internal energy of the liquid per unit mass. This integral, 

with v and q replaced by the operators v = v$> and q = po+e' with $ and 

o' from (24.10), acts as the exact Hamiltonian of the liquid: 

H = J [i ? • Q* + £4e)] d3x; (24.11) 

the kinetic energy operator is written in the symmetrized form -|-v. gv, so as 

to be Hermitian. Here it is important that g and <f) are canonically conjugate 

“generalized coordinates and momenta” in terms of which the Hamiltonian 

must be expressed. This is seen from the fact that the commutation rule (24.7) 

satisfied by the operators (24.10) is exact; the smallness of the oscillations is 

nowhere used in deriving it. 
The terms of higher (third, etc.) degree in the expansion of this Hamilto¬ 

nian represent the anharmonicity of the sound vibrations, or in terms of the 
phonon picture describe the interaction of phonons. They have non-zero 
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matrix elements for transitions with simultaneous change of several phonon 

occupation numbers, and thus act as a perturbation causing various phonon 
scattering and decay processes. The matrix elements of the operators ck and 

ck have, of course, the previous form (24.9), since (as always in perturbation 

theory) the representation used is one in which the unperturbed Hamiltonian 

is diagonal. The terms of the third and fourth orders are 

+ (24.12) 

(24-l3) 

§ 25. A degenerate almost ideal Bose gas 

The fundamental properties of the Bose-type energy spectrum are clear from 

the model of a slightly non-ideal Bose gas at almost zero temperature. This 

model will be considered in the present section in the same way as in §6 for 

a Fermi gas.1 The whole of the discussion in §6 relating to the general charac¬ 

teristics of models of a degenerate almost ideal gas applies here also. In par¬ 

ticular, the condition of being only slightly non-ideal (the gaseousness parameter 

a(N/V)vz <sc 1, where a is the scattering length) can again be put in the form of 

the condition (6.1) that the particle momentum be small: pa/ft <sc 1.* 

The Hamiltonian of the system of bosons (assumed spinless) interacting in 

pairs differs from (6.6) only by the absence of the spin suffixes: 

6 = I +yX(PlPi!c/!PiP2> ^AA,. (25.1) 

with summation over all the momenta appearing as suffixes. The particle 

annihilation and creation operators now obey the commutation rules 

a»at-atd» = 1. 

As in §6, we again make the assumption that the momenta are small, and 

replace all the matrix elements in (25.1) by their values for zero momenta; 
then 

& — 2 dp ~2^r X ^p£^p^pAi* (25.2) 

t The method given below is due to N. N. Bogolyubov (1947). His application of it to the 
Bose gas was the first consistent microscopic derivation of the energy spectrum of “quantum 
liquids”. 

t We shall see below that, in a degenerate Bose gas, the majority of the particles (outside 
the “condensate”) have momenta p ~ hy/ (aN/ V), for which this inequality is indeed satis¬ 
fied. 
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The starting-point for the application of perturbation theory to this Hamil¬ 
tonian is the following remark. In the ground state of an ideal Bose gas, all 
particles are in the condensate, i.e. the state of zero energy; the occupation 

numbers iVp=0 = N0 = N, Np = 0 for p * 0 (see Part 1, §62). In an almost 

ideal gas, in the ground state and in weakly excited states, the numbers Np 

are not zero, but they are very small in comparison with the macroscopically 

large number No. The fact that the quantity a^a0 = No ^ N is very large in 

comparison with unity means that the expression 

dodo — do do = 1 

is small compared with do and a£ themselves, which may therefore be regarded 

as ordinary numbers (equal to VN0), their non-commutativity being neglected. 

The application of perturbation theory now signifies formally the expansion 

of the fourfold sum in (25.2) in powers of the small quantities dp, a+ (p ^ 0). 

The zero-order term in the expansion is 

ao &o a0a0 — 4)• (25.3) 

The first-order terms are zero (since they cannot satisfy the law of conserva¬ 

tion of momentum). The second-order terms are 

tfo £ {dvd-9 + dfd±v + 4dl;d9). (25.4) 
p ^ o 

Taking only the second-order terms, we can replace = No in (25.4) by 

the total number of particles N. In (25.3), the more accurate relation 

flo-f- £ afdp = N 
p^o 

must be used. The sum of (25.3) and (25.4) is then 

Nz+N Y, («p«-p + dp dtp + 2d£dp), 
p ^ o 

and on substitution in (25.2) we get the following expression for the Hamilto¬ 

nian: 

Nz o2 N 
/) = Y-U0+ S % pIo (44-» + (25.5) 

The first term in this expression gives, in the first approximation, the energy 

E0 of the ground state of the gas, and its derivative with respect to N the chem¬ 

ical potential ju at T = 0: 

E0 = N*U0/2V, [a = NUJV. (25.6) 

The remaining terms in (25.5) give the correction to E0 and the spectrum of 
weakly excited states of the gas. 
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The integral Uo in (25.5) has still to be expressed in terms of a real physical 

quantity, the scattering length a. In the second-order terms, this can be done 

directly from the formula (6.2): Uo = AntPa/m. In the first term, however, 
the more exact formula (6.5) is needed, which takes account of the second 

Born approximation in the scattering amplitude. Here we are considering the 
collision of two particles in the condensate, and accordingly in the sum in 

(6.5) we must put px = p2 = 0, pi = — pi = p, so that 

C/0 = 
AnfPa 

m i + 
AnfPa 

Substitution in (25.5) gives for the Hamiltonian 

8 = 

+ 

2nh2a N2 / Anh2a y 1 \ 

m V [1 + V p^o p2) 

2^y Eo (V-»+tfai.+2tf«+ (25.7) 

To determine the energy levels, we must bring the Hamiltonian to diagonal 

form; this is done by a suitable linear transformation of the operators <2p, 

a+. With new operators hp and bp defined by 

dp = ujbp + Vphlp, a£ = ujb+ + vjb_p. 

and the requirement that they satisfy the same commutation relations 

hphp. - hp'hp = 0, hph£ - h$bp = 

as the dp and a+(it is easily seen that for this, we must have up—= 1), we can 

write the linear transformation as 

a _ P z+ _ bp + A>^-p 

P_ V(1 -LI) ’ " V(1 -LI) 
(25.8) 

The quantity Lp is to be defined so as to eliminate from the Hamiltonian the 

non-diagonal terms 5p£_p and hp 51p. A simple calculation gives 

<25-9> 

with the notation 
e(p) = [u2p2+(p2/2m)2]1/2, (25.10) 

u = (AnWaNlm2V)V\ (25.11) 

The Hamiltonian is then 

a = Ea+ y, <p)%K (25.12) 
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(25-13) 

The form of the Hamiltonian (25.12) and the Bose commutation relations 

for the operators £p, b+ enable us to conclude that b+ and hp are creation and 

annihilation operators for quasi-particles with energy e(p) which obey Bose sta¬ 

tistics. The eigenvalues of the diagonal operator bp represent the numbers nv 

of quasi-particles with momentum p, and formula (25.10) gives the dependence 

of their energy on the momentum. (The quasi-particle occupation numbers are 

again denoted by np to avoid confusion with the actual gas particle occupa¬ 

tion numbers Np.) This completely determines the energy spectrum of weakly 

excited states of the gas in question. 
The quantity Eo is the energy of the ground state of the gas. Replacing the 

summation over the discrete values of p (in the volume V) by integration over 

V (PpKlnfty and completing the calculations, we get the expression 

(T. D. Lee and C. N. Yang 1957). The chemical potential of the gas (at T = 0) 

is correspondingly 

dE0 4nWaN |\ , 32 

'“w—(25-15> 

These formulae give the first two terms in an expansion in powers of (a?N/V)1/2. 

Even the next term, however, could not be obtained by the above method. 

It must contain the volume as V~2, and a quantity of that order depends on 

triple collisions as well as on pair collisions. 
For large momenta (p » mu) the quasi-particle energy (25.10) tends to 

P2!2m, i.e. to the kinetic energy of an individual gas particle. 

For small momenta (p « mu) we have e ^ up. It is easy to see that the coeffi¬ 

cient u is the same as the velocity of sound in the gas, so that this expression 

corresponds to phonons in accordance with the general theorems in §22. 

At T = 0, the free energy is equal to Eo; taking the leading term in the expan¬ 

sion of the latter, we find the pressure 

P = - dE/dV = 2nli2aN2/mV2. 

The velocity of sound is u= ^/{dPIdq), where q = mN/V is the gas density; 

it is the same as (25.11). 

In the model of a Bose gas here considered, the scattering length a must 

necessarily be positive (for a repulsive interaction between the particles). This 
is seen formally from the fact that imaginary terms would occur in the above 
formulae for the energy if a < 0. The thermodynamic significance of the 
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condition a =- 0 is that it is necessary to satisfy the inequality (dP/dV)T < 0 in 

this model of a Bose gas. 
The statistical distribution of elementary excitations (the mean values np of 

their occupation numbers) at a non-zero temperature is given simply by the 

Bose distribution formula (22.2). The momentum distribution Np of the actual 

gas particles can be calculated by averaging the operator ap dp. Using (25.8) 

and the fact that the products h_php and h+h±p have zero diagonal matrix 

elements, we get 
n, = [iir+L%n„+l)]/(l-Z.|). (25.16) 

This expression is, of course, valid only if p 0. The number of particles with 

zero momentum is 

"-wf*'*'- (25-17) 

In particular, at absolute zero all the np = 0, and with (25.9) we obtain from 

(25.16) the distribution function in the form1- 

Np ~ 2e(p){e(p) + p2j2m + mu2} ’ (25.18) 

when T — 0, the mean values of iVp are the same as the exact values, and the 

bar over the letter is therefore omitted. The non-idealness of the Bose gas 

naturally causes the presence of particles with non-zero momentum even at abso¬ 

lute zero; the integration in (25.17) with Np from (25.18) is elementary, and 
gives 

(25-19) 

Lastly, a comment on the spectrum derived here. For small p, the derivative 

cPefdp2 =- 0, i.e. the curve of e(p) turns upwards from the initial tangent 

e = up. In such a case (see §34) there is an instability of the spectrum because 

of the possibility of spontaneous disintegration of the quasi-particles (phonons). 

The corresponding level width is, however, small (proportional to ps when p is 

small) and does not affect the expressions derived in the approximations con¬ 

sidered above. 

§ 26. The wave function of the condensate 

As already mentioned in §23, the appearance or disappearance of super¬ 

fluidity in liquid helium takes place by a phase transition of the second kind. 

Such a transition always involves some qualitative change in the properties of 

iThe maximum number of particles with a given momentum magnitude (~ pWp) occurs 
for p/fi ~ V(aN/V), where the change takes place from one limiting expression for e(p) to 
the other. This has already been mentioned in the second footnote to §25. 
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the body. At the A-point of liquid helium, this change may be described macro- 
scopically as the appearance or disappearance of the superfluid component of 
the liquid. From the more profound microscopic viewpoint it is a matter of 

certain properties of the momentum distribution of the (actual) liquid particles: 

in a superfluid, a finite fraction of the particles (i.e. a macroscopically large 

number of them) have exactly zero momentum; these particles form the Bose- 

Einstein condensate, or simply the condensate, in momentum space. In an ideal 

Bose gas at T = 0, all its particles are in the condensate (see Part 1, §62); in an 

almost ideal gas, almost all the particles are in the condensate. In the general 

case of a Bose liquid with strong interaction between the particles, the fraction 

of particles that are in the condensate at T = 0 is not close to unity. 

We shall show how the property of Bose-Einstein condensation is formulated 

in terms of ip operators. For an ideal Bose gas (a system of non-interacting 

bosons), the Heisenberg ip operator is written explicitly as1- 

= (26A) 
As explained in §25, we may ignore the non-commutativity of the operators 

do and a£, regarding them as classical quantities. In other words, part of the 

ip operator (26.1) is an ordinary number, which we denote by 3: 

£ = WP. (26.2) 

To formulate this property of the ip operators in the general case of an arbi¬ 

trary Bose liquid, we note that, since the condensate contains a macroscopically 

large number of particles, changing this number by 1 does not essentially 

affect the state of the system; we may say that the result of adding (or removing) 

one particle in the condensate is to convert a state of a system of N particles into 

the “same” state of a system of N±l particles.* In particular, the ground 

state remains the ground state. Let 3 and 3+ denote the part of the ip operators 

that changes the number of particles in the condensate by 1; then, by definition, 

£+\m,N) = 3*\m, N+1), 

where the symbols | m,N) and j m, N+1 ) denote two “like” states differing 

only as regards the number of particles in the system, and 3 is a complex 

number. These statements are rigorously valid in the limit N -*■ °°. Hence the 

t Cf. (9.3). We assume the gas particles spinless, and so the spin suffix is omitted. In (26.1) 
we have also used the fact that for an ideal Bose gas at T = 0 the chemical potential n = 0, 
and so the term - fit/ti in the exponents is omitted. 

* The addition or removal of the particle is to be regarded as occurring with infinite slow¬ 
ness. This prevents excitation of the system by the variable field. 
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definition of 3 is to be written 

lim (/w,iV|.5,|7w,Ar-f 1} = By 
N — oo 

Jim (m, N+ 113+ | m, N) = 3*; 

the limit is taken for a given finite value of the liquid density JV/F. 
If the ip operators are written as 

^ = 3+#', = 3+ + $"+, (26.4) 

their remaining part (“above the condensate”) converts the state \m, N) into 

states orthogonal to it, i.e. the matrix elements* 

Jim </w, 2V | I /w, 2V-1-1> == 0, 

Jim <m, N+11 \m, N) = 0. 

In the limit N -► «•, the difference between the states (m, N) and (m, N+1) 

disappears entirely, and in this sense 3 becomes the mean value of the operator 

for that state. It must be emphasized that the finiteness of the limiting value 

is a characteristic of systems containing a condensate. 

The equations (26.3) complete the “operator” properties of 3 and 3+* 

and they may be regarded as commuting with *P' and In particular, the 

operators a and S+ will be replaced by 3 and 3* (i.e. will behave as classical 

quantities) in any averaging with respect to the ground state. We must emphasize 

again that (because the number of particles in the condensate is macroscopic) 

this approximation involves neglecting only quantities with relative order of 

smallness 1/2V-* 

If the time dependence of the wave functions is determined by the Ham¬ 

iltonian then 3 is independent of time: the matrix element 

(m,N\S\m, N+1) is proportional to 

exp | —j{E(N+ V)-E(N)~ (N+1)/« +JV/*]|, 

and the exponent tends to zero, since (to within a quantity ~ 1/N)E(N+1)— 

—E(N) = p. 
In a homogeneous liquid at rest, 3 is independent also of the coordinates 

and is simply (with the appropriate choice of the phase of the complex quan¬ 
tity) 

3 = V«o» (26.6) 

t To avoid misunderstanding, it may be mentioned again that these equations refer only to 
transitions between “like” states. 

* In particular, to this accuracy we must regard as equal the matrix elements of the opera¬ 

tors W' for transitions between states differing by the same (small) number of particles in the 
system. 

(26.5) 

(26.3) 
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where no is the number of condensate particles per unit volume of the liquid: 
E+S is the operator of the particle number density in the condensate, and the 

mean value of this operator is just no. 
The existence of the condensate brings about a qualitative difference in the 

properties of the density matrix for particles in a Bose liquid in comparison 

with the density matrix in an ordinary liquid. In an arbitrary state of a homo¬ 

geneous Bose liquid, the density matrix is given by 

fj) = {m,N | P+(t, r2) 'Pit, r,)! m, N>, (26.7) 

and this function depends only on the difference r = ri—r2; cf. (7.13). Substi¬ 

tuting here the y> operators in the form (26.4) and using the properties (26.3) 

and (26.5), we get 
Ng(ri, r2) = no +Ng’(r1, r2). (26.8) 

The density matrix g' “above the condensate” tends to zero as | n—r* | — °°; 

the density matrix g tends to the finite limit no/N. This expresses the existence of 

“long-range order” in a superfluid, which is not present in ordinary liquids; 

in these, we always have g — 0 as [ rx—r21 -> «>. It is this symmetry property 

that distinguishes the superfluid and non-superfluid phases (V. L. Ginzburg 

and L. D. Landau 1950). 

The Fourier component of the density matrix determines the momentum 

distribution of the liquid particles by 

N(p) = Njg(r) e-* •r d3x; (26.9) 

cf. (7.20). Substituting g from (26.8), we obtain 

N(p) = (2jr)3w06(p)+JV J g'(r)e~l»-rd3x. (26.10) 

The delta function term corresponds to the finite probability for the particle 

to have exactly zero momentum. 

If superfluid motion takes place in the liquid, or if it is in non-uniform and 

non-stationary external conditions (which, however, vary considerably only 

over distances large in comparison with interatomic distances), the Bose- 

Einstein condensation again occurs, but we cannot now assert that it will 

occur in the state with p = 0. The quantity S, again defined by (26.3), will now 

be a function of coordinates and time, representing the particle wave function 

in the condensate state. It is normalized by the condition \S\2 — no, and can 

therefore be expressed as 

3{t, r) = V[«o(t, r)] *-'*<'« r>. (26.11) 

Since there is a macroscopically large number of particles in the condensate 

state, the wave function of this state becomes a classical macroscopic quantity.* 

t Just as the field strength of an electromagnetic wave becomes a classical quantity for 
large photon occupation numbers in every state (cf. RQT, §5). 
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Thus there is a new characteristic of macroscopic states in a superfluid, including 
states of thermodynamic equilibrium. 

The current density calculated from the wave function (26.11) is 

jcond — ~2~ (“ViS —V*£) 

h ^ 
= — n0V&, 

m 

where m is the mass of a liquid particle. This has the significance of the macro¬ 

scopic current density of condensate particles, and may be equated to »ovi, 

where vs is the macroscopic velocity of that motion. From a comparison of the 
two expressions, we find 

v, = (film) v&. (26.12) 

Since the motion can occur in a state of thermodynamic equilibrium (charac¬ 

terized by the quantity 3), it is non-dissipative, and (26.12) therefore determines 

the velocity of the superfluid motion. We thus arrive at the property of such 

motion already mentioned in §23: it is a potential flow. The velocity potential (f> 

is equal (apart from a constant factor) to the phase of the condensate wave 
function: 

0 = (film) 0. (26.13) 

To avoid misunderstanding, however, we should emphasize that, although 

the condensate velocity is the same as the velocity of the superfluid component 

of the liquid (and although the condensate and the superfluid component appear 

simultaneously at the A-point), the densities mno of the condensate and gs of 

the superfluid component are not at all the same. The identity of these two 

quantities would be impossible to justify, and its incorrectness is also evident 

from the fact that at absolute zero the whole mass of the liquid is superfluid, 

whereas not all its particles are in the condensate.* 

§ 27. Temperature dependence of the condensate density 

The particle number density in the condensate is greatest at T = 0, and 

decreases with rising temperature. The limiting form of its temperature depend¬ 

ence as T — 0 can be found by considering the fluctuations of a macroscopic 

quantity, the condensate wave function 3 (R. A. Ferrell, N. Menyhdrd, H. 
Schmidt, F. Schwabl and P. Szdpfalusy 1968). 

First, we recall that 3 is a classical quantity which corresponds to the oper¬ 

ator P in the quantum-mechanical formalism. Hence, to calculate the fluc¬ 
tuations, we ought in principle to use that operator. However, near absolute 

* In practice, the density of the condensate in liquid helium seems to be only a small frac¬ 
tion of the total density of the liquid. 
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zero, long-wavelength oscillations play the main part in the fluctuation spectrum 
of a macroscopic quantity. These oscillations in the liquid are sound waves 
described by the macroscopic equations of hydrodynamics, and it is therefore 

possible to construct an operator corresponding to 3 by independent quanti¬ 

zation of 3. 

In the present case, for 3 = y/no exp i0, in the long-wavelength limit, the 

phase 0 fluctuates most strongly, and is directly related to the superfluid ve¬ 

locity potential by (26.13). Both 0 and 0, it may be recalled, are defined only to 

within additive constants. The uniquely defined quantity y/no can therefore be 

expressed only in terms of the derivatives of#, and so the Fourier components 

of its fluctuations will contain extra powers of the wave vector k, i.e. will be 
small when k is small. 

The relation of the phase 0 to the potential (j> allows 0 to be directly related 

to quantities characterizing the phonon distribution in the liquid. For this pur¬ 

pose, we regard <f>, and therefore #, as second-quantized operators, expressing 

<j6 by (24.10) in terms of the phonon creation and annihilation operators: 

(mu \ 1/2 
_) (cp^ + c7e-'p^); (27.1) 

the unperturbed liquid density is written as q = nm, where n is the particle num¬ 

ber density, and the suffix 0 is omitted. According to the foregoing discussion* 

this means that the operator of the macroscopic quantity 3, i.e. the long-wave 
part of the operator can be expressed as 

^ = V"0expi#, (27.2) 

where no is the condensate particle density. 

We first apply this formula to calculate the momentum distribution of par¬ 

ticles “above the condensate” in a Bose liquid (for small momenta). In the 

single-particle density matrix g(ri, r2), for large distances |n—r2|, we can use 

the long-wave expression (27.2) for the tp operator: 

No(r„ r2) = <P+(r2) ^(r,)) « (27.3) 

where the mean value is taken with respect to the state of the liquid at a given 

temperature. Since the fluctuations are small, this expression is to be expanded 

in powers of $, retaining only the first non-vanishing (the quadratic) terms. 
Since = #, we obtain 

Ne(?i> *2) = nQ-n0(#2(r)>+w0($(r2)$(ii)>. (27.4) 

The third term tends to zero as [ r2—ri| — and gives the required above¬ 

condensate part of the density matrix; the second term is independent of r in a 
homogeneous liquid, and gives a correction to the condensate density that will 
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be calculated below by a somewhat different method. Using (27.1), we can 

write the above-condensate part as 

mr» r2) 

where 
np = \e*«T- l]"1. 

Changing from summation to integration, we have 

This expression applies, of course, only to the contribution from small p 

{hip large compared with interatomic distances). The integrand in (27.5) 

immediately gives the particle momentum distribution 

JV(p)= (”,+t) • (27-6) 

When T = 0, this becomes 

N{p) = ntfnu/lnp (27.7) 

(J. Gavoret and P. Nozieres 1964); when T ^ 0 and up « T, 

N{p) = nomT/np2 (27.8) 

(P. C. Hohenberg and P. C. Martin 1965). 

We can now determine the temperature dependence of the condensate den¬ 

sity. By definition, 
»oCO = n- J N(p) PpKlnKf. (27.9) 

If we substitute (27.6) here directly, the integral diverges because of the zero- 

point vibrations. This is related to the invalidity of (27.6) for large p, and means 

only that we cannot calculate in such a way the value of the condensate density 

at T = 0, which must here be regarded as a given quantity. To find the required 

temperature dependence, we must subtract from rio(T) its value at T =0; 

the integral is then convergent. The result is 

n0{T)-ndO) __ mu j* np d3p 

«o(0) n J P (2nhf 

mT2 r xdx _ mT2 

27i2nuh3 J e*-l ~ 12nuh* * 

o 

(27.10) 

In the calculation we have neglected the temperature dependence of the to¬ 

tal density of the liquid; this is legitimate, since the thermal expansion of the 
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liquid (due to the excitation of phonons) is proportional to a higher power of 

the temperature, namely T* (cf. Part 1, §67).* 
Finally, we may make some remarks on the methodologically important 

subject of a two-dimensional Bose liquid. In this case, the temperature-depend¬ 
ent part of the integral (27.9) diverges logarithmically for small p, where the 

formula for N(p) should have been correct. This means that in the two-dimen¬ 

sional case the basic assumption is incorrect, namely that there exists a con¬ 

densate at non-zero temperatures. In the two-dimensional case, the condensate 

can exist only at T = 0.* The position here is analogous to that of two-dimen¬ 

sional crystals (see Part 1, §137). As with the latter the fluctuations of the atomic 

displacements smooth out the lattice, so the phase fluctuations eliminate the 

condensate. The formal analogy between the two systems is that in both cases 

the energy depends on quantities that can appear in it only as derivatives. 

In the first case these are the atomic displacement vectors, which cannot them¬ 

selves appear in the energy, because the latter is invariant under displacements 

of the system as a whole. In the second case it is the phase of the condensate 

wave function, which cannot itself appear in the energy, because it is not 

uniquely determined. The dependence of the energy on only the gradients of 

these quantities is the ultimate reason for the divergence of the fluctuations. 

Next, we have seen in Part 1, §138, that the weak (logarithmic) divergence 

of the fluctuations causes in a two-dimensional crystal a slow (power-function) 

decrease of the correlation function in the system. Similarly, in a two-dimen¬ 

sional Bose system the density matrix (27.3) decreases as | ri—r21 — «> according 

to a power law, and does not tend to a constant limit as in the presence of the 

condensate.8 Such a system thereby differs qualitatively from an ordinary 

liquid, and so, in the two-dimensional case also, there can be a phase transition 

of the second kind between the ordinary liquid with an exponential decrease 

of g(ri, r2) and a liquid with a power-law decrease. 

§ 28. Behaviour of the superfluid density near the 2-point 

As already mentioned in §23, with increasing temperature the fraction qj q of 

the superfluid density in a Bose liquid decreases, becoming zero at the 2- 

point of the liquid, a phase transition point of the second kind. The temperature 

Tx of this point is a function of the pressure P; the equation T = TfF) defines 

the curve of 2-points in the phase diagram in the FT-plane. 

In the general theory of phase transitions of the second kind, the change in 

state of the body is described by the behaviour of the order parameter, which 

t The formulae obtained, which are valid for any Bose liquid, are of course in agreement 
with those of §25 for a slightly non-ideal Bose gas. In the comparison, it must be noted that for 
such a gas n0 « n, and the condition for p to be small is p mu ~ Mflri?1*. 

* These statements relate also to a two-dimensional ideal Bose gas. 
§ See J. W. Kane and L. Kadanoff, Physical Review 155,80,1967. 
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characterizes its symmetry properties. For the A-transition of a Bose liquid, the 
condensate wave function 3 acts as such a parameter, and describes, as ex¬ 

plained in §26, the “long-range order” in the liquid. The fact that 3 is complex 

means that the order parameter has two components, and the effective Hamil¬ 

tonian of the system (see Part 1, §147) depends only on \3\2, i.e. is invariant 

under the transformation S — e** 3 for any real a. 

The empirical results concerning the A-transition in liquid helium seem to 

indicate that there is no region in which the Landau theory of phase transitions 

is valid: the condition in Part 1 (146.15) is not satisfied anywhere in the neigh¬ 

bourhood of the A-point (i.e. anywhere in the region \ T—Tk \ « TA). Hence, 

to describe the properties of this transition, we must use the fluctuation theory 

of phase transitions of the second kind, which makes it possible to relate the 

temperature dependences of various quantities. 

The temperature dependence of the order parameter (and therefore of the 

condensate density no) as T -* Tx is given by the critical index /? (see Part 1, 

§148): 

\3\=y/n0oc(Tx-Ty. (28.1) 

A more interesting question, however, is that of the behaviour of the super¬ 

fluid density qs. To calculate it, let us consider a liquid in which the phase 0 

of the condensate wave function varies slowly in space. This means that there 

is in the liquid a macroscopic superfluid motion with the velocity (26.12) and 

accordingly with kinetic energy (per unit volume of the liquid) 

ietf = (28.2) 

This expression may also be applied to the long-wavelength fluctuations of 

the order parameter. According to the hypothesis of scale invariance, the 

only parameter of length that determines the fluctuation picture near the 

transition point is the correlation radius rc of the fluctuations. This therefore 

determines the order of magnitude of the distances at which the fluctuational 

change of the phase 0 is of the order of unity; hence the mean square of the 

fluctuational velocity varies with temperature according to 

t? oc 1/r? oc {Tx-Tf\ (28.3) 

where v is the critical index of the correlation radius. On the other hand, since 

it is the long-wavelength fluctuations that govern the singularity of the ther¬ 

modynamic quantities at the transition point, we may naturally assume that 

near this point the fluctuational kinetic energy (28.2) varies with temperature 

in the same way as the singular part of the thermodynamic potential of the 

liquid, i.e. as (7^—T)2-* (where a is the critical index of the specific heat Cp). 
Thus we find 

Qtf oc qJLTx-TT oc {Tx-Tf~\ 
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whence qs oc {Tk—T)2 *~2v. Lastly, with the relation 3v = 2—a (which follows 

from the hypothesis of scale invariance; see Part 1, §149), we have 

&oc (Tx-Tr-^. (28.4) 

This establishes the relation between the temperature dependences of g* 

and the specific heat near the 2-point (B. D. Josephson 1966)? 

§ 29. Quantized vortex filaments 

An ordinary liquid enclosed in a cylindrical vessel rotating about its axis is 

carried along by friction against the vessel walls, and is ultimately caused to 

rotate as a whole together with the vessel. In a superfluid, only the normal 

component is brought into rotation; the superfluid component remains at 

rest, in accordance with the fact that this component cannot rotate as a whole, 

since this would make the superfluid motion no longer a potential flow/ 

For sufficiently large rates of rotation, however, such a state becomes ther¬ 

modynamically unfavourable. The condition of thermodynamic equilibrium is 
that the quantity 

Erot = E-M.Sl (29.1) 

is a minimum; this is the energy in a rotating coordinate frame, with E and 

M the energy and angular momentum of the system in a fixed coordinate frame 

(see Part 1, §26). The term — M.£2 in (29.1) causes (for sufficiently large SI) the 

state with M.fi > 0 to be thermodynamically more favourable than that 
with M = 0. 

Thus, as the rate of rotation of the vessel increases, superfluid motion must 

eventually occur. The apparent contradiction between this statement and the 

condition for superfluid motion to be a potential flow is removed by assuming 

that the potential flow is lost only at certain lines of singularity in the liquid, 

known as vortex filaments or vortex lines? The liquid executes a motion about 

these lines which may be called potential rotation, since curl v, = 0 throughout 

the volume outside the lines. 

The vortex filaments in a liquid have a thickness of atomic dimensions, 

and macroscopically they must be regarded as being of infinitesimal thickness. 

Their existence does not contradict the expression (26.12) for the velocity, 

since the latter assumes that y, varies sufficiently slowly in space, whereas it 

t The indices a and C for liquid helium are very small, and so we have with high accuracy 
P 1/3, and q, oc n0 oc (7>- T)2'8. 

* When the liquid rotates as a whole, the velocity v = £2xr, where £2 is the angular ve¬ 
locity and the position vector r is drawn from some point on the axis. Then curl v=2£2 ^ 0. 

§ This assumption was proposed by L. Onsager (1949) and further developed by R. P. 
Feynman (1955). 

11 This statement does not apply, however, to the immediate nieghbourhood of the A-point; 
there, the thickness of a vortex filament is of the order of the correlation radius of the fluctua¬ 
tions. 
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varies with arbitrarily great rapidity near a vortex filament; see (29.3) below. 

It also does not contradict the proof in §23 that superfluid motion is a potential 
flow, which made use of properties of a Bose liquid energy spectrum, since a 

vortex filament is associated with a particular macroscopically large energy 

(see (29.8) below), and the state of a liquid containing a filament cannot be 

regarded as weakly excited. 
Let us first consider vortex filaments from a purely kinematic standpoint,, 

as lines of singularity in the velocity distribution for potential flow of the liq¬ 

uid. Each vortex filament has a particular value (2nx, say) of the velocity 

circulation along a closed contour round the filament: 

<j> v,. dl = 2nx. (29.2) 

This value is independent of the choice of the contour of integration: if Ci 

and C2 are two contours enclosing the vortex filament, the difference between 

the circulations along them is, by Stokes’s theorem, equal to the flux of the. 

vector curl y, through a surface spanning Ci and C2; since this surface does 

not meet the vortex filament, curl \s = 0 at all points on it, and the integral 

is zero. Hence it follows also that a vortex filament cannot terminate: either 

it is closed or it ends at the boundary of the liquid (or, in an infinite liquid, 

has both ends at infinity), since the existence of a free end of a vortex filament 

would imply that there could be a surface spanning the contour C but nowhere 

meeting the filament, and so the integral on the left of (29.2) would be zero. 

The condition (29.2) enables us to determine the velocity distribution in a 

liquid moving round a vortex filament. In the simplest case of a straight fila¬ 

ment in an infinite liquid, the streamlines are circles in planes perpendicular 

to the filament, with centres lying on the filament. The circulation along such 

a curve is 2nrvs, so that 
vs = x/r, (29.3) 

where r is the distance from the filament. We may note that in potential rota¬ 

tion the velocity decreases away from the axis of rotation (the vortex filament), 

in contrast to rigid rotation, where the velocity increases in proportion to r. 

For a vortex filament of any shape, the velocity distribution is given by 

v, = |xJrflxR/R3, (29.4) 

where the integration is along the filament, and R is the radius vector from dl 

to the point where the velocity is observed.f At distances from the filament 

t This expression may be written down immediately by analogy with the familiar Biot- 
Savart formula for the magnetic field of line currents. The formal equivalence of the two prob¬ 
lems is evident from a comparison of the velocity circulation (29.2) with the circulation of the 
magnetic field H round the line current J: 

= AnJlc. 

One problem is obtained from the other by substituting v, for H and for J/c. 
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that are small compared with its radius of curvature, formula (29.4) of course 

reduces approximately to (29.3). 
As already mentioned, formulae (29.2)—(29.4) result simply from the fact 

that the motion of the liquid is a potential flow. The quantum nature of vortex 

filaments in a superfluid is shown by the fact that the constant x can only have 

values in a certain discrete series. Using (26.12) for the velocity ys expressed 

in terms of the phase 0 of the condensate wave function, we find as its circu¬ 

lation 

vs. dl = {him) A0, (29.5) 

where A0 is the change of phase on traversing the contour. Since the wave 

function is single-valued, its change of phase on returning to the original point 

must be an integral multiple of 2n, and so 

x = nh/m, (29.6) 

where n is an integer. We shall see below that in fact only vortex filaments 

with the lowest possible circulation (n = 1) are thermodynamically stable. 

We shall therefore put 
x = him. (29.7) 

Let us now determine the critical rate of rotation of the cylindrical vessel at 

which a vortex filament first appears. It is evident from symmetry that this 

filament will be along the axis of the vessel. The change in the energy of the 

liquid due to the appearance of the vortex filament in it is 

AE = J \Qsv*dV = \qsL J v2.2nr dr = Lqjix2 J drjr, 

where L is the length of the vessel. The integration with respect to r is to be 

taken between the radius R of the vessel and some value r ~ a of the order 

of atomic distances, at which the macroscopic treatment ceases to be meaning¬ 

ful; because the integral is logarithmically divergent, its value does not depend 

greatly on the precise choice of a. Thus 

AE = LrtQs(h2/m2) log {Rid); (29.8) 

this expression is said to have logarithmic accuracy, i.e. not only the ratio 

Rla but also its logarithm is larged The angular momentum of the rotating 

liquid is 

M = J Q„vjr dV = gsxfdV = LnR\h!m) qs. (29.9) 

t The motion round the vortex filament is in general accompanied by a change in the den¬ 
sity of the liquid. The neglect of this change in the calculation given here is justified by the fact 
that the main contribution to the energy (29.8) comes (because of the logarithmic divergence 
of the integral) from large distances r, at which the density change is small. For the same reason, 
we may neglect the contribution to AE from the change in the internal energy of the liquid. 
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The occurrence of the vortex filament js thermodynamically favourable if 

AErot = AE—MQ -c 0, i.e. if 

QCT = 0n/mR2) log (R/a). (29.10) 

The above arguments also indicate the reason why vortex filaments with 
n > 1 in (29.6) are thermodynamically unstable: when n = 1 is replaced by a 

value n > 1, the energy AE is increased by a factor of n2, and M by a factor n, 
which must increase AEwt. 

When the rate of rotation of the cylindrical vessel increases further beyond 

the critical value (29.10), new vortex filaments appear, and when Q » Qct 

their number is very large. Their distribution over the cross-section of the 

vessel tends to a uniform one, and in the limit they simulate the rotation of the 

superfluid part of the liquid as a rigid body.1- The number of vortex filaments 

for a given (large) value of Q is easily determined by the condition that the 

velocity circulation along a contour enclosing a large number of filaments 

should have a value corresponding to rotation of the liquid as a whole. If 

such a contour encloses unit area in the plane perpendicular to the axis of 

rotation, then 
Vs. <il = v.2nx = 2nvfi/m, 

where v is the distribution density of the vortex filaments over the cross-section 

of the vessel. On the other hand, when the liquid rotates as a whole, curl 

ys = 2SI, and this circulation is 2Q. Equating the two expressions, we find 

v = mQfnh. (29.11) 

The occurrence of vortex filaments to some extent eliminates the property 

of superfluidity. The elementary excitations that form the normal component 

of the liquid are then scattered by the filaments, transferring to these (and thus 

to the superfluid component of the liquid) a part of their momentum. This 

consequently implies the presence of friction between the two components 

of the liquid. 

Vortex filaments in general move about in space with the flow of the liquid. 

When T = 0 and the liquid is entirely superfluid, each element dl of the fila¬ 

ment moves with the velocity v, of the liquid at the position of that element. 

At non-zero temperatures, the frictional force on the filament causes it to have 

a velocity relative to the superfluid component. 

Vortex filaments formed by rotation are straight. The flow of a liquid through 

capillaries, slits, etc., may be accompanied by the formation of closed fila¬ 
ments or 

t This is easily seen by noting that, since the number of filaments increases in proportion 
to Q (see (29.11) below), the second term in AETOt — AE-MQ increases as Q2, but the first 
term increases as Q, and may therefore be neglected when Q » QCI. Then the minimization of 
AETOt is equivalent to the maximization of M, which occurs when the liquid rotates as a rigid 
body. 
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vortex rings. These eliminate the superfluidity in flow at velocities above a 
certain critical value. The actual values of these critical velocities depend on 

the specific conditions of the flow; they are much less than the value above 

which the condition (23.3) is violated. 
Unlike straight vortex filaments, which can remain stationary in a liquid 

that is at rest (far from them), vortex rings move relative to the liquid. The 

displacement velocity of each line element is the value of v* which results 

(according to (29.4)) at its position from the action of all the rest of the fila¬ 

ment; for curved filaments this is not in general zero. Consequently, vortex 

rings have as a whole not only definite energies but also definite momenta* 

and in this sense are a special type of elementary excitations. 

PROBLEMS 

Problem 1. Find the velocity and momentum of a circular vortex ring. 

Solution. Each element of the ring moves with the velocity v, at a given point, and from 
the symmetry of a circular ring this velocity is the same at every point of it. It is therefore 
sufficient to determine the velocity v, at any one point P of the ring due to the rest of the ring. 
The elements d\ of the ring and the radius vectors R from d\ to the point P are in the plane of 
the ring; hence the velocity at the point P, given by (29.4), is perpendicular to the plane of the 
ring, as a result of which the ring moves without change of shape or size. 

Let us define the position of the element dl by the angle # (Fig. 3). Then 

dl = R0 dft, R = 2R0 sin -|0, | rflxR I = R sin .dl. 

P 

where R0 is the radius of the ring, and we find from (29.4) for the ring velocity v 

o 

This integral, however, is logarithmically divergent at the lower limit, and must be cut off at 
a value & ~ a/R0 corresponding to atomic distances (~ a) of the element dl from the point P. 
The integral is determined, with logarithmic accuracy, by the range of values a/R0 « ft « n, 
and is 

-«/*. 
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so that 

V = (x/2/?0) log (/?<>/*) 

= (fi/lntRo) log (R0la). (1) 

With the same logarithmic accuracy, the energy of the vortex ring is 

e = 2rc2R0o,{h2lrrr) log {RJa), (2) 

•which is (29.8) with R0 and 2nR0 in place of R and L. The energy f is related to the velocity v 
by de/dp = v, where p is the momentum of the ring. Hence 

dp = defv 

= 4jt2e,(ftfm) RodR0 

{with logarithmic accuracy, the large logarithm is to be regarded as constant in the differentia¬ 
tion), and so 

p = 2n2gt(fifm) /?<>. (3) 

Formulae (2) and (3) determine the function e(p) for vortex rings in parametric form (with 
R0 as parameter). 

It may be noted that, because of the logarithmic nature of the integration that leads to 
formula (1), this formula (with some changes of notation) remains valid also for the velocity 
v with which any given element moves in a curved vortex ring of any shape: 

v = (k/2*o) blog (A/a). (4) 

Here b is a unit vector perpendicular to the tangent plane at the given point on the filament 
(the binormal vector), R0 is the radius of curvature at that point, and A is the characteristic 
distance over which the curvature of the filament varies. 

Problem 2. Find the dispersion relation for small vibrations of a straight vortex filament 
(W. Thomson 1880). 

Solution. We take the line of the filament as the z-axis, and let r = (x, y) be a vector 
giving the displacement of points on the filament when it vibrates; r is a function of z and the 
time t, of the form exp[i(£z- to/)]. The velocity of points on the filament is given by formula (4), 
with A here taken as the wavelength of the vibrations (A ~ 1/A:): 

v = dr/dt = -icor = — x log —^ — . 

The binormal vector b = tXn, where t and n are unit vectors along the tangent and the prin¬ 
cipal normal to the curve. According to a well-known formula of differential geometry, 
dh/dl2 = n/R0, where / is the length measured along the curve. For small vibrations, the fila¬ 
ment is only slightly curved, and we can therefore take / z and t = t* (a unit vector along 
the z-axis); then 

b(R0 « t,Xd2r/dz2 = -£2t,Xr. 

The equation of motion of the filament is then 

- icor = -\yk\xr log (l/ak). 

On expansion, this gives two linear homogeneous equations for „v and y; equating the deter¬ 
minant to zero, we get the required relation between oj and k: 

co = ±xk2log(l/ak). 
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§ 30. A vortex filament in an almost ideal Bose gas 

As already mentioned, the thickness of a vortex filament in a liquid is compa¬ 

rable with atomic distances. An exception in this respect, however, occurs in 

the case of an almost ideal Bose gas. Here the “core” of the vortex filament, 

where the properties of the medium are significantly altered, has (as we shall 

see below) a macroscopic thickness, and its structure may be macroscopically 

described (V. L. Ginzburg and L. P. Pitaevskil 1958, L. P. Pitaevskil 1961, E. P. 
Gross 1961). 

Let us consider a slightly non-ideal gas at absolute zero. In such a gas, almost 

all the particles are in the condensate state. In terms of ip operators, this means 

that the “above-condensate” part of the operator 0P') is small in comparison 

with its mean value, i.e. in comparison with the condensate wave function 3. 

If we neglect this small part completely, 3 will satisfy the same “Schrodinger 

equation” (7.8) as the complete operator *P. If only pair interactions are taken 

into account, this equation is (for spinless particles) 

jS(t, r) = - S(i, 1)+S(t, r)||S(», r')[2 P(r-r')«. 

(30.1) 

Regarding the function 3(t, r') as varying only slightly over atomic distances, 

we can replace it by 3(t, r) and take it outside the integral, which then be¬ 

comes J U{r)cP x = Uq. Substituting also fi = nUo (see (25.6); n is the unper¬ 

turbed value of the particle number density in the gas), we get 

ihd3/dt = - (ft2/2m) aS -f U0{3 \3\2 — n3). (30.2 

In a stationary state, 3 is independent of the time. A straight vortex fila¬ 

ment corresponds to a solution having the form 

3 = Vne^f(r/r0), r0 = h/^(2mU0n), (30.3) 

where r and <j> are the distance from the axis of the filament and the polar 

angle round the axis. The phase of this function corresponds to the value (29.7) 

of the circulation. The squared modulus IS]2 is the particle number density 

in the condensate; in the approximation considered, it is the same as the total 

density of the gas. When r -* this density must tend to the fixed value n, 

and therefore / must tend to unity. 

With the dimensionless variable I = r/ro, we find for the function /(I) the 
equation 

Tl(£f)“F+/-/3 = °- (m4) 

Figure 4 shows the solution obtained by numerical integration of (30.4). 
When £ -*- 0 it tends to zero as I; when | it tends to unity as 1 —1/2£2. 
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Fig. 4. 

The parameter ro determines the order of magnitude of the filament “core” 

radius. Using the scattering length a instead of Uo, with Uo = 4nfPalm (6.2), 

we find 

r0 ~ n-1/3^-1/2:» n~113, 

where r\ = an113 is the gaseousness parameter. This radius is therefore in fact 

large in comparison with interatomic distances if the gaseousness parameter is 
sufficiently small. 

PROBLEM 

Find the spectrum of elementary excitations in an almost ideal Bose gas, regarding it as the 
dispersion relation for small oscillations of the condensate wave function. 

Solution. We consider small oscillations of Sabout a constant mean value y/n: 

3 = y/n+Aet<k-r-tot>+B*e-ite‘r-cot>, 

where A and B* are small complex amplitudes. Substituting this expression in equation (30.2), 
linearizing, and separating terms with different exponential factors, we find a set of two 
equations: 

ficoA = (p2/2m)A+nU0(A+B), 

-ficoB = (p*l2m)B+nUQ(A+B), 

with p = hk. Hence, equating the determinant to zero, we have 

(M2 = (pV2my+(p*/m)nU0, 

in agreement with (25.10). 

§ 31. Green’s functions in a Bose liquid1 

The mathematical formalism of Green’s functions in a Bose liquid is very 

similar in its structure to that for a Fermi system. Without reiterating all the 

arguments, we shall give here first of all the basic definitions and formulae, 

stressing the differences due either to the different particle statistics or to the 

presence of the condensate.* As in the preceding sections of this chapter, the 
particles in the liquid are assumed spinless. 

t In §§31-33 and 35, the units used have ft = 1. 
* The mathematical technique of Green’s functions was first applied to Bose systems with? 

condensate by S. T. Belyaev (1958). 
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In determining the Green’s function for a Bose liquid, we must separate the 
condensate part of the Heisenberg ip operators by putting them in the form 
(26.4). The Green’s function is found from the above-condensate part of the 

operators according to the formula 

G(Xlt X2) = - ><2"+(*!)>. (31.1) 

where the angle brackets (...) again denote averaging with respect to the 

ground state of the system, and T denotes the chronological product. However, 

in contrast to the fermion case, the interchange of ip operators to put them in 

the necessary order need not be accompanied by a change of sign of the prod¬ 

uct, so that, unlike (7.10), 

iG(Xx, X2) = 
\{'l"(Xl)'l"*(X2% 

i('l'’+(X2)'P'(X1)), 
‘x =* '*1 

h < 
(31.2) 

A similar mean value to (31.1) but with the complete ip operators instead of 

the above-condensate ones would give 

-i(T'f'(X1)'l'+(X2)) = -m0 + G(X1, *2), (31.3) 

where no is the particle number density in the condensate.* In a homogeneous 

liquid, the function G depends, of course, only on the difference X = Xi—Xz- 

The above-condensate density matrix q' is expressed in terms of the Green’s 

function by 

No\ri, r2) = iG(tu ri; 7i + 0, r2) = iG(t = -0, r); (31.4) 

it will be noted that the sign is opposite to that of (7.18). In particular, for 

rx = r2 we get from this the total above-condensate particle number density, 

y-n0 = iG(I = -0, r = 0); (31.5) 

cf. (7.19). 

The change to the momentum representation is made by the same formulae 

(7.21), (7.22). The normalization of G(o), p) is expressed by 

y = nQ + i' lim^ | G(co, p) e~imt ; (31.6) 

cf. (7.24). 

t As with Fermi systems, we shall consider states of a Bose system for a given value of the 

chemical potential fi (rather than of the number N). Accordingly, the difference H' = H— /uN 
(7.1) acts as the Hamiltonian of the system. The condensate part of. the y> operator is then in¬ 
dependent of time. 
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For the Green’s function of a Bose system in the momentum representation 

we can derive an expansion similar to the one obtained in §8 for a Fermi sys¬ 

tem. Exactly analogous calculations lead first to the formula 

G(a>,p) (2*r)3£j 0)+Eo(N) 1) + /u + i0 

JM(p-fPm) ) 

co-E^N)+Em(N-l)+/i-iO j’ 
(31.7) 

where 
Am = |<01v»'(0)im>|2, Bm = |<m|y>'(0)j0>j2, 

yj'(r) being the Schrodinger above-condensate operator.* To bring this expan¬ 

sion to the final form, we note that the excitation energies em(N) in a Bose 

system are determined as the (always positive) differences between the energies 

of the excited states of the system and the energy of its ground state for a con¬ 

stant particle number jV. Since Eo(N)+jJt % Eo(N+1), we therefore find that 

Em{N+1 )-EdiN)-fi « Em(N+ l)-Eo(N+ 1) = em(N+ 1) > 0, 

Em(N-l)-E*(N)+fi *Em(N-l)-Eo(N-l) = em(N-1) > O.j 

But the addition or removal of one particle changes the properties of the system 

only in the terms of relative order ~ 1/JV; for a macroscopic system these terms 

are negligible, and so the excitation energies em(N± 1) are to be regarded as 

coinciding with each other and with em(N). Thus we have finally 

G(a>, p) = 
AmSm( p-Pw) 

co-em-h iO 

BmSm(p + Pm) | 

co+ em — i0 J * 
(31.8) 

By the same method as in deriving (8.14), we easily find from this that for 

Bose systems the imaginary part of the Green’s function is always negative: 

im G(ft), p) < 0. (31.9) 

The asymptotic form of the Green’s function for co -*oo remains the same 

as for Fermi systems: 

G(co, p) 1/co as | co! — oo ; (31.10) 

cf. (8.15). In deriving this, we must use the commutation rule 

'P(t, r,)#+(*, Tj-V+it, i2)P«, *d = «(r,-rs), 

in which the commutator of the operators P and P+ now replaces the anti- 

commutator.* 

t Formula (31.7) corresponds to (8.7). The factor f is absent here, because the particles 
are spinless. It should be noted that the sign of the second term in (31.7) is the opposite of that 
in(8.7). 

* The fact that the condensate part of the yt operators is separated in the definition of G is 
here unimportant: the constant term —in0 in (31.3) corresponds in the momentum represen¬ 
tation to the delta function 8(co) <5(p), which does not affect (31.10). 
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Next, arguments similar to those in §8 lead to the fundamental result that 
the poles of the Green’s function determine the spectrum of elementary exci¬ 
tations 

G~\e, p) = 0, (31.11) 

and only the positive roots of this equation are to be taken; the subtraction of 

fjt from e is here unnecessary, in contrast to (8.16). 

Near its pole, the Green’s function has the form 

G((o, p) % Z±/[tyqFe(p)], Z+ >0, Z_ < 0; (31.12) 

the sign of the residue at the pole is the same as that of to, as follows from the 

fact that the coefficients Am and Bm in (31.8) are positive. The magnitude of the 

residue is subject to no conditions such as (10.4) for example, for Fermi sys¬ 

tems. Using the expression (31.12), we can easily verify (as in §8) that the in¬ 

equality (31.9) automatically makes the quasi-particle damping coefficients 

positive, i.e. gives the necessary sign —im e > 0, when the values of e move 

into the complex domain. 

The possible passage of above-condensate particles into the condensate and 

back has the result that, in the mathematical formalism of Green’s functions 

for Bose systems, as well as the function (31.1), the following functions auto¬ 

matically appear, as we shall see in §33: 

iF(XvXJ = (N-2<T'P'(XiyP‘(X2)\N), (31.13) 

iF*(Xlt X,) = <N\T'P'+(X1)'P'+(X1)\N-2) 

= (JV+2|T#"+(.y1)!?"+(X!)|JV>( (31.14) 

where the matrix element is taken for transitions with change in the total number 

of particles in the system, and \ N) denotes the ground state of the system with 

N particles; the last equation in (31.14) is valid to within quantities ~1 fN 

(cf. the fourth footnote to §26). The functions F and F* thus defined are called 

anomalous Green's functions. We shall show that in a homogeneous liquid at 

rest they are equal. 

Like the function G, the functions Fand F+ for a homogeneous liquid depend 

only on the difference X = Xx—X^ Since interchanging Xx and X2 changes 

only the order of the operators in the product, which is in any case governed 

by the chronological operator, we have 

F(X) = F(—X). (31.15) 

t The fact that the function F is independent of the sum of times ti+tt arises because the 

term -juN is included in the definition of the Hamiltonian H' = H— fiN. This excludes from 
the difference of energy eigenvalues of systems with different numbers of particles the term 

E(N+2)-E(N) ft* 20E/0JV = 2n, 

and correspondingly excludes the factor exp [-i/u(t1 + /2)] from the matrix elements of the 

operator 'P[xp2. 
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Hence it follows, of'course, that in the momentum representation also Fis an 
even function of its argument: 

F(F) = F(-F). (31.16) 

Next, a relation between F and F+ results from the following property of the 

Heisenberg y> operator of a liquid at rest:* 

P+{Ut) = P(-U -r). (31.17) 

Taking, say, t2 > ti, we thus have 

X2) = (N+2\'tf'+(Xi)'i"+(X1)\N) 

= {N\$'+(X{)'f''+(X2)\N+2) 

= (N\’P'(-X{)'P'(-X2)\N+2} 

= iF( -X1, -XJ, 

or F+(X) = F(—X). Using (31.15), we then obtain the required relation 

F+(X) = F(X). (31.18) 

Expressing F(X) in terms of the matrix elements of the y) operators, we can 

derive for F(co, p) an expansion similar to (31.8), and thus determine the poles 

of the function, but we shall not pause to do so here, merely mentioning that 

the poles of F(co, p) coincide with those of G(a>, p). 

To conclude this section, let us calculate the Green’s function G(Q) of an ideal 

Bose gas. First of all, since in the ground state of such a gas all particles are in 

the condensate, the above-condensate particle annihilation operator P' acting 

on the wave function of the ground state gives zero. Hence the function G(0>(f, r) 

is non-zero only for t = ti —1% =» 0 (when, according to (31.2), the creation 

operator P’+ acts first). 

t This property may be proved as follows. All non-zero matrix elements of the operators 
dp and dp can be defined as real quantities; see QM,(64.7),(64.8). In this sense the operators 

are real, i.e. d^=s d% = dp. (d denotes the transposed operator; cf. QM,§3.) The Schrodinger 
y> operator 

V»(r) = y-112^ dpC'D-1- 
p 

therefore has the property y>+ (r) = y}( - r). Hence in turn we have the equation (31.17) for the 
Heisenberg operator 

W(t, r) = exp (iHt) tp (r) exp (- iHt), 

as is easily seen by noting that (for a system without spin interactions) the Hamiltonian H is 

real (so that H* — H) and unchanged by inversion. We must emphasize, however, that if the 
Hamiltonian is real, there can be no macroscopic superfluid motion in the liquid. For a Bose 
system with condensate, the Hamiltonian depends on a macroscopic parameter, the conden¬ 
sate wave function S. In a moving liquid, this parameter is complex, and therefore the Hamil¬ 
tonian also is complex (but, of course, Hermitian). 
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Although the chemical potential [x = 0 for an ideal gas, we shall not assert 
this here, regarding /x as a free parameter not specified beforehand; such a 

procedure is necessary with a view to the subsequent application of Gco) in the 
diagram technique for an arbitrary liquid, where n acts as such a parameter. 

Accordingly, the operator r) is written as 

r) - ^ Z04exp [.• (p.r~|L(+„)] . (31.19) 

differing from (26.1) by the term ipt in the exponents. When this expression is 

substituted in the definition of G(0), in accordance with (31.2), we note that on 

averaging (i.e. taking the diagonal matrix element) we can obtain a non-zero 

result only from the products apd£ and dp. But, since in the ground state of 

the gas the occupation numbers of all particle states with p 0 are zero, we 
have 

<W = 0, <dpdp+> = 1. 

Now changing in the usual way from summation over p to integration, we get 

G<°>(t, r): _'Jexp for ,=‘°’ 
for 

(31.20) 

Hence the Green’s function in the momentum representation is 

(r(°>(Ctf, p) = - i j* exp l^ — i t -f i/xt 4- icot^ dt. 

o 

The integration is effected by means of the formula 

f e“'d‘ = !^lo’ <3U1> 

0 

derived by including in the integrand a factor e~u with A > 0 and then taking 

the limit as A -► 0. Finally we have 

G(°>(<«, p) = [co-4jL+ti + i0yl. (31.22) 

For an ideal gas the function F(0(Ar) = 0, as is evident from the definition 

(31.13), in which both operators annihilate above-condensate particles. In the 

momentum representation also, therefore, 

F<°>(ft>, p) = 0. (31.23) 

This equation expresses the fact that particles appear above the condensate 
(at T = 0) only as a result of interaction. 
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PROBLEM 

Find the Green’s function of a phonon field, defined as 

D(XU X2) a D(Xl-X2) = - z<T nx*% (1) 

where the angle brackets denote averaging with respect to the ground state of the field, and g' is 
the density operator from (24.10); the chronological product is expanded by the rule (31.2). 

Solution. When substituting (24.10) in the definition (1) we note that, since in the ground 
state all the phonon state occupation numbers are zero, only the mean values (€k&£)— 1 are 
other than zero. Then, changing from summation over k to integration, we obtain 

D(t, r) 
J 2/m (2 n)9 

where the minus and plus signs in the exponent refer to f =► 0 and / -= 0 respectively; in the 
integral for / -= 0, we have renamed the variable of integration, k — - k. The integrand (with¬ 
out the factor e**) is the Fourier component of the function D(t, r) with respect to the coordi¬ 
nates. Expanding with respect to time also, we find the Green’s function in the momentum rep¬ 
resentation. 

Z)(tu, k) = -I; 
°; 

e«co ~u»tdt+ r> 
ii r 

The integration is carried out by means of (31.21); 

Z>(w, k) Qk_ r 
' 2m L (O—uk+i0 ^ co+uk—iO . 

ok2 

co2—uzk2+i0 ’ 

§ 32. The diagram technique for a Bose liquid 

The diagram technique for the calculation of Green’s functions in a Bose 

system can be set up similarly to those for Fermi systems in §§12 and 13. We 

shall again formulate the rules of this technique for systems with a pair inter¬ 

action between particles, described by the operator 

P(0 =i$'P+(t, r1)xP+(t, r2) U(r1-r2)xP(t, r2)^(f, rdd*xl(Px2. (32.1) 

The chief distinctive feature of Bose liquids with condensate is that all the 

Heisenberg y> operators must be put in the form = #'+3, where xPt is the 

above-condensate part and S the condensate wave function, which for a liquid 

at rest is simply the real number y/no.f After this substitution, the operator 

(32.1) separates into a series of terms containing from four to no operators 

(together with the corresponding additional number of factors V«o). 

The whole discussion in §12 concerning the change to the interaction rep¬ 

resentation remains valid, and the subsequent expansion of the expressions 

obtained is carried out by means of Wick’s theorem, except that the inter- 

t We must emphasize that, since this quantity arises from the separation into parts of the 
exact (Heisenberg) y> operator, n0 is the exact value of the condensate density in the liquid 
(at T - 0). 
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change of ip operators in the product being averaged does not now involve a 

change of sign. The difference in the form of the terms into which the operator 
(32.1) separates leads, however, to new elements in the Feynman diagrams. 

These will be described in their final form in the momentum representation. 

At each vertex of the diagram we again have three lines meeting: a broken 

line associated with the factor —iU(Q)t with 4-momentum Q = (#o, q), and 

two particle lines, one ingoing and one outgoing. Here we must distinguish 

condensate and above-condensate particles. The continuous lines will now 

correspond to above-condensate particles, and such a line (with 4-momentum 

P = (to, p)) is again associated with a factor iG(0)(P). The lines of condensate 

particles will be drawn as wavy lines; these have an assigned 4-momentum 

P = 0 and an associated factor VnoS Thus four kinds of vertices arise: 

V 
I 

V 
I 
I 
I 

(b) 

(32.2) 

Vertices with one or two wavy lines are said to be incomplete. At each vertex 

there must be “conservation of 4-momentum”; in vertices (b) and (c), therefore, 

the 4-momentum of the broken line is equal to that of the continuous line, and 

in vertex (d) it is zero. The wavy lines are always external lines of the diagram, 

i.e. are joined to it at only one end, the other end remaining free. 

Each diagram that occurs in the definition of the Green’s function G(P) has 

two continuous external lines with 4-momenta P (ingoing and outgoing), and 

may also have some (even) number of external wavy lines; the total numbers 

of ingoing and outgoing external lines are equal in every diagram (this expresses 

the conservation of the total number of particles, condensate and above¬ 

condensate, in the system). As for a Fermi system, and for the same reason 

(see §13), only those diagrams are admissible which do not separate into two 

(or more) disconnected parts. Unlike the case of Fermi systems, however, the 

diagrams in iG all have the same sign, i.e. rule 3 in §13 is eliminated. 

Each broken line in the diagram has a complete or incomplete vertex at its 

two ends. These, however, cannot be two vertices of the type (32.2d): having 

no continuous end, such a figure cannot be attached to a Green’s function 

diagram. They also cannot be vertices of the types (32.2d and c) or (32.2d 

and b): when there are three wavy external lines, the conservation of 4-momen- 

tum at the vertices would mean that the 4-momentum of the fourth external 

line would also be zero in such a figure, and we should have a figure with four 
condensate (wavy) external lines. 

t More precisely, a factor S is to be associated with a wavy line coming to a vertex, and a 
factor S* with one leaving; since S is real, these factors are actually the same. 
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A considerable number of diagrams in each order of perturbation theory, 

constructed by the above rules, are identically zero, however. This is due to 

the absence of above-condensate particles in the ground state of an ideal Bose 

gas, as is particularly clear if we trace back to the origin of the diagrams in the 
coordinate representation: all contractions of the form ('P'JrXP'), in which the 

above-condensate particle annihilation operator is to the right and acts first 

on the ground state, are zero; this leaves only contractions of the form 
Diagrams with a closed continuous line are zero: such a line arises from a 

contraction r) ^'{t, r)>, which is the above-condensate particle density. 

Diagrams containing a continuous line closed by a broken line 

are zero: such a line arises from a contraction (#r'+(t,r2) ri)) °ftwo V 
operators within the same interaction operator P(t), in which xP'Jr is to the left 

oftf". 
Lastly, all diagrams are zero in which a closed circuit is formed by any 

sequence of continuous and broken lines with all the continuous lines in the 

same direction. Such a circuit can be represented as follows, with the time 

arguments of the ip operators shown at the end-points of the lines: 

tz 

The arguments at the ends of each broken line are the same.* Those of the 

functions G(0) corresponding to the continuous lines are equal to the differences 

?2— tlt t3—t2, h—h, h—h\ for each closed circuit their sum is zero, so that at 

least one of them is negative and the corresponding function G(0) is zero. 

The above rules relate also to the diagrams which determine the anomalous 

Green’s function, the only difference being that both the continuous external 

lines must be outgoing (for F) or both ingoing (for F+). Accordingly, in these 

diagrams the numbers of ingoing and outgoing wavy lines are no longer equal, 

but the total number of outgoing lines remains equal to the total number of 

ingoing ones. The 4-momentum P is assigned to one of the continuous external 

lines, and — P to the other, where P is the argument of the required function 

F(P) or F+fP);§ the sum of the 4-momenta of these two lines must be zero, by 

the “law of conservation of 4-momentum” applied to the whole diagram. 

+ For a similar reason, some diagrams were zero for two-particle scattering in vacuum; 
cf. §16. 

* In the space-time representation of the diagrams, a factor iU(Xi—X2), which contains 
the delta function corresponds to a broken line between points 1 and 2. 

» Since F is an even function of its argument, the choice of sign for P is here unimportant. 
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The Green’s functions calculated by the diagram technique contain two 
parameters: the chemical potential n and the condensate density no', these 

parameters have also to be related to the liquid density n = N/V. One relation 
between these three quantities is given by formula (31.6), which follows im¬ 

mediately from the definition of the Green’s function. As a second relation, 

we use the equation (33.11) derived below, which expresses [x explicitly in 

terms of the concepts of the diagram technique. 

§ 33. Self-energy functions 

Let us examine more closely the structure of the diagrams for Green’s 

functions, using the concept of the self-energy function in the same way as was 

done in §14 for Fermi systems: by considering the set of all diagrams (with 

two continuous external lines) that cannot be cut into two parts by dividing 

just one continuous line. In contrast to §14, however, there are now various 

possibilities as regards the direction of the external lines in the diagrams: as 

well as diagrams with one ingoing and one outgoing line, there are those with 

two ingoing, or two outgoing, lines. Accordingly, there are self-energy parts of 

three kinds: 

(in this notation, the two suffixes to 27 denote respectively the numbers of 

ingoing and outgoing continuous external lines). As well as the continuous 

external lines, the self-energy diagrams in general also have wavy (condensate) 

free ends. These are included in the definition of the self-energy function, which 

is represented here by a circle. We shall see later that the functions 2702(jP) and 

272o(P) are in fact the same: 

^(P) = 272o(P). (33.2) 

We may also note at this point that, since P and —P occur symmetrically in 

the definition of these functions, they are even functions: 

2702(P) = 27o2(-P). (33.3) 

As an illustration, the following are all the non-zero diagrams of the functions 

27n and 2702 in the first two orders of perturbation theory: 

*rni>-4> 
yo?-~rr-zi :m (33-5) 

Let us now establish the equations giving the exact functions G and F in 
terms of the self-energy functions. 
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la terms of perturbation theory, the difference G(P)—G<0>(P) is expressed by 
a sum of an infinite number of chain diagrams 

consisting of various numbers of circles joined in all possible ways by forward 

and backward (relative to the two outermost) arrows. Similarly, the exact 

function F (the function F<0> = 0) is represented by a sum of chain diagrams 

in which the two outermost arrows have opposite directions: 

If the end member (circle and arrow) is detached from each chain, as shown by 

the vertical broken line, the set of remaining diagrams with the outermost 

arrows in the same direction will again coincide with the exact function G, 

and the set of those with the outermost arrows in the opposite direction will 
coincide with the exact F. 

We shall introduce the graphical notation for these functions, of thick arrows 
in one or both directions 

/G(P) 
P 

Then the foregoing assertions 
of skeleton diagrams: 

(33.6) 

can be written as graphical equations consisting 

(33.7) 

Cf. the analogous equation (14.4). In analytical form, these equations givef 

G(P) = [ 1 + ^n(P) G(P) + ^(P) F(P)] C7«»(P), 1 

F(P) = C7(0)( - P) [27u( - P) F(P) 4- rw(P) G(P)]. J 

t A similar system of equations could be written for G and F+, differing from (33.8) only 
by the interchange of £0, and r20. Since F = F+, this proves (33.2). 
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Solving these equations for G and F and substituting (31.22) for Gi0\ we obtain 
the required formulae 

G(P) = ~ jo> + + , f(P) = -i4(?), (33.9) 

where 

D = ^u(-J>) + £O-/0+^—,.j . 

(33.10) 

It must be emphasized that these relations do not depend on the internal 

structure of the self-energy functions, and therefore are not connected with the 

assumption of pair interactions between particles; they are thus valid for any 
Bose liquid. 

The energy of elementary excitations in the liquid, as a function of the 

momentum p, is determined by the poles of G and F as functions of the variable 

co. For small p, these excitations are phonons, and their energy tends to zero 

with p. Hence the function (33.10) must vanish when p = 0 and co — 0. From 

this we find the equation 

[ru«»-ri* = zuo). 

As an equation for [i, it has two roots, of which we must choose 

F = 2^(0)- ^(O). (33.11) 

For, in the long-wave limit, the y> operator is given by (27.2), and its above¬ 

condensate part P' — P—y/no ^ iy/noP, so that P'+ — -P' and F ^ — G; 

the latter equation is satisfied with the choice (33.11), when the numerators in 

(33.9) (in the limit P -*■ 0) differ only in sign. The equation (33.11) is the second 

relation (see the end of §32), which, together with (31.6), enables us to express 

the parameters p and no in terms of the density n of the liquid. 

The subsequent expansion of (33.10) in series in co and p determines the form 

of the Green’s function for small values of the arguments. Here we must take 

into account that the scalar functions 27n and 2o2 are expanded in powers of 

p2, and the expansion of Z02, an even function of all its arguments, contains 

only even powers of co also. Putting (33.10) in the form 

D = |®-i-[ZT11(P)-2'u(-i’)]}2 

+ y Pn(P) + Xn(-J>)]|2 + 21!(P), 

we can immediately conclude that the first non-vanishing terms in the expan¬ 
sion have the form D = constant X (co2—u2p2+iO), where u is a constant, which 
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is clearly the velocity of sound in the liquid. Noting also that, from (33.11), the 
numerators in (33.9) for co — 0 and p — 0 differ only in sign, we find 

_ constant 

~ ~ ft)2 — u2p2 + i0 

The contour rule is determined by comparing with (31.8). 

The value of the constant in the numerator can be determined by calculating 

from this Green’s function the particle momentum distribution iV(p) (for small 

p) and comparing it with the known distribution (27.7). The integral 

iST(p) =i lim f G(co, p) e~ieot 
t -f—o J 2st 

(cf. (7.23)) is calculated by closing the contour of integration by an infinite 

semicircle in the upper half-plane (cf. the note at the end of §7), and accordingly 

is determined by the residue at the pole ft) = -up-t-iO. The result is iV(p) = 

= constantf2up, and by comparison with (27.7) the constant is found to be 

nnmu2/n. Thus we have finally the following expression for the Green’s functions 

with small co and p: 

G — —F — n0mu2ln(co2 — u2p2 4- iO). (33.12) 

This function coincides (apart from a normalization coefficient) with the 

Green’s function of the phonon field (see §31, Problem)—an entirely reasonable 

result, since for small co and p the elementary excitations in a Bose liquid are 
phonons. 

Lastly, let us show the application of the above formulae to the model (§25) 

of an almost ideal Bose gas with pair interaction between particles. In first- 

order perturbation theory, 27n and 2702 are determined by the first two diagrams 

(33.4) and the first diagram (33.5). Expanding these in analytical form, we find 

= «o[^o + t^(p)]> ^02 — noV (p). 

With the same accuracy, the condensate density no in these formulae may be 

replaced by the total gas density n. As mentioned in §25, the gas particle mo¬ 

menta in this model may be regarded as small, and accordingly the Fourier 

components t/(p) may be replaced by their value U0 at p = 0. Then 

27u = 2nU0i 27q2 = nU^. (33.13) 

Substitution of these expressions in (33.11) gives p = nUo, in agreement with 

(25.6). Substitution in (33.9) and (33.10) leads to the following formulae for 
the Green’s functions: 

_ Q>+P2l2m + nU0 ) 

cv \ ~nU0 | 
F(ft>, p) — <u2_e2(/7) + /0 ’ J 
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where 

From the form of the denominators in these functions, it is clear that e(p) is 

the energy of the elementary excitations, in agreement with the result (25.10), 

(25.11) obtained previously by a different method. 

§ 34. Disintegration of quasi-particles 

The finite lifetime (decay) of a quasi-particle in a quantum liquid may be 

due either to collisions with other quasi-particles or to spontaneous disintegra¬ 

tion into two or more new quasi-particles. As the temperature T — 0, the first 

cause of decay disappears, since the collision probability tends to zero with the 

quasi-particle number density, and the decay is then due only to the disintegra¬ 

tion of quasi-particles. 

Let us consider the disintegration of a quasi-particle (with momentum p) 

into two. If q is the momentum of one of the resulting quasi-particles, that of 

the other is p—q, and the law of conservation of energy gives the condition 

e(p) = e(q) + e(| p - q!). (34.1) 

It can happen that in some range of values of p this equation is not satisfied 

for any q; the quasi-particles in such a range do not decay at all (if, of course, 

disintegration into a larger number of quasi-particles is also impossible). As p 

varies, decay begins at the value p = pc (disintegration threshold) for which 

equation (34.1) first has solutions. 

First of all, it should be noted that at the point p — pc the right-hand side of 

(34.1) has an extremum as a function of q. For let the extremum value of the 

sum £(#)+£(! p—q j) for a given p be E(p); we shall take the particular case 

where this is a minimum. Then, in the equation 

e{p)-E{p) = s(#) + £(!p-q !)-£(/>), 

the right-hand side is non-negative. The equation therefore certainly has no 

roots for values of p such that e(p)—E(p) < 0; a root appears only at the point 

p = pc for which e(pc) = E(pc). 

Putting equation (34.1) in the symmetrical form 

e(p) = e(qt) + e(q2), qj + q2 = p, 

we find that the condition for an extremum of its right-hand side may be 

written de/dqi = de/dq2, or 

▼i = v2, (34.2) 

i.e. the two quasi-particles formed at the threshold point have equal velocities. 
Here we may distinguish various cases (L. P. Pitaevskii 1959). 
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(a) The quasi-particle velocity in the Bose liquid is zero for momentum 

p = po corresponding to the roton minimum on the curve in Fig. 2 (§22). 
Hence, if Vi = v2 = 0, the quasi-particle disintegrates at the threshold into two 
rotons with momenta p0 and energies A. Accordingly, the energy of the dis¬ 

integrating quasi-particle is e(pc) — 2A and its momentum pc is related to po 

by the condition pc = P01+P02, i.e. 2po cos 6 = pc, where 2d is the angle be¬ 
tween the directions of the two rotons. Hence it follows that we must always 

have 
Pc < 2p0. (34.3) 

(b) If the velocities are vi = v2 ^ 0, and the corresponding momenta qi 

and q2 are finite, the disintegration at the threshold yields two quasi-particles 

with collinear (parallel or antiparallel) momenta.* 

(c) If the velocities Vi and v2 are non-zero but one of the momenta (qi, say) 

tends to zero near the threshold, the corresponding quasi-particle is a phonon 

and the velocity v\ = u. We then have a threshold beyond which the creation 

of a phonon by the quasi-particle becomes possible. At the threshold itself, 

the phonon energy is zero, and the quasi-particle velocity reaches that of sound 

(equal to v1 v2 = u). 
(d) There is one special case, in which there is a disintegration of one phonon 

into two, the threshold being at the start of the spectrum, p = 0. Such a dis¬ 

integration is, however, possible only for one sign of the curvature of the initial 

(phonon) part of the spectrum: we must have (Pe(fl)ldp2 > 0, i.e. the curve of 

e(p) must turn upwards from the initial tangent e = up. This is easily seen by 

representing this part of the spectrum as 

e(p) % up + ap3, (34.4) 

which includes both the linear term and the next term in the expansion in powers 

of the small momentum.* The equation of conservation of energy (34.1) then 
gives 

«(p-tf-|p-q|) = -a(p3-^-|p-q|3). 

Near the threshold, the phonon is emitted at a small angle Q to the direction 

of the initial quasi-particle momentum p; on the left-hand side we have 

P-q-Ip —qi ~ --^-(1-cos0), (34.5) 

t Because of the isotropy of the liquid, the directions of the quasi-particle momentum j> 
and velocity v = de/dp are collinear, but they may be in either the same or opposite directions. 

* The dispersion relation for acoustic vibrations gives the squared frequency eo2 as a func¬ 
tion of the wave vector. Accordingly, the squared phonon energy e2(p) has a regular expansion 
in powers of the momentum p; the expansion begins with a term in p2, and continues in 
powers of p2 because of the isotropy of the liquid. The expansion of e(p) itself therefore 
contains odd powers ofp. 
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and on the right-hand side it is sufficient to put |p-q; ^ p-q. Then 

1 - cos 6 — 3a(p — q)2. (34.6) 

Hence it follows that necessarily a > 0. 
We shall see later (§35) that in cases (a) and (b) the function e(p) cannot be 

continued beyond the threshold, which is thus the end of the spectrum. In 

cases (c) and (d) the disintegration of a quasi-particle with emission of a long- 

wavelength phonon causes a slight decay which may be determined by means 

of perturbation theory.1. 

Let us calculate the decay of a phonon due to its disintegration into two 

phonons (case (d)). The matrix elements for this process come from the third- 

order terms in the Hamiltonian, given by (24.12). For a transition from the 

initial (f) state with one phonon p to the final (/) state with phonons qi and q2, 

the matrix element of the perturbation operator is 

Vfi = <5(p—qi —q2) 
Vf2nhf 

2(2 Vf>2 

/u o2 d u21 
(34.7) 

the suffix 0 of the unperturbed density go is omitted. The factor (p#i#2)1/2 

should be noted; its smallness (in this disintegration of a long-wavelength 

phonon) ensures the applicability of perturbation theory.1 

The differential disintegration probability per unit time is given by 

dw = -£-\Vfi\26(E/-Ei) 
V2 dzqx dzq2 

(2nhf 

see QM, (43.1). When (34.7) is substituted, a squared delta function appears, 

which is to be interpreted as5 

[<5(p - ^ - q2)P = - %)• (34.8) 

The remaining delta function is removed by integration over <Pqz\ putting also 

Et = up, Ef = w(<7i-f<72), we obtain 

1 L g2 d 

W=2 V+h-Tg Q 
p<h(p - &) Kp - qi -! p - qi I) 

d'q1 . 
(2nhf ’ 

t Which of these cases can actually occur in practice depends on the specific form of the 
quasi-particle spectrum e(p). Empirical results for liquid He4 indicate the presence (at 
pressures below 15 atm) of a short initial section of the phonon spectrum in which is an 
instability of type (d). The spectrum in liquid helium terminates at a point of type (a). 

* To calculate the matrix element (34.7), we must take into account that each of the phonon 
operators cp and c£ can be taken from any of three factors q' and v; this is the reason for the 
factor 3!. The delta function in (34.7) arises from the integration of the factor exp[/(p- qx— q2). 
•T/ft]. Lastly, we have used the fact that the directions of p, qt and q2 are almost the same. 

§ The function <5(k) arises from the integral J efltJ43x/(2n)z. If the other similar integral is 
calculated at k = 0 (because one delta function is already present), and the integration is taken 
over a finite volume V, we get V/{2n.y, as is expressed by formula (34.8). 
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with independent integration over cPqi and cPqz, the result must be halved, 
because of the identity of the two phonons. Finally, expressing the argument 
of the delta function in the form (34.5) and carrying out the integration over 

<pqi — 2rtq\ dq\d cos 0 (in the range qi p), we find the total disintegration 

probability 

w = 3P5 fj , g2 d 
320^* [ ^ 3m2 dq e\ ‘ 

(34.9) 

The phonon decay coefficient y = — im e = -§- ftw. In particular, for an almost 

ideal gas, according to (25.11), u2lq % 4nh2alnP is independent of the density. 

In this case 
y = 3p5/6407th3Q (34.10) 

(S. T. Belyaev 1958). 
For phonon emission by a quasi-particle near a threshold of type (c), the 

form of the perturbation operator is established by considering the change in 

the quasi-particle energy in the sound wave. This change consists of two parts: 

Mp) = 

The first term is due to the change in the density of the liquid, on which the 

quasi-particle energy depends as a parameter. The second term, in which v is 

the liquid velocity in the sound wave, is the change in the energy of the quasi¬ 

particle because of the macroscopic motion of the liquid; since the wavelength 

of the phonon emitted (near the threshold) is large compared with the wave¬ 

length of the quasi-particle, we may suppose that the latter is in a uniform flow 

of liquid, and the change in its energy is then determined as shown at the begin¬ 

ning of §23. The perturbation operator is found from Se by replacing v = V(f> 

and q’ by the second-quantized operators (24.10), and p by the quasi-particle 
momentum operator £ = — ihv: 

in the second term, the product has been symmetrized in order to bring it to 

Hermitian form. The phonon emission probability is then calculated as pre¬ 
viously for phonon disintegration (see Problem). 

PROBLEM 

Determine the probability of phonon emission by a quasi-particle whose momentum p is 
close to the threshold value pe at which the quasi-particle velocity reaches that of sound. 

Solution. The matrix element of the operator (34.11) is taken for the creation of one 
phonon (with momentum q) and the simultaneous transition of the quasi-particle between 
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states (plane waves) with momenta p and p'. Near the threshold, the phonon momentum 
q « Pc, and the direction of q is almost the same as that of p.t We then find 

-i&tfi)3 %-q^q*)- 
-(■tr 

i‘-*+[£■&].., 
Hence the differential phonon emission probability is 

the delta function of momenta is removed by the integration over d3p'. Writing the argument 
of the delta function in the approximate form - uq( 1 - cos 6) and integrating over d3q, we 
obtain 

w = 2A2(p—Pc)31 irtofi*. 

§ 35. Properties of the spectrum near its termination point 

In this section we shall consider the properties of the spectrum of a Bose 

liquid near the decay thresholds (thresholds of disintegration) of elementary 

excitations into two quasi-particles, neither of which is a phonon (cases (a) 

and (b) in §34).* In contrast to phonon-creating disintegrations, these cases do 

not allow the application of perturbation theory, and in order to investigate 

them it is necessary to elucidate the nature of the singularities of the Green’s 

functions of the liquid at the threshold points. On the other hand, since we are 

interested only in these singularities, we can to a large extent schematize and 

thus simplify the calculations. In particular, we need not distinguish between 

the functions G and F (since their analytical properties are the same), and can 

proceed as if there were only one type of Green’s function; taking account of 

the difference between G and F would simply produce some terms with analo¬ 

gous analytical properties in the equations, which would not affect the results. 

The fact that the relevant singularity of the Green’s function is related to the 

disintegration (decay) of a quasi-particle into two others means, in terms of the 

diagram technique, that it arises from diagrams of the type 

o 

p-o 

t We are taking the particular case where the phonon is emitted in that direction (and not 
the opposite one). For this to be so, e(p) near the threshold must have the form 

e(p) ** e(pe)+(p-pe)u+ct(p-pe)2, 

with a plus sign in the linear term. From the law of conservation of energy, we easily see that 
phonon emission is then possible if a >■ 0, and occurs when p =*■ pe; the momentum of the 
emitted phonon takes values in the range 0 «e q < 2(p-pe). 

* The results in this section are due to L. P. Pitaevskil (1959). 
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which may be cut across two continuous lines, i.e. which contain two-particle 

intermediate states. In these diagrams, there is integration with respect to the 
intermediate 4-momentum Q = (<70, q), and a decisive role (as regards the oc¬ 

currence of the singularity) is played by the range of values of Q and P—Q 

with which quasi-particle decay products are formed near the threshold. The 

basic proposition in the theory given below is that this range of 4-momentum 

values is not special as regards the Green’s function G(Q), which has there the 

usual pole form 
G(Q) = G(q0, q) oc [q0 - e(q) + /O]"1, (35.2) 

where the function e(q) is the energy of the quasi-particles formed and has no 

singularity. The only physically distinctive feature of this range is that within 

it the quasi-particle can “stick” to another quasi-particle, but this process is 

impossible at zero temperature, because of the absence of real excitations. The 

only special region as regards the Green’s function is the range of P values 

(external lines in the diagrams (35.1)) near the decay threshold of the original 

quasi-particle. 
The two joining lines in the diagram (35.1) correspond to factors G(Q)G(P-Q), 

and there is integration with respect to Q. Here, since only a small range of. <2 

values is important, the remaining factors in the diagram may be taken as 

constant in the integration and equal to their values at the threshold Q = Qcf 

Thus the diagram includes a factor expressed by the integral 

U(P) =_-_ f_^_, 
1 ; (2*)*J [<7o — e{4) + *0][<w — #0 — e(| p — q |)+/0] ’ 

where P — (co, p). The integration with respect to qo is carried out by closing 

the contour of integration with an infinite semicircle in one half-plane of the 
complex variable qo, and gives 

~ (2nf J o>-e(^)-e(|p-q|) + i0 ‘ (35'3) 

We shall return later to the study of this integral; first, we must express in 

terms of it the required exact function G{P), summing for this purpose all dia¬ 
grams of the form (35.1). 

For the function G(P) we can write a Dyson diagram equation: 

0 

(35.4) 

t This statement needs to be made more precise. Since the factors G(Q)G(P-Q) are inde¬ 
pendent of the angle <f) which defines the position of the (p, q) plane. Hence the integration 
with respect to amounts to averaging the rest of the integrand with respect to <p, and then 
d*Q can be taken as 2nq2dq0dq d cos 6. In this integration over d*Q, only a small range is 
important. This remark applies also to corresponding stages in the following calculations. 
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Here the thick lines represent the exact function iG, and the thin lines the 
“non-singular” part of this function, determined by the set of diagrams that 
cannot be divided across two lines. The second term on the right of (35.4) 
represents the set of diagrams of the form (35.1). The white circle stands for 

the exact “three-point” vertex function, which we denote by r(Q,P—Q,P); 
the shaded circle is its non-singular part, which excludes diagrams that can be 

divided across two continuous lines.1- As explained previously, the integration 

over cPQ leads to the presence of a factor II(P), and the remaining factors in the 

diagram are replaced by their values at Q = Qc. Thus equation (35.4) signifies 
that 

G{P) = a{P) + HP) G(P) rc(P) II(P), (35.5) 

where I\(P) = r(Qc, P—Qc, P), and a(P), b{P) are some functions regular near 
the threshold P = Pc. 

In (35.5) there are two singular functions G and jFc and to express them in 

terms of II a further equation is therefore needed. This is found by noting that 

the exact vertex function T is represented by a “ladder” series: 

similar to (17.3) for a four-point vertex function. Summation of this gives the 

equation 

o 0 

P-0 P-0 

(cf. (17.4)); in analytical form, with Q % Qc, it gives 

rc(P) = c(P) + d(P)II(P)rc(P), 

where c(P) and d(P) are regular functions. Now eliminating jVc from the two 

equations obtained, we find the required expression for the Green’s function 

in terms of II: 

A(P)n(P) 
G (P) - i+B(pjn(P) +C(n {35-6) 

where A, B and C are functions that are likewise regular (near P = Pc). 

The subsequent calculations are different for the various types of quasi¬ 

particle disintegration. 

t The situation here is analogous to Dyson’s equation in quantum electrodynamics (see 
^<2T§104): as there, the whole required set of diagrams is obtained by applying corrections 
to only one of the vertex functions. 
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(a) Threshold for disintegration into two rotons 

In this case, the energy e(q) of the particles formed near the threshold is given 

by (22.6), and the integral (35.3) becomes 

n(w, q) = J{.-*1-^ [(q-p„f -Hip-q; J"1 . (35.7) 

For the integration, we use new variables qz, q'Q, according to the definitions 

qx = (p0 sin 0 + q'Q) cos (f), 

qy = (p0 sin 0 + q'e) sin <f>, 

q. = p0cos9 + q'z, 

the z-axis being in the direction of p, and the angle 0 defined by the equation 

2po cos 0 — p. Near the threshold, q'z and q'Q are small, and we have with the 

necessary accuracy 
q % po + £'sin0 + g'cos0, 

p — qi % po + ^sin0-^cos0, 

d3q % p0 sin 6 dq'Q dqz d(f>. 

The expression in the braces in (35.7) becomes 

jca — 2zl — {q'e% sin2 0 + q'fl cos2 0) 

and after a further change of variables 

q'Q sin 0 = \/m* q cos ip, qz cos 0 = m* q sin ip 

we find, integrating with respect to ip, 

tt/ . m*p0 C odp 
n{py, P) - - 2^cos0 J -CP + 2A + 62 ‘ 

The divergence of this integral for large q is due only to the approximations 

made, and is not important; cutting off the integral at some value q2 » \2A — co\ 

gives a contribution only to the regular part of 77. The singular part of this 

function, with which we are concerned, arises from the range near the lower 

limit of integration, and is found to be 

naZ'°S2l^,- (35'8) 

For small values of 2A—co, this logarithm is large; substituting (35.8) in 

(35.6) and expanding in inverse powers of the logarithm, we obtain 

G-\co,p) = b + c( log 2^) \ 
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where a, b and c are further regular functions of (o and p. At the threshold 
(p — pc), the energy of the disintegrating quasi-particle is 2A. Since the energy 
of quasi-particles is determined by the zeros of G-1, this means that G-1(2zl, pc) 

= 0, and for this we must have b(2A, pc) = 0. The regular function b(a>, p) 

is expanded in integral powers of the differences p—pc and at—2A; replacing 

also the regular functions a(a), p) and c(co, p) by their values at the threshold, 

we arrive at the following expression for the Green’s function in the region 

near the threshold: 

G~\o), p) = 0 ^p - Pc + a ^log j » (35-9) 

where a, a and ft are constants. 
Equating this expression to zero, we find the spectrum e(p) near the threshold. 

If the range in which disintegration is impossible lies at p < pc, e < 2zl, the 

constants a and a must be positive, and the equation G-1 = 0 has the non¬ 

decaying solution 

e = 2A-a exp ^—JZTf) • (35.10) 

We see that the spectrum reaches the threshold with a horizontal tangent of 

infinite order. In the range p > pc, however, the equation G-1 = 0 has no 

solutions, real or complex, with e % 2zl for p « pc. In this sense the spectrum 

does not continue beyond the threshold, but terminates there.1, 

(b) Threshold for disintegration into two quasi-particles with parallel momenta. 

Since at the threshold, with p = pc, the expression e(^) + e(|p —q|) as a 

function of q must have a minimum, its form near the threshold is 

e(?) + e(!p-q!) = ec + vc(p~Pc)+<*(q—qo)2+/?[(q—qo)• pc]2» (35.11) 

where a and f are constants, vc is the velocity of each of the quasi-particles 

formed by disintegration at the threshold, and qo is the momentum of one of 

them. Substituting (35.11) in (35.3) and using new variables of integration 

defined by 
p = q-qo, p.pc = epccosv>, 

we obtain 

nirs ^ - 1 f_g2 dq dcos y>_ 
1 ,P; (2^)2 J e-ec-vc(p-pc)-CLQ*-PQ2p2ccos2y) 

This integral has a square-root singularity at the threshold: 

n cc [vc(p-pc)-(e-Sc)]1!2. (35.12) 

t As already mentioned in the third footnote to §34, the spectrum in liquid helium in fact 
ends at a point of this type; the curve in Fig. 2 approximates to the straight line e = 2A, with 
a horizontal tangent. 
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Substituting this in (35.6), we find the Green’s function near the threshold: 

p) = ^(w,p) + 5(w,p)[^(/7-/7c)-(co-£c)]1/2. 

Since G~\ec> pc) = 0, and A and B are regular functions, we can expand the 
latter in powers of p—pc and co—ec, and finally obtain 

G-' oc [®«(p-p«)-(®-^)]^+[fl(p-/>e)+6(o>-ec)]. (35.13) 

where a and b are constants. 

The form of the spectrum is determined by the equation G-1(e, p) = 0. 

We seek its solution in the form e—ec = vc(p—pc)+constant x(p—pc)2; if this 

exists for p < pc, we must have a+bvc >0, and then 

e= £c+vc(p-pc)-(a+bvc)2(p-pc)2. (35.14) 

With the same condition at p > pc, the equation G-1 = 0 has no solution with 

e % ec for p^pc. Thus in this case also the spectrum terminates at the thresh¬ 

old. 



CHAPTER IV 

GREEN’S FUNCTIONS AT NON-ZERO 

TEMPERATURES 

§ 36. Green's functions at non-zero temperatures1. 

The definition of the Green's function of a macroscopic system at non-zero 

temperatures differs from that at zero temperature only in that the averaging 

with respect to the ground state of a closed system is replaced by an averaging 

over the Gibbs distribution: the symbol (...) now denotes 

<•••) ••!«>. = <=xp 1 (3<U) 

where the summation is over all states of the system (distinguished both by 

the energy E„ and by the particle number NJ, E'n = EH—[aN# and (n |... |«) is 

the diagonal matrix element with respect to the nth state. The mean values thus 

defined are functions of the thermodynamic variables T> {a and V. 
In the study of the analytical properties of Green’s functions at non-zero 

temperatures (L. D. Landau 1958) it is convenient to use what are called re¬ 

tarded and advanced Green's functions, whose analytical properties are sim¬ 

pler.5 We shall take the particular case of Fermi systems. 

The retarded Green’s function is defined by 

«UXuXd = : £} (36.2> 
For a microscopically homogeneous non-ferromagnetic system, in the Absence 

of an external field, this function (like the ordinary G^) feditces to a scalar 

function depending only on the difference X = Jfti 

G%{XU X2) = dafiG^X), GR = \G*. (36.3) 

The change to the momentum representation is made in the usual way. 

But, since GR{t, r) = 0 for t < 0, in the definition 

G*(a>, p) = J f e*-*-* ‘116*(t, r) dt d*x (36.4) 
o 

t In §§36-38, the units used are such that h — 1. 
* These functions are customarily denoted by indices R and A respectively. 

141 
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the integration with respect to t is actually taken only from 0 to The dis¬ 

placement of the variable co into the upper half-plane simply improves the 
convergence of such an integral. Hence the integral (36.4) defines an analytic 

function without singularities in the upper half-plane of co.f In the lower half¬ 

plane, where the function GR is defined by analytical continuation, it has poles 

(see below). 
We can obtain for GR an expansion similar to (8.7) for G at T = 0. Expand¬ 

ing the matrix element (n\ ... | n) of the product of ip operators by the matrix 

multiplication rule and expressing the matrix elements in the form (8.4), we 

have 

iGR(t, r) = 2 Yi M'„{e“,(aW“km»-r)<« ! £>a(0) | m)(m ! y>£(0) n) 
n, m 

+£'(aw-km» -*)(n ; £>+(0) j m)(m | $a(0) j «)}, 

where co^ = E'm—E'„, km„ = Pm—P„. The summation over n and m has 

slightly different meanings for the two terms in the braces: in the first term, 

the numbers of particles in the states n and m are related by Nm = A^-fl, 

and in the second term by Nm = Nn—1. In order to eliminate this difference, 

we interchange the suffixes m and n in the second sum. Noting also that 

(n j ya(0)'m) (m j ipj (0)' n) = J (n 1 y>a(0) \ m)\2 = Amn, 

we can write the whole expression as 

iGR(t, r) = } Y vv„e-^w-kw„.r)Amn(i+e-comniT^ t > o. (36.5) 

Lastly, in calculating the integral (36.4) we replace co (as in §8) by co-r/'O, 

obtaining finally 

GR(a, p) = *(2*)» £ wn (i +e—lT). (36.6) 
m,n M tom„-f- IV 

It should be noted that all the poles of this expression lie (in accordance with 

the above analysis) below the real axis, in the lower half-plane of co. 

The latter property is sufficient to establish a certain relation between the 

real and imaginary parts of the function, called the Kramers-Kronig relation 
or the dispersion relation: 

re GR(co, p) = - P f p) d (36.7) 
71 J U — CO 

compare the similar relation for a (co) in Part 1, §123. The validity of this can 

also be verified directly, by separating the real and imaginary parts in (36.6) 

t Compare the analogous discussion for the function a(w)in Part 1, § 123. The correspond¬ 
ence of the analytical properties of the functions GB and a is, of course, not due to chance. 
From Part 1, (126.8), a is expressed similarly in terms of a certain operator commutator. 
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through the use of (8.11). It may also be noted that the latter formula allows 

(36.7) to be rewritten as 

G«(co,p) = i j Q(u, p) 
u—co — iO 

du, (36.8) 

where 

Q(u, P) = — 4tt4 £ wnAmnd(u — comn) <5(p—km„)(l +e~(0mn/T). 

For real co, q = im GR. 
The representation (36.8) acquires a deeper significance if we take the 

“macroscopic limit” V — °° (for a given ratio NjV). In this limit, the poles 

o)mn coalesce, and q(u) becomes non-zero for all u, and is not just a sum of 

delta functions at discrete points. Then formula (36.8) determines GR(co) di¬ 

rectly in the upper half-plane of co and on the real axis. To determine GR(co) 

in the lower half-plane of co, it is necessary to make an analytical continuation 

of the integral, and this requires the contour of integration to be deformed in 

such a way that it always passes below the point u = co. Here GR(co) may have 

singularities in the lower half-plane (at a finite distance from the real axis), 

and the contour of integration is then “pinched” between the pole u = co 

and the singularity of the numerator. 

The advanced Green's function is defined similarly by 

iG^(jrj,jr2) = |h -= i2j <36'9) 

The function GA(co, p) in the momentum representation is an analytical function 

of the variable co, without singularities in the lower half-plane. Its expansion 

differs from (36.6) by a change of sign of iO in the denominators. This means 

that on the real axis GA(co) = GR*(co), and throughout the co-plane 

GA(co*) = GR*(co). (36.10) 

As co -+°o,Gr and GA tend to zero in the same way as G: 

GR,GA 1/co as |co| -oo. (36.11) 

The coefficient unity in this asymptotic expression is determined (see the deri¬ 

vation of (8.15)) by the discontinuity of the function at U = h, which is inde¬ 

pendent of temperature and is the same for all three functions GR, GA, G, as is 

clear from their definitions. 

To establish the relation between the functions GR and GA thus defined and 

the ordinary Green’s function 

IG*(XU X2) = (T <Pj,X1) 't'ftXz)), (36.12) 
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we obtain for the latter an expansion analogous to (36.5). Calculations exactly 

similar to those above give the result 

G(co, p) = - 4- (2nf Yj wnAmn8(p-km„)X 
^ m,n 

x{---(l+c”°wr)+|jt^(a)—comn)(\— . (36.13) I 0)mn — 0) j 

Comparison of (36.13) and (36.6) shows that 

G P)1 = re G(co, p)± i coth (co/2T) im G(co, p). (36.14) 
GA(a>, p)J 

The same expression (36.13) also shows that 

sgn im G(co, p) = — sgn co. (36.15) 

It should be noted that G, unlike GR and GA, is not an analytic function of co. 

As T — 0, coth (o>/2T) — sgn co, it follows from (36.14) that on the real 

axis 
(GR, co > 0,1 

(G'4, co < 0.J 
(36.16) 

Thus the function G(co) for T = 0 is equal, on the two halves of the real axis 

of co, to the limits (as | im co | — 0) of two different analytic functions: GR(co) 

on the right half and GA(co) on the left half. 

It is easy to write down expressions for GR and GA in an ideal Fermi gas. 

We need only observe that they satisfy the same equation (9.6), the derivation 

of which used only the magnitude of the discontinuity of the function at 11 = t2. 

The method of passing round the pole is known from the fact that the pole 
must be below the real axis for G(0)R and above it for Gi0)A. Hence 

G(0)R, a(Wj p) s [£0-4-+M±i°] (36.17) 

which is valid at both zero and non-zero temperatures. For the function G<0), 

we find, according to (36.14), 

G<°>(“’ P) = P-~pil2m+n ~^tanhIf + ■ (3618> 

As T 0, we return to formula (9.7), which differs from (36.17) in that ±i'0 is 
replaced by iO. sgn co. 

t In changing to the momentum representation, the integral with respect to t is divided 
into two parts, from — °o to 0 and from 0 to °o; in one of these, the summation suffixes m and 
n are interchanged. 
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The corresponding formulae for a Bose system are as follows. The retarded 
and advanced Green’s functions are defined by 

«?*(*!, X2) = | 

iGA(Xi, A's) = ( 

^(X2)-^(X2) 't'(Xi)), 

0, 
0, 

0>(X{) 'P*(X1)-'P+(X1) 'P(XI)), 

ty > ti, j 

h < t2’l (36.19) 
h > f2, | 

tl < ^2- J 

For temperatures above the A-point, these definitions involve complete ^oper¬ 

ators; below the A-point, they relate to above-condensate operators. Instead 
of (36.6) we now have 

GR(w, p) = (2nf £ ^ (l-e-“-'T). (36.20) 
m,/i W i~ t U 

This function is related to G by 

GR(co, p) = re G(co, p)4-i tanh (a>/2r).im G(co, p). 

On the real axis. 
im G(co, p) < 0; 

(36.21) 

(36.22) 

G is defined, according to (31.1), with averaging over the Gibbs distribution 

instead of averaging with respect to the ground state. For an ideal Bose gas, 

the function GR is given by the same formula (36.17), and G is 

G<0,(“- p) - P oj-PV2m+li COthW&(a-4r+lj ■ (36'23) 

The physical significance of the Green’s functions at non-zero temperatures 

is essentially the same as at T = 0. The formulae relating G to the particle 

momentum distribution (7.23) and to the density matrix (7.18), (31.4), remain 

valid, of course. 

The basic propositions which assert the coincidence of the poles of the 

Green’s function with the energy of the elementary excitations also remain 

valid (but, since G itself is not analytic, it is here more convenient to refer to 

the poles of the analytic function GR in the lower half-plane of a>, or to those 

of Ga in the upper half-plane). This statement again (as in §8) follows from the 

expansion (36.6). Although different terms of this expansion now contain the 

transition frequencies % between any two states of the system, there still 

remain (after taking the macroscopic limit) poles corresponding only to transi¬ 

tions from the ground state to states with one elementary excitation. Transitions 

between two excited states do not produce a pole in the macroscopic one- 

particle Green’s function, for the same reason that no pole results from tran¬ 

sitions from the ground state to states with more than one quasi-particle (see§8): 
the energy difference of such states is not uniquely determined by their momen¬ 
tum difference. 
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We must also emphasize that at non-zero temperatures the lifetime of quasi¬ 
particles is governed not only by their intrinsic instability but also by their col¬ 

lisions with one another. The decay from both causes must be weak if the con¬ 

cept of quasi-particles is to continue to be meaningful. 

§ 37. Temperature Green’s functions 

To construct diagram techniques for calculating the Green’s function at 

non-zero temperatures, it would be necessary to change from the Heisenberg 

representation of the ip operators to the interaction representation, as in §12. 

This would again lead to an expression differing from (12.12) only in that the 

averaging is not with respect to the ground state. This is, however, a very im¬ 

portant difference: the averaging of the operator can no longer be separated 

from that of the other factors as was done in going from (12.12) to (12.14). 

The reason is that a state other than the ground state is not converted into itself 

by the operator £-1, but into some superposition of excited states having the 

same energy (which includes the results of all possible mutual scattering pro¬ 

cesses of quasi-particles). This causes a considerable complication of the dia¬ 

gram techniques, and new terms arise from contractions involving also ip oper¬ 
ators from S~x. 

We can, however, alter the definition of the Green’s function in such a way 

that such complications do not occur. The mathematical formalism based on 

this definition, which was developed by T. Matsubara (1955), is especially 

suitable for calculating the thermodynamic quantities of a macroscopic system. 
We define Matsubara ip operators byt 

^(r, r) = ex6’ y«(r) e~xd\ ) ] ^ 

r) = eT&' ip+(r) e~T**\ j 

where t is an auxiliary real variable; these operators formally differ from the 

Heisenberg ones in that the real variable t in the latter is replaced by the ima¬ 

ginary variable — it} A similar change (P — PM, P+ — PM, id/dt — -d/dt), 

for example in (7.8), gives the equations satisfied by the operators (37.1). With 

these operators, a new Green’s function is defined similarly to the definition 

of the ordinary Green’s function G in terms of the Heisenberg ip operators: 

-$«/?(*!, ri; r2, r2) = - <Tt P?(tu ri) #^(r2, r2)>, (37.2) 

t In this section we shall write the formulae simultaneously for Fermi systems and for 
Bose systems (above the A-point). When there are alternative signs, the upper signs correspond 
to Fermi systems and the lower ones to Bose systems. The spin indices are to be omitted for 
Bose systems. 

J It must be emphasized that, because of this change, the operator is not the same 
as \PM+. 
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where Tt is the “T-chronoIogical operator”, which places the operators from 
right to left in order of increasing r (with change of sign when operators are 

interchanged for Fermi systems); the brackets (...) denote averaging over the 

Gibbs distribution. This averaging may be written explicitly if the definition 
(37.2) is expressed as 

= -tr {w Tt ^f(ti, n) Wf{x2, r2)}, w = exp » (37.3) 

where tr denotes the sum of all the diagonal matrix elements. This is called a 

temperature Green's function, in contrast to the “ordinary” function G, called in 
this connection a time Green's function. 

Like <7ajS, ^a/s for a non-ferromagnetic system in the absence of an external 
magnetic field reduces to a scalar: = ^<5aj3. For a spatially homogeneous 

system, its dependence on ri and r2 again reduces to a dependence on the dif¬ 

ference r = ri—r2. 

It is also easily seen that, by its definition (37.3), Q depends only on the differ¬ 

ence r = Ti—r2. For example, let xx < r2; then1- 

= ±-^ea,T tr {e~ft'ITeXl**'$a(r2) e-(Tj+Tl)ya(rx) e~Xl**'}, 

or, with a cyclic interchange of factors in the trace, 

& = ±~^ea,T tr {e-(1/r+T> & $+(r2) ern'ya(n)}, x < 0, (37.4) 

which makes evident the truth of the statement. 

The variable r in practice takes values only in a finite range 

-1/T<r < \/T. (37.5) 

The values of #(x) for r < 0 and r > 0 are related in a simple manner. When 

x = X\—t2 > 0, we find, similarly to the derivation of (37.4), 

^ = - e°lT tr ^.(n) e~xH' ^+(r2)} 

= - y^y ea,T tr {e~x^‘ #>+(r2) e~lx,T~x) y>a(ri)}, r > 0, 

and comparison with (37.4) gives 

W) = =F^(*+1 /T), r < 0; (37.6) 

from (37.5), the argument of the function on the right is positive when r < 0. 

t The factor 2 in parentheses applies to Fermi systems; it is to be replaced by 1 for Bose 
systems. 
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Let us now expand ^(r, r) as a Fourier integral with respect to the coordi¬ 
nates and a Fourier series in r (over the range (37.5)) ? 

#(T,r) = ,)J5^ ; (37.7) 

for Fermi systems 
C, = (2s4-1)jiT, (37.8a) 

and for Bose systems 
Cs = 2stiT, (37.8b) 

s — 0, ±1, ±2, ...; the condition (37.6) is then automatically satisfied. The 

inverse transformation to (37.7) is 

1IT 

^(C„ p) = | f e~i(» • r_c*T) ^(r, r) d3x dr; (37.9) 
o 

the integral over the range — 1 jT r «« 1 fT is converted into one from 0 to 

1/T, using (37.6) and (37.8). 

Calculations similar to those in §36 enable us to express -@(CS, p) in terms of 

the matrix elements of the Schrodinger ip operators, with the result 

P) = -H-™ 0 ±*--'r). (37.10) 

Hence we see, first of all, that 

#(-C»P) = £•(£„ P). (37.11) 

Next, comparing (37.10) with the expansions (36.6) and (36.20) for GR, we 
find that 

P) = G*&„ p), C, > 0. (37.12) 

The condition £, =► 0 is due to the fact that the expressions (36.6) and (36.20) 

are immediately valid only in the upper half-plane of co, as explained in §36. 

Similarly, we find that -^(£i5 p) = GA(fcs, p), Cs < 0. Thus the temperature 

Green’s function in Fourier components is the same as the retarded or ad¬ 

vanced Green’s function at discrete points on the imaginary co-axis. In particu¬ 

lar, this result leads at once to an expression for the temperature Green’s func¬ 

tion in an ideal gas: replacing co by if,, we find from (36.17) 

&°>(C„P)= + (37-13) 

In the next section, the diagram technique for calculating the function 

■&(CS, p) will be described. To determine Gx(co, p) (and therefore, in particular. 

t This device is due to A. A. Abrikosov, L. P. Gor’kov and I. E. Dzyaloshinskii (1959) and 
E. S. Fradkin (1959). 
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to determine the energy spectrum of the system), we must construct an analytic 
function equal to #(CS, p) at the points co = j'Cs and having no singularity in the 
upper half-plane of co. This procedure is unique if we add the requirement 
that GR{co, p) — 0 as | co | — °o; see (36.11). Nevertheless, in specific cases such 

an analytical continuation may involve some difficulties. It is, however, unne¬ 

cessary in calculating the thermodynamic quantities. 

For example, to calculate the potential Q, we can start from the expression 

for the density matrix averaged over the Gibbs distribution, 

Ngap(ri, r2) = ±#*p(ri, rr, ti+0, r2), (37.14) 

which is evident from the definition (37.2); cf. (7.17). Putting r2 = ri and sum¬ 

ming over a = ft, we find as the density of the system 

v=±TlA\m--v)e'K,'-SA^-« (37-15) 

This expression determines N as a function of p, T and V, and Q(p, 7\ V) is 

then calculated by integrating the equation N = — dQ/dp. 

§ 38. The diagram technique for temperature Green’s functions 

The diagram technique for calculating the temperature Green’s function ^ 

is established in a similar way to that in §§12 and 13 for the time function G. 

The fact that the definition of the Matsubara xp operators (37.1) differs from 

that of the Heisenberg operators only in the formal replacement of it by r 

enables us to make considerable use of direct analogy. 
First of all, let us define the Matsubara operators in the interaction represen¬ 

tation; they differ from (37.1) in that the exact Hamiltonian A’ is replaced by 

the free-particle Hamiltonian A'Q: 

P$(t, r) = exp (t#') v>a(r) exp (- rA'0). (38.1) 

The relation between the operators P™ and P™ is given by the Matsubara 

S-matrix, constructed similarly to (12.8): 

<?(t2, ti) = Tt exp | - J P0(x) dxJ, (38.2) 

where 

?o(t) = exp (r#o) ^exp (- xfi’0) (38.3) 

is the interaction operator in that representation. But, whereas in §12 the rela¬ 

tion between and ^Pq was established with the initial condition that the inter¬ 

action was “switched on” at t = — °°, the “initial” condition must now be 

that PM and P™ are the same at r = 0. Accordingly, we have instead of 
(12.11) 

P?(x) = o~\x, 0)Pg(x)d(x, 0). (38.4) 
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We substitute this expression in the definition (37.3) of the Green’s function; 

taking the particular case tx > to, we find 

r2) = - tr {wd-^ti, 0) %ri) 5(rls 0) <7_1(r2,0) ^(r2) d(r2, 0)}; 

the arguments ri and r2 are omitted, for brevity. Noting that, when tx > r2 >r3. 

tf(*i, r3) = 5(7!, r2) 5(t2, t3), 

5(r2, Tj) 5-1(t3, tx) = 5(r2, r3), 

we obtain 

Tj) = — j 1 , o) j# 5(rj, r2) ?^(r2) 6(t2,0)j | • 
The factors in the square brackets are already in order of increasing r from right 

to left. We can therefore write 

**) = - tr {tf*-»[rT y$(r2) 5]}, (38.5) 

where 

d = 5(1/7*, 0). 

It is easily verified that in this form the expression remains valid for Ti < r2 

also. 
In contrast to (12.12), equation (38.5) contains an extra (Gibbs) factor, 

and the averaging is over states of a system of interacting particles. We shall 

show that these two differences cancel out, and a complete analogy with (12.14) 

exists. To do so, we use the formula 

e~r**' = e~r^o(t, 0), (38.6) 

which is obtained by substituting (38.1) in (38.4) and then comparing the re¬ 

sulting expression with the definition of (37.1). By means of (38.6) we can 
substitute in (38.5) 

e-r*iTd-i(i/T, o) = e-m>T. 

The factor ea,T is taken outside the trace, moved from the numerator to the 

denominator, and put in the form 

e-air = tle-S'iT = tTe-miTd(l/T, 0). 

Lastly, multiplying the numerator and denominator by exp(Qo/T), where Qo 

is the thermodynamic potential of an ideal gas for the same values of p, T and V, 

we find 
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where the averaging is with respect to the states of a system of non-interacting 

particles: 

<...>o = tr {w0.. .}• 

There is an evident analogy with (12.14). 
To change to the diagrams of perturbation theory, as in §13, we expand (38.7) 

in powers of the interaction operator Po(r). For a system with pair interaction 

between particles, this operator differs from (13.2) only in that the Heisenberg 

operators ^0, are replaced by Matsubara operators WM. The mean 

values of the products of y) operators are again expanded by Wick’s theorem 

(i.e. by taking all possible ways of contracting pairs of operators); the validity 

of this theorem in the macroscopic limit is proved in this case by the same 

arguments as in §13. 
The rules of the diagram technique thus obtained are entirely analogous to 

the rules derived in §13 for T = 0. The graphical form of the diagrams is exactly 

the same. There is only a slight change in the rules for analytical reading of the 

diagrams. 
In the coordinate representation, each continuous line from point 2 to 

point 1 is associated with a factor — 0^(ru n; t2, r2) (with a minus sign). 

Each broken line joining points 1 and 2 corresponds to a factor — U(i\—r2) x 

x<$(ti—r2). For all variables r and r of internal points in the diagram, there is 

integration over cPx through all space, and over dr from 0 to 1 IT. 

In changing to the momentum representation, we must expand all functions 

0O) in the form (37.7). After the integration with respect to all the internal 

variables r, a delta function appears at each vertex of the diagram, expressing 

the law of conservation of momentum (2p = 0). There is also at each vertex 

an integral of the form 

1 IT 

T J exp { - ir(£Sl + £Si + £*,)} dr. 
o 

This integral is (from (37.8)) zero unless 27CS = 0, and in this case is equal to 

unity. Thus the law of conservation of discrete frequencies is also satisfied at 

each vertex. Each continuous line is now associated with a factor —0$ 

(Cs,p); a closed continuous line again has a factor «(0)(iu, T), the ideal- 

gas density for given p and T. For each broken line there is a factor — £/(q). 
There is integration and summation over all momenta and frequencies that 

remain undetermined by the conservation laws at all vertices, in the form 

The coefficient of the whole diagram in — is (— 1)L for Fermi systems, 
where L is the number of closed sequences of continuous lines in the diagram. 
For Bose systems, the coefficient is unity. 
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In these techniques also, of course, as when T = 0, we can make a partial 

summation and define various “blocks” in the diagram. In particular, we can 
determine the vertex part, which is expressed in terms of the two-particle Green’s 
function. This vertex part is related to Q by a Dyson equation analogous to 

(15.14). We shall not write out the corresponding formulae, whose derivation is 

entirely similar to that in the diagram technique for T = 0. 

When we make the transition to the case T = 0, the sums over s in the 

Matsubara diagrams become integrals over £, and the Matsubara techniques 

become very reminiscent of the ordinary ones described in Chapter II. There 

is a difference, however, in that for real £ the Matsubara functions are the same 

as the values of GR and GA on the corresponding halves of the imaginary 

axis; see (37.11), (37.12). In changing to the ordinary technique for T = 0, 

we must also rotate the contour of integration until it becomes the real co-axis. 



CHAPTER V 

SUPERCONDUCTIVITY 

§ 39. A superfluid Fermi gas. The energy spectrum 

The whole of the Landau theory given in Chapter I applies only to one class 

of Fermi liquids—those whose energy spectrum is not such as to lead to super¬ 

fluidity. This is not the only possible type of spectrum for a quantum Fermi 

liquid, and we shall now go on to consider Fermi systems with spectra of a 

different kind. The origin of such spectra and their basic properties can be most 

clearly perceived from a simple model which allows a complete theoretical analy¬ 

sis: a degenerate almost ideal Fermi gas with attraction between the particles.* 

A slightly non-ideal Fermi gas with repulsion between the particles has been 

discussed in §6. At first sight, the calculations given there are equally valid 

whether there is repulsion or attraction, i.e. whether the scattering length a is 

positive or negative. In fact, however, for the case of attraction (a < 0) the 

ground state of the system thus found is unstable with respect to a certain 

rearrangement that alters its character and lowers its energy. 

The physical nature of this instability consists in a tendency of the particles 

to “pair” by forming bound states of pairs of particles lying near the Fermi 

surface in p-space and having equal and opposite momenta and antiparallel 

spins—the Cooper effect (L. N. Cooper 1957). It is noteworthy that this effect 

occurs in a Fermi gas, however weak the attraction between the particles. 

Because of this effect, the set of operators a^, used in the problem of a 

Fermi gas with repulsion, corresponding to free states of individual particles 

of the gas, cannot now serve as a correct initial approximation in perturbation 

theory.* Instead, we must use from the start new operators, which we shall 

seek in the form of linear combinations 

hp- — Updp — + Vpd—p,+* 1 

5P+ = Updp+ — Vpd-p,_’ J 
(39.1) 

of the operators of particles with opposite momenta and spins; the suffixes + 

* This problem is the basis of the theory of superconductivity due to J. Bardeen, L. N. 
Cooper and J. R. Schrieffer (1957). The method of solution given below is by N. N. Bogolyu- 
bov (1958). 

* An indication of the inapplicability of perturbation theory (in the form used in §6) to 
pairs of particles with spin components ±| and momenta p2 % -px is already given by the 
presence of the singularity at 0 = n of the expression given by this theory for the quasi- 
particle interaction function (6.16); this singularity exists only with antiparallel spins, corre¬ 
sponding to the eigenvalue - 3 of the operator ox.o2. 
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and — refer to the two values of the spin component. Because of the isotropy 
of the gas, the coefficients up and vp can depend only on the absolute magnitude 

of the momentum p. In order that these new operators should correspond to 
the creation and annihilation of quasi-particles, they must obey similar Fermi 

commutation rules to those of the old operators : 

b^ + b+bp*=l, (39.2) 

and all other pairs of operators anticommute (the suffix a labels the two values 

of the spin components). For this to be so, the transformation coefficients must 

be such that 
u* + vj=U (39.3) 

up and vp may be made real by a suitable choice of the phase factor. The inverse 

transformation to (39.1) is 

<3„+ = «A++»PsiPt_, l 

<Zp_ = uph9_-vph±p,+. J 

For the same reasons (the predominant role of the interaction between pairs 

of particles with opposite momenta and spins), we shall retain in the second 

sum in the Hamiltonian (6.7) only terms in which pi = — p2 = p, pj= — p£ =p': 

H = X! 2m jy ^-p'. - ^-p. - ^p+» (39.5) 

again with the “coupling constant” g ~ 4nfi2\a\/m (the scattering length 
a < 0). 

In subsequent calculations, it will again be convenient to use the customary 

procedure for avoiding the need to take explicit account of the constancy of 

the number of particles in the system: as a new Hamiltonian, we use the differ¬ 
ence d' = H— fiN, where 

P, a 

is the particle number operator; the chemical potential is then determined, in 

principle, by the condition that the mean value ft is equal to the given number 
of particles in the system. 

We shall also use the notation 

Vp = p2/2m—fi. (39.6) 

Since p ^ p2F!2m, we have near the Fermi surface 

VF = vF(p-pF), (39.7) 

where vF = pplm. Subtracting pft from (39.5), we can thus write the initial 
Hamiltonian as 

X Vp ^p* ~tf X ^-p\ - ^-p. - (39.8) 
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Here we make the transformation (39.4). Using the relations (39.2) and (39.3) 

and the possibility of replacing the summation suffix p by — p, we obtain 

= 2£v5+1 vp(mI - (fe K++K- K-) 
p p 

+2ZwA++Ji..-+J-..-Jp+)-4 (39.9) 
p v p. p 

A> = j-p. - K+ - vl K+ &-P. -+vpup$-p, - fcp, - - ?>?+ K+)- 

The coefficients up and vp are now chosen from the condition that the energy E 

of the system be a minimum for a given entropy. The entropy is given by 

the combinatorial expression 

S-- Yi loS ”v* + (i - wp«) (1 - »,*)]• 
P. a 

The condition stated is therefore equivalent to minimizing the energy for given 

quasi-particle occupation numbers n^. 

In the Hamiltonian (39.9) the diagonal matrix elements are zero except for 

terms containing the products 

$pa ^pat = bpx bpx = 1 “ 

Hence 

E = 2YvPv2P+ £ Vp(4~v$)(nP++nP-)~fr [£ uPvpix ~«p+ -«p-)]2 • (39-10) 

Varying this expression with respect to the parameters up and using the rela¬ 

tion (39.3), we find as the condition for a minimum 

■%£ = —- «P+ - «p-) --jr(4 - *’?)X>pV(1 -”p'+- "p'-)j = °- 

Hence 
2r]pUpVp = A(uj- vj), (39.11) 

where A denotes the sum 

A = -yI, upvp(1 ~nP+ ~«p-)- (39-12) 

From (39.11) and (39.3) we can express up and vp in terms of rjp and A : 

Vp \ 

Substituting these values in (39.12), we obtain an equation for A: 

(39.13) 

8 V 1 ~ wp+ wp- 
2K V V(^ + V$) 
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In equilibrium, the quasi-particle occupation numbers are independent of the 
spin direction and are given by the Fermi distribution formula (with zero chemi¬ 

cal potential; cf. the last footnote to§l): 

«p+ =«p_ =«p = [^/r+l]-1. (39.14) 

Changing also from summation to integration over p-space, we can write this 

equation in the form 

If 1—2»p d*p 

2 g j V(^ + Vl) (M)3 
= 1. (39.15) 

Let us now analyse the relations obtained above. We shall see that A plays 

a basic role in the theory of spectra of the type under consideration. We shall 

first calculate its value Ao for T = 0. 
When T — 0 there are no quasi-particles, so that np = 0 and equation (39.15) 

becomes 
g C dp 

2(2Tthf J Vi^ + ril) 
(39.16) 

We may note immediately that this equation certainly could not have a solution 

for Ao if g < 0, i.e. in the case of repulsion, since the two sides would then have 

opposite signs. 
The main contribution to the integral in (39.16) comes from the range of 

momenta where A0 « vF ]pF—p j <sc vFpF ~ p, and the integral is logarith¬ 

mic; the smallness of A0 relative to p is confirmed by the result. Cutting off 

the logarithmic integral at some r) = e ~ p, we have* 

f p'dp ~ sL f *> ~ _M. wJL 
J [Al + vj,{pF-P)T2~ »rj (4!+ *)•)"« ~ v, *zl, ' 

Hence 

(gmpFl2aMP) log (e/A0) = 1, (39.17) 

or 

A0 = eexp( — IrFtPlgmpp) = eexp( — 7ifi/2pF |a|). (39.18) 

This expression may also be written 

A0 = e exp (- 2/gvF), (39.19) 

+ When p»pF, t]9ocpz, and the integral (39.16) as written diverges as p. In reality, however, 
this divergence is spurious, and is eliminated by renormalizing the relation between the con¬ 
stant g (i.e. the scattering length a) and the interaction potential, as in §§6 and 25. A consistent 
performance of this quite complicated calculation allows us to determine also the propor¬ 
tionality factor between the cut-off parameter e and the chemical potential//: e = (2/e)T/V 
= 0.49p (L. P. Gor’kov and T. K. Melik-Barkhudarov, Soviet Physics JETP 13, 1018, 
1961). 
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where vF = mpFln%hz is the energy density of the number of states of a particle 
on the Fermi surface (v ds is the number of states in the range de). 

The most interesting feature is the form of the energy spectrum of the system, 
i.e. the energy of the elementary excitations ep+ = ep_ = e(p). We can find 

this from the change of energy of the whole system when the quasi-particle 

occupation numbers change, i.e. by varying E from (39.10) with respect to «pa. 

Since the values of up and vp have already been taken from the condition that 

the derivatives of E with respect to them are zero, the variation of E with respect 

to npa can be carried out with constant up and vp. Then 

e = (SE/ <5rtpa)«p, Vp. 

The calculation of the derivative, using (39.11)—(39.13), leads to the simple 

result 

e(p) = V(4* + V$)' (39.20) 

We see that the quasi-particle energy cannot be less than the value A, which 

is reached when p = pF. In other words, the excited states of the system are 

separated from the ground state by an energy gap. The quasi-particles, having 

half-integral spin, must appear in pairs. In this sense we may say that the gap 

is 2 A. Since pF \ a \jh «k 1, A0is exponentially small with regard to ju. Moreover, 

the expression (39.18) cannot be expanded in powers of the small parameter, 

the coupling constant g; the latter occurs in the denominator of the exponent, 

and so g = 0 is an essential singularity of A0(g). 

The spectrum (39.20) satisfies the superfluidity condition established in §23: 

the minimum value of efp is not zero. Thus a Fermi gas with attraction between 

the particles must have the property of superfluidity .r 
Figure 5 compares the dispersion relations of quasi-particles in a superfluid 

Fermi system (upper curve) and in a normal one. In the latter, the dispersion 

t Note, however, that the Landau condition has different meanings for the Bose and Fermi 
spectra. Fot the Bose spectrum, violation of the condition would lead to unlimited growth of 
excitations and there could not be an equilibrium motion of the normal part relative to the 
superfluid part. (This is shown by the fact that the Bose distribution function is negative; see 
the first footnote to §23.) An unlimited growth of Fermi excitations is prevented by the Pauli 
principle, and the presence of a Fermi branch not satisfying the Landau condition need not 
imply the absence of superfluidity, only that the normal part is present at T= 0. 
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relation is represented by the two straight lines e = vF\p—pF ], in accordance 

with the treatment mentioned at the end of§l. 
The magnitude of the gap A depends on the temperature, i.e. the form of the 

spectrum itself depends on the statistical distribution of quasi-particles—a situ¬ 

ation analogous to that of a normal Fermi liquid. Since the quasi-particle 

occupation numbers increase (tending to unity) with increasing temperature, 

it is evident from (39.15) that A decreases, and becomes zero at some finite 

temperature Tc, at which the system passes from the superfluid to the normal 

state. This point is a phase transition of the second kind, like the A-transition 

in a Bose superfluid. 
The presence of the energy gap in the spectrum of a degenerate Fermi gas is 

a manifestation of the “pairing”effect mentioned at the beginning of this sec¬ 

tion. The quantity 2A may be regarded as the binding energy of the Cooper 

pair, which would have to be expended in order to break it up. 

The Hamiltonian (39.5) takes account (as already noted in §6) of the inter¬ 

action only between pairs of particles in the singlet 5-state: the orbital angular 

momentum of the relative motion of the particles is zero, and their spins are 

antiparallel. The pairs, having zero total spin, behave as Bose objects and may 

accumulate in any numbers at the level (of their motion as a whole) with the 

least energy, namely that for which the total momentum is zero. In this intuitive 

treatment, the phenomenon is entirely analogous to the accumulation of par¬ 

ticles in a state with zero energy (Bose-Einstein condensation) in a Bose gas; in 

this case the condensate is the ensemble of paired particles. 

The concept of bound pairs must not, of course, be taken very literally. It 

would be more precise to speak of a correlation between the states of a pair of 

particles in p-space, leading to a finite probability of the particles’ having zero 

total momentum. The spread dp of the momentum values in the correlation 

range corresponds to an energy of the order of A, i.e. bp ~ A/vF. The cor¬ 

responding length £ ~ H[bp ~ hvF/A determines the order of magnitude of 

the distances between particles with correlated momenta. When T = 0 this 

length, called the coherence length, is 

£o ~ ftVf/A0 

~ Wpf) exp (nhUpF | a |). (39.21) 

Since, in a degenerate Fermi gas, h/pF is equal in order of magnitude to the 

interatomic distances, we see that |0 is very large in comparison with these. 

This shows particularly clearly the conventionality of the concept of bound 
pairs. 

The origin of the Cooper effect is closely connected with the existence of the 

Fermi surface which bounds (in p-space) a finite region of occupied states at 

T = 0; an important point is that the energy density of the number of states 

on this surface is not zero. The relationship is evident in formula (39.19) for 
the gap Ao, which becomes zero as vF — 0. 
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§ 40. A superfluid Fermi gas. Thermodynamic properties 

We shall begin the study of the thermodynamic properties of a superfluid 

Fermi gas by calculating the temperature dependence of the energy gap. 
Rewriting (39.15) as 

-1 + 
d3p 

e(27th? e(2nh)3 * 

we note that the integral on the left differs from that for T = 0 only in that 

zlo is replaced by zl. Hence, using (39.17), we see that the left-hand side is 
{gpFml2riW) log(/lo/Zl). On the right we substitute «p from (39.14) and change 

to integration over dp = drj/vF: 

J B 2,(AIT^ <40A> 
where 

/(W) = J V(*2 + w2) [exp V(*2 + w2) +1 ] ; 

on account of the rapid convergence of the integral, the limits of integration can 
be extended to ± «>. 

At low temperatures (T «; Zl0) the integral is easily1- calculated to give 

A = A0[l- y/(2nT/A0) e~^T]. (40.2) 

Near the transition point, A is small, and the leading terms in the expansion 

of the integral I(A[T) give* 

log (4,/Zl) = log (aT/yA) + 7£(3) A^n^TK (40.3) 

Hence, first of all, we see that Zl is zero at a temperature 

t For large u, the first term in the expansion of /(«) in powers of 1 /u is 

m” J-Texp[-"(1+-f?-)] 
o 

= (7i/2u)1l2e-u. 

* To expand the integral l(u) when u -*■ 0, we add to and subtract from it the integral 

/l = yJ ( VCx2+u2) ~ T131111T *) dx‘ 
0 

Then 1 = Ix+J2, where 

/,_T J (Z.anhlx--^^ tanhl V(at+ *■))</*. 

In h, the first term in the integrand is integrated by elementary means, and the second is 
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Tc = yAjn = 0.574 (40.4) 

which is small in comparison with the degeneracy temperature To ~ p. Then, 

in the first order in Tc—T, we obtain 

-MwK)]"-WK)- <*« 
It remains to calculate the thermodynamic quantities for the gas. Let us 

first consider the region of low temperatures. 
To find the specific heat in this region, it is simplest to start from the formula 

SE = £ e(<5«p+ + <5np_) = 2 J) e8np 
p p 

for the change in the total energy when the quasi-particle occupation numbers 

vary. Dividing by dT and changing from summation to integration, we obtain 

the specific heat 

C = ymP* 
nW 

f dn ; 
J ewdv■ 

When T <zc A, the quasi-particle distribution function n % e e,T, and the quasi¬ 

particle energy e % 4+f?2/2d0; a simple integration gives 

_ V2mpFA?l* T 

n?l2fi3T312 
(40.6) 

integrated by parts, giving 

a,—10,4. .+4./ 
0 

log* 
cosh2 4x 

dx. 

The integral is equal to 2 log (ji/2y), where log y = C = 0.577 is Euler’s constant; thus 2lx = 
log (n/yu). 

The integral /2 is zero when u = 0. The first term of its expansion in powers of it- is 

0 

Substituting the expansion 

tanh4*=4* £ [7i2(2n+l)2 + x2]~l, 
i» - 0 

derived as in the second footnote to §42, we obtain 

2h = 4«s g f 
n - 0 

dx 
[(2/2+ 1)2^2 +JC2]2 

“L 
71- 

2o(2«+1)-3 7?(3) 
8 71- 
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Thus, as T -*» 0, the specific heat decreases exponentially—a direct consequence 

of the presence of the gap in the energy spectrum. 
In subsequent calculations it is convenient to start from the thermodynamic 

potential Q, since the whole analysis is for a given chemical potential of the 

system, not for a given number of particles in it.* We use the formula 

{dQldX)T, v. y = (40.7) 

where A is any parameter characterizing the system (cf. Part 1, (11.4), (15.11)); 

in this case we take as the parameter the coupling constant g, which appears 

in the second term in the Hamiltonian (39.8). The mean value of this term is 

given by the last term in (39.10), which by (39.12) is — VA2g oc g. Hence 

dQ/dg = — VA2/g2. 

Asg — 0, the energy gap A tends to zero. Hence, integrating this equation with 

respect to g from 0 to g, we find the difference between the thermodynamic 

potential Q in the superfluid state and the value it would have in the normal 

state (A = 0) at the same temperature :* 

Qs-Qn = -Vj^dg. (40.8) 

According to the general theorem of small increments (Part 1, (24.16)), the 

correction (40.8), when expressed in terms of the appropriate variables, is the 

same for all the thermodynamic potentials. 

At absolute zero A = A0, and from (39.18) 

dAo/dg = InW Ao/mppg2. 

Changing in (40.8) from integration over dg to that over dAo, we find the fol¬ 

lowing expression for the difference between the ground-state energies of the 

superfluid and normal systems: 

E’-E"=-vJSvA°- {AM) 

t The chemical potential of the gas itself is not to be confused with the zero chemical poten¬ 
tial of the quasi-particle gas. 

* A comment is necessary here in connection with the approximations made throughout. 
When g = 0, no interaction between particles remains in the Hamiltonian (39.8), and one 
might suppose that we then have an ideal Fermi gas, not a “normal” non-ideal gas. In reality, 
however, approximations have already been made in the Hamiltonian (39.8), after which one 
cannot speak of calculating the absolute value of the energy. Interaction terms (which are not 
important in finding the form of the spectrum and the difference Q,—Dn) have been omitted 
whose contribution to the energy is large compared with the exponentially small quantity 
(40.8); this is the contribution proportional to Ng given by (6.13). 
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The negative sign indicates that, as mentioned at the beginning of this section, 
the “normal” ground state is unstable when there is attraction between the gas 
particles. The difference (40.9) per particle is ~ zl2/^. 

Let us now take the opposite case, T -+ Tc. Differentiating (40.3) with respect 

to g, we find 

4;r2T2 Zlo mpr g2 

From here we substitute dg/g2 in (40.8), regarding it as the difference of free 

energies: 

F—F — V f J3 dA 
ts tn ~ 8nWT2 

and finally obtain, using (40.5), 

Fs-F„ = 
2mprT*(. Ty 
7C(3)fi>\‘ Tc) ' 

The difference of entropies is therefore 

Ss-S„ = -V 
4mppTc 
7£(3)/i* 

(40.10) 

As T — Tc, the difference of specific heats tends to a finite limit, 

Cs-Cn =V 
AmppTc 
WW3* (40.11) 

i.e. there is a discontinuity at the transition point, with Cs > Cn. The specific 

heat of the normal state is given (in the first approximation) by the ideal-gas 

formula (see Part 1, (58.6)); expressed in terms of pF, it is Cn = VmpFT/3fP. 

The ratio of specific heats at the transition point is therefore 

Cs(Tc) 12 

C„(Te) 7£(3) *+*1 
2.43. (40.12) 

As regards its superfluidity, the gas is characterized by the division of its 

density q into normal and superfluid parts. According to (23.6), the normal part 
of the density is 

_ 8tt dn 

Qn ~ ~ 3(2nhfP Ik 
dp 

Pf 
ZTffltHp 

dt). 
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The total density of the gas is related to pF by 

Hence 

q = mN/V = $7zpjrm/3(2jifi)3. 

0* 

Q 
dr}. (40.13) 

This integral does not need to be calculated specially, since it can be reduced 

to the known function A(T). Differentiating (40.1) with respect to T and com¬ 

paring the resulting integral with (40.13), we see that 

(40.14) 

Substituting here the limiting expressions (40.2) and (40.5), we obtain 

T- 0: 
On 

Q 

T -*• T ’ —— 
Q 

(40.15) 

(40.16) 

Lastly, two comments are needed concerning the range of temperature in 
which the above formulae are valid. 

As the transition point Tc is approached, processes of interaction of quasi¬ 

particles (not taken into account in the above theory) become important; they 

are responsible in this case for the occurrence of the singularities of the thermo¬ 

dynamic quantities that are characteristic of phase transitibns of the second 

kind. Sufficiently close to such a point, the formulae derived above must 

become invalid. However, because of the presence of a small parameter (the 

coupling constant g) in the model considered, this happens only for extremely 

small values of Tc—T\ we shall discuss this in more detail in §45. 

As in a superfluid Bose liquid, sound can be propagated in the Fermi gas 

under consideration (unlike one with repulsion; cf.§4), with a velocity u ~ pFjm 

determined in the usual manner by the compressibility of the medium. This 

means that, as well as the Fermi-type excitation spectrum dealt with here, the 

spectrum of such a gas also contains a phonon (Bose) branch. The specific 

heat due to phonons is proportional to T3 with a small coefficient, but as T -* 0 

it must ultimately predominate over the exponentially decreasing specific heat 

(40.6). 
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§ 41. Green’s functions in a superfluid Fermi gas 

Let us now set up the mathematical formalism of Green’s functions for appli¬ 

cation to superfluid Fermi systems.1- 

We have seen in §26 that, in terms of ip operators, the Bose-Einstein conden¬ 

sation in a Bose system is expressed by the existence of non-zero limiting values 

(as the particle number N -+ <*>) of the matrix elements between states that 

differ only in that N changes by unity. The physical significance of this statement 

is that the removal or addition of one condensate particle does not alter the 

state of a macroscopic system. 
For a superfluid Fermi system, the same must be true of the condensate of 

Cooper pairs: the state of the system cannot be altered when the number of 

pairs in the condensate changes by unity. This is expressed mathematically by 

the presence of non-zero limiting values (N -*■ of the matrix elements for 

the product tyj^Xi), the two-particle annihilation operator, and its 

Hermitian conjugate, the pair creation operator ^(Xi) ^(X2). These matrix 

elements relate the “like” states of systems, differing only by the removal or 

addition of one pair of particles: 

lira (m,N\%(X2)1Pa(X1)\miN+2) 
N-*- °o 

= lim <m, iV+21 ^+(Zi) %+{X2) | m, iV>* ^ 0. (41.1) 
Ar_-oo 

We shall henceforward omit the symbol for taking the limit, and for brevity 

also the diagonal matrix suffix m which labels the “like” states of systems with 

different numbers of particles. 

As with Bose systems (§31), the mathematical formalism of Green’s functions 

for superfluid Fermi systems involves several different functions. Together 

with the ordinary Green’s functions 

iG^Xu jsy = (NI T’P^Xi) Pf(X2) IN) (41.2) 

we need also the “anomalous” functions defined by 

iF^XuXi) = <JV|T'?.(Ar1)^Ar2)!JV+2). 

IF&Xu Xi) = (N+21 T$+(Xi) 'P?(X.) | IV). 

Since each of the functions Fa(S and is composed of two equal operators, 

F^(Xh X2) = — Ffa(X2,Xi), F&iXuX2) = — Fffc(X2,X\). (41.4) 

The interchange of Fermi ip operators with the factors in chronological order 

causes a change in the sign of the product. 

+ The technique described in this section is due to L. P. Gor’kov (1958). 
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According to the fundamental principles of statistical physics, the result of sta¬ 
tistical averaging does not depend on whether it is with respect to the exact wave 

function of a stationary state of a closed system or by means of the Gibbs 

distribution. The only difference is that in the first case the result of the averag¬ 

ing is expressed in terms of E and N, the energy and number of particles in the 

body; in the second case, in terms of Tand p, the temperature and the chemical 

potential. The first method is the more convenient for the discussion that fol¬ 

lows in this section. 

In the model of a Fermi gas considered in §39, the bound pairs are in a singlet 

state. The spin dependence of the matrix elements of the creation and anni¬ 

hilation operators of such a pair reduces to a unit antisymmetric spinor: 

3- 

The functions (41.3) may be written1- 

Fafi = gaf}F(X1,X2), F£p = gxPF+(Xu X2y, (41.6) 

from (41.4), F and F+ are symmetrical in Xi and X2. The spin dependence of 

the Green’s function G^ for a non-ferromagnetic system reduces to a unit 

matrix d 
Gap = <5*pG. 

In a homogeneous system macroscopically at rest, the Green’s functions G, F 

and F+ depend only on the differences of the coordinates of the points and the 

difference of times (see the sixth footnote to §31). 
Just as the function 3{X) defined in §26 had the sense of a wave function for 

particles in the condensate, so the function iF(t,ru t, r2) may be regarded as 

the wave function of particles bound in Cooper pairs in the condensate. Then 

the function 
3{X) = iF(X, X) (41.7) 

will be the wave function for the motion of these pairs as a whole. From the 

definitions (41.3) and (41.5) it is easily seen that then F*{Xt X) = i3*(X). In a 

stationary system macroscopically at rest, the function 3(X) reduces to a 

constant, which may be made real by a suitable choice of the phases of the ip 

operators. 

Let us now calculate the Green’s functions thus defined for the model of a 

Fermi gas with weak attraction between the particles. 

The Heisenberg ip operator satisfies the equation (7.8). Because the range of 

the forces between particles in the gas considered is small, in the integral term 

t Cf. the fifth footnote to §7. Whereas Gap in its spin structure is a mixed spinor of rank two, 
Fap and Fpp are contravariant and covariant spinors respectively. 
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in this equation we can take the factors ^(t, r') at the point r' = r and bring 

them outside the integral. The equation then becomes1- 

‘~sr = (41-8) 

By taking the Hermitian conjugate of each term in this equation, we get a 

corresponding equation for the operator *P+: 

i~~ = ^ +g'Pi*t%- (41-9) 

Substituting (41.8) in the derivative dG^/dt (9.5), we obtain the equation 

(4+£+',)<WJr~-r) 
- ig(N | T P+(X) P-r(X) P,(X) 'Pjt(X’) | N) = S^ 6<‘>(X~ X')\ (41.10) 

cf. (15.12). The diagonal matrix element of the product of four operators 

can be written out, by the matrix multiplication rule, as a sum of products of 

matrix elements of two pairs of operators. Of all such products, we keep only 

those containing matrix elements for transitions in which the change in the 

number of particles is N ** N+2, and omit all other terms: 

{N\TPf%'PJ’f\N) ~ (N\T'P?'P.\N+2XN+2\T'P+,P,+'\N) 

= - F,JX, X) F*XX, X') = -8.,F(0)F*(X-X')-, (41.11) 

the expressions (41.5) are used to derive the last formula. This term corresponds 

physically to the pairing of particles, and it has the same order of magnitude as 

the condensate density. 

We must emphasize, however, that there is a fundamental difference from 

the approximations used for a slightly non-ideal Bose gas. In the latter, almost 

all particles are in the condensate at T = 0, and the number of above-conden¬ 

sate particles, which occur only because of the weak interaction of the particles, 

is relatively small. In the present case, on the other hand, the condensate itself 

is due to the weak interaction, and therefore contains only a small fraction of 

the particles. In other words, the terms omitted in making the substitution 

(41.11) are large, not small, compared with those retained. The latter, however, 

give rise to a qualitatively new effect, a change in the nature of the spectrum, 

whereas the former would be needed only to calculate the corrections (which 

are of no interest here) to the ground state of the system; cf. the last footnote 
to §40. 

t As in §39, we use the notation g for the coupling constant, equal to — Ua = — f Ud3x. 
In §§41 and 42, we have put h = 1. 
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After the substitution (41.11), equation (41.10) becomes 

= #*(*); (4U2) 

the argument X-X' is replaced by X, and the constant iF(0) is denoted by S, 
in accordance with the definition (41.7). Here there are two unknown functions, 

G(X) and F+iX), and another equation is therefore needed to calculate them. 

It may be found by calculating the derivative 

a delta-function term (similar to the second term in (9.5)) does not arise here, 

since the function F^(X—X'), unlike GJ^X—X'), is continuous at t = /'.f 

Substituting (41.9) and again separating the condensate term as in (41.11), we 

obtain the equation 

{‘w-Dr-/*) = 0. (41.13) 

It contains the same two functions G and F+ as (41.12); the two equations are 

therefore sufficient to calculate these functions. To calculate F, a further equa¬ 

tion would have to be derived in a similar way. 

In these equations we can change to the momentum representation by using 

the Fourier components G(P) and F+(P) in the customary way: 

(a>-n,)G(P)+gBF+(P) = 1, 1 j 
(fo + r,„)F*(P)+g3’G(P)=0, J 

where P = (co, p) and r\p = p2/2m—fi. Since F+iX) is an even function, so are its 

Fourier components: F+(P) = F+(—P). 
Eliminating F+ from the two equations, we find the equation for G 

{o)2-^fp-A2)G{P) = co + T)p, (41.15) 

with the notation 
A=g\S\. (41.16) 

The formal solution of (41.15) is 

G(P) = <*> + Vp 

co2 — e2(p) 
up , vl 

ft>-e(p) a>-M(p) ’ 
(41.17) 

where e(p) = y/(A2 + rjp) and up and vp are given by (39.13). It is evident from 

this that the spectrum of elementary excitations, determined by the positive 

t This is easily seen by calculating the discontinuity of F£p in the same way as for in§9, 

and noting that the operators (t, r) and V'jtit, r') anticommute. 
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pole of the Green’s function, is given by e(p), and we recover the result (39.20). 
We also see that the energy gap A and the modulus of the condensate wave 

function for the motion of pairs as a whole are proportional to each other. 

The expression (41.17) for G(P) is, however, not yet complete, since the man¬ 

ner of passing round the poles has not been defined. That is, the imaginary 

part of G is not yet determined; it contains the delta function <5(co±e), and 

therefore disappears on multiplication by co2— e2 in (41.15). 

When T — 0, the rule for passing round the poles is established by direct 

comparison of (41.17) with the expansion (8.7): in terms with positive and 

negative poles, the variable is to be replaced by co-f/0 and co—iO respectively; 

then (41.17) becomes 

ttp Vp 

G(co,p) — Q)_e^ + iQ + co -f e(p) — iO 

_0) + Vp_ 

(co — e + iO)((o + e — iO) 
(41.18) 

Now expressing F+ by means of the second equation (41.14), we find 

-gS* F+(co, p) = 
(co —£ + i0)(a)-f-e —iO) ’ 

But, by definition, 

iS* = F+(X = 0) P) 
d(o dzp 

"W"’ 

(41.19) 

(41.20) 

Substituting (41.19), we integrate with respect to co by closing the contour 

with an infinite semicircle in the upper half-plane, and so express the integral 

in terms of the residue at the pole co = e. Then, after cancelling S*, we find 
equation (39.16) for A0. 

When T 0, it is somewhat more complicated to determine the imaginary 

part of the Green’s functions. To construct (7(co, p) with the correct analytical 

properties with respect to the variable co, we first write down the retarded func¬ 

tion G*(co, p); it must be analytic in the upper half-plane, and is therefore 

obtained from (41.17) by the substitution co -* co+iO. The imaginary part of 
this function is 

im GR = — n[u28{(» — e) + v\8 (co + e)]. 

The imaginary part of the required function G is found from this by means 
of (36.14), which gives 

im <j(co, p) = tanh (co/2T) im <j*(co, p) 

= - (1 - 2«p) n[u28(co - e) - v2d(co + «)], 

where np is the Fermi distribution function (39.14); by using this formula, 

we change from averaging with respect to a given stationary state of the system 
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to averaging over the Gibbs distribution. The function G with this imaginary 
part may be written 

GK p) = a)_^+.Q + ft) + e- iO'+ - e) - v2pd(a> + e)]. (41.21) 

We now find for the function F^co, p) 

F+(a>, p) = [F+(a>, p)]r,0- mgfnp [<?(a>-e) +<?(a) + g)], (41.22) 

where the first term is the function (41.19), relating to T = 0. Substituting this 

expression in (41.20) and carrying out the integration, we return to equation 
(39.15) for zJ(r). 

Equations (41.14) can be put in diagram form, similarly to the representation 

of equations (33.7) for a superfluid Bose system. The functions G, F and F+ are 

represented by the same graphical elements (33.6)—one-way and two-way arrows. 

The two equations (41.14) are written 

-p p 
i 

(41.23) 

A thin arrow corresponds to a factor iG(0)(P), where G(0)(P) is the Green’s func¬ 

tion of an ideal Fermi gas. The wavy lines entering and leaving a vertex corre¬ 

spond to factors igS and —igS* respectively. Comparing (41.23) and (33.7), we 

see that these latter factors correspond to the self-energy functions iEn and 

respectively, i.e. are first approximations to these quantities. The new elements 

(two-way arrows, wavy lines) are the only special features of the diagram tech¬ 

nique for superfluid Fermi systems; unlike the case of Bose systems, “triple” 

vertices do not appear. The diagram technique is therefore much simpler here 

and closer to the “ordinary” kind than for superfluid Bose systems. 

§ 42. Temperature Green’s functions in a superfluid Fermi gas 

In §41 we have determined the energy spectrum of a superfluid Fermi gas by 

using the ordinary time Green functions. However, in order to solve more 

complex problems (in particular, to investigate the properties of the system in 

external fields), it is more convenient to use the mathematical formalism of tem¬ 

perature Green’s functions (A. A. Abrikosov and L. P. Gor’kov 1958). 

The temperature function is defined by the same formula (37.3) as for 
a normal Fermi gas. The temperature functions and 7^a/3 (corresponding 
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to the time functions Fa/3 and FJ) will be defined by the analogous formulae 

<7\*is(Ti, rx; t2, r2) = %(m,N \ wTr ! m, N+2), 

7«ifci, rr. t2, r2) = £(m,N+2 [ wTT*P%Tj%\m,N). 

The spin dependence of these functions is separated (as in (41.6)) in the form of 

factors gap t1" _ _ 

7«p — g«e7, 7<# = —gxi<fF- (42.2) 

Like the functions 7 and 7 depend only on the difference r = rx—r2, 

and satisfy the relations (37.6) with the upper sign: 

7{r) = -7(r + 1 7), 7(r) = -7(r+ 1 IT). (42.3) 

The Fourier series in t for these functions therefore contain only odd “frequen¬ 

cies” (37.8a): Cs = (2$+1 )nT. 
The Matsubara ip operators for r = 0 are the same as the Heisenberg opera¬ 

tors for / = 0: 
rPM(x = 0, r) = t = 0, r). 

Comparing the definitions of 7,7 with those of F, F*, we thus find that 

7(0, r; 0, r) = E(t), 7(0, r; 0, r) = £», (42.4) 

where E is to be understood as the condensate wave function averaged over the 

Gibbs distribution, i.e. expressed in terms of the temperature of the system. 

We shall show how the temperature Green’s functions may be used to obtain 

again the energy spectrum of a superfluid Fermi gas at non-zero temperatures. 

The equations for the temperature functions ■#, 7»7 are derived in an exact¬ 

ly analogous way to equations (41.12) and (41.13); differentiation with respect to 

r replaces that with respect to t, and equations (41.8) and (41.9) are replaced by 

others which differ by the substitution of r for it. As in (41.11), we separate from 

the mean value of the product of four Matsubara ip operators the terms con¬ 

taining matrix elements for transitions in which the number of particles changes 
by 2. The resulting equations are 

^T’ r; t')+8S7(*, r; r', r') = <5(t-t') <5(r-r'), 

+ ^+iM) ^(T’ r; T'J r; r', r') = 0. 

(42.5) 

After the change to Fourier components, these equations become 

(*k ~ V.p)Q(U P) +gE<7(U P) = 1,1 (d9 ~ 
- (Ks + Vr) 7(Zs, P)-g3*m*, P) = 0. J > 

t The different signs in the definitions of Cf and 7? (in contrast to the same signs in (41.5)) 
are appropriate because the factor i in (41.3) does not appear in (42.1). 
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The solutions are 

, iCs + Vp 
•*>- « + £“ ’ 

(42.7) 

p) = ^E*/(G+«2) = f+(&,P), (42.8) 

where again e2 = zl2+^, A = gS\ this solution is uniquely defined, and con¬ 

tains no, delta functions, unlike G and F1". 
The condition which determines the energy gap in the spectrum is now ob¬ 

tained from the equation 

s* = <7(T = 0, r = 0) = T' _! _ J <7(C„ P) . 

or, after the substitution of (42.8), 

JL- f f = 1 

The summation with respect to s is given by the formula1 

| [(2s+l)2?r2-f a2]-1 = —^-tanhyfl 

(42.9) 

(42.10) 

1 e dzp 

e tanh 2T (2nf 

in agreement with (39.15). 

§ 43. Superconductivity in metals 

The phenomenon of superconductivity in metals is a superfluidity of the 

electron Fermi liquid in them, similar to that of the degenerate Fermi gas con¬ 

sidered in the preceding sections. Of course, in many important respects the elec¬ 

tron liquid and the Fermi gas are quite different physical systems. The basic 

physical aspects of the energy spectrum are, however, the same for both. Let us 

examine qualitatively which features of the above model can be applied to 

electrons in metals, and to what extent. 

t This may be derived by writing 

(2s+l)27i2+a2 — 2a [ a+in{2s+1) + a—in{2s+1) ] 

= _LJ r«(rWJ.+l).xeWt.+l)*]^ 

and summing the geometrical progression before integrating. 
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An important property of a metal is the anisotropy of its electron energy 
spectrum, in contrast to the isotropy of the spectrum for the Fermi gas consid¬ 
ered above. This does not, however, prevent the occurrence of the Cooper effect, 

which depends only on the existence of a sharply defined Fermi surface (of 

whatever shape) and a finite density for the number of states on that surface. It is 

also necessary that electrons with opposite momenta and spins should have the 

same energy, i.e. should both be on the Fermi surface. This condition automati¬ 

cally follows from symmetry under time reversal. We may say that the electrons 

are paired in states that are obtained from each other by time reversal. 

Next, there is the question of the sign of the interaction of the electrons in a 

metal. In a very simplified way, we may say that this interaction is made up of 

the Coulomb repulsion, screened at interatomic distances, and the interaction via 

the lattice. The latter is describable as resulting from the exchange of virtual 

phonons, and is attractive (§64). If this interaction preponderates, the metal will 

be a superconductor at sufficiently low temperatures. 

It is important to note that the interaction by phonon exchange involves only 

electrons in a comparatively thin shell of p-space near the Fermi surface, whose 

thickness (~ fuoD, where u>D is the Debye frequency of the crystal) is small in 

comparison with the electron chemical potential p. Hence, if we describe the 

superconductivity by a model of a slightly non-ideal Fermi gas, the cut-off pa¬ 

rameter e in (39.19) is to be taken as 

e ~ hcoo (43.1) 

instead of e ~ p. 

As to the assumption regarding the weakness of the interaction, we in fact 

have for all actual superconductors 

Tc « ftcoD p. (43.2) 

The assumption made in §39, however,-embodies something further, namely that 

the coupling constant g is small, and therefore that the dimensionless exponent 

in (39.19) is large. In the present case, this condition is expressed as 

log (h(oD/Tc) » 1 *, (43.3) 

not only the ratio hcoDfTc but also its logarithm must be large. In practice, this 

condition is considerably less well satisfied.* 

When all the actual differences between the electron liquid in a metal and the 

model of a slightly non-ideal Fermi gas are taken into account, the theory of 

superconductivity becomes very complicated. It is, however, found that even 

a simple theory based on this model gives in many respects a good description 

t This, incidentally, eliminates the problem of the divergence of the integral (39.16) for 
large momenta (cf. the last footnote to §39). 

* The ratio ha>0ITe varies between about 10 for lead and 300 for aluminium and cadmium. 
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of the properties of superconductors, both qualitatively and quantitatively. As 
already mentioned, this theory is due to Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer; the 

model of a Fermi gas with weak attraction between the particles is therefore 

known as the BCS model. 

§ 44. The superconductivity current 

The two types of motion in an electrically neutral superfluid (liquid helium) 

correspond, in a superconducting metal, to two types of electric current that 

can simultaneously flow in it. The superconductivity current transfers no heat 

and involves no dissipation of energy; it can exist in a system in thermodynamic 

equilibrium. The normal current is associated with the evolution of Joule heat. 

We shall denote the two current densities by js and jn; the total current density 

j = h+L- 
Several important conclusions about the properties of the superconductivity 

current can be drawn regardless of any particular model, simply from the exist¬ 

ence of a new macroscopic quantity, the condensate wave function 3{t, r). 

As in §26, we use the phase 0 of this function: 

3{t, r) = \ 3\e**. (44.1) 

Just as, in liquid helium, the gradient of 0 determines the velocity vs of the 

superfluid flow by (26.12), so in a superconductor the gradient of the phase 

determines the observable quantity, the superconductivity current density. Be¬ 

cause of the anisotropy of the metal, the direction of j, does not in general coin¬ 

cide with that of \70, and the components of these vectors are related by a ten¬ 

sor of rank two. To avoid inessential complications, however, we shall here 

consider only a metal crystal having cubic symmetry. 

The tensor then reduces to a scalar, and there is simple proportionality be¬ 

tween js and v$, which may be written 

js = (ehl2m)nsV0. (44.2) 

Here, by definition, e = —\e\ is the electron charge and m its (actual) mass. 

The quantity ns thus defined, a function of temperature, is called the number 

density of superconducting electrons, and acts here as an analogue of the density 

of the superfluid component in liquid helium. It must be emphasized that this is 

not the same as the density of the condensate of Cooper pairs, just as in liquid 

helium qs is not the density of condensate atoms.t 

t The coefficient in (44.2) is written in such a way that in a free superfluid Fermi gas (BCS 
model) mn, is equal to q, as calculated in §40. The latter is defined so that the current j, must 
be expressed as en,v„ where v, is the velocity of superfluid motion. In turn, v, is related to the 
phase gradient by v, = {h/2m) v<£; twice the mass occurs here (instead of m as in (26.12)> 
because the condensate consists of paired particles. 
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Formula (44.2), like (26.12) for liquid helium, presupposes that the phase varies 
sufficiently slowly in space. However, in a Bose liquid # had to vary only slightly 

over interatomic distances, but the condition here is considerably stronger. 

The characteristic dimension for a superfiuid Fermi liquid is the coherence 

length !o ~ hvpIAo, and the phase# must vary only slightly over this distance, 
which is large in comparison with interatomic distances. We must emphasize 

that this is a constant (not temperature-dependent) length parameter £0. A rig¬ 

orous justification of the above condition will be given later (see the end of §51). 

The relation between js and# becomes more complicated if the superconduc¬ 

tor is in an external magnetic field. We shall consider here the case of a field 

constant in time. The necessary changes in formula (44.2) can be ascertained 

from the condition that the theory is gauge-invariant. 

This condition states that all observable physical quantities must remain un¬ 

changed by a gauge transformation of the vector potential of the magnetic 

field: 
A — A-f v*(r), (44.3) 

where %(r) is an arbitrary function of the coordinates. The ip operators are trans¬ 

formed in the same way as the wave functions: 

— # exp (iex/fic), 4*+ -+ exp(-ieyjhc), (44.4) 

where e is the charge of the particles described by the ip operator; see QM, 

(111 .9).1- The Green’s functions G(X, X') and F(X, X'), as matrix elements of the 
products 4frP,+ or XPXP\ are transformed according to 

G(X, X'y - exp j^-[*(r)-z(r')]j G(X, X’), 

F(X, X') - exp {^- Mr)+z(r')]j F(X, X'). 

Here 

5 = iF(X, X) - exp {Hex!he) S, 

i.e. the phase of the condensate wave function 

(44.5) 

# & + (2e/hc)x(r). (44.6) 

The relation (44.2) is not invariant under such a phase transformation. To 

obtain the required invariance, this relation must include a further term contain¬ 
ing the vector potential of the magnetic field: 

j,= 
eh 

1m ns (v<P-§A) (44.7) 

t Since the y> operators appear in the second-quantized Hamiltonian (7.7) as pairs T(X) 

and V+iX), it is transformed by the changes (44.3), (44.4) in the same way as the ordinary 
Hamiltonian for a similar transformation of ordinary (not operator) wave functions. A trans¬ 
formation in the form (44.3), (44.4) has in fact already been used in §19. 
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The doubling of the charge in this term corresponds to the pairing of electrons 

in the superconductor. 
This expression is now sufficient to account for the fundamental macroscopic 

property of a superconductor; the displacement away from it of a magnetic 

field (the Meissner effect).* 
Let us consider a homogeneous superconductor in a magnetic field that is 

weak compared with the critical field Hc at which the superconductivity is lost. 

This condition excludes any significant influence of the magnetic field on the 

value of ns. Let the body be in a state of thermodynamic equilibrium, so that 

there is no normal current and j, = j.* Taking the curl of both sides of (44.7) 

and noting that curl A = B, the magnetic induction in the body, we get the 

London equation 

curl j = — (e2njmc) B (44.8) 

(F. and H. London 1935).8 

This equation is specific to superconductors. We shall also make use of the 

general Maxwell’s equations 

curlB = (4jt/c) j, (44.9) 

divB = 0. (44.10) 

Substituting j from (44.9) in (44.8) and noting that, from (44.10), curl curl B = 

= — aB, we obtain an equation for the magnetic field in a superconductor: 

aB = B/<52, (44.11) 

where 
82 = mc2/4ae2ns. (44.12) 

We can use (44.11) to find the field distribution near the surface (assumed 

plane) of a superconductor. The surface is taken as the yz-plane, with the x-axis 

into the body. In these conditions, the field distribution depends only on one 

coordinate, x, and (44.10) gives dBjdx = 0; then, from (44.11), we necessarily 

have Bx = 0. Equation (44.11) now becomes (PBfdx2 = B/S2, whence 

B(x) = (44.13) 

where the vector § is parallel to the surface. 

We see that the magnetic field decreases exponentially into the superconduc¬ 

tor, penetrating only to distances ~ 8. This distance is macroscopic, but small 

compared with the usual dimensions of solid objects (8 ~ 10-a-10“5 cm), and 

t See ECM, Chapter VI, for the phenomenological electrodynamics of superconductors. 
* This will be assumed throughout the rest of Chapter V, and J will therefore everywhere 

denote the superconductivity current density. 
§ The derivation of (44.8) given here is due to L. D. Landau (1941). 
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so the field actually penetrates only into a thin surface layer. The distance b is 
called the London penetration depth of the field. We must emphasize that it is 

directly measurable and has an entirely definite meaning, unlike the convention¬ 
al significance of the parameter ns. 

The above derivation requires an important proviso, however. The original 

formula (44.7) is valid only if all quantities vary sufficiently slowly in space: the 

characteristic distances over which they vary considerably must be large com¬ 

pared with the coherence length io-f In the present case, this means that we must 

have 
<3»|0. (44.14) 

This requirement, of course, does not affect the proof that the field is dis¬ 

placed from the superconductor: to suppose that the field is not displaced would 

lead to a logical contradiction, since it would then certainly vary slowly and 

equation (44.11) would be valid, but the specific equation (44.11) and the result¬ 

ing law of field decay (44.13) are valid only if (44.14) is satisfied. 

A superconductor in which the inequality S »£o is satisfied is called a London 

superconductor; the opposite case, with b £o, is called the Pippard case (the 

field decay in the superconductor is then of the kind to be discussed in §52). As 

T -*■ Tc, the superconducting electron density ns -+■ 0, so that b -*■ oo. Thus we 

always have the London case sufficiently close to the transition point. As T -*■ 0, 

however, the relation between b and fo depends on the specific properties of 
the metal.* 

Lastly, let us consider a further consequence of equation (44.7) that is inde¬ 

pendent of the relation between b and lo- As we know from the macroscopic 

electrodynamics of superconductors, if there is a magnetic flux linking a super¬ 

conducting torus, it remains constant regardless of any changes in state of the 

body (if these do not destroy its superconductivity). Here we assume that the 

torus has a diameter and thickness large compared with the coherence length 

and the field penetration depth. We shall show that the magnetic flux “frozen” 

in the aperture of the torus can only be an integral multiple of a certain “flux 
quantum” (F. London 1954). 

Within the body (beyond the range of penetration of the field) the current 

density j = 0; the vector potential, however, is not zero, but only its curl, i.e. 

the magnetic induction B. We take any closed contour C embracing the aper¬ 

ture of the torus and passing through the torus far from the surface, so that the 

condition for equation (44.7) is satisfied, namely the slowness of the spatial 

variation of the phase 0 and the potential A. The circulation of the vector A 

t The induction B itself is the true microscopic strength of the magnetic field, averaged over 
physically infinitesimal volume elements that are large only in comparison with the lattice 
constant. 

* The London case occurs at all temperatures, for example, in pure transition metals and 
in some intermetallic compounds. The Pippard case occurs (far from Te) in pure non-transi¬ 
tion metals. 
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along the contour C is equal to the flux of the magnetic induction through a sur¬ 
face spanning the contour, i.e. the flux (f> through the aperture of the torus: 

j>A.dl = J curl A.df = fB.df = (f>. 

On the other hand, equating (44.7) to zero and integrating it along the contour, 
we have 

j>A.dl = ^j,v0.dl = 

where 80 is the change of phase of the wave function on passing round the 

contour. Since this function must be one-valued, it follows that the phase change 

can only be an integral multiple of 2n. Thus we have the result 

<f> = n<f>o, (f)o = nhc/\ e \ = 2 X10-7 G.cm2, (44.15) 

where n is an integer. The quantity <f> o is the quantum of magnetic flux. 

The quantization of the magnetic flux has another aspect: it causes the values 

of the total current / that can flow along a superconducting ring (in the absence 

of an external magnetic field) to be discrete. This current / creates a magnetic 

flux through the ring equal to £//c, where L is the self-inductance. Equating 

this to n<f)o, we find as the possible values of the current 

/ = C(f>dn/L = 7th c2nl \e\ L. (44.16) 

In contrast to the magnetic flux quantum, the “quantum of total current”, like 

the self-inductance L, depends on the shape and size of the ring. 

PROBLEM 

Determine the magnetic moment of a superconducting sphere with radius /? <tc <5 in a mag¬ 
netic field, in the London case. 

Solution. When R <c <5, the magnetic field within the sphere may be regarded as constant 
and equal to the external field If the vector potential is taken in the form A = |#Xr, we 
can put simply 

j = - (n^/mc) A, 

i.e. take = 0 in (44.7): the boundary condition for the normal component of the current to 
be zero on the surface of the sphere (n.j = 0) is then automatically satisfied. The magnetic 
moment is calculated as the integral 

M = ±f'X)dV 

over the volume of the sphere, and is 

M = — R*tfrf308t. 
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§ 45. The Ginzburg-Landau equations 

The complete theory of the behaviour of a superconductor in a magnetic 

field is very complex. However, the position is considerably simpler in the 

temperature range near the transition point. Here it is possible to set up a sys¬ 

tem of relatively simple equations, valid in both weak and strong fields.1. 

In the general Landau theory of phase transitions of the second kind, the 

difference between the “unsymmetrical” and the “symmetrical” phase is de¬ 

scribed by the order parameter, which is zero at the transition point (see Part 1, 

§142). For a superconducting phase, the natural order parameter is the conden¬ 

sate wave function 3. To avoid complications that are in principle unnecessary, 

we shall assume that the metal crystal has cubic symmetry; as already men¬ 

tioned in §44, the superconducting state is then characterized by a scalar quan¬ 

tity ns, the superconducting electron density. A more convenient choice as the 

order parameter in this case is a quantity ip that is proportional to 3 but is 

normalized by the condition y = \tis. The phase of ip is the same as that 

of S: 

W = (45.1) 

The superconductivity current density (44.2), expressed in terms of ip, is 

js = — | y> i2 (ip*Vip — ipvip*). (45.2) 
m 2m 

The starting-point of the theory is the expression for the free energy of the 

superconductor as a functional of ip(r). In accordance with the general ideas of 

the Landau theory, this is found by expanding the free energy density in powers 

of the small (near the transition point) order parameter ip and its derivatives 

with respect to the coordinates. As a first step, let us consider a superconductor 

in the absence of a magnetic field. 

In accordance with its significance as a quantity proportional to the Green’s 

function F(X, X) = — iE{X\ the order parameter ip is not unique: since F(X, X) 

is constructed from two operators P, an arbitrary change of phase of these 

operators, P — Peia/2, causes a change of phase of the function F by a. Phys¬ 

ical quantities, of course, must not be affected by this arbitrariness, i.e. must 

be invariant under a transformation of the complex order parameter ip — ipt?a. 

This excludes odd powers of ip in the expansion of the free energy. 

The specific form of this expansion is established by the same considerations 

as in the general theory of phase transitions of the second kind (see Part 1, 

§146). Without repeating the arguments, we can write down the following ex- 

+ The theory given below is due to V. L. Ginzburg and L. D. Landau (1950). It is note¬ 
worthy that this theory was constructed phenomenologically, before the microscopic theory 
of superconductivity. 
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pansion of the total free energy of a superconducting body:* 

F = F„ + | [ vip \2 + a 1 ip\2 + ^b ! y> |4| dV. (45.3> 

Here Fn is the free energy in the normal state (i.e. for ip = 0); Ms a positive 

coefficient depending only on the density of the substance (not on the temper¬ 

ature); a is a function of the temperature given by 

a = cc(T— Tc), (45.4) 

and is zero at the transition point; the coefficient a > 0, in accordance with the 

fact that the superconducting phase corresponds to the range T < Tc; the 

coefficient of j vip\2 in (45.3) is chosen so that the expression (45.2) is obtained 

for the current (see below).1 The fact that (45.3) contains only the first deriva¬ 

tives of ip is the result of assuming sufficient slowness of spatial variation of ip. 

In a homogeneous superconductor, with no external field, the parameter ip is 

independent of the coordinates. Then the expression (45.3) reduces to 

F= F' + aVW + ^bV]?]*. (45.5) 

The equilibrium value of | ip\2 (for T < Tc) is determined by the condition for 
this expression to be a minimum: 

\y>\2 = -a/b = oc(Tc — T)b; (45.6) 

the superconducting electron density, as a function of temperature, decreases 

linearly to zero at the transition point. 

Substituting (45.6) back into (45.5), we find the difference in the free energies 

of the superconducting and normal states: 

Fs-F„=- V(<x?/2b)(Tc-T)2. (45.7) 

From this, by differentiating with respect to the temperature, we can find the 

difference in the entropies, and then the discontinuity in the specific heat at the 

transition point:8 
Cs-C„ = VaPTjb. (45.8) 

t We shall only mention again that this form of the gradient term depends on the assump¬ 
tion that the crystal has cubic symmetry. With lower symmetry, it would have a more general 
quadratic dependence on the derivatives dip/dxt. 

1 This choice (including the identification of m with the actual mass of the electron) has, 
of course, no deep significance, and is conventional to the same extent as the definition of n, 
in (44.2). 

§ Comparison of (45.6) and (45.8) for\y>\2 = Q,/2m and for the discontinuity in the specific 
heat with (40.16) and (40.11) for the same quantities in the BCS model gives the values of the 
coefficients a and b in that model (L. P. Gor’kov 1959): 

a = 6tt27;/7C(3) ft = l.OATjft, b = aTjn; 

here we have used the relation between the particle number density n = g/m, the chemical 
potential ft (at T = 0) and the limiting momentum for an ideal gas: 

n = Prllnrh3, ft = p%]2m. 
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Near the transition point, the difference (45.7) is a small addition to the free 
energy. According to the theorem of small increments (Part 1, §15), the same 

quantity, expressed as a function of temperature and pressure, instead of 
temperature and volume, gives the difference in the thermodynamic potentials, 

0s—0n. On the other hand, according to a general formula in the thermody¬ 

namics of superconductors (see ECM, (43.7)), this difference is — VH^/Zn, where 

Hc is the critical field which destroys the superconductivity. Thus we find for 

this field the following temperature dependence near the transition points 

Hc = (4 na2/bf2 = (4nac2/ b)112 (Tc — T). (45.9) 

When a magnetic field is present, the expression (45.3) for the free energy 

has to be modified in two ways. Firstly, the magnetic field energy density 

jB2/8tt (where B = curl A is the magnetic induction in the body) has to be added 

to the integrand. Secondly, the gradient term has to be changed so as to satisfy 

the requirement of gauge invariance. In the previous section it has been shown 

that this condition makes it necessary to replace the gradient of the conden¬ 

sate wave function phase by v@—2eA/he. In the present case, this means making 

the substitution 

\7ip = ei0 V | ip | + iff V& -*■ Vip — (lie/ftc) A ip. 

Thus we have the following basic equation: 

f=^+n^-+^i(v-^A)vr+a|v|a4fri’’i4}^ <45-io> 

where is the free energy of the body in the normal state in the absence of 

the magnetic field. It must be emphasized that the coefficient 2ie/hc in this 

expression is not arbitrary (in contrast to the above-mentioned conventional 

choice of the coefficient ft2/4m). The doubling of the electron charge is due to the 

Cooper effect (L. P. Gor’kov 1959); this coefficient could not, of course, be 

found by purely phenomenological means. 

The differential equations which determine the distribution of the wave 

function ip and the magnetic field in a superconductor are now found by mini¬ 

mizing the free energy as a functional of the three independent functions ip, 
ip and A. 

The complex quantity ip is a set of two real quantities, so that ip and ip* must 

be regarded as independent functions in the variation. Varying the integral 

t In the BCS model, 

He = 2.44 (mp,/h«)»'• (T,- T) as T - Te. 

In the same model at T = 0, 
He = 0.997; (mpFlft3)V2, 

as is found by equating - VH*/%ti to the energy difference (40.9). 
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with respect to ip* and integrating by parts in the integral of the term (yrp- 

2ieAffic)vbip*t we find 

<5F= yi + atp+b\y>l!‘<p^/hp*dV' 

+ -Ztj‘{Vy,~^Av)Sv’'df; (45'U) 

the second integral is taken over the surface of the body. Putting dF = 0, 

we obtain as the condition for the volume integral to be zero for arbitrary dip* 

^ — ihv—A j xp+aip + b\y>\2y> = 0; (45.12) 

varying the integral with respect to ip gives the complex conjugate equation, 

and therefore nothing new. 

Similarly, varying the integral with respect to A gives Maxwell’s equation 

curlB = (4?r/c)j, (45.13) 

and the current density is 

ieh 2e2 
j = ~ 2Vy>*) ~ — i V I2 A, (45.14) 

which agrees with (44.7); we have written j for j5, since in thermodynamic equi¬ 

librium there is no normal current. From (45.13) we have the equation of conti¬ 

nuity div j = 0, which may also be obtained/by direct differentiation of (45.14), 

using (45.12). 

Equations (45.12)-(45.14) form the complete set of Ginzburg-Landau equa¬ 

tions. 
The boundary conditions on these equations are found from the condition 

that the surface integrals in the variation bF are zero. Thus we get from (45.11) 

the boundary condition 

n. ^ — ih Vy>— Ay>^ = 0, (45.15) 

where n is the normal vector at the surface of the body. As a result of this con¬ 

dition, the normal component of the current (45.14) is also zero, as it should be: 

n.j = 0.f 

t With the boundary condition (45.15), ip itself is not zero, as the wave function apparently 
ought to be at the boundary of the body. This is because ip actually falls to zero only at dis¬ 
tances ~ £0 from the surface, but such distances are regarded as negligible in the Ginzburg- 
Landau theory. 

The condition (45.15) has been derived here essentially for a superconductor-vacuum 
boundary. It remains valid for a boundary with an insulator, but it is not correct for an inter- 
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The boundary conditions for the field are as follows. From equation (45.13), 
since j is finite in all space (up to the surface of the body), the tangential com¬ 

ponent B, of the induction is continuous. The equation div B = 0 shows that 
the normal component Bn of the induction is continuous. Thus the boundary 
conditions require the continuity of the whole vector B. 

In a weak magnetic field, we can neglect the influence of the field on j ip (2, and 

take the latter to have the value (45.6) at all points in the body. Then the substi¬ 

tution of (45.14) in (45.13), followed by taking the curl of both sides, gives the 
London equation (44.11), with penetration depth 

j»_r mc2b V2 T l112 

3 [8jw»|a|J ~ [ 8m;MTc-T) J ' (4516) 

The Ginzburg-Landau equations contain another characteristic length be¬ 

sides this: the correlation radius of the fluctuations of the order parameter ip 

(in the absence of the field), which we denote by %{T). From the formulae of 

fluctuation theory (see Part 1, §146), this radius is expressed in terms of the 
coefficients in the free energy (45.3) by 

sen = \a\)112 

= h/2(mot)112 (Tc — T)112. (45.17) 

The characteristic lengths (45.16) and (45.17) determine the order of magni¬ 

tude of the distances over which there is a significant change in the order param¬ 

eter ip and the magnetic field, as described by the Ginzburg-Landau equations. 

The length & is in general characteristic of the magnetic field, and 1(7’) of the 

distribution of ip. Both these lengths must be large in comparison with the 

“dimensions of the pair” |0, in order to satisfy the assumption that all quantities 

vary sufficiently slowly in space. Since both lengths increase as the transition 

point is approached (in proportion to (Tc—T)~1/2), this condition is in general 

satisfied near the transition point (see below). 

In the theory given here, the Ginzburg-Landau parameter is important; it is 

defined as the constant (temperature-independent) ratio of the two lengths: 

x = d(T)/£(T) = mcb1,2!(27i)112 \e\h. (45.18) 

face between different metals (one superconducting, the other normal), since it does not take 
into account the partial penetration of superconducting electrons into the normal metal. In 
this case, (45.15) is replaced by a more general condition compatible with n.j = 0: 

n. ih vtp——Atpj = iy>/A, (45.15a> 

where A is a real constant (with the dimensions of length); however, an estimate of this con¬ 
stant would need a more detailed microscopic investigation. 
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In order of magnitude, * ~ #o/!o, where lo is the coherence length (39.21), and 
do is the London penetration depth at absolute zero. There is also a formula 

* - 2 V2(l e \/hc) H^T) d%T), (45.19) 

obtained from (45.9) and (45.16), expressing x directly in terms of observable 

quantities. 
Having established the form of the equations, let us now consider their range 

of applicability. 
At low temperatures, this range is in any case limited by the condition 

Tc—T<sz Tc, enabling the order parameter to be regarded as small, which is 

thus fundamental to the expansion that has been obtained for the free energy. 

The same condition ensures that £(T) »|0, but it is not strong enough to ensure 

that d(T) » £o in superconductors for which the parameter x is small;1- in such 

cases, the inequality 6 »|o gives the condition 

Tc-T<^x?Tc. (45.20) 

As T — Tc, the validity of the equations is limited only by the general con¬ 

dition for the validity of the Landau theory of phase transitions, relating to 

the occurrence of fluctuations in the order parameter. In the present case,, 

however, this condition is extremely weak: it is expressed in terms of the coeffi¬ 

cients in the expansion (45.3) by the inequality 

Tc-T»b*r?/<z(&/m)3 

(see Part 1, (146.15)). For instance, an estimate of the expression on the right, 

using the values of b and a in the BCS model, gives 

(Tc-T)/Tc»(Tc/ti)*. (45.21) 

Since the ratio TJfj, ~ 10~3-10“4 is very small, we can regard this condition 

as satisfied almost up to the transition point itself. The fluctuation region for 

the transition of the second kind between the superconducting and normal 

phases practically disappears. 

PROBLEM 

Find the critical magnetic field (parallel to the film plane) which destroys the superconduc¬ 
tivity for a plane film with thickness d<z£,d (V. L. Ginzburg and L. D. Landau 1950)3 

Solution. We take the median plane of the film as the xz-plane, with the x-axis in the di¬ 
rection of the field. In equation (45.13) for the field B = Bx(y) (which varies along the y-axis 
normal to the film), we can take y> = constant. Then the first term in the expression (45.14) for 

t As examples, the values of x for some pure metals are: aluminium 0.01, tin 0.13, mercury 
0.16, lead 0.23. 

* See §47 for the corresponding problem of a small sphere. 
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the current is zero, and taking the curl of (45.13) gives B"—d*B/&2, where 6—y/Vo* y>\=I a 1/6. 
The solution of this equation, symmetrical in >>, is 

*00 = $ 
cosh (yOjd) 

cosh (,dO/26) 

where $ is the external field. This corresponds to the current distribution 

j = jt = — cB'lAn -c6- §y[47»52. 

In equation (45.12), however, we cannot completely neglect the dependence of y ony: the 
small derivative d^tp/dy1 is here multiplied by fi*/m\ a | ~ |2, and thus acquires the large (from 
the condition d k) coefficient (£/4)2. We can neglect the potential A = A„(y) in this equation, 
which here leads to terms of a higher order of smallness in <//£. In order to avoid the need to 
consider the dependence of y> on y, we average equation (45.12) over the film thickness; the 
derivatives with respect to y then disappear, because of the boundary condition dtp/dy = 0 at 
the surface of the film. Noting also that 

av 
dzz 

. ( mj V 
' \ \e\h\xp\t} V 

because of the z-dependence of the phase of y> (and the relation between its gradient and the 
current), we find, after cancelling ip. 

mf 
4e21 y> |4 

-la 1+6 IV l: = 0, 

where 

1 
r = ~d 

ewe*®* 
3(8 tt)2 6* ' 

Using also (45.9) and (45.16), we arrive at the equation 

which determines y> for a film in a magnetic field. The critical field H{ for the film is that for 
which y> = 0. It is related to the critical field Ht for a bulk superconductor by 

H{ = V(24) He6ld. 

In the conditions considered, the removal of superconductivity by the field takes place 
through a phase transition of the second kind: ip tends to zero continuously as § increases. 
This is entirely reasonable, since for d « 8 the field actually penetrates into the superconduct¬ 
ing film and there is no cause for a transition of the first kind, which would consist in a sudden 
penetration of the field into the body. 

§ 46. Surface tension at the boundary of superconducting and normal phases 

The Ginzburg-Landau equations allow, in particular, the calculation of the 

surface tension at the boundary of superconducting (j) and normal (n) phases 

(in the same sample) in terms of bulk characteristics of the material (V. L. 

Ginzburg and L. D. Landau 1950). Such boundaries exist in metallic samples 

that are in the “intermediate” state in a magnetic field. Since the only difference 
between the two phases is that ip is zero in one but not in the other, the transition 
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between them is continuous over a certain layer and is described by the Ginz- 
burg-Landau equations with boundary conditions established only at large 

distances on either side of this layer. 
Let us considet a plane interface between n and s phases in a metal, taking 

the interface as the yz-plane and the x-axis into the s phase; the distribution of 

all quantities in both phases depends only on the coordinate x. The vector 

potential of the field, the choice of which is not yet uniquely specified, will 

now be subjected to the gauge in which div A = 0; in the present problem this 

gives dAJdx = 0, whence we see that it is possible to take Ax = 0. It is evident 

from symmetry that the vector A is everywhere in one plane; let this be the 

xy-plane, so that Ay=A\ then the induction vector is in the xz-plane, with 

B = Bz = A' (46.1) 

(the prime denoting differentiation with respect to x). 

Next, we rewrite (45.13) in the form usual in macroscopic electrodynamics, 

curl H = 0, with the field strength H given byf 

H — B —4ttM, ccurl M = j. 

From this equation, it follows in the present case that H = constant. Far from 

the interface, within the normal phase, the induction and the field are the same 

and equal to the critical field: B — H = Hc (we neglect the magnetic suscepti¬ 

bility of the normal phase). Hence H = Hz = Hc in all space. 

Neglecting the change in the density of the material in the superconducting 

phase transition, we shall regard the density (and the temperature) as constant 

throughout the body.* Let/denote the free energy per unit volume (in contrast 

to F, the free energy of the whole body). At constant temperature and density, 

and with surface effects neglected, the differential df is 

df=H.dB/4jt; (46.2) 

cf. ECM, §30. Hence we see that the additional requirement of constant B 

would lead in these conditions to constancy of 

/ = /—H.B/4jr. (46.3) 

Thus the whole contribution to the integral F = jfdV from the variable part 

of F is due only to the presence of the interface. Taking this contribution per 

t To avoid misunderstanding, we may mention that the comment in ECM §41 about the 
unsuitability of using H referred to the electrodynamics of superconductors, where the range 
of penetration of the magnetic field was regarded as infinitesimally short. The Ginzburg- 
Landau equations, however, are applied to the structure of precisely this region. 

* Strictly speaking, in phase equilibrium the chemical potential, not the density, is constant 
throughout the system. When taking account of the change in the density it would therefore 
be necessary to consider the thermodynamic potential D, not the free energy. 
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unit area of the interface, we can therefore calculate the surface tension coeffi¬ 
cient as the integral 

«.. = /(/-/.)<&, (46-4) 

where the constant f„ is the value of/far from the interface, for example within 

the normal phase. 

For the normal phase, the free energy f„ = frta+BzISn = 4- so that 

/* 

= fno — H%/$n 

= f„o-aV2b, 

where the last expression is found by means of (45.9). The quantity / at any 

point is expressed in terms of the free energy density /by 

/ - f-HcBIAn. 

Now, using (45.10), we reach the following formula for the surface tension: 

(lV’’i2 + ^^2lvl2 + 4lV’l2)+j6l?l‘ = [lB-+ ^ 
4m ' 

HeBvy a11 , 
-5T+lb\dx■ 

(46.5) 

The integrand vanishes, as it should, both within the normal phase (x -*■-«>), 

where ip = 0 and B = Hc, and within the superconducting phase (x -*■ ®°), 

where | ip |2 = —alb, B = 0. 

It should be noted that, in the integrand of (46.5), the term iA.vy does not 

appear, since Ax — 0. The corresponding term also does not appear in (45.12), 

and so the equation remaining has real coefficients; its solution may therefore 

be taken real, as will be assumed below. The first term in the current density 
(45.14) disappears, leaving 

j = — (2e2l me) y>2A. (46.6) 

We shall use instead of the variable x and the functions A(x) and ip(x) the 
dimensionless quantities 

x = x/d, ip = tpy/{bl|a\), A = A/H& B = dAldx = BfHc. (46.7) 

In the rest of this section, only these quantities will be used, and the bars over 

the letters will be omitted, for brevity. In these variables, equation (45.12) 
becomes 

v>" = *2[0M2-i)y+v’3]. (46.8) 
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Equation (45.13) with j from (46.6) is 

A" = Aip2. (46.9) 

The boundary conditions on these equations in the problem considered 

(corresponding to the n and s phases as .v — — o© and x —■ «>) are 

v = 0. B = A' — l at * —-.1 

tp = 1, A’ = 0 at x = °o. J 

It is easily verified that equations (46.8), (46.9) have the first integral 

(2/x2) tp'2+(2 - A2) t/>2 - V + A'2 = constant =1, (46.11) 

the value of the constant being determined from the boundary conditions.1 

Lastly, the expression (46.5) becomes 

f \^+(^-2)r+¥‘+(A'-iy dx 

= j V'2 + A'(A’ - l)j dx, (46.12) 

with the second equation obtained by taking ip4 from (46.11). 

Let us now examine the above equations, and take first the case «1 (which 

usually occurs in superconducting pure metals). This inequality signifies that 

b(T) <sc £(7), i.e. the magnetic field varies considerably over a distance small 

compared with the characteristic distance of variation of the function ip(x). 

Figure 6 shows diagrammatically the distribution pattern for the field and ip 

in this case. Where the field is large we have ip ^ 0; then the field falls abruptly 

and ip(x) begins to change slowly (over distances ~ 1/x) in the absence of the 

field. Putting A = 0 in (46.11), we find the equation 

\/K 

Fig. 6. 

t From the conditions (46.10) it necessarily follows that ip' = 0 at x = ± oo, and from the 
same conditions and (46.9), that A” = 0 and A = 0 at x = oo; the definite value of A(<x>) is 
the result of takings real. 
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which is to be solved with the condition ip = 0 at x = 0, taken somewhere in 

the region of decreasing field. This solution is 

ip = tanh xxjy/2, (46.13) 

and a calculation of the integral (46.12) with this function (and A = 0) gives 

= H*d = H? 1.9(3 

3\Z2jix 8 n ‘ x 
(46.14) 

The error in this value is due to neglecting here the contribution to the inte¬ 

gral from the region where the field decreases. To estimate the width <5i of this 

region,1- we note, first, that 1 fb\ ~ ip2 from (46.9); second, that formula 

(46.13) must remain valid in order of magnitude even at the boundary of the 

region x ~ <5i, whence ip ~ xdi. From these two relations we find <5i ~ l/'s/x. 

The contribution to the surface tension from this region is ~Hld/\/x, i.e. 

is small in comparison with (46.14) only in the ratio ~ \/x (so that the accuracy 

of (46.14) is fairly low). 

When the parameter x increases, the surface tension coefficient passes 

through zero and becomes negative. This is evident from the fact that the 

inequality ccns < 0 is always satisfied for sufficiently large x: the characteristic 

distances of variation of ip(x) in this problem cannot be less than those for A(x), 

since any change in A causes a change in ip; hence, for large x, the term ip'2lx1 

in the integrand in (46.12) may be neglected, and the integrand is negative since 

0 < A' < 1 (i.e. 0 < B < Hc in ordinary units). We shall show that aro is zero at 

* = W2. (46.15) 

To do so, we rewrite the expression for anj as 

a, (46.16) 

which is obtained from the first integral (46.12) by integrating the term ip"2 by 

parts and then substituting ip" from (46.8). The integral is certainly zero if the 
integrand is identically zero, i.e. if 

A'-\ = — ip2; (46.17) 

the opposite sign cannot occur, since the field B = A must decrease with 

increasing x. Eliminating ip from (46.17) and (46.9), we find 

A" = A(1-A% (46.18) 

t We must emphasize that Sx is not the same as the field penetration depth in a super¬ 
conductor adjoining a vacuum. In the latter case, v>~ 1 in the field penetration region, where¬ 
as in penetration from the n phase the field decreases in a region where ip is small. 
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the solution of which (with the boundary conditions A = 1 at x = — <» and 
A — 0 at x = °o) determines the field distribution; by virtue of (46.17), the 
boundary conditions (46.10) for ip are then satisfied automatically. We need 

not actually solve (46.18), but simply verify that for x2 = \ the equation (46.8), 

which has not yet been used, or equivalently its first integral (46.11), must 

necessarily be satisfied. Substituting (46.17) in (46.9), we obtain ip' = —\Aip\ 
this value of ip', with A from (46.17), in fact satisfies equation (46.11) identically 

with x2 = y. 

PROBLEM 

For a superconductor with « <sc 1, find the first field correction to the penetration depth in 
weak fields. 

Solution. We take the surface of the superconductor as the yz-plane, with the z-axis in the 
direction of the external field#, and the x-axis into the body. The distribution of the field and 
ip in the superconductor is given by equations (46.8), (46.9), which are to be solved with the 
boundary conditions 

ip' = 0, B = A = § at x — 0, 

ip' —1, A = 0 at jc=oo; 

the first of these is (45.15). We seek the solution in the form 

V>=l+V>i(x), A=-$e~x+Al(x), 

where y>i and Ax are small corrections to the solution at x = 0, which corresponds to the Lon¬ 
don decay of the field (44.13). The correction^ is given by the equation 

ip'i = 2x2y»i+|x*§s e~u, 

whence, with the boundary conditions, 

V, = { x!§!«--- • (1) 

For A i we can now write the equation 

Ai' = Ax-2§e~*xpu 

and substitute for ipx only the second term in (1), which is of the first order in x. Using the 
boundary condition (A'x = 0 when x =0) and neglecting where possible the higher-order 
terms with respect to x in the coefficients, we find 

Ax =-&§3[(l+ V2*)e-*-e_(1+V2*,a:]. (2) 

This gives the corrections to the field decay within the superconductor. The effective pene¬ 
tration depth 6tii is, by definition, such that 

§<5e« = J BOc) dx = —A(Q) = Hq—Ax(0). 
o 

Returning to ordinary units, we find from (2) 
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§ 47. The two types of superconductor 

The sign of the surface tension has a considerable influence on the prop* 
erties of superconductors. This forms the basis for the division of all super¬ 

conductors into two classes: those of the first kind, with <xHS > 0, and those of 

the second kind, with y.„s < 0. Since the sign of anj is governed by the value of 

the Ginzburg-Landau parameter x, values x < l/\/2 correspond (near Tc) to 

the former and x > l/\/2 to the latter.1- 

Let us consider a solid cylindrical superconductor in a longitudinal external 

magnetic field §. If the superconductor is of the first kind, it undergoes a phase 

transition of the first kind as the field increases to a critical value Hc. The role 

of the surface tension is then (as in any phase transition of the first kind) to 

impede the formation of the first nuclei of the new phase and thus make pos¬ 

sible a metastable continuance of the s phase at fields somewhat above Hc. 

If the superconductor is of the second kind, however, the occurrence of 

“inclusions” of the n phase may be thermodynamically favourable even before 

Hc is reached; the increase of volume energy is compensated by the negative 

surface energy of such a nucleus. The lower limit of fields for which this is 

possible is usually denoted by Hcl and called the lower critical field. Similarly, 

starting from a metal in the normal state in a high external field, we reach a 

value Hc2 > Hc, the upper critical field, below which the occurrence of “in¬ 

clusions” of the 6- phase is thermodynamically favourable, again because of the 

advantage from the negative energy of the boundaries. Thus, over a certain 

range of fields, Hc, < § < Hc2, the superconductor is in a mixed state* 

Its properties in this state gradually change from purely superconducting at 

Fig. 7. 

t The first kind includes superconducting pure metallic elements; the second kind includes 
superconducting alloys. The hypothesis that x =- 1 / V2 in alloys was first put forward by L. D. 
Landau. 

* Not to be confused with the intermediate state of a superconductor of the first kind, 
which results from certain configurations of the sample in the external magnetic field. 
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Hcl to purely normal at Hc2; at the same time, the magnetic field gradually 
penetrates into it. The value of Hc determined only by the relation between 

the bulk energies of the n and s phases has no special significance in this case. 

The two critical fields depend, of course, on the temperature, and become 

zero at T = Tc. This gives a phase diagram as shown in Fig. 7 for super¬ 

conductors of the second kind. The broken curve in Fig. 7 is explained below. 

The upper critical field can be determined (in the Ginzburg-Landau theory) 

even without previously ascertaining the structure of the mixed state. We need 

only observe that in fields somewhat below Hc2 a nucleus of the s phase must 

have a small value of the order parameter -yj; it is evident that ip -» 0 when $ 

tends to Hc2. Hence the state of these nuclei can be described by the Ginzburg- 

Landau equations linearized with respect to ip. Omitting the non-linear term in 

(45.12), we obtain the equation 

±-^-mv-~Aj\=\a\V, (47.1) 

where A is to be taken as the vector potential of the uniform field Q at ip = 0, 

when the body is in the normal state and the external field penetrates it com¬ 

pletely. 

But (47.1) is in form just the Schrodinger’s equation for a particle of mass 

2m and charge 2e in a magnetic field, with | a [ as the energy level. The boundary 

conditions also agree: ip = 0 at infinity. It is known (see QM, §112) that the 

minimum energy of a particle moving in a uniform magnetic field is Eo = ^hcoH, 

where (oH— 2\ e\lg/2mc; this is the energy value at which the continuous energy 

spectrum begins. The analogy between the two problems therefore shows that 

the 5-phase nuclei described by (47.1) can exist only if 

| a | > \ e\ h^l2mct 

so that the critical field Hc2 = 2mc\a\ l\e\fi. By means of (45.9), (45.17) and 

(45.18) this formula may be written 

Hc2 = V2 *HC (47.2) 

(A. A. Abrikosov 1952). 

The solution of equation (47.1), with the boundary condition ip = 0 at 

infinity, corresponds to the formation of an 5-phase nucleus within the sample, 

far from its surface. We shall show that the presence of the surface favours 

nucleation, and that nuclei may thus be formed in a thin surface layer even if 
§ > Hc2 (P. G. de Gennes and D. Saint-James 1963). 

The solution of equation (47.1), describing an 5-phase nucleus near the sur¬ 
face of the body (assumed plane), must satisfy on the surface the boundary 
condition dipldx = 0, where x is the coordinate along the normal to the surface 
(the condition (45.15) with Ax — 0). To establish the required quantum- 
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mechanical analogy, we recall that the above-mentioned problem of the motion 
of a particle in a uniform magnetic field is in turn equivalent to that of motion 
in a one-dimensional parabolic potential well 

U = 

where xo is a constant corresponding to the “centre of the orbit” (see QM, 

§112). Let us now consider a double well consisting of two equal parabolic 

wells lying symmetrically relative to the plane x = 0 (Fig. 8). The ground 

state of a particle in such a field corresponds to a wave function y(x) that is 

even in jc and has no zeros; such a function automatically satisfies the condition 

V' = 0 at x = 0. The ground level of a particle in the double well is, however, 

below that in the single well;1 when applied to the nucleation problem, this 

proves the above assertion about their easier formation near the surface. 

Numerical calculation of the level in a double well gives the result that its 

minimum value (as a function of the parameter x0) is 0.59£o. Repeating the 

arguments that led to (47.2), we find that the upper limit of fields in which sur¬ 

face nuclei of the s phase occur is HcZ = #c2/0.59, i.e. 

Hcs = 1-lHci = 2AxHc • (47.3) 

Thus, in the range of fields between Hc2 and HcZ, there arises the phenomenon 

of surface superconductivity; the boundary of this region is shown by the 

broken curve in Fig. 7. The thickness of the superconducting layer at the surface 

of the normal phase is of the order of i(T). This estimate is easily derived from 

the same quantum-mechanical analogy: the wave function of a particle in a 

potential well (at the level E0) is concentrated in the region x^H(‘\/(mEo). The 

corresponding dimension of the nucleus is obtained by replacing Eo by \a\ 

and is, according to (45.17), £(T). 

The above discussion relates entirely to superconductors of the second kind, 

but the critical fields Hc2 and HcZ defined here may have a certain physical 

significance for those of the first kind also. 

If n is in the range 1/V2 = 0.71 >-« >- 0.59/-\/2 = 0.42, then Hc2 < Hc but 
Hc3 > Hc. Although no mixed phase occurs in this case, there is surface super¬ 
conductivity in the range of fields between Hc and HcZ. 

t This is because the potential energy in the half-space .v < 0 is less than it would be for 
a single well shown by the broken curve in Fig. 8; see, for example, QM,§50, Problem 3. 
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Finally, in the sense of the above derivation, the value of HAx (47.2) deter¬ 
mines (for any «) the upper limit of fields in which the formation of j-phase 
nuclei with arbitrarily small ip is possible. Hence, in a superconductor of the 

first kind (where Hc2 < Hc) in fields $ < Hc2i the thermodynamically un¬ 

favourable normal phase is absolutely unstable; but in the range Hc2 < $ < 

< Hc the normal phase can exist as a metastable phase. In this range, the phase 

transition of the first kind from the n to the s phase can only occur by the for¬ 

mation of s-phase nuclei with finite values of ip, which is opposed by the posi¬ 

tive surface tension at their boundaries (V. L. Ginzburg 1956). 

PROBLEM 

Determine the critical field for a superconducting sphere of small radius R« 8 (V. L. 
Ginzburg 1958). 

Solution. In this case (as in a thin film; see §45, Problem) the superconductivity is de¬ 
stroyed by a phase transition of the second kind. The critical field for a sphere may be found 
as that below which the n phase ceases to be stable with respect to the formation of j-phase 
nuclei. As in the text, this amounts to finding the lowest eigenvalue of the Schrddinger’s equa¬ 
tion (47.1). With the condition R « <5, this may be sought by means of perturbation theory 
with respect to the external field, the unperturbed wave function being ip=constant (the nuc¬ 
leus occupies the whole volume of the sphere). The eigenvalue is then simply the mean value 
of the perturbation operator (2eA/c)2/4m (the mean value of the operator (ieh/mc) A. v for 
ip=constant is zero). The vector potential of the uniform field must here be taken asA=|$Xr; 
with this gauge, the solution ip = constant satisfies on the surface of the sphere the boundary 
condition (45.15), which reduces to n.A = 0. The result of the averaging is 

E - *2 2 eW 
0 ~ 4me2 3 * 10mc2 ’ 

The critical field is found, as in the text, from the condition E0 = \a\, which gives 

H?h = V20He8/R. 

The legitimacy of using perturbation theory is confirmed by the fact that the value found 
for E0 (at § = //e,ph), with the condition R « <5, is in fact small compared with the next eigen¬ 
value, which would correspond to a wave function varying within the sphere and would be of 
the order of h2/mR". 

§ 48. The structure of the mixed state 

We shall again consider (as in §47) a cylindrical sample of a superconductor of 

the second kind in a longitudinal magnetic field Jp, and ascertain the structure 

of the mixed state of the body in fields slightly exceeding the lower critical 

field Hclf 
In this case there are nuclei of the normal phase in the main superconducting 

phase. To attain the maximum thermodynamic favourability they must have 

(with negative surface tension) the largest possible surface. The structure ex¬ 

pected is therefore one in which the w-phase nuclei are filaments parallel to the 

t The results in this section and in the Problems are due to A. A. Abrikosov (1957). 
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field. The magnetic field that penetrates into the body and the annular super¬ 
conductivity currents surrounding these vortex filaments are concentrated near 

the filaments. 
As the external field approaches HcV> the number of such filaments in the 

body decreases and the distance between them increases. When this distance 

is sufficiently great, the arguments given at the end of §44 become applicable 

to the individual vortex filaments, whereby the total magnetic flux concentrat¬ 

ed near a filament must be an integral multiple of the flux quantum <f>0 = 

= TihcJ\e\; we shall see later that filaments with the lowest possible flux, <f>0 

itself, are thermodynamically favourable. The fact that <j>o is not zero is what 

sets a limit to the further fragmentation of the «-phase nuclei. 

When the external field, increasing from low values, reaches Hcl, one vortex 

filament appears in the cylinder. We can write down the thermodynamic con¬ 

dition that determines this point without for the present investigating the struc¬ 

ture of the filament itself, but merely using the fact that it is associated with 

some (positive) energy; this energy per unit length of the filament will be denot¬ 

ed by e (and calculated below). 
It is evident that, in a cylindrical body in a longitudinal external field, the 

induction B also will be everywhere parallel to the axis of the cylinder. The 

same is true of the macroscopic field H = B—47rM defined in §46. The equa¬ 

tion curl H = 0 then shows that H is constant over the cross-section (and 

therefore throughout the volume) of the cylinder; because of the boundary 

condition that the tangential component ofH is continuous, this constant value 

must be equal to the external field: H = $. Thus we have to consider the ther¬ 

modynamic equilibrium of the body for given volume, temperature, and field 

strength H. The condition for such an equilibrium is for F, the thermodynamic 

potential with respect to these variables, to be a minimum (see ECM, §30). 

Let Fs be this potential for a superconducting cylinder; since B = 0 in the 

superconducting phase, Fs is the same as the free energy Fs. Then the potential 

F for a cylinder with one vortex filament will be 

F = Fs+Le — J H. B dVl^Ti 

= Fs+Le-$$BdV/ An. 

The term Le is the free energy of the filament (L being the length of the fila¬ 

ment, which is equal to that of the cylinder), and the last term is the difference 

between the potential F and the free energy F. Since the induction B is entirely 

concentrated near the vortex filament in the body, we have J B dV = L<f>o, 

where (f>o is the flux of the induction through the cross-section of the filament. 
Thus 

F = Fs 4- Le—L<f>0fe/An. (48.1) 

The occurrence of vortex filaments becomes thermodynamically favourable 
when the quantity added to Fs is negative. Equating it to zero, we thus have as 
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the critical value of the external field 

Hcl = 4^8/00- (48-2) 

Let us now consider the structure of a single vortex filament. We shall take 

only the important case where 
« » 1, (48.3) 

i. e. 8 » |. The length I determines the order of magnitude of the radius of 

the “core” of the filament, in which | ip |2 varies from zero (corresponding to the 

normal state on the filament axis) to the finite value corresponding to the main 

s phase; at large distances r from the filament axis, \y\2 remains constant.1" 

The induction B(r) varies much more slowly, decaying only at distances r ~ 

~ 8 » |. Thus essentially the whole of the magnetic flux passes through the 

region outside the core, where ] ip \2 = constant (Fig. 9). 

8 

Fig. 9. 

The latter fact enables us to use the London equation (whose validity, let us 

recall, does not depend on the temperature’s being close to Tc) in order to find 

the field distribution. To put it in the appropriate form, we first rewrite the rela¬ 

tion (44.7) between the superconductivity current density and the phase of the 

wave function: 
A-f-<52 curl B = (f>0 v<P/2n, (48.4) 

using the penetration depth 8 and expressing j in terms of the induction by 

j — c curl B/4tt. The London approximation corresponds to the assumption 

that 8 is constant. We integrate (48.4) along a closed contour C that embraces 

the filament and passes at distances from its axis. Transforming the integral 

t In this section, r will denote a cylindrical coordinate, the distance from the axis. 
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of A by Stokes’s theorem into an integral over a surface spanning the contour 

C, we find 
jB.<ff+<52j>curlB.dl = (f>0t (48.5) 

and a similar transformation of the second integral gives 

J (B+<32 curl curl B). df = (f>0; (48.6) 

on the right we have written the lowest possible (non-zero) value, corresponding 

to a phase increase of only 2n. If the contour C passes at distances r » 8 from 

the filament, where the field and the currents may be regarded as zero, the second 

integral in (48.5) may be omitted, and we see that <f>o is equal to the total flux of 

the induction concentrated around the isolated vortex filament. The filament 

axis itself is a line singularity, a passage around which alters the phase of the 

wave function. 
Since the equation (48.6) must be satisfied for any contour C that satisfies the 

conditions stated, it shows that we must have 

B 4- <52 curl curl B = B - (52 aB = $0d(r), (48.7) 

where r is the two-dimensional position vector in the plane of cross-section of 

the vortex filament. Writing the right-hand side of this equation as a delta 

function signifies that distances ~ | are here regarded as zero. In all space ex¬ 

cept the line r = 0, equation (48.7) is the same as the London equation (44.11), 

but to describe the vortex filament we need a solution with a singularity at 
r = 0. 

The field distribution at distances r from the axis in the range 8 » r »I can 

be found directly from (48.5). We take as the contour C a circle of radius r in 

this range. The flux of induction through this contour, the first term on the left 

of (48.5), is only a small part of the total magnetic flux, in the ratio ~ (r/<5)2; 

it will be neglected. In the second term, dl is an element of length of the circle; 

since the vector B is along the z-axis (in cylindrical polar coordinates with the 

axis along the filament) and depends only on r, we have 

l.(VXB) = (lXV).B = -dBzfdr = -dBldr, 

where 1 is a unit tangent vector to the circle. Thus we obtain the equation 

I. curl B = - dBldr = <j>0l2nrb\ (48.8) 

whence 

B(r) = ~~ logy, £ « r « 8. (48.9) 

Because of the logarithmic dependence, the upper limit of integration (at which 

we should have B ^ 0) may be taken equal to the upper limit of the range of 

distances r under consideration. 
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To continue the distribution found above into the range r ^ b, we use equa¬ 
tion (48.7), which is valid for all r » Expanding the Laplacian operator in 
cylindrical polar coordinates (with B = Bfr)), we can rewrite the equation 
(for r ?£ 0)as 

B"+B'lr+BI& = 0. 

The solution of this equation that decreases as r -*■ «> is 

B(r) = constant XKo(r/b), 

where Ko is the Macdonald function (the Hankel function with imaginary argu¬ 

ment). The constant coefficient is determined by “joining” to the solution 

(48.9), using the known limiting form K0(z) % log (2[zy) for z «: 1 (y = ec = 

1.78). Thus we have finally 

B(r) = Ur/S), rl (48.10). 

By means of the known asymptotic expression Ko(z) % (n/2z)1,2e~z for z -+• oo 

we therefore find, in particular, the law of decrease of the field far from the 

axis of the filament: 

Attention may be drawn to the evident analogy between the properties of 

vortex filaments in superconductors and those in liquid helium (§29). In both 

cases, they are line singularities, a passage around which alters the phase of the 

condensate wave function. The circular paths of superfluid motion round 

vortex filaments in liquid helium correspond to circular currents in the super¬ 

conductor; in the former, the velocity vs of superfluid motion decreases as 1 /r* 

and in the latter the superconductivity current density 

J = 
c 

curl B | = c<f> o 
8jt2b2r 

(48.12) 

decreases in the same way. This agreement is to be expected, since in both cases 

the relation is a direct consequence of the existence of the line singularity. But,, 

whereas in liquid helium this relation vfr) extends to all distances, in a super¬ 

conductor the decrease of j(r) becomes exponential for r » 5. The difference is 

due to the charged state of the electron liquid: the motion of charged particles 

creates a magnetic field, which in turn screens the field; if the particle charge e 

is made to tend to zero, the penetration depth b — «>. 

We can now calculate the free energy of a vortex filament. The contribution 
from the region of space outside the core (r » £), is given by the integrals 

= -l-Ww+-^UcuT\*?dV (48.13) 
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taken over this region. For, on varying this expression with respect to B (at a 

given temperature i.e. given 6), we immediately obtain the London equation 
(48.7) (for r ^ 0).f The second integral in (48.13), which diverges logarithmically 
at both ends of the range b » r »|, is large in comparison with the first. Sub¬ 

stituting here |curlB! from (48.8), we obtain for the energy per unit length 
of the filament 

e = (0o/4^(5)21og((5/|). (48.14) 

This expression has logarithmic accuracy, i.e. we assume not only <5/| » 1 but 

also log (6/|) »1; to this accuracy we can neglect the contribution to e from the 

core of the filament. 

The result (48.14) allows, in particular, the proof of the statement made 

above, that the formation of vortex filaments with the lowest magnitude of the 

magnetic flux is thermodynamically favourable. Since the free energy of the 

filament is proportional to the square of the magnetic flux attached to the fila¬ 

ment, the energy for a filament with flux n<f> 0 would contain a further factor n2, 

and the break-up of such filament into n filaments with flux (f>0 would lead to an 
«-fold gain in energy. 

Substituting (48.14) in (48.2), we find the lower critical field 

Ha = ^l°g(m- (48.15) 

As T — Tc, this expression may also be written, by means of (45.19), as* 

= «*•«> 

As the external field increases, so does the number of vortex filaments and 

therefore the penetration of the magnetic field into the superconductor. When 

the interaction between filaments is taken into account, thermodynamic equilib¬ 

rium corresponds to a certain ordered configuration of the filaments, forming 

a two-dimensional lattice in the plane of cross-section of the cylinder.8 For any 

number density of filaments, the axis of each remains a line such that passage 

around it alters the phase of the wave function ip by 2n. The mean value (over 
the cross-section of the cylinder) of the induction is 

B = v<f> o, (48.17) 

t The second term in (48.13), expressed as a function of the current j, is 

2tic26- J j2 dV = J -J- Q,y2 dV; 

in the second expression we have also substituted S2 = mc2/4ne2n„ and the density and ve¬ 
locity of the superfluid component according to j = eg,\,/m; see the first footnote to §44. We 
see that this term can be regarded as the kinetic energy of the superconducting electrons. 

* Since this formula has been derived on the assumption that log x » 1, it cannot be used 
when* ~ 1. In particular, for xr = 1/V2 the field Hcl (like Hc2) must be simply Hc. 

§ The most favourable lattice seems to be that formed by equilateral triangles with vortex 
filaments at their vertices. 
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where v is the number of filaments per unit area of the cross-section. For, if we 
integrate the relation (48.4) along the contour around the whole cross-section 
of the sample, we obtain equation (48.5) with Sv<f>o on the right (S being the 
cross-sectional area); on the left-hand side, the first integral is the total flux SE 

of the induction, and the second represents an edge effect that is small in com¬ 

parison with the first, in the ratio ~ d/R, and is therefore negligible (R is the 

linear size of the cross-section); here it is important, of course, that the field 

around the filaments decays at distances ~ 5. 

So long as the distances d between the filaments remain large in comparison 

with the correlation radius |, we can assert that the magnetic fields of the vortex 

filaments are simply additive: when d :»I, we can still draw a contour embrac¬ 

ing any number of vortex filaments in such a way as to pass everywhere far 

(at distances »|) from their cores. On such a contour, the condition for the 

London approximation is satisfied (5 is constant), and we therefore again 

arrive at an equation that differs from (48.7) only in that the delta function on 

the right is replaced by a sum of delta functions of the distances from each fila¬ 

ment; since this equation is linear, the statement made is proved. 

When the external field approaches Hc2, the distances between vortex fila¬ 

ments become comparable with |. This is clear also from the expression (47.2) 

tor the critical field if it is written, by means of (45.9) and (45.16)—(45.18), in 

fhe form 

Hc2 = <f> oI2jiP; (48.18) 

it corresponds to a flux (f>o concentrated on an area ~ I2. 

The disappearance of the superconductivity at § = Hc2 takes place as a phase 

transition of the second kind. In accordance with the general theory of such 

transitions, we can assert that the order parameter ip as a function of the exter¬ 

nal field vanishes as \ip |2 oc Hc2—Jp. On the other hand, the magnetization of the 

substance M = (B—H)/4n, a quantity independent of the choice of the phase 

of ip, is itself proportional to \ip |2 in this range. Since at Jp = Hc2 we must also 

have B = Hc2, we thus obtain a linear relation between the induction B in a 

superconductor and the external field near the transition point: 

B — Hc2 cc — Hc*>. (48.19) 

PROBLEMS 

Problem 1. Calculate the energy of interaction of two vortex filaments at a distance d » q 
apart. 

Solution. We transform the expression (48.13) for the free energy of a system of two 
vortex filaments to a form in which the integrations are taken only near each separate filament. 
To do so, we write, using equation (48.7), 

B2+<52(curl B)2 = <52{—B.curl curl B+(curl B)2} 

= <52 div (Bxcurl B). 
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The volume in tegral is transformed to 

Fm. = (82ISn) f Bxcurl B.df, (1) 
/»+/. 

taken over the cylindrical surfaces /x and /2 (of small radius rQ: £«/•<)« <5) embracing the 
cores of the filaments. When the filament fields are additive, i.e. B = Bx+B2. The 
filament interaction energy is then given by the part of the integral (1) that depends on both 
BxandB2: 

Le X2 = (<52/8?z) { J B2XcurlBx.rffx+ J Bxxcurl B2.c/f2}; 

the integrals of the form f B2XcurlBx-cff2 tend to zero with r0. Using (48.8) and (48.10), 
we now find 

eJ2 = 2 -&T 2jir° B{ft) = 

In particular, at distances d» 8, 

eiz — 27/2^3/2^2 (d/d)1^-*!'. (2) 

Problem 2. Determine the dependence of the mean (over the cross-section of a cylindrical 
sample) magnetic induction E on the external field § in the mixed state when the vortex fila¬ 
ments are at distances d » 8 apart, forming (in the cross-section of the sample) a lattice of 
equilateral triangles. 

Solution. The area of an equilateral triangle is V 3d2/A (where d is the length of a side), and 
the number of filaments is half the number of triangles in the lattice (N triangles have 3N ver¬ 
tices, but each vertex in the lattice belongs to six triangles that meet there); hence v=2/\/3d2. 

The thermodynamic potential/ per unit volume of the body in the mixed state is 

where the second term corresponds to the expression (48.1) with Hel from (48.2); in the third 
term, eX2 is the energy of interaction of two filaments, and the summation is over all filaments 
passing through a unit area. Because of the exponential decrease of eX2 when d»8, it is 
sufficient to consider only pairs of neighbouring filaments. In the triangular lattice, each fila¬ 
ment has six nearest neighbours, so that 

~2 ^ = 6-y Z e« = 3vei2 (<0- 

Substituting fi2 from (2), Problem 1, we find 

/=/.+ 2V3ti8* 
r s-Hel 34>0 y!l 
L a2 + 2V(2n)82 a*'2] ’ 

where a = d/8. The dependence of a on § is determined by the condition for the function 
/(a) to be a minimum, which gives 

3<fro 

4V(2ji)<52 
's/a e~a; (3) 

he term of higher order in \/a « 1 is omitted. This equation, together with E = wpQ, i.e. 

a = (20o/V3<525)1/2, 

gives the required dependence E(!q). As!q-*-Hc1, the derivative dE/d$Q tends to infinity accord¬ 
ing to 
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§ 49. Diamagnetic susceptibility above the transition point 

It has been mentioned at the end of §45 that the range of temperatures Tc in 

which the fluctuations of the order parameter ip become large is extremely 

narrow in superconductors. Outside this range, the fluctuation corrections to the 

thermodynamic quantities are in general very small. They may, however, be 

important as regards the magnetic susceptibility of a metal above the transition 

point: the occurrence, because of fluctuations, of even a relatively small number 

of superconducting electrons may give a contribution to the susceptibility that 

exceeds the ordinarily very small susceptibility of the normal metal far from 

the transition points 

Let us consider a metal in a weak Hc) external magnetic field at a tem¬ 

perature above but close to Tc. The equilibrium value of the order parameter is 

here ip = 0, and to calculate its fluctuations we can use the free energy from the 

Ginzburg-Landau theory. In the expression (45.10), since the fluctuations are 

small, we need retain only the terms quadratic in ip, omitting the term in jip\* 

and taking A to be the vector potential of the uniform field §. The fluctuations 

of the induction B due to those of ip are quadratic in ip (since the current den¬ 

sity j is quadratic). Hence, in the term B2/8tt, we can take B to be the mean 

(thermodynamic) value of the induction, and neglect its fluctuations. Thus the 

change in the total free energy of the metal in a fluctuation is given by the follow¬ 

ing functional of ip 

= J ^A) v|2+a\y\^dv. (49.1) 

To calculate the fluctuational contribution AF to the free energy, we must 

regard the functional (49.1) as the “effective Hamiltonian”, which determines 
IF from the formula 

exp (- A FIT) = J exp (—AF[ip]/T) Dip. (49.2) 

where the (functional) integration is taken over ail distributions ip(r); see Part 1, 

§147. In practice, it is carried out by expanding ip in terms of some complete set 

of eigenfunctions and integrating over the infinite number of coefficients in this 

expansion. For a homogeneous system (without external field), the expansion is 

made simply with respect to plane waves (see, for example, the calculation of the 

fluctuational correction to the specific heat in Part 1,§147, Problem). 

t This effect was pointed out by V. V. Shmidt (1966). 
* To avoid misunderstanding, we should mention that the magnetic field is not, with regard 

to the superconductor, the “external field” h in the sense in which it was defined in Part 1, 
§144. The latter would have to appear in the free energy as a term - h(tp+y>*), which in the 
present case is certainly impossible because such a term is not invariant with respect to the 
choice of the phase of ip. 
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In the present case, the expansion is to be made with respect to the eigen¬ 
functions of the “Schrodinger’s equation” 

5j(-*v_T(49'3) 

corresponding to the Hamiltonian (49.1). It has been mentioned in §47 that this 

equation is formally identical with Schrodinger’s equation for the motion of a 

particle (with mass 2m and charge 2e) in a uniform magnetic field. Its eigen¬ 

functions are labelled by one discrete («) and two continuous (px, pz) quantum 

numbers, the eigenvalues depending only on n and pz (the z-axis is in the direc¬ 

tion of #) and being given by 

E(n +1, pz) = (« + !)(<?! fi§imc+Pz/4m; (49.4) 

the number of different eigenfunctions for a given n with pz in the range dpz and 

any possible px is 
[V.2\e\§l{2nhyc]dpz 

(see<2Af,§112). 
For brevity, we shall denote the set of numbers «, pz, px by one symbol q, and 

write the expansion of the function y)(r) as 

V = £*W«(r)’ (49-5) 
9 

where cq = cq+icq are arbitrary complex coefficients and the eigenfunctions are 

assumed normalized by the condition J \ipq\2dV = 1 (with integration over the 

volume of the metal). 

Substitution of the expansion (49.5) in (49.1) allows, first of all, a change from 

integration over the volume to summation over q: integrating the first term by 

parts, we can bring (49.1) to the form 

Substituting (49.5) here and noting that each of the functions ipq satisfies equa¬ 

tion (49.3) with E = Eq and that the eigenfunctions with different q are ortho¬ 

gonal, we find 

mv] = ld\c9\KEq + a). (49.6) 
9 

The functional integration in (49.2) denotes integration over all dcqdcq. After 

the substitution of (49.6), the integrations over all these variables separate, 

giving 

exp(-^/T)=n^ 
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AF=-Tv°s£ra- 

In terms of the quantum numbers n and pz, this expression becomes 

r2\e\T$ „ f\__ nT 
AF = - V- 

{2jihfc 
log 

E(Pz, n + \) +a 

(49.7) 

(49.8) 

This sum diverges for large E, but the divergence is in fact spurious and due 

only to the fact that the original formula (49.1) is applicable only for slowly 

varying functions ip(r): the change in ip over distances ~lo must be small. In 

terms of the eigenvalues Eq, this means that only ^ « h2/mQ are allowable. 

Cutting off the sum over n at some large N which satisfies the condition stated, 

we use Poisson’s formula 

I/(»+T) = jmdx-aWW 
»=0 0 

see Part 1, (59.10). When applied to (49.8), the integral term here is easily seen to 

give a contribution to the free energy that is independent of §; this term is not 

needed in calculating the magnetic susceptibility, and we shall omit it. In the 

second term, we can now let N — «>, so that the cut-off parameter does not 

appear in the result :f 

Af=v f 
4%n2ftmc2 I a+p2/4m 

Finally, calculation of the integral gives 

AF = 
v e*Tc& 

24nhc2\/{ma) ’ 
(49.9) 

Hence the magnetic susceptibility is 

1 d2AF e*Tc 

1 V d$2 ~ 12hc2(moc)V2(T-Tc)1/2 
(49.10) 

(H. Schmidt 1968, A. Schmid 1969). We see that the susceptibility increases 

as(7’— rc)_ 1/2 near the transition point. In this range, (49.10) is the principal 

contribution to the magnetic susceptibility of a normal metal. 

f In the coefficient we have put T « Te. For T close to Tc, the important values in this in¬ 
tegral are pz ~ y/(ma) ~ hjqtT) « #/|0> i.e. satisfy the requirement stated. 
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PROBLEMS 

Problem 1. Determine the magnetic moment of a thin film (thickness d « £CT)) in a weak 
magnetic field perpendicular to its plane at temperatures T =- Te with T— Tc« Te. 

Solution. The finite thickness of the film makes the quantum number pt in (49.4) discrete; 
for a thin film, we must take in (49.7) only the value pa = 0; even the first non-zero value 
pz ~ h[d, so that E ~ fp/md2 » h2(mk2 ~ a. The number of eigenfunctions with given n and 
p, (and any possible px) is 2| e | $S/2jiftc, where S is the area of the film; hence the summation 
over q in (49.7) is to be taken as (QSInfic)^. Applying Poisson’s formula to the sum, we get 

AF= S 
e2Tjg2 

2Anmc2a ’ 

The magnetic moment of the film is 

M = — 0 AFjdSg = -S 
e2T& 

l2jtmc2u(T- Te) 

It should be noted that this increases faster, as T -* T„ than for an infinite metal. 

Problem 2. The same as Problem 1, but for a sphere of radius R « $(T) (V. V. Shmidt 
1966). 

Solution. In this case, of all the eigenvalues of equation (49.3), only the lowest is impor¬ 
tant, corresponding to the eigenfunction ip = constant, and equal to E0= e2R2!g2/10nic2; see 
the discussion in §47, Problem. The sum (49.7) reduces to a single term, and the magnetic 
moment is 

Tt 0Eq_ e2TeR2§ 

a d$ ~ 5mc-a.(J- Te) ' 

§ 50. The Josephson effect 

Let us consider two superconductors separated by a thin layer of an insulator. 

For electrons, this layer is a potential barrier, and if it is sufficiently thin there 

is a finite probability that they will penetrate it by quantum tunnelling. Even if 

the transmission coefficient of the barrier is small, its difference from zero is of 

fundamental importance: the two superconductors become one system de¬ 

scribed by a single condensate wave function. This leads to effects first predic¬ 
ted by B. D. Josephson (1962). 

Because there is a single condensate wave function of the system, a super¬ 

conductivity current can flow through the contact between the two supercon¬ 

ductors even when no external potential difference is applied. Just as the cur¬ 

rent density within the superconductors is determined by the gradient of the 

phased of the condensate wave function, so the density j of the superconduc¬ 

tivity current through the contact depends on the difference of the phase values 

0i and 02 on the two sides of the contact.1 Since values of the difference 02—0i 

t In order that the superconductivity current through the contact should have an appreci¬ 
able value, the thickness of the insulating layer must in fact be very small, ~10-7 cm. Such 
distances are small even in comparison with the smallest characteristic length parameter of the 
superconductor, the coherence length £0. In this sense the layer is to be regarded as of in¬ 
finitesimal thickness, and the behaviour of the phase within it does not appear in the theory 
at all. 
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which differ by an integral multiple of 2it are physically identical, it is clear 
that the function 

j = j(& 21), #21 = (50.1) 

must be periodic, with period 2ji. The operation of time reversal changes the 

sign of the current j and also that of the phase <P2i» since the wave functions are 
replaced by their complex conjugates. This means that the function (50.1) must 

be odd, and is zero when &2i = 0. Being bounded, of course, j(&n) has maxi¬ 

mum and minimum values, between which it varies with the phase difference; 

since the function is odd, these values are equal in magnitude, and will be 

denoted by ±jm. 

The form (50.1) presupposes that the current is not affected by the magnetic 

field of the currents within the contact. In the contrary case, the difference <&2x 

would have to be replaced by the gauge-invariant expression 

2 

j Axdx. 

Because the thickness of the insulating layer is very small, the condition for 

the integral of the continuous function Ax(x) to be negligible is easily satisfied, 

and the values of Ax itself on either side of the contact may be regarded as 
equal. 

The form of the function 7(^21) at all temperatures can be established only 

from the microscopic theory. We shall give here only a phenomenological 

treatment within the range of applicability of the Ginzburg-Landau theory. 

If the contact were entirely impermeable to electrons, the wave functions ip 

in each superconductor would satisfy at the boundary of the contact the con¬ 

ditions (45.15): 

dipi 

dx 

He . = 0, dy>2 

dx 

lie 

'TcA^ 
0. 

The finite permeability of the barrier and the finite value of ip at the boundaries 

of the contact lead to non-zero expressions on the right-hand sides of these 

conditions, depending on the values of tp on the other side of the contact. 

Since ip is small (near the transition point Tc), we need consider only the terms 
linear in ip in these functions, putting 

dif/1 

"ax 
lie A ¥2 'Vz 2 ie i//, 

r dx fic “T (50.2) 

the coefficient 1/2 being proportional to the permeability of the barrier. The 
equations (50.2) must satisfy the requirements of symmetry under time reversal, 
remaining valid under the transformation ip — ip*, A -*■ — A, whence it 
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follows that the constant A is real; then, under the transformation mentioned, 

equations (50.2) simply become their complex conjugates. 
The relation between the superconductivity current through the contact and 

the difference between the phases of ip can be determined by applying formula 

(45.14) to either side of the contact, say side 1: 

ieh ( . *dyti dy>t\ 2e2 

dx — W i ex Axip*ipi. 

Substituting dipi/dx from the boundary condition (50.2), we find 

For contacts of the same metal, ipi and ip2 differ only in phase, and we then 

have for the current density 

j = jm sin 02i, jm = (ehfmk)\ip\2. (50.3) 

As the transition point is approached, \ip\2 tends to zero asTc—T, and there¬ 

fore so does the maximum current density through the contact.1- 

Now let a potential difference be applied from an external source to the 

tunnel contact, so that there is an electric field E in the contact. We shall describe 

this field by a scalar potential, denoted by V:E = — vV. The influence of 

this field on the superconductivity current through the contact can be ascer¬ 

tained from the requirements of gauge invariance. 

In the absence of the field (V = 0), the phase of the wave function is inde¬ 

pendent of time: 60/61 = 0.$ To generalize this equation to the case where 

the electric field is present, we note that the general relation must be invariant 

under the gauge transformation 

y , v 1 e*(0 
V V c dt 

(50.4) 

of the scalar potential, which does not affect the vector potential (assumed in¬ 

dependent of time). Just as in the derivation of the transformation (44.3), 

(44.6), we find that together with V, the phase of the wave function must be 

transformed, by 
0-0 +(2 e/hc)x(t). (50.5) 

t The microscopic theory based on the BCS model shows that a relation of the type (50.3) 
between j and <P21 is valid at all temperatures. The same theory gives a relation between jm 
and the electrical resistance of the contact between two metals in the normal state. This 
theory is described by I. O. Kulik and I. K. Yanson, The Josephson Effect in Superconductive 
Tunneling Structures, Israel Program for Scientific Translations, Jerusalem 1972. 

t The time factor exp (-2ipt/h) is eliminated from the wave function because the Hamil¬ 

tonian H of the system is replaced by H' — H— pN; cf. the sixth footnote to §31. 
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Hence it is clear that the relation 

207 

d& 
~dt + 

2e 
V = 0 (50.6) 

is gauge-invariant; it becomes d0/dt = 0 when V = 0. 
When the electric field is independent of time, integration of (50.6) gives 

0 = 0(0) _ (2 e/h)Vt, 

where 0m is independent of time. Hence, if a constant electric potential differ¬ 

ence V2i is applied to the contact, the phase difference there is 

021 = 0$>-(2e/h)V2it. 

Substituting this expression in (50.3), we find the superconductivity current 

through the contact: 

j = jm sin (0g> - (2elh) Vnt). (50.7) 

We thus arrive at a noteworthy result: the application of a constant potential 

difference to the tunnel contact causes the appearance of a superconductivity 

alternating current with frequency 

(Oj = 2 l eV2i \/ft. (50.8) 

The power consumed at the contact is jV2\, its (time) average value is zero, 

i.e. there is no systematic expenditure of energy by the external source; this 

is as it should be for a superconductivity current, which does not involve any 

dissipation of energy. We must emphasize, however, that when there is an ex¬ 

ternal e.m.f. there will also be a normal current (weak when V2i is small) 

through the contact, and this is accompanied by dissipation. 
The conclusion that the superconductivity current through the contact varies 

periodically with the frequency (50.8) follows, in fact, from the periodic 

dependence of j on 02i and the linear time dependence of 02u it does not 

rest on any assumptions about the magnitude of the potential difference. 

The specific formula (50.7) is valid only if the frequency tOj is small in compari¬ 

son with the frequency A/ft that characterizes the superconductivity: 

ft(oj = 2\eV\«A(T). (50.9) 

PROBLEM 

Write down the equation for the current in a circuit consisting of a resistor R connected in 
series with a superconductor having a tunnel contact, with an e.m.f. V0 acting in the circuit. 

Solution. The total voltage drop in the circuit is V0 = RJ+ V21, where J is the current 
in the circuit and V21 the potential difference across the contact.* Substituting J = Jm sin <P21, 

* We neglect the normal current in the superconductor, which is small if V0 is small. 
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and VSI from (50.6), we find 

h 

2|eJ 
a#2i 

8t 
■■ V0 — RJm sin 02i 

The variable current described by this equation is not sinusoidal. 

§ 51. Relation between current and magnetic field in a superconductor 

Formulae have been derived in §44 which give the relation between the current 

and the magnetic field in a superconductor in the limiting (London) case 

where all quantities vary slowly through the body; the field was assumed to 

be much less than the critical value. Let us now consider this problem in the 

general case where the static field, though still assumed weak, varies in any 

manner in space. The words “varies in any manner” here mean that the field 

may vary considerably over distances ~ |0 (but, of course, will still vary only 

slightly over distances of the order of the lattice constant; the inhomogeneity 

of the metal over atomic distances is therefore unimportant). 

in the general case, the relation between the current and the magnetic field 

in a spatially infinite medium is given by an integral formula of the type 

Mi) = - J Qlk(r-r')Ak(r')cPx', (51.1) 

where the kernel Oik depends only on the properties of the medium itself.1- 

The linearity of (51.1) corresponds to the assumption that the field is weak. 

The current density may be regarded as the variational derivative of the 

energy of the system with respect to the vector potential: the change in the 

Hamiltonian of the system when A is varied is 

8H = -{\lc) Jj.dAd3*; 

see QM, (115.1). Hence the kernel Qik in (51.1) is the second variational deriv¬ 

ative, and the symmetry as regards the order of the twofold differentiation 

(with respect to Aj(f) and Ak(r')) has the result that 

Qik{r-Tf) = Qkir-r). (51.2) 

Expanding A(r) and j(r) in Fourier integrals, we can write the relation (51.1) 
for the Fourier components as 

ji(k) = -£,*(k)J*(k), (51.3) 

where, from (51.2), Qik(k) = Qki(-k). 

+ The problem of an infinite medium here has only formal significance. Its actual impor¬ 
tance lies in the subsequent application of the results to the problem of a finite medium (§52). 
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Some important properties of the function Qik{k) follow from the require¬ 
ments of gauge invariance. The current j must be unaltered by the gauge trans¬ 

formation A(r) -*■ A(r)4-v%(r) or, in Fourier components, 

A(k) — A(k)-f/kjf(k). 

This means that the tensor Qik(k) must be orthogonal to the wave vector: 

Qik{k)kk = 0. (51.4) 

In particular, in a crystal with cubic symmetry, the tensor dependence of Qik 

reduces to terms of the forms and ktkk; it then follows from (51.4) that 

(51-5) 

where Q(k) is a scalar function. 

We now choose a potential gauge such that div A(r) = 0. This implies 

that for the Fourier components k.A(k) = 0. Hence the relation (51.3) be¬ 

tween the current and the potential reduces to 

j(k) = —Q(k)A(k), (51.6) 

i.e. is determined only by the scalar function Q(k). 

The London case corresponds to the limit of Q(k) as k -* 0. This is easily 

found by taking the curl of both sides of equation (44.8), 

curl j = — (e2ns/mc) curl A, 

and using the fact that div A = 0. Since the equation of continuity gives div j = 

= 0, we find 
Aj = - (e2ns/mc) aA. 

In infinite space with the functions j(r) and A(r) everywhere finite, it then fol¬ 

lows that 
j(r) = —(e2ns/mc)A(r), (51.7) 

i.e. the value of the current at every point is determined only by the value of 

the potential at that point. A similar equation is valid between the Fourier 

components j(k) and A(k), and comparison with (51.6) shows that Q(k) is 

independent ofk:1- 

<2(k) = e2ns!mc (= cjAndl as k — 0). (51.8) 

The rest of this section will deal with the calculation of (?(k) for the BCS 

model, which supposes, as already mentioned, an isotropic degenerate Fermi 

t In this and the following sections, the London penetration depth is denoted by dL. 
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gas with weak attraction between the particles (electrons). It is also assumed 
that these particles interact with the magnetic field through their charge e. 

In §42 we have given the equations (42.5) for the temperature Green’s 
functions of a Fermi gas in the absence of an external field. The introduction 

of the magnetic field is achieved by replacing the operator v by v—ieA/c in 

the Hamiltonian fii0) (7.7).1- A similar change therefore occurs in equation 

(7.8) for and correspondingly the change v — v + ieA/c in the similar equa¬ 

tion for 4r+; it is evident that the same applies to the equations for and WM- 

The spin term (~ o.H), corresponding to the direct interaction of the magnetic 

moment of the electron with the field, is small and may be neglected in the 

Hamiltonian and in the equations. When the operator v acts on the functions 

^(r, r; r', r') and r; t', r'), the operators xPM(t, r) and WM(?, r) respectively 

are differentiated. Hence, in equations (42.5), the magnetic field is introduced 

by the same substitutions v -*■ v^fieA/c. 

The presence of the external field makes the system no longer homogeneous 

in space, and the dependence of the Green’s functions on the arguments r 

and r' is no longer simply a dependence on r — r'; but the functions still depend 

on r and r' only through the difference t — r'. We shall write down immediately 

the equations for the Fourier components with respect to r—r': 

j*k + 2^ [V-TA(r)] = W, 

{“^ + 2^ [V+7AW] +iM|<7:(C,;r,r')-g5’*-a(C5;r,r') = 0. 

For a weak field, the only case we shall consider here, these equations can 

be linearized; we put 

^ = ^(o) + ^(n (f = + (51.10) 

where the first terms are the values of the functions in the absence of the field, 

and the second terms are small corrections linear in the field, and we retain 

in the equations only the terms of the first order of smallness in A. 

Here it must be borne in mind that the presence of the field also changes the 

condensate wave function &, which in this case does not reduce to a constant. 

This complication, however, does not occur with our choice of the vector po¬ 

tential gauge, in which 

div A = 0. (51.11) 

This is because the first-order correction (to the constant value 3{0)) in the 

scalar function i?(r) could only be proportional to div A, and is zero with the 

condition (51.11). Hence, with the necessary accuracy, we can put gE = 

t We put h = 1 in the rest of this section (in equations (51.9)-(51.19)). 
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= gEw = A in the linearized equations, where A, the gap in the energy spec¬ 

trum of the gas in the absence of the field, is a real quantity. 

The linearized equations (51.9) then become 

(<r, + £ + f.) ; r, r')+J7?W(C.; r, r') 

= (ie/mc) A(r).v-0(o)(£,;r-r'), 

- «.+^ ■+ r, r, r') 

= -(ie/mc) A(r).vf?<°>(t,; r-r'). 

Since these equations are linear in A, it is sufficient to solve them for one 

Fourier component of the field, i.e. 

A(r) = A(k) e‘k-r, k.A(k) = 0. (51.13) 

With this A(r), the dependence of -#(1) and on r+r' can be separated imme¬ 

diately by putting 

(51.12) 

r, r') = g(Cs; r-r') e*-****, J 

r?(1)(C,; r, r') = /(C,; r-r') e*«+*v*. J 

For example, the first equation (51.12) then becomes 

+^m ( V + y/k) + g^s’’ r_r')+4/'(^; r-O 

= (ie/mc) A(k).c ,k-(r“r'>/2V^(0)(t*; r—r'), 

and similarly for the second equation. We now make a Fourier transformation 

of the functions g and / with respect to r-r'. We finally arrive at the following 

pair of algebraic equations: 

(p+yk)2+ s(t» p)+4r(t» p) 

= -(e/mc)p.A(k) ^<»> (e„ p-ykj , 

[ ~!ti ~ i(p+yk)2+ /(C”p) “ m"p) 

= (e/mc) p^(k)i7<»> (C„ p-ykj . 

After some simple calculations using (42.7) and (42.8) for ^(0) and C^°\ 

the solution of these equations is found to be 

«(i.p) = -ipA(k) 
(iCs+V+)(iCs+V-)+^2 

({?+«*) (E+«I) 
(51.16) 
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where e± = e(p± gk), rl± = r/(p± gk); the function /(ts, p) will not be needed 
below. 

Let us now calculate the current. To do so, we start from the expression for 

the current density operator in the second-quantization representation 

To change to the Matsubara representation of this operator, the Heisenberg 

operators P+ are to be replaced by the Matsubara operators PM, *PM. Using 

the definition of the Green’s function (37.2), we find that the current density 

(the diagonal matrix element of the operator], averaged over the Gibbs distribu¬ 

tion) may be written 

j(r) = 2^[(v'-V)^(T,r;T',r')V.,,,'.,+„-(e2/mC)A(r)n, (51.17) 

where n is the particle number density; the factor 2 comes from-^aa = 2-^. 

When we substitute — ^(0)-t-^(1)in (51.17), the term in -^(0)disappears: 

for a homogeneous isotropic system, ^(0)(r—r') is even, and its derivative is 

zero for r—r' = 0. Taking a Fourier expansion with respect to r—r', we ob¬ 

tain 

= f Kv'-v)^(«C.;r,r')]K-r-^A(r), 

and on substituting A(r) and -#(1) from (51.13) and (51.14), 

](k) = 
2eT ~ f . cPp ne2 

When g(Cs, p) is substituted here from (51.16), it is convenient to use at the 

same time the fact that the vectors j(k) and A(k) are transverse and to average 

over directions of px in a plane perpendicular to k, using the formula 

P±iP±k = ip2 sin2 d(dlk-kikk/k2), 

where 6 is the angle between k and p. We thus obtain the following expression 

for the function Q(k) which determines the relation between j(k) and A(k): 

Q( k) = 
e2r " a (&+*?+) 0t,+??-)+^2 cpp ne2 

1 P (P.+ e%) (C2+ e2_) (2;r)3 + mc ’ 

4 = t?!+z12, n± ■sHf 
■ (51.18) 

t See QM, § 115. The term giving the contribution to the current from the particle spin is 
here omitted. For a non-ferromagnetic system, in which the Green’s function Qxp = ^l<5aj8, 
this term gives zero on averaging. 
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The integrals and the sum as written here are formally divergent. Although 
these divergences are actually spurious, the calculation must be made with 
caution: until the divergence is removed, the result may depend on the order 

of integration and summation. 
This difficulty can be avoided by making use of the obvious fact that Q — 0 

when A — 0: in a normal metal there is no superconductivity current. We there¬ 

fore do not alter the result by subtracting from (51.18) the same expression 

with A = 0: 

(%s+r)+)(iZs+r]-)+A2 

(C?+4)(C?+e2-) 

_1 &P 
(£s-r)+)(iCs-r}_) J {'tif’ 

1 
(51.19) 

This expression is satisfactorily convergent, and the integration and summation 

can be performed in any order. 

First of all, let us note that the relevant values of k are small in the sense that 

k <®cpF; this inequality simply expresses the fact that the characteristic dis¬ 

tances over which the field and current vary in a superconductor are large in 

comparison with the distances between the particles, i.e. with ~ 1 jpF. 

In (51.19), we first integrate with respect to p. The integral comes mainly from 

a narrow range of momenta near the Fermi surface, I p—Pp I ~ k. In this range, 

r}± « ri±\ vFk cos d ^ vF (p~PF)±\vFk cos d; 

the factor p2 in the integrand may be replaced by pF, and integration over cPp 

by one over 2nmpF drj d cos d. The integral over dr} of the second term in the 

braces in (51.19) is then zero: the contour of integration can be closed by an 

infinite semicircle in the complex t}-plane, and the integral vanishes because 

both poles of the integrand are in the same half-plane (upper or lower, depend¬ 

ing on the sign of £,). The integration over drj in the first term in (51.19) is 

elementary, and this leaves only the integral with respect to x = cos d. With 

the density n from the equation pF = 3n2n, we have as the final result (in ordi¬ 

nary units) 

000 = 

3nTne2 

Ante JLIK 

A\\-x2)dx 

[C?+A2+{\ hvFkxf] (CJ + A*)W ’ 

(2s+l)nT 

(51.20) 

(J. Bardeen, L. N. Cooper and J. R. Schrieffer 1957).t 

In the limit of small k (k£o « 1, where lo ~ kvFfAo ~ fivF/Tc is the coherence 

length), it can be shown that (51.20) reduces to the London expression (51.8), 

which is independent of k, but we shall not pause to prove this. 

t The derivation given here, using the temperature Green’s functions, is due to A. A. 
Abrikosov and L. P. Gor’kov (1958). 
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In the opposite limit, when kSo^> 1, the important range in the integral 
(51.20) is x < TJhkvF <=: 1. We can therefore neglect x2 in comparison with 

unity in the numerator of the integrand, and then (because of the rapid con¬ 

vergence) extend the integration from -~to «>. The result is 

£(k) = 
3n2ne2T ~ 

Imchvpk 

A2 
C*+A2 * 

Carrying out the summation by means of (42.10), we can write this asf 

g(k) = cPIAmk, 

Anne2 3n2 

P me2 AhvF 
A tanh 

IT 
kSo » 1. 

(51.21) 

When T« Tc we have ns % n, A % zJo, and ft ~ l/5££o- When Tc—T<z Tn 
the gap A is small, so that tanh (A/2T) % Aj2Tc\ using formulae (40.4) and 

(40.5), we again find ft ~ l/<5£lo. Thus, at all temperatures from 0 to Tc, 

(51.22) 

The function 0(k) therefore remains approximately constant in the range 

k <, l/|o (and has a regular expansion in powers of k2 near k = 0); outside 

this range, Q(k) decreases, as 1 jk when ky> 1 /lo. This behaviour of O(k) 

corresponds to a coordinate function <2(r) that decreases slowly (as 1/r2) in 

the range r < |0 and rapidly (exponentially) outside that range. Thus the 

correlation between the field and the current always extends to distances ~ So- 

It should be emphasized that this statement is valid at all temperatures from 

zero to Te. We have thus justified the assertion in §44 that So is universal as a 

characteristic length parameter for superconductivity. 

§ 52. Depth of penetration of a magnetic field into a superconductor 

Let us apply the results of §51 to the problem of the penetration of an external 

magnetic field into a superconductor, which has been analysed in the London 

approximation in §44. 

Let the superconductor have a plane boundary surface and be in the half¬ 

space x > 0; let the external field § (and therefore the induction B within the 

superconductor) be along the z-axis parallel to the surface. Then all quantities 

depend only on the coordinate x, and the current j and the vector potential A 

(in the gauge with div A = 0) are along the y-axis. Maxwell’s equation curl B = 

= — aA = An\jc reduces to 

A"(x) = — 4nj(x)/c, x > 0, (52.1) 

where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to x. 

t A formula of this kind was suggested by A. B. Pippard (1953) from qualitative arguments, 
before the microscopic theory of superconductivity existed. 
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The boundary conditions on this equation depend, however, on the physical 
properties of the metal surface as regards electrons incident on it. The simplest 
case is that of mirror reflection of electrons from the surface. It is evident that, 

with this law of reflection, the problem of a half-space is equivalent to that of an 

infinite medium in which the field A(x) is distributed symmetrically on either 

side of the plane x = 0: A(x) = A(—x). The derivative A'(x), an odd function 

of x, is discontinuous at x = 0, changing sign as x passes through zero. Thus 

the condition B = A' = § on the surface of the half-space corresponds in the 

infinite-medium problem to the condition 

A'(+0)-A'(-O) = 2$. (52.2) 

We multiply (52.1) by e~ikx and integrate with respect to x from -» to ». 

On the left-hand side, we write 

J A"e~ikxdx = J (A' e~ikx)’ dx+ J (A'e~ikx)'dx+ik J A'e~ikx dx. 

The first two integrals together give — 2§, and in the third integral we can sim¬ 

ply integrate by parts, since A(x) itself is continuous at x = 0. The result is 

2 $Q+k2A(k) = 47ij(k)/c. 

where A(k) and j(k) are the Fourier components of the functions A(x) and J(x) 

defined through all space. They are related by j(k) = —Q(k) A(k), where Q(k) 

is given by the formulae derived in §51. Thus we have for the Fourier compo¬ 
nents of the field 

A(k\ _ 
K ) k2+4nQ(k)/c ’ 

(52.3) 

The penetration depth 8 is defined as* 

« = 1 J B{x) dx = - • (52.4) 

Expressing A(x = 0) in terms of the Fourier components A(k) and substituting 
the latter from (52.3), we have 

& 1 f xn \ dk If dfc ... 
£ J J k2+47iQ(\ k \)jc ' (52‘5) 

The important range of values of k in this integral is that for which k2 ~4nQjc. 

In the London case (when bL »|o), these values are small in the sense that 

k£o 1. Here Q(k) is given by the expression (51.8), which is independent of 
and the integration in (52.5) leads, of course, to the value 8 = 8L. 

t When the field decays exponentially, this definition agrees with (44.13). 
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In the opposite (Pippard) case, for which bL <k £0, the important values in the 
integral are kzs> l/£o. Here Q{k) is given by (51.21), and the integral (52.5) 

gives 
d = 8P = 4/33/201/3. (52.6) 

Using (51.22), we thus find for the Pippard penetration depth 

8P ~ (W/3. (52-7) 

These calculations have related to the case of mirror reflection of electrons 

from the surface of the metal. In the London case, however, the penetration 

depth is independent of the law of reflection, as is clear from the derivation of 

the value of bL in §44; when b »£0, the details of the surface structure are 

not significant. 
In the Pippard case also, however, the dependence of the penetration depth 

on the law of reflection is in fact very slight. For example, in the opposite case 

to mirror reflection, namely diffuse reflection, when the velocities of the 

reflected electrons have directions distributed isotropically for any direction 

of incidence, the value of 8P is only a factor of 9/8 larger than for mirror 

reflection. 

§ 53. Superconducting alloys 

The presence of impurities has a much more profound effect on the proper¬ 

ties of superconductors than on those of normal metals. The corrections to the 

thermodynamic quantities for a normal metal remain small so long as the 

impurity atom concentration x is small, and become considerable only when 

x ~ 1, i.e. when the mean distance between impurity atoms becomes compar¬ 

able with the lattice constant a. We should emphasize that we are speaking 

here, of course, only of the electronic contributions to the thermodynamic 

quantities, and only of those that are determined by the mean quantum state 

distribution density of conduction electrons in momentum space (for example, 

the specific heat and the magnetic susceptibility in weak fields). 

The situation in superconducting metals is different, because of the existence 

of a characteristic length parameter, which is large compared with a, namely 

the coherence length £0. Since the scattering of electrons by impurity atoms 

destroys the correlation between electrons, the properties of the superconductor 

may alter considerably when the electron mean free path / is comparable with 

£0, the concentration x being still small. We shall here describe qualitatively 

the basic results needed for a general understanding of the properties of such 

low-concentration alloys.* 

t The full theory of superconducting alloys by A. A. Abrikosov and L. P. Gor’kov is quite 
complicated and lies outside the scope of this book. See the original papers in Soviet Physics 
JETPS, 1090,1959; 9,220,1959. 
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Let the impurity atoms have no angular momentum, and therefore no mag¬ 
netic moment (non-paramagnetic impurities). In such a case, they only slightly 

affect the thermodynamic properties of the superconductor in the absence of a 
magnetic field. The reason is that such impurities do not destroy the symmetry 

under time reversal: the interaction between impurity atoms (distributed in 

some manner) and electrons can be described by specifying a potential field 

U(r). According to Kramers’ theorem, the electron energy levels in such a field 

remain doubly degenerate, and the states corresponding to these levels are 

changed into each other by time reversal, so that electrons in them can form 

Cooper pairs. This will happen, as before, near the sharply defined Fermi 

surface, with the difference that this surface itself now forms the boundary of 

the occupied states not in momentum space but in the space of quantum 

numbers in the field U{r); at low impurity concentrations, the density of quan¬ 

tum states near the Fermi surface changes only slightly. 

It is therefore clear that, after averaging over the positions of the impurity 

atoms, we must obtain formulae that differ from those of the theory of pure 

superconductors only by corrections that are of the same order of smallness as x. 

When these unimportant corrections are neglected there is, in particular, no 

change in the temperature Tc of the transition point and the discontinuity of 

the specific heat at that point (P. W. Anderson 1959). There is therefore also no 

change in the ratio a2/b of the coefficients in the Ginzburg-Landau equation 

(see (45.8)); the form of this equation is independent of the presence or absence 

of impurities, and it is equally valid for pure superconductors and for super¬ 

conducting alloys. 
On the other hand, the magnetic properties of a superconductor, and in 

particular the magnetic field penetration depth, change considerably even when 

/ ~ £o. Let us estimate the penetration depth, assuming that the mean free 

path /|o although the concentration x« 1 (A. B. Pippard 1953). 

The collisions of electrons with impurity atoms annihilate the correlation in 

the motion of electrons at distances r ;> /. This means that the kernel Q(r) 

in the integral relation between the current and the field in the superconductor 

will decay exponentially at distances r ~ / <*: |0. Accordingly, in the momen¬ 

tum representation, the function Q(k) will remain constant in the range k <, 1//. 

The value of this constant may be found by “joining” at kl ~ 1 to formula 

(51.21), which remains valid for k » 1 //» l/lo- Thus we find that 

e(fc)~^tanh2f fOT «*'• (53'1) 

The penetration depth 6 is determined by the relation k2 ~ Q(k)fc when 
k ~ 1/6 (see §52). Using (53.1), we find 

v[-^hmY 
~ SF'WKo//)1'2; (53.2) 
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for this formula to be valid, we must have /, which justifies the use of (53.1). 

The superscript “pure” denotes the value in the absence of impurities, and £o is 
also assumed to have its value for a pure superconductor. The expression 

(53.2) can also be represented by a London formula, taking the number density 

of superconducting electrons in it as 

n, ~ n?ure b//. (53.3) 

In terms of the coefficients a and b in the Ginzburg-Landau equation, the rela¬ 

tion (53.2) implies (see (45.16)) that 

bja ~ (6/a)pure bH- 

Since also, as mentioned above, a2/h is independent of the presence of impurities, 

we find that 
a ~ Otpure b/l, b ~ fcpure iW- (53.4) 

According to (45.17), we hence have for the correlation radius 

£(T) ~ !(T)pure (//lo)1/2 (53.5) 

and for the parameter x (45.18) 

* ~ *pure b/l » Kpure- (53.6) 

When the mean free path is sufficiently short, x exceeds l/\/2, and so sufficient¬ 

ly “dirty” superconductors are of the second kind. 

The range of applicability of the Ginzburg-Landau equations to “dirty” 

superconductors is limited at low temperatures, in practice, only by the con¬ 

dition Tc—T<k Tc. The necessary inequality d(T) »/ is equivalent in this case 

to the weaker condition 

Finally, some comments on the properties of superconductors containing 

paramagnetic impurities. Such impurities destroy the symmetry of the system 

under time reversal, and therefore the pairing of electrons (when magnetic 

moments are present, time reversal implies a change in their sign, i.e. essen¬ 

tially replaces one physical system by another). A quantitative measure of the 

influence of these impurities on the properties of the superconductor is the 

mean free path ls for scattering with change of spin direction (due to the 

exchange interaction with impurity atoms). The superconductivity disappears 

when the concentration x reaches the critical value at which ls ~ lo. 

Actually, however, there are two critical concentrations, of the same order 

of magnitude. At the lower (xi), the gap A in the energy spectrum becomes zero; 
the condensate wave function 3, however, becomes zero only at some con¬ 

centration x2 > Xi. At concentrations between xi and x2, there is zero-gap 

superconductivity. Since, in deriving the London equation in §44, we used only 
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the existence of the condensate function and considerations of gauge invar¬ 
iance, it is clear that the basic properties of the superconductor (the supercon¬ 
ductivity current, and the Meissner effect) will continue to exist in this range. 

The absence of a gap in the spectrum is shown (in the equilibrium properties of 

the superconductor) by a non-exponential temperature dependence of the spe¬ 

cific heat. There is no conflict with the Landau condition for superfluidity 

(§23), because in disordered systems (such as the alloys in question) this condi¬ 

tion does not apply, the elementary excitations having no definite momentum.f 

§ 54. The Cooper effect for non-zero orbital angular momenta of the pair 

It has been mentioned several times that the occurrence of superfluidity in a 

Fermi system is due ultimately to the Cooper effect, the formation of bound 

states (pairing) by mutually attracting particles at the Fermi surface. For a 

Fermi gas, the condition of attraction is formulated as that of a negative 

scattering length a = § U cl3x, i.e. a positive scattering amplitude for two 

particles in a state with zero orbital angular momentum of their relative motion, 

/ — 0 (this state makes the main contribution to the scattering at low energies). 

A much stronger statement is valid, however: pairing (and therefore super¬ 

fluidity) occurs if the interaction is attractive even for just one value of the 

angular momentum / (L. D. Landau 1959). We must emphasize that the 

system in question is an isotropic one (liquid or gas), in which the states can be 

classified according to the value of /. 

The statement will be proved for a Fermi gas by a method that in principle 

allows us to determine the temperature Tc at which the transition to the super¬ 

fluid state occurs, using only the properties of the system (normal Fermi gas) 

at temperatures T > Tc. 

It has been noted in §18 that, in the mathematical formalism of Green’s 

functions for a normal Fermi system, the energy of the bound state of the pair 

of particles appears as the pole of the vertex function T; the same is true (when 

T ^ 0) of the temperature vertex function, which we denote by r. When such 

a pole appears, the whole formalism in fact becomes inapplicable, but it is still 

applicable at the instant when, with decreasing temperature at T = Tc, a pole 

appears; the binding energy of the pair must then be zero, and the states of the 

superfluid and normal phases coincide. 

In the skeleton diagram 

* See also the fourth footnote to §39. The theory of zero-gap superconductivity is 
described in the original paper by A. A. Abrikosov and L. P. Gor’kov, Soviet Physics JETP 
12,1243,1961. 
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the circle denotes — T). The transition point Tc is determined, from the above, 

as the temperature at which Tj has a pole with 

Cal = Ci2 =0, P1 + P2 = 0. (54.1) 

The first equation states that the particles paired are on the Fermi surface, 

and that the binding energy of the pair is zero; the second equation states that 
the particles paired have opposite momenta. 

The pairing of particles occurs if they have any attraction, however slight. 

It is clear that, if a pole is to occur, the perturbation-theory series for the vertex 

function must include terms containing integrals that diverge with the condition 

(54.1) and as Tc -*■ 0 (Tc is small when the attraction is weak); otherwise, 

all corrections to the (finite) first-approximation term would certainly be small 

in comparison with that term at all temperatures, and no pole could occur. 

This requirement is satisfied by the series of ladder diagrams 

As will be seen below, in all these diagrams (from the second onwards) the 

smallness with regard to the interaction (from the adding of the broken lines) 

is compensated, in the sense mentioned, by the divergence of the integrals.1’ 

Applying to this series the procedure used to obtain (17.4) from (17.3), we 

find that the equation (54.2) is equivalent to the diagram equation 

p 0, 
- p*-Q (54.3) 

The external and internal lines in the diagrams correspond to the arguments 

which are shown in (54.3) with (54.1) taken into account: 

Pi = (0,Pi), P3 = (0,p3), Q = (iCs, q). 

The spin dependence of the Green’s functions of an ideal gas is separated in 

the form = Kp0o) an£i the'spin dependence of the vertex function (with¬ 
out antisymmetrization) in the form 

Vyo. «u(Pa, iV, Pi, P2) = MwWs, P4; Pi, P2). 

t The diagrams (54.2) should be supplemented by a further series of diagrams with the 
external lines 3 and 4 interchanged, making the vertex function antisymmetrical with respect 
to its spin and orbital arguments. However, for the present purpose of determining T„ this 
is not necessary, since the pole appears simultaneously in both these parts of the vertex func¬ 
tion. 
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Expanding the diagrams (54.3) by the rules given in §38 and cancelling the spin 

factors, we obtain for T) the integral equation 

^(ps, -ps;pi, -pi) 

+ T £ JI/(p3-q)q) <2<0)(-C1, -q)/ 

x^(q, -q;pi, -Pi)(-0= ^(Pi-P3). (54.4) 

In the sum and integrals here, small values of the discrete variable are 

important, and values of q near the Fermi surface (see below). Hence we can 

put Cs — 0 and q = pF in' the factors U and Tj in the integrand. The vectors pi 

and p3 are also on the Fermi surface. Thus the functions fj and U in (54.4) 

will each depend on only one independent variable, the angle between any two 

of the three vectors pi, p3 and q on the Fermi surface. 

Equation (54.4) can now be solved by expanding U and T> in series of Le¬ 

gendre polynomials: 

U{$) = £ (21+ l)u/F/(cos #), 
/=o 

rO{p) = £ (2/+l)^,F,(cos^), 

(54.5) 

where # is any of the angles mentioned. Substituting these expansions in (54.4) 

and integrating by the addition theorem for spherical harmonics, we find 

^,(1 + 0,77)= alt (54.6) 

where 

n=r JL: ^ q) ;\w=(W ,L I Sk: (54-7) 

the function ^(0) is taken from (37.13), and 7]q = q2J2m-p % vF(q-pF). 

According to the summation formula (42.10), 

n=2(k?^ah%+- <548> 

The divergence of the integral over dq = drj/vFat the upper limit is spurious 

(cf. the last footnote to §39), and the integral must be cut off at some r; % eF 

As T -*■ 0, however, the integral diverges logarithmically at the lower Emit also, 

i.e. behaves as log (1 jT). 

t Because of the rapid convergence of the sum over s in (54.7), only small values of C, are 
actually important, and the logarithmic form of the integral over dq justifies the assumption 
that q is close to pr. 
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It is seen from (54.6) that rOl becomes infinite (i.e. 'D has a pole) under the 
condition 

H-a/i7 = 0. (54.9) 

This equation has the same form as that which determines the transition point 

for pairing with / = 0, differing from it only in that the “coupling constant” 

g is replaced by ~al (cf. (42.11)); taking this as an equation to determine Tc, 

we must put A = 0, and e(p) then coincides with rlp. We see, therefore, that the 

vertex function has a pole if any of the quantities a, is negative; the transition 

temperature is then 
T? = (yh/n) exp (-2/1 a,\vF); (54.10) 

cf. (40.4) and (39.19). If at < 0 for several different values of /, the transition 

occurs at a temperature 7*° corresponding to the largest ; at\F 

It can be shown that for any Fermi gas (or liquid) consisting of electrically 

neutral atoms, the quantities a, must always become negative for sufficiently 

large / (L. P. Pitaevskii 1959). The reason is that, in the interaction of neutral 

atoms, there is always a range of (large) distances at which it is an attraction 

(the van der Waals attraction). 

In an actual liquid of this kind, the liquid isotope He3, the occurrence of 

superfluidity seems to be due to pairing with / = 1.* We shall not consider 

here the structure of the superfluid phase, and shall discuss only briefly the 

choice of the order parameter which distinguishes this from the normal phase. 

The anomalous Green’s function FaP(t, n; t, r2) = Fa/3(ri—r2) is a quantity 

that is zero above the transition point but not below it; as already mentioned 

in §41, it acts as the wave function for bound pairs of particles. Its Fourier 

component jpa/3(p) on the Fermi surface (i.e. for p = 2pFn) is a function of the 

direction n, and not a constant as in pairing with 1=0. Since the ip operators 

anticommute, the function FaP(n) is antisymmetrical, as it should be, with 

respect to the interchange of particles: Fa/S(n) = — Fpa(—n). 

In pairing with / = 1, as with any odd angular momentum, FaP is an odd 

function of n, and so it is a symmetrical spinor. This means that the spin of the 

pair is 1, as it should be for a state of two equal fermions with odd /. A sym¬ 

metrical spinor of rank two is equivalent to a vector, which we denote by d. 

in the case 1=1, the dependence of d on n must correspond to the Legendre 

polynomial //(cos 0), i.e. must be linear, dt = ipiknk. The complex tensor tpik 

of rank two (not necessarily symmetrical) describes the superfluid phase. There 

are in fact two different superfluid phases of liquid He3, with different forms 
of the tensor ipik. 

t If all a, > 0 there is no transition, and formula (54.6) for 75, is valid at all temperatures 
down to zero. Then all 75, tend to zero as 1 /1log T' when T—0. This is an instance of the fact, 
already mentioned in the last footnote to §6, that when T = 0 the function 'O (and therefore 
the quasi-particle interaction function/) is zero for particles with opposite momenta. 

* The transition occurs at a temperature ~ 10~3°K.The smallness of Te ensures the existence 
of a range in which the theory of the normal Fermi liquid is applicable to liquid He:!. 



CHAPTER VI 

ELECTRONS IN THE CRYSTAL LATTICE 

§ 55. An electron in a periodic field 

The electron clouds of the atoms in a crystal interact strongly with one another, 

and in consequence we cannot speak of the energy levels of individual atoms, 

but only of levels for the electron clouds of all the atoms in the body as a whole. 

The nature of the electron energy spectrum is different for various types of 

solids. As the first step in the study of these spectra, however, we must consid¬ 

er the more formal problem of the behaviour of a single electron in a spatially 

periodic external electric field, which serves as a model of a crystal lattice. 

This subject is dealt with in §§55-60. 

The periodicity of the field signifies that it is unaltered by a translation of the 

form a = niai + n2a2+/i3a3 (where ai, a2, a3 are the basic lattice vectors and 

«i, «2, «3 are any integers): 

Z7(r + a) = U(r). (55.1) 

Hence the Schrodinger’s equation describing the motion of the electron in such 

a field is invariant under any transformation r — r+a. Thus, if ip(r) is the wave 

function of a stationary state, then ^(r+a) is also a solution of Schrodinger’s 

equation describing the same state of the electron. This means that the two 

functions must be the same apart from a constant factor: ig(r+a) = constant 

X ip{r). It is evident that the constant must have unit modulus; otherwise, 

the wave function would tend to infinity when the displacement through a 

(or — a) was repeated indefinitely. The general form of a function having this 

property is 
?Sk(r) = e,k-rwJk(r), (55.2) 

where k is an arbitrary (real) constant vector and usk is a periodic function: 

Wsk(r-fa) = wsk(r). (55.3) 

This result was first derived by F. Bloch (1929); wave functions of the form 

(55.2) are called Bloch functions, and in this connection an electron in a periodic 

field is often called a Bloch electron. 

For a given value of k, Schrodinger’s equation has in general an infinity of 
different solutions corresponding to an infinity of different discrete values of 
the electron energy e(k); these solutions are labelled by the suffix s in ysk. 

223 
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A similar suffix, the number of the energy band, must be assigned to the various 
branches of the function e= e/k), the electron dispersion relation in the period¬ 

ic field. In each band, the energy takes values in a certain finite range. 
For different bands, these ranges are separated by “energy gaps” or partly 

overlap; in the latter case, in the overlap region, each value of the energy cor¬ 

responds to values of k that are different for the various bands. Geometrically, 

this means that the constant-energy surfaces corresponding to two overlapping 

bands s and s' are in different regions of k-space. Formally, the overlapping 

of the bands signifies degeneracy: different states have the same energy, but this 

does not cause any peculiarity in the spectrum, because they correspond to 

different values of k. The general case of overlapping is to be distinguished from 

the intersection of bands, when the values of es(k) and es,(k) coincide at par¬ 

ticular points k (the constant-energy surfaces intersect). Degeneracy is usually 

understood to refer only to such a case; intersection leads to the occurrence 

of certain peculiarities in the spectrum. 

All the functions ipA with different i or k are, of course, orthogonal. In 

particular, the orthogonality of ipsk with different s and the same k implies 

that the functions are orthogonal. Because they are periodic, it is sufficient 

to integrate over the volume v of one lattice cell; with the appropriate normali¬ 

zation, 
J dv = dssr. (55.4) 

The significance of the vector k is that it determines the behaviour of the 

wave function under translation: the transformation r — r+a multiplies it 
by <?‘k,a, 

^*(r + a) = e,k-a^sk(r). (55.5) 

Hence it follows immediately thatkis by definition not unique: values differ¬ 

ing by any vector b of the reciprocal lattice give the same value of the wave 

function; the factor exp (t(k-f-b).a} = exp (ik.a). That is, such values of k 

are physically equivalent; they correspond to the same state of the electron, 

i.e. to the same wave function. We can say that the functions ipsk are periodic 

(in the reciprocal lattice) with respect to the suffix k: 

Va+bW = V'A(r). (55.6) 

The energy also is periodic: 

es(k + b) = e,(k). (55.7) 

The functions (55.2) have a certain similarity to the wave functions of a free 
electron, the plane waves ip = constant x exp (ip.r/#), the conserved momen¬ 

tum being replaced by the constant vector h\t. We again arrive, as with the 

phonon (see Part 1, §71), at the concept of the quasi-momentum of an electron 
in a periodic field. It must be emphasized that in this case there is no actual 
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conserved momentum, since in the external field there is no law of conserva¬ 
tion of momentum. It is noteworthy, however, that in a periodic field an elec¬ 
tron is still characterized by a certain constant vector. 

In a stationary state with a given quasi-momentum fik, the actual momentum 

can have, with various probabilities, an infinity of values, of the form #(k+b). 

This follows because the Fourier-series expansion of a function periodic in 

space contains terms elb‘T: 

uSk(r) = £a,,k+beibr, 
b 

and the expansion of the wave function (55.2) in plane waves is therefore 

V*(r) = 5;<4>k+fc«,®,+b>jr. (55.8) 
b 

The fact that the expansion coefficients depend only on the sums k+b expresses 

the property of periodicity in the reciprocal lattice (55.6). We must emphasize 

that this fact, like the property (55.6), is not an extra condition imposed on the 

wave function, but follows necessarily from the periodicity of the field t/(r). 

All physically different values of the vector k lie in one unit cell of the recip¬ 

rocal lattice. The “volume” of this cell is (2jr)3/t;, where v is the volume of the 

unit cell of the crystal lattice itself. On the other hand, the volume in (k/2n)- 

space determines the number of corresponding states (per unit volume of the 

body). Thus the number of such states in each energy band is 1 /v, i. e. the num¬ 
ber of unit cells per unit volume of the crystal. 

In addition to being periodic in k-space, the functions e5(k) are symmetrical 

under the rotations and reflections that correspond to the symmetry of direc¬ 

tions (the crystal class) of the lattice. Independently of the presence or absence 

of a centre of symmetry in the crystal class concerned, we always have 

«.(-k) = «.(k). (55.9) 

This property is a consequence of the symmetry under time reversal: because 

of the symmetry, if ipsk is the wave function of a stationary state of the electron, 

the complex conjugate function ip*k also describes a state with the same energy. 

But ip*k is multiplied by c~'k a on translation, i.e. corresponds to a quasi¬ 
momentum —k.f 

Next, let us consider two electrons in a periodic field. Regarding them to¬ 

gether as one system with the wave function ^(ri, r2), we find that this function 

must be multiplied by a factor e*k-* on translation, where k may be called the 

quasi-momentum of the system. On the other hand, for large distances between. 

t In the presence of overlapping bands, it follows from these considerations, strictly speak¬ 
ing, only that e,(— k) = e,'(k), where s and s' are the numbers of certain bands. Equation 
(55.9) can, however, always be satisfied by appropriately numbering the various branches of 
the function e(k). 
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the electrons rp(ru r2) reduces to the product of the wave functions of the indi¬ 
vidual electrons, and is multiplied by ^,ki-Vk,-a on translation. Since the two 
forms of the factor must be same, we find that 

k = ki + k2 + b. (55.10) 

In particular, it follows from this that, in a collision of two electrons moving 

in a periodic field, the sum of their quasi-momenta is conserved to within a 

reciprocal lattice vector: 

ki + k2 = k^-f kg + b. (55.11) 

A further analogy between the quasi-momentum and the actual momentum 

is shown by determining the mean velocity of the electron. The calculation 

requires a knowledge of the velocity operator v = ? in the k representation. 

The operators in this representation act on the coefficients csk in the expansion 

of an arbitrary wave function in terms of the eigenfunctions y>sk: 

V = ZJc*V*<Pfe- (55.12) 

Let us first find the operator r. We have identically 

= £ J cskvpsk d3k 

In the first term we integrate by parts, and in the second we expand the func¬ 

tion dusk/dk, which is periodic (like wsk), in terms of the mutually orthogonal 
functions usk with the same k: 

dusk/dk = - / £ <sk! SI! s'k> Us.k, (55.13) 
s' 

where (sk | ft | s'k) are constant coefficients. We then find 

ry) = Z j* <Pk + Z J Csk^k I ! J'k> Wk <Fk 

= + X <yk! ^ I sk> <yk j ipsk d*k. 

From the definition of the operator ?, we must have 

ry> = £ J (TCsk) ySk d3k. 
S 

Comparison with the above expression gives 
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where the Hermitian operator ft is specified by its matrix (s'k | Si, | jk). It is im¬ 
portant to note that this matrix is diagonal in k, and the operator A therefore 

commutes with the operator fc = k. 
The velocity operator is found, according to the general rules, by commuting 

the operator ? with the Hamiltonian of the electron. In the k representation, 

the Hamiltonian 6 is a diagonal matrix (with respect to k and with respect 

to the band numbers s) with elements e/k).* The operator djdk, which acts 

only on the variable k, is diagonal with respect to s. Hence, in the expression 

v = -(m-ifi) 

_1_ 

h 
-f- Si, 

the first term is a diagonal matrix with elements 

h 
1 de,(k) 
h 0k ' 

The matrix elements of ft are related to those of ft by 

(sk ! ft! s'k> = (i/h) [es(k) - ^(k)] (sk | SI \ s'k>; 

this is zero when s = s', i. e. ft has no elements diagonal with respect to the 

band number. Thus we have finally for the matrix elements of the electron 
velocity 

(jk | v | jk) = des(k)/fidk, (sk | v j j'k) = (s’k \ ft | s'k) (s s'). (55.15) 

The diagonal elements of this matrix are the mean values of the velocity in 

the corresponding states. These values are therefore given as functions of the 

quasi-momentum by 

v, = des(k)/fi dk, (55.16) 

which is entirely analogous to the usual classical relation. 

So far the discussion has ignored the existence of the electron spin. When 

relativistic effects (the spin-orbit interaction) are neglected, the inclusion of the 

spin simply causes a twofold degeneracy of each energy level with a given value 

of the quasi-momentum k, there being two values of the spin projection on any 

fixed direction in space. When the spin-orbit interaction is taken into account, 

the situation differs according as the crystal lattice does or does not have a 
centre of inversion. 

t More precisely, it is the ks representation. We may recall that the wave functions cjk in 
this representation are not completely arbitrary, but must be periodic in k. 
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The spin-orbit interaction for an electron in a periodic field is described by 
the operator 

^, = -~0XVU.V, (55.17) 

where o is the Pauli matrix vector (see RQT,§33). The wave functions on which 

this operator acts are spinors ^Aa of rank one, where a is the spinor index. 

According to Kramers* theorem (see QM, §60), which relates to any electric 

field (periodic or not), the complex conjugate spinors y>skei and ^*ka always 

describe two different states with the same energy. Since also the function 

corresponds to the quasi-momentum — k, we again obtain (and now with 

inclusion of the spin-orbit interaction) a relation of the type (55.9): 

®sa( k) — eso/(k), (55.18) 

where o and o' denote two different (time-reversed) spin states.1. 

Equation (55.18) does not, of course, imply degeneracy in the sense consid¬ 

ered above, since the energies on the two sides of the equation refer to differ¬ 

ent values of k. If the lattice has a centre of inversion, however, the states k 

and — k have the same energy. We then get esa(k) = eia,(k), which again sig¬ 

nifies double degeneracy of each level with a given quasi-momentum. 

As well as the degeneracy due to the symmetry under time reversal, for an 

electron in a periodic field there can also be degeneracy due to the spatial 
symmetry of the lattice. This is dealt with in §68. 

PROBLEMS 

Problem 1. Find the dispersion relation for one-dimensional motion of an electron in the 
periodic field shown in Fig. 10 (R. de L. Kronig and W. G. Penney 1930). 

U{x) 

0 T |jJJ 

-b 0 a o+b 

Fig. 10. 

Solution. The wave function in the well region I (0 < x < a) is of the form 

V = cie^’+cje-^, = V(2me)/«, (I) 

and in the barrier region II (- 6 0) 

V = cse'***+c4e-'***, *2 = V[2 m(e- £/„)//}] ■ (2> 

t When the spin-orbit interaction is taken into account, the spin projection operator does 
not commute with the Hamiltonian; the spin projection is therefore not conserved, and the 
spin states cannot, strictly speaking, be characterized by this number. 
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In the next barrier region III, the wave function can differ from (2) only by the phase factor 
eik<a+*\ a+b being the period of the field: 

y> = + (3) 

The conditions of continuity of y> and y>' at x=0 and x=a give four equations for cx, ..., c4; 
the condition for these equations to be compatible leads to the dispersion relation 

cos k(a+b) = cos xxa.co& sin xxa. sin Xjb, (4) 

which implicitly determines the required relation e(k). For e ■< U0, x2 is imaginary, and the 
equation must then be written 

cos k(a+b) = cosxxacosh IxjjI+— sinxxasinh \xjb\. (5) 
2 \ xx \x21/ 

If we take in (5) the limit U0 —°o, b -+ 0 with U0b = constant = Pa, we obtain the disper 
sion relation 

cos ka = cosx1a+ 
Pma- sinxxO 

h- xxa 
(6) 

This solves the problem of energy levels in a periodic field composed of delta-function peaks: 

U(x) = aPY, b(x-ari). 

Figure 11 shows a graphical plot of the distribution of roots of equation (6). The right-hand 
side is represented as a function of xxa\ when it takes values between ±1, the roots of the- 
equation take values in the ranges shown by the thick segments of the horizontal axis. 

Problem 2. Find the dispersion relation for one-dimensional motion of a particle in a weak 
periodic field U(x). 

Solution. Regarding the field as a small perturbation, we start from the zero-order 
approximation, in which the particle is in free motion described by a plane wave 

V»<0> (x) = (Na)~1/2 eikz 

(with normalization to one particle in the length Na, where a is the period of the field); the 
particle energy e<0) = h-k^/lm. We write the periodic function U(x) as a Fourier series: 

U(x) = J u» e-ninx<a. 

The matrix elements of this field with respect to the plane waves are zero except for transitions 
between states with wave numbers k and k' ~ k+2nn/a; for these, they are Uk>k = £/„. 

In first-order perturbation theory, the correction to the energy is given by the diagonal 
matrix element e(1) = Ukk — U0i a constant independent of k, which merely shifts the origin 
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of energy. An exception occurs, however, for the energy levels near k = nn/a (n = ± 1, 
+ 2,...). At these points, k differs only in sign from k' = k— 2nn/a,so that the energies e<0)(k) 
and e(0)(k') are equal. Near these values, therefore, the matrix elements are non-zero for transi¬ 
tions between states with similar energies, and to find the correction we must use perturbation 
theory as applied to the case of close eigenvalues (see QM, §79). The answer is given by QM 
(79.4), according to which we have in the present case 

b„(*) = Ke<0>(*)+£<0>(*—*»)± 

±{-}[e(0>(*)- e(0)(A: —^Tn)]2-r U7„|2}1/2, 

where Kn — Ijin/a, and the additive constant U0 is omitted; the choice of the sign of the square 
root is determined by the requirement that, far from the value k = ± v-K*, the function e(k) 
becomes st0)(k): the signs -I- and - refer respectively to the ranges | k I > | }K»I and I k | «= | \. 
At the points k = ±-*themselves, the function e(k) has a discontinuity of 2| Un\. In Fig. 
12a the energy e(k) is shown as a function of the variable k, which runs from - oo to °°. If k, 
the quasi-momentum, is restricted to the range between ±n/a, we have Fig. 12b, which shows 
the first two energy bands. 

It should be noted that the bands in Fig. 12, as in Fig. 11, do not overlap. This is a general 
property of one-dimensional motion in a periodic field. Each energy level is doubly degenerate 
(with respect to the sign of A'), and no higher degree of degeneracy is possible in one-dimension¬ 
al motion. Moreover, in the one-dimensional case the limits of each band, the minimum and 
maximum values of e(k), correspond to k = 0 and k= nja. This is because the wave functions 
corresponding to energies in the forbidden range are multiplied by some real factor upon dis¬ 
placement through the period a, and therefore increase without limit at infinity. The wave 
functions in the allowed energy ranges are multiplied by eika upon such a displacement. At the 
boundary between the allowed and forbidden ranges, this factor must consequently be a 
quantity both real and of unit modulus, whence it follows that ka = 0 or n. 

Problem 3. Find the dispersion relation for a particle in a one-dimensional periodic field 
consisting of a sequence of symmetrical potential wells satisfying the condition of quasi-clas- 
sicality (so that the probability that the particle penetrates the barrier between the wells is 
small). 

Solution. This is similar to the solution of the problem of level-splitting in a double well 
(QM §50, Problem 3). Let y>0(x) be the normalized wave function describing the motion 
(with a certain energy e0. Fig. 13) in one of the wells, i.e. decaying exponentially beyond the 

1 Uix) 

2 2 

Fig. 13. 
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limits of this well on either side; it may be either an odd or an even function of x. The correct 
wave function in the zero-order approximation for the motion of a particle in a periodic field 
is the sum 

y>t(x) = C £ eikaHy)0(x-an), (1) 

where C is a normalization constant; the displacement x-+xi-a multiplies this function by 
eika, as it should. 

Schrodinger’s equations are 

V>'k + (2m/h2)[e(k) — U(x)] xpk = 0, 

y>o + (2m/W)[e0- U(x)] tp0 = 0; 

we multiply the former by v>o, the latter by tpk, subtract corresponding terms, and integrate with 
respect to x from -\a to fa (Fig. 13). Since the products V'oWV’o (x-ari) with n 0 are 
everywhere negligible, we have 

«/2 

J y>k(x)y>0(x)dx* C. 
—It 

The result is 

e(k)-e(0) = (*2l2mC)(y>'oVk-v>oVtfL2a/2. 

At x = \a, only the terms with n = 0 and 1 need be retained in the sum (1); = 
± ip0(f a), according as the function ip0(x) is even or odd: 

y>k(±a) = Cip0(ja) (l±eika), 

V*(\a) = Ctp'0(\a)(\+eika)m, 

similarly, when x = -\a, only the terms with n = 0 and -1 need be retained. The result is 

e(k)~ e0 = ± (2h2/m) y)a(\ a) y>'0(\ a) cos ka. 

Here we must substitute 

_ f m0J 11/2 
Vo(“fl) L 27tp(\a) J 4/ P(x)\dx 

VoCf0) = a). 

where o> is the classical frequency of oscillations of the particle in the well, and x0 is the turning 
point, corresponding to the energy e0- The final result is 

e(k)— e0 = ± (fmjn) \/D cos ka, 

[o/2 

-7T / • 

Thus each energy level e0 for the motion of a particle in an isolated well is broadened into a 
band with small width 2hot's/D/n, dependent on the transmission coefficient of the potential 
barrier between the two wells. 
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§ 56. Effect of an external field on electron motion in a lattice 

Let us consider the motion of an electron when a constant magnetic field 

H is applied to the lattice. If we start from the Hamiltonian of an electron in a 

periodic field U(r) in the coordinate representation, 

£ = P*/2m+U(r)t (56.1) 

where ft = — ihv is the operator of the actual momentum, the external mag¬ 

netic field is introduced in the usual way: 

A= (fr~.a)2+ U(t), (56.2) 

where A(r) is the vector potential of the field. The problem is, however, great¬ 

ly simplified (in the case of a sufficiently weak field) by changing to the quasi¬ 

momentum representation. 
Because of the great variety of the possible forms of the band structure in 

the energy spectrum of an electron in a lattice, the condition for the external 

field to be small can be generally formulated only in a fairly crude way. Let 

the electron be in some sth band before the field is applied. Let eo denote the 

smallest of the energy characteristics for this band, such as its characteristic 

width, or the distance to the neighbouring bands, i. e. the difference es(k)— 

— £^(k) for given k. If the magnetic field may be supposed weak, the following 

condition must certainly be satisfied: 

ha>H e0, (56.3) 

where the “Larmor frequency” a>H ~ j e \H/m*c, and m* ~ hk/v is the effec¬ 

tive mass of the electron.* 

In the absence of an external field, the Hamiltonian of the electron in the 

lattice in the k representation is, as already mentioned, a diagonal matrix with 

elements es(k). In the presence of the field, the Hamiltonian will also contain 

the potential A(r) and its derivatives with respect to the coordinates, the field 

H (and in a non-uniform field also the derivatives of the field); in the k rep¬ 

resentation, the function A(r) is replaced by the operator A = A(r), where r 

is the operator (55.14). 

The potential A(r) is an increasing (for a uniform field, linearly increasing) 

function of the coordinates. Because of this increase, the potential is not, even 

for a weak field, a small perturbation in the Hamiltonian of an infinite system 

(an electron in a lattice). For this reason, even a weak magnetic field consid¬ 

erably alters the properties of a large system, making the spectrum discrete 

t A more precise definition of the frequency is given in (57.7) below. For conduction elec¬ 
trons in a metal (see§61), the characteristic values of k ~ 1 fa (where a is the lattice constant); 
putting also e0 ~ 2, we find that the condition (56.3) is equivalent to rR » a, where the 
“orbit radius” rH ~ vjwB. 
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instead of continuous; it quantizes the levels (see §58). The weak field intensity, 

in contrast to the potential, gives only small corrections. 
We shall show that, when these corrections are neglected, the dependence of 

the Hamiltonian on the field potential may be ascertained in a general form by 

using only the requirements of gauge invariance. Since we are considering con¬ 

stant fields, it is sufficient to use the invariance of the equations under time-inde¬ 

pendent transformations of the potential and the wave functions, of the form 

A — A + v/, y> — y> exp (ief/hc), (56.4) 

where/(r) is an arbitrary function of the coordinates; see QM, (111.8), (111.9). 

In a weak field, the potential A(r) is a slowly varying function of the coordi¬ 

nates. In order to elucidate the significance of this slowness, let us first consider 

the limiting case of a constant potential, A(r) = constant = Ao (the constant 

potential is of course fictitious, there being then no actual field, so that a formal 

transformation is in question). The change from A = 0 to A = Ao is equivalent 

to the transformation (56.4) with /= A0.r; hence, instead of the original eigen¬ 

functions (for A = 0) 

Y'a = (56.5) 

the eigenfunctions of the new Hamiltonian will be 

usk (r) exp |z^k + -^- A0j .r 

From this we see that, in order to give the quasi-momentum its previous signifi¬ 

cance as a quantity determining the change in the phase of the wave function 

in translations, we must put k+eAo/he = K; the quantity K thus defined may 

be called the generalized quasi-momentum. Then the new eigenfunctions are 

V>sK = Ws,K-eAo/*c(r)^K‘r> 

and the corresponding electron energy values are es(k) — es(K—eAo/Hc). 

We can now assert that, for a potential A(r) that is not constant but varies 

slowly in space, the wave functions of the “zero-order” approximation (with 

respect to the field) are 

V>sK = Us,K-eMr)/fic^K’r‘i (56.6) 

the functions u are no longer strictly periodic, because of the variability of 

A.+ The energies es(K—eA/hc) must now be regarded as operators forming the 

1 If the functions (56.6) are expanded in terms of the y>,k, the expansion will in general in¬ 
clude functions with various s. It must be emphasized, however, that this does not signify an 
actual transition to a different band, but simply expresses the change in the wave function un¬ 
der the action of the constant field. In this connection it may be recalled that a constant field 
cannot cause an actual transition with change of energy. To understand the position, it should 
be remarked that, although the field is weak, the resulting change in the classification of states 
(including the relation between quasi-momentum and energy) is considerable. 
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Hamiltonian in the K representation. In this representation, moreover, ? is to 

be understood as the operator ? = id/dK, the second term (ft) in the definition 
(55.14) being omitted. For, when the operator id/dK acts on the wave function, 

the effect, in order of magnitude, is to multiply it by the “orbit dimension” rH, 
which increases as the field decreases; the result of the action of the operator ft 

on the wave function does not contain such an increasing factor. In this sense, 

ft in a weak field is small compared with id/dK. Since, on the other hand, the 

operator d/dK is diagonal with respect to the band numbers, the Hamiltonian 

also is diagonal. 
We thus conclude that the motion of an electron in a weak magnetic field is 

described by the Hamiltonian (in the K representation) 

A = **(K-TE-A(f))’ f = (56,7) 

(R. E. Peierls 1933). In this approximation, therefore, there is a complete anal¬ 

ogy with the introduction of the magnetic field in the Hamiltonian of a free 

particle in the momentum representation. 
The expression (56.7) is still not fully determinate, as the order of action of the 

non-commuting operators (the components of the vector £ = K—eA/hc) has 

not been specified. This must be determined in such a way as to make the Hamil¬ 

tonian Hermitian, which can in principle always be achieved by expressing the 

function e5(k), which is periodic (in the reciprocal lattice) as a Fourier series 

£s(k) = £Aneik*; (56.8) 
a 

the summation is over all vectors a in the original lattice. After the change 

k -*» £, the exponent of each term in this series will contain only one operator 

(the projection of the vector A on a), so that the question of the order of action 

does not arise, everything reducing to powers of this one operator. This method 

of “Hermitianization” is, of course, not the only one, but it is important that 

the difference between the different methods lies beyond the range of the approx¬ 

imation considered, since the commutators of the operators kx, ky, kz are small 

quantities in this approximation. For instance, in a uniform field the operator 

A = iHxf = I-IHX0/0K; (56.9) 

a direct calculation easily shows that the commutators 

kjky-kykx = i(e/hc)Hz, ..., (56.10) 

are proportional to the low field strength H. 

The operators ? - id/dK and K = K obey the same commutation rules as the 

coordinates and generalized momenta of a “free” particle (without the lattice). 

It is therefore natural that the calculation of the commutators of these operators 
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with the Hamiltonian gives the operator equations 

UK = — 0#/dr, i = atiff dK, (56.11) 

which have the form of the usual Hamilton’s equations; for the calculation 

see QM (16.4) and (16.5). 
We repeat that the Hamiltonian (56.7) is approximate in the sense that it 

omits all terms depending on the field H and not containing large factors of the 

order of the orbit size rH. In subsequent approximations, the result may again 

be expressed as an effective Hamiltonian jZfK—eAffic, H), diagonal with 

respect to band numbers but not expressible in terms of the functions e5(k) 

only.f 
If the spin-orbit interaction is neglected, the inclusion of the electron spin 

causes the Hamiltonian to contain the usual term describing the interaction 

of the magnetic moment with the field: — fa .H, where o are the Pauli matrices 

and ft = | e ■ fi/2mc is the Bohr magneton. If the crystal has a centre of inversion, 

the spin-orbit interaction simply changes the magnetic moment of the electron, 

so that the interaction of the spin with the magnetic field becomes 

-p<TiHk£ik(k). (56.12) 

For in this case the Hamiltonian must be invariant under the simultaneous 

operations of time reversal and inversion. The transformation must be accompa¬ 

nied by the changes H-* — H and a-* —a with k unchanged; (56.12) is the 

most general expression satisfying the given condition. The tensor |ffc(k) can¬ 

not, of course, be calculated in a general form. 
Lastly, let us consider the behaviour of the electron when a weak electric 

field E is applied to the lattice. The weakness condition is that the energy ac¬ 

quired by the electron in the field over a distance ~ a is small compared with 

the characteristic energy to: I e\Ea <sc e0. 

As with a magnetic field, the most important terms are those which contain 

an increasing function of the coordinates, the scalar potential (f>(r) of the electric 

field. The dependence of the Hamiltonian on </> can again be found in a general 

form by arguments similar to those used above. The application of a fictitious 

constant potential $ = (f>o is equivalent in Schrodinger’s equation to the inclu¬ 

sion in the energy of a constant term e<f>o', such a term is also added to each of 

the eigenvalues es(k). When the potential 0(r) is not constant but varies slowly 

in space, a corresponding operator term is added to the effective Hamiltonian 

in the k representation: 
As = e,(k ) + e(f>(¥). (56.13) 

t A simple example of the calculation of the correction term will be given in §59. An 
account of the regular method of deriving the Hamiltonian as a series in powers of H, and 
general expressions for the first few terms in this series, are given by E. I. Blount, Physical 
Review 126, 1636. 1962; Solid State Physics 13, 305, 1962. If the crystal has a centre of 
inversion, the series begins with terms of order H2 (see ? 59). 
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§ 57. Quasi-classical trajectories 

Let us apply the results of §56 to the important case where the electron motion 

in the magnetic field is quasi-classical. The condition for this is, as we know, 

that the de Broglie wavelength of the particle varies only slightly over distances 

of the order of itself. In the present case, this condition is equivalent to the 

inequality 

rH»A: (57.1) 

the radius of curvature of the orbit is large in comparison with the wavelength 

A ~ 1/k.* 

In the quasi-classical case, the particle trajectory is a meaningful concept. 

This is determined by the equations of motion, which arc obtained from (56.11) 

by replacing the operators by the corresponding classical quantities: 

fit = - dH/dr, v = dH/h 0K, H = e A(r)j ; 

the suffix s is omitted, for brevity. We expand these equations by changing from 

the generalized quasi-momentum K to the “kinetic quasi-momentum” 

k = K-<?A(r )lhc. 

We have 

dk e dA(r) dH e dA; 

*iF+j^r = -nr = 7v‘ik- 

Writing here dAfdt = (v. v) A and noting that 

(ViV)Ai — (v. v) A = vXcurlA = vXH, 

we obtain the equation of motion 

h 
dk 

~dt 
-VXH, 
c 

„ _ de(k) 
hdk ' 

(57.2) 

This equation differs from the ordinary classical Lorentz equation only as 

regards the function e(k), which instead of a simple quadratic function is a 

complicated periodic function, and the function v(k) is therefore also of this 

kind. There is consequently, of course, a considerable change in the motion 
of the electron. 

Let us consider this motion in a uniform magnetic field. Multiplying equation 

(57.2) by v, we find in the usual way that ftv. dkfdt = de/dt = 0. Multiplying 

t This condition is in general stronger than (56.3). But, if k ~ 1/a, as occurs for conduction 
electrons in a metal, the two conditions coincide and are in practice always satisfied: for 
rB ~ chkj\ e \ H ~ cfifa \e \ H, the condition rH » a leads to H « chf\ e | a1 ~ 108- 109 Oe. 
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(57.2) by H gives d(H.k)/dt = 0. Thus for the motion of the electron in the 

lattice, as in the motion of a free electron in a magnetic field, 

e = constant, kz = constant, (57.3) 

the z-axis being in the direction of the field H. The equations (57.3) define the 

path of the electron in k-space. Geometrically, it is the outline of a cross-sec¬ 

tion of the constant-energy surface e(k) = constant by a plane perpendicular to 

the magnetic field. 

The constant-energy surfaces may have many different forms. They may 

include (in each cell of the reciprocal lattice) several disconnected sheets, which 

may be singly or multiply connected, open or closed. To illustrate the latter 

difference, it is useful to consider a constant-energy surface which continues 

periodically throughout the reciprocal lattice. In each cell, there will be equal 

closed cavities; the open surfaces pass continuously through the whole lattice 
to infinity/ 

The cross-sections of the constant-energy surface are made up of an infinity 

of contours. These include both cross-section contours of different sheets of the 

constant-energy surface within one reciprocal lattice cell and those of sheets 

repeated in different cells. If a sheet of the constant-energy surface is closed, all 

its cross-sections are closed curves. If it is open, its cross-sections may be either 

closed, or open (i.e. continuous throughout the reciprocal lattice). 

The quasi-classicality of the motion also presupposes the smallness of the 

probability of magnetic breakdown, i.e. a discontinuous change in the electron 

quasi-momentum as it passes from one contour to another; we shall give the 

condition for this smallness at the end of the section. If this probability is neg¬ 

lected, therefore, the electron moves only along one contour of the constant- 
energy surface. 

Let us consider in more detail the motion along closed trajectories in quasi¬ 

momentum space. It is evident that such a motion is periodic in time, and we 

can determine its period as follows. Taking the projection of equation (57.2) on 

the fc^-plane perpendicular to the field, we obtain 

dk_ 
dt 

Wl 
ch v± = V(«£ + *5), 

where dlk = V(dk*+dk*) is an element of length of the k orbit. Hence 

t_ ch Cdlk 
\e\HJ ‘ 

t To avoid misunderstanding, we should mention that it may be impossible to choose the 
reciprocal lattice cell in such a way that all the essentially different (i.e. not periodic repetitions) 
closed cavities are within one cell and not cut by its faces. 
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If the trajectory is closed, the period of the motion is given by the integral 

r ch 

Je\H 

dh 

v± 
(57.4) 

taken along the whole contour. This expression may now be converted into 

a more obviously significant form. 
We use the area S(e, k2) of the cross-section of the constant-energy surface 

e = constant by the plane kt = constant. The width of the annulus in this plane 

between the contours e = constant and e+de = constant is at each point 

de _ de 

| de/dk± | — hv± ’ 

so that the area of the annulus is 

dS = dejdlk/fiv±. 

Hence we see that the integral in (57.4) is just the partial derivative dSfde. Thus 

the period of the motion is 

cm 6S(e, kz) 

\e\H de 
(57.5) 

(W. Shockley 1950). Here it is natural to introduce the quantity 

m* = (m/2jz)dS/de, (57.6) 

called the cyclotron mass of the electron in the lattice. The orbital revolution 

frequency of the electron is expressed in terms of this quantity by 

(oh = \ e\ H/m*c, (57.7) 

which differs from the usual formula for the Larmor frequency of free electrons 

in that their mass is replaced by m*J 
We must emphasize, however, that for electrons in a lattice the cyclotron mass 

is not a constant, but a function of e and k2, and is therefore different for differ¬ 

ent electrons. Moreover, it may be either positive or negative, the electron 

moving in its orbit as a negatively charged particle or positively charged hole 

respectively. Accordingly we speak of electron and hole trajectories. 

Hitherto we have discussed the trajectory of an electron in k-space. It is easy 

to see, however, that there is a close relationship between the trajectories in 

quasi-momentum space and ordinary space. The equation of motion (57.2), 

written in the form 
hdk = -\e[drXH/c, 

t For a free electron, the constant-energy surface is the sphere e = trk-/2m. Its cross-sec¬ 
tions are circles with area S — n(2melft2 — k\), and so the derivative dS/de — 2nmjh-, and 
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gives on integration (with the appropriate choice of the origin of the coordinates 
r and the quasi-momenta k) 

fik = — ' e \ rxH/c. (57.8) 

From this we see that the ^-projection of the orbit in ordinary space essentially 

repeats the k trajectory, differing from it only in orientation and scale: it is 

obtained from the k trajectory by the changes 

kx-\e\ Hy/hc, ky - \e\ Hx/fic. 

Moreover, in ordinary space there is a motion along the z-axis with velocity 

vz = de/hdkz. If the trajectory in k-space is closed, in ordinary space it is a 

helix with the axis along the field. If the trajectory is open, so is its projection on 

the xy-plane in ordinary space, and the motion in this plane is therefore in¬ 
finite. 

Some comments may be added about the quasi-classical motion of an elec¬ 

tron when a constant and uniform electric field E is applied to the lattice. 
The quasi-classical equation fik = eE gives 

k = k0 + <?E t/h. (57.9) 

The law of conservation of energy gives 

e(k) — eE. r = constant. (57.10) 

But the energy e(k) takes values in a finite range Ae (the band width); it there¬ 

fore follows from (57.10) that the motion of an electron in a uniform electric 

field is finite in the direction of the field: the electron oscillates in that direction 

with amplitude Aej\ e E. If the field is parallel to any basic vector b of the re¬ 

ciprocal lattice, the motion is periodic with frequency co = 2jt\e\ Ejhb; when 

b ~ 1/a, we have ficoE ~ ; e | Ea. In the general case of an arbitrary direction of 

the field, the motion is quasi-periodic. 

Lastly, let us consider the condition for the magnetic breakdown described 

above to be negligible. The probability of transition from one trajectory (in 

k-space) to another is, of course, large if these trajectories anywhere pass 

unusually close to each other. Such a situation arises when the trajectory is close 

to a self-intersecting one, or if it passes near the intersection of two sheets of the 

constant-energy surface (i.e. near a point of degeneracy). Figure 14 shows a 

I* 

Fig. 14. 
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typical pattern of trajectories in such cases; the gap 6k between the trajectories is 
small compared with the characteristic dimensions of the orbits as a whole, and 

the radius of curvature Rk of the trajectories near their points of closest ap¬ 

proach is in general of the order of dk. The transition from one orbit to the other 
takes place by quantum tunnelling. The probability of this process is (exponen¬ 

tially) small if dk is large compared with the distance Akx over which the wave 

function decays in the classically inaccessible region between the trajectories. 

An estimate of Akx can be obtained by using the analogy between the motion 

of the electron in the magnetic field and a one-dimensional motion in a poten¬ 

tial field TJ(x). This analogy is based on the fact that, according to (56.10), the 

operators q = Jcxhc/\e \ H and p = hky obey a commutation rule that is the 

same as for the coordinate and momentum. Near the points of closest approach, 

the trajectories are parabolic, like the (x, p) phase trajectory of one-dimensional 

motion in a uniform field (U = — Fx), whose equation is p2l2m = Fx if the 

coordinate x is measured from the turning point. In the latter case, the wave 

function decays over a distance Ax ~ (ih2jmF)113 beyond the turning point (see 

QM, §24); with the radius of curvature of the phase trajectory R ~ (cPx/dp2)-1 

~ mF, we find lx ~ (fi2/R)1/3. By the analogy mentioned, the Akx sought can 

be found by making the changes Ax -*■ hcAkJ\ e | H, R -*■ R^i\ e | Hjc. Thus we 

have Akx ~ (\e\ Hjhc)2/3 (dk)~1/3, and the condition Akx « dk becomes 

| e\H/hc«(dk)2. (57.11) 

§ 58. Quasi-classical energy levels 

We have seen that classical motion of an electron in a lattice in a magnetic 

field, along a closed trajectory in k-space, corresponds in ordinary space to a 

motion that is finite in a plane perpendicular to the direction of the field H. 

When we change to quantum mechanics, there are discrete energy levels for 

any fixed value of the longitudinal quasi-momentum kz. These are determined 
by the general rules of quasi-classical quantization. 

We choose the vector potential of the uniform magnetic field (along the 
2-axis) in the form Ax = —Hy, Ay — Az = 0. Then the components of the gen¬ 

eralized quasi-momentum are 

Kx — kx + \e\ Hy/cfi, Ky = ky, Kz = k2. (58.1) 

The coordinate x is a cyclic variable, and the x-component of the generalized 
quasi-momentum is therefore conserved: 

Kx = kx+\e\ Hy/ch = constant. (58.2) 

According to Bohr and Sommerfeld’s quantization rule (see QM, §48), we 
can write the condition 

■L\jKydy\ = n, (58.3) 
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where the integration is taken over the period of the motion, and n is a positive 
integer, assumed large.1- Substituting here from (58.1) and (58.2) Ky = ky and 
dy = — (chje j H |) dkx, we obtain 

ch 

2n\e\H 
kvdkx (58.4) 

where the integral is now taken along a closed trajectory in k-space. This in¬ 

tegral is just the area enclosed by the trajectory, i.e. the area S(e, kz) of the cross- 

section of the constant-energy surface by the plane kz = constant, as defined 
in §57. 

Thus we have finally 

S(e, kz) = 2n(\ e | Hfch) n (58.5) 

(I. M. Lifshitz 1951, L. Onsager 1952). This condition implicitly determines 

the energy levels en(kz). Thus the energy band (whose number s is omitted, for 

brevity) consists of a discrete set of Landau sub-bands, each of which is a range 

of energy levels distinguished by the value of the continuous variable kz. 

The quasi-classical quantization condition can be refined by including a cor¬ 

rection which amounts to adding a number of the order of unity to the large 

quantum number n. The determination of this correction involves a considera¬ 

tion of the motion near the “turning points” which form the limits of the range 
of integration in (58.3). 

The dependence of Ky—ky on yon the electron trajectory is determined by the 
equation 

e(k) = {kx— y, ky, k\ = constant (58.6) 

for given kz and with Kx = constant; the turning point y = y0 is determined 

by the condition for the velocity vy = dejhdky to be zero. Near this point, an 

expansion of (58.6) in powers of y—yo gives 

\e\H 

ch {£)0(y-y°)+^ =°’ 

where k^ = ky(y0). Hence we see that the turning point is approached accord¬ 
ing to a square-root law: 

ky-ky0 = ±A^(y-y0); 

t For motion in a uniform magnetic field, the integral j>K(. dr/2jr is an adiabatic invariant 

independent of the choice of the vector potential, Kt being the projection of the generalized 
quasi-momentum on the plane perpendicular to the field; cf. Fields,§2l. With our choice of A, 

the integral jiKgdx = K^dx = 0, so that the adiabatic invariant is the same as the integral 

in (58.3). 
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we take the particular case where the classically inaccessible region is in y < >’o- 

This law is the same as the one covered by the usual derivation of the correction 
to the quasi-classical quantization (see QM$$\1 and 48). The corrected rule 

(58.5) is consequently 

S(e, kz) = 2n{\ e | H/ch)(n +|). (58.7) 

As is clear from the derivation, which is based on the expansion of the func¬ 

tion (58.6), it is necessary for the validity of the corrected quantization rule 

that the trajectory should pass sufficiently far from the singular points of the 

function e(k) (including the complex branch-points). It is also necessary that 

the quasi-classicality condition should be satisfied at all points near the tra¬ 

jectory, and in particular that the xy-projection of the velocity de/dk should 

not be zero.f Lastly, it must be remembered that the Hamiltonian (56.7), on 

which the whole of the derivation is based, is itself approximate. If the lattice 

has a centre of inversion, the corrections to the Hamiltonian are quadratic in 

the field, and do not affect the condition (58.7), but if there is no centre of 

inversion they are linear in H; in the latter case the correction term \ in (58.7) 

is meaningless, since the approximate nature of the Hamiltonian implies an 

error of the same order.* 
The interval Ae between two successive levels corresponds to a change of 

unity in the large number n. It is therefore determined by 

AS = (dS/de) Ae = 2n\e\ H/fie. (58.8) 

With the classical frequency coH of periodic motion from (57.7), we have 

Ae = tuoH. (58.9) 

It must be emphasized that the frequency (oH is itself a function of e (and of kz). 

Hence the successive energy levels en (for given kz) are not strictly equidistant 

as in the case of free electrons (where coH is a constant). 

The fact that the energy levels are independent of the conserved quantity Kx 

means that they are degenerate (as are those of free electrons in a magnetic 

field; see QM §112). If we imagine a lattice with a large but finite volume V, 

the degree of degeneracy is finite. The number of states in the range dkz with 

a given value of n is VAS .dkz/(2jcf, where AS is the area in the plane k2 = 

= constant between the trajectories with quantum numbers n and n + 1. This 

t Near points of anomalous approach of two trajectories, these conditions coincide with 
the requirement that the probability of magnetic breakdown is small. 

i For free electrons (see the last footnote to §57), the condition (58.7) gives 

e = ficoB(n+-*) -(- ti2k2J2m, coB = \e \ Hjmc 

in agreement with the familiar Landau formula for a free electron in a magnetic field {QM, 
§112). 
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area is given by (58.8), and we thus find for the required number of states 

Vdkz \e\H 

\2jif ch 
(58.10) 

the same as in the case of free electrons. 
The intuitive reason for the degeneracy of levels in a magnetic field is that the 

energy is independent of the spatial position of the centre of the Larmor orbit 

of the electron. For a free electron, the degeneracy is exact, but for an electron 

in a lattice it may be only approximate: because of the presence of the non- 

uniform (periodic) electric field, the different positions of the centre of the 

orbit in the unit cell of the lattice are not equivalent. This must cause some 

splitting of the Landau levels. 

Taking account of the electron spin causes each level to be split into two 

components; if the spin-orbit coupling is neglected, these components are 

separated (like those for a free electron) by a constant interval 2fiH, where /? is 

the Bohr magneton: 

ena (kz) = e„(kz) -f a(3H, a = ± 1. (58.11) 

The same situation exists when the spin-orbit interaction is not neglected, 

if the crystal has a centre of inversion. In this case, the states of the electron in 

the absence of the field are degenerate with respect to the spin, and the magnetic 

field removes this degeneracy. The result is the same formula (58.11) with fi 

replaced by /?£n(kz), where £„(kz) represents the change in the electron magnetic 

moment. 

§ 59. The electron effective mass tensor in the lattice 

Let us consider a point k = ko in k-space where the electron energy es(k) 

has an extremum; for example, the points corresponding to the top and bottom 

of a band. If there is no degeneracy at this point (apart from the possible Kra¬ 

mers degeneracy with regard to the spin; see the end of §55), the function 

ef(k) near it has a regular expansion in powers of the difference q = k—ko* 

The first terms in this expansion are quadratic: 

e,(k) = e,(k0) + ikqiqk. (59.1) 

The tensor mik, the inverse of the tensor of the coefficients m~1ik in (59.1), is 

called the electron effective mass tensor in the lattice. We shall show how this 

tensor may be expressed in terms of the matrix elements with respect to the 

Bloch functions ipsko at the point k0. 

If the spin-orbit interaction is neglected, the electron Hamiltonian has the 

form (56.1). We substitute in Schrodinger’s equation with this Hamiltonian 
the wave function in the form 

ipsk - ^(ko+q) -rusk = e* •r (f)sk. (59.2) 
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The equation then becomes 

A + U(r) + [A„.i, + ^]j^ = (59.3) 

where ft = — iftv is the operator of the actual momentum. 

In the neighbourhood of the point k = ko, the vector q is a small quantity, 

and the expression in the square brackets in (59.3) may be regarded as the 

operator of a perturbation. In the zero-order approximation, when q = 0, 

the functions <j>A are the same as the The usual perturbation theory therefore 

enables us to express the correction to the energy in terms of the matrix elements 

with respect to these functions. 
Since ko is an extremum point, there is no correction linear in q. This means 

that the diagonal matrix elements are 

(sko | p | jk0> = 0. (59.4) 

To determine the correction quadratic in q, we must take into account the q2 

term in the perturbation operator in first-order perturbation theory, and the 

q term in the second order. This leads to formula (59.1) for e/k), where 

_^ $ik , 1 sr' (Pi)ss'(pk)s's + (pk)ss'(pi)s's . 

" <k = + -VCW—AO-’ (59,5) 

the summation is over all s' 9± sJ To simplify the notation, the matrix ele¬ 

ments are written here and henceforward without the diagonal suffix ko: 

pss, = <(sk0! p | j'ko). When there are close bands (i.e. small differences 

the second term in (59.5) may be large in comparison with the first, and the 

effective masses are then small compared with m. 

Now let a uniform magnetic field H be applied to the crystal. According to 

(56.7), the Hamiltonian acting on functions of the generalized quasi-momentum 

Q is obtained from (59.1) on replacing q by the operator 

q = Q - ek/he, A = 1H X i d/dQ. (59.6) 

The resulting Hamiltonian 

#j0) = e,(ko) + \ Wm-1 ik qiqk (59.7) 

is, of course, valid only in the same energy range as the original formula 

(59.1). This means that, as well as the condition (56.3) for the field to be weak, 

it is assumed that the Landau levels considered are not too high. In this sense, 

the quantities q and Q are to be regarded as small; the increase of the potential 

A has the effect that, even in a weak field, we cannot suppose that A is small 
compared with Q. 

t The summation over k' does not appear, since, according to (55.15), the momentum 
p = mv has only matrix elements diagonal in k, so that all the intermediate states pertain to 
the same quasi-momentum k„. 
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The next terms in the Hamiltonian after (59.7) contain the field H in the 
“pure” form (i.e. without acompanying operators d/dQ). Such terms cannot be 
found simply from considerations of gauge invariance. Let us determine the 
first of these terms, which is linear in H. Because of the relative smallness of this 

correction, we can calculate it with Q = 0. 

Let us first investigate this problem without the spin-orbit interaction. The 

term of interest, linear in H, can only arise from the term linear in A in the 

original exact Hamiltonian (56.2) of the electron, i.e. by averaging with respect 
to the wave function yiko the expression 

- (e/2mc)(p .A + A.ft) = — (e/mc) A. P; (59.8) 

the equality depends on the gauge already chosen, with div A = 0. This adds 
to the Hamiltonian (59.7) the term 

= (59.9) 

where 
M = (e/2mc)(sko | r X p | Jk0> (59.10) 

is just the mean value of the magnetic moment of the electron in the state jk0. 

We must emphasize that the correction (59.9) may be added to the Hamiltonian 

(59.7) without any fear that this effect has already been partly taken into account 

by the substitution (59.6): the terms linear in H in (59.7) do not occur when 

Q = 0. 

We expand the expression (59.10) by the matrix multiplication rule, using 
the fact that, from (59.4), p has no diagonal matrix elements: 

= 2me ^ [CR>')«/ (Pz)s’s ~ (^r)is' QvVJ 

(and similarly for My and Mz); the correction to the Hamiltonian (59.7) is, 

as it should be, expressed in terms of matrix elements of the operator 52. Using 

the relation 

Sis's = p«'f/i(e«' £i)» 

we can put M in the form 

i/ _ y/ (ffzW (Py)s's ~ (Pyjsi' (Ptjs's 

* 2me h <v(ko)-e,(ko) 
(59.11) 

If the crystal has a centre of inversion, M is zero, and therefore so is the whole 

correction (59.9): under simultaneous time reversal and inversion, the state of 

the electron is unchanged (if its spin is ignored), and the right-hand side of 

(59.11) is therefore unchanged, whereas the magnetic moment must change sign 
under this transformation. 

We now take into account the spin-orbit interaction in the crystal by adding 
to the Hamiltonian (56.1) the spin-orbit term fta from (55.17). This changes 
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the term linear in q in equation (59.3): the operator £ in this term is replaced by 

n = ft + (h2/4m2c2) o X Vt/. (59.12) 

The operator n has a simple physical significance: on directly commuting the 

Hamiltonian (including Asl) with r, we find, in the absence of a magnetic 

field, 

i = n/m. (59.13) 

Similarly, in the presence of a magnetic field, by making the usual substitu¬ 

tion ft — ft—cA/c in the original Hamiltonian (including Asl), we find that the 

term linear in A has the form —en.A[me, which differs from (59.8) only in 

that ft is replaced by tc. The magnetic moment (59.11) must be supplemented by 

the spin magnetic moment of the free electron, giving 

mx = /5<iko! *,! *k„>+■£- £' _ (59 14) 
ime s' — £f 

With the spin-orbit interaction included, the second term in this expression is 

not zero even if the crystal has a centre of inversion: simultaneous time reversal 

and inversion yield a state with the opposite spin direction, so that the whole 

expression (59.14), if it changes sign under this transformation, must reduce 

to the mean value of the operator fi<yfeik{k); cf. (56.12). 

Let us calculate the tensor %ik for the case where the spin-orbit interaction 

may be regarded as a perturbation.* We can rewrite (55.17) as 

A si = a. x, X = (ifi2/4m2c2) vUx V. (59.15) 

Regarding (59.9) and (59.15) as a perturbation, we find the correction to the 

energy in second-order perturbation theory, retaining only the cross-terms from 

(59.9) and (59.15). This correction (which still is an operator, a matrix with re¬ 

spect to the spin variables) has the form (56.12), with the tensor £ik given by 

t X i ^ V' iXdss'{Lk^s ~\~(<Lk)ss'{Xi)s's 
Zik = Olk + ^r 2_ -:— - 

2 V Ss'-Ss 
(59.16) 

where fiL — r X ft. 

The above discussion has related to states that are not degenerate (except 

with respect to the spin). If there is degeneracy at k = k0, the energy has to 

be determined by setting up the secular equation which takes account of the 

perturbation (the square brackets in (59.3)) as far as the second-order terms, 

i. e. according to QMt (39.4). The properties of the resulting secular equation 

depend on the symmetry at the point k0. We shall return to this topic in §68. 

t The expression (55.17) for H,t is the first term in an expansion in powers of the relativistic 
ratio {v/cf, and is therefore, in a certain sense, always small. This smallness, however, is irrel¬ 

evant to the applicability of perturbation theory in any particular band. Hence H,h in the 
problem under consideration, cannot always be regarded as a small perturbation. 
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PROBLEM 

Find the quasi-classical energy levels for a particle with the quadratic dispersion relation 
(59.1) in a magnetic field acting in any direction. 

Solution. We reduce the tensor m(k to diagonal form, and measure energy and momentum 
from an extremum point, say the minimum. Then 

e(k ) = Y*2 
k\ k\ 

—L+—L+ 
m-i m2 

_*|\ 
mz) ’ (1) 

where mu m2, m3 are the principal values of the tensor mik (and are positive quantities). Let 
n be a unit vector in the direction of the field H; then 

kt = n.k = /Jx&1+/j2fc2-f-/j3&3, (2) 

where nx, n2, n3 are the direction cosines of the field relative to the principal axes of the tensor 
mik. We have to find the area S of the part of the plane (2) that lies within the ellipsoid (1); it 
may be written as the integral 

S= $ d(n.k-kz)d3k, (3) 

taken over the volume of the ellipsoid (l).i' By the change of variables kk{ = (2em,)1/2 q{, the 
integral is brought to the form 

5 = (2«)3/2 «-3(m1m2m3)1'2 J <5(v .q- kt)d3q, 

where the vector v in q-space has the components v{ = (2e/Mi)1/2/z<//i, and the integration is 
taken over the volume of the sphere q2 = 1. The integration is easily carried out in cylindrical 
polar coordinates with the axis along v, and gives 

S(e, kz) = (2n/k2) m±(e— ft2kt/2mn). 

where 
m, | = mi/if+m2«l+m3«§, 

m± = (m1m2m3lmli)112. 

Substituting in (58.7), we find the energy levels 

en(kt) = 
\e\m 

m±c H) 
h2k\ 

+ 2 

(4) 

(5) 

§ 60. Symmetry of electron states in a lattice in a magnetic field 

In this section we shall consider the exact general properties of translational 

symmetry of the wave functions of a Bloch electron in a magnetic field, which 

do not depend on any approximation (such as the condition for the field to 

be weak or the quasi-classicality condition). 

The application of a uniform magnetic field does not affect the physical 

translational symmetry of the system, which remains spatially periodic. A 

t Letf{x, y, z) = constant be a family of surfaces occupying a certain volume. The distance 
dl between two of these surfaces, infinitely close to each other, is dl — df! \ v/l, and the volume 
between them is dV=S(f)dl, where S(f) is the area of the surface having a given value of /. 
Multiplying the equation S(f)df = | v/l dVby the delta function 6(f) and integrating over the 
volume and df, we find the area of the surface f(x, y, z) = Oas 5(0)= J I V/|<5(/) d3x. In our 
case | v/1 L and this gives equation (3). 
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distinctive feature is, however, that the electron Hamiltonian (56.2) does lose 
its symmetry, because it involves not the constant field strength H but the 

vector potential A(r), which depends on the coordinates and is not periodic. 

The non-invariance of the Hamiltonian naturally complicates the transfor¬ 

mation law for wave functions under translation. We take the vector potential 

of the uniform field in the gauge 

A = |Hxr, (60.1) 

and let y>(r) be an eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian A(r). Under a translation 

r —r-f-a (where a is any of the basic lattice vectors), this function becomes 

y>(r+a), and is then an eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian #(r-fa), which is not 

the same as #(r), because the vector potential has changed: 

A(r) - A(r+a) = A(r) + |Hx»- 

To find the required transformation law, we must go back to the original 

Hamiltonian by the gauge transformation 

A-A + vf, / = --§-Hxa.r. 

The wave function is then transformed according to (56.4): ip -*■ ip exp (ieffhc). 

Denoting the result of all these operations by Taip(r), we thus find 

7>(r) = ip(r + a) exp ir.hx a), (60.2) 

where h = \e \ H/ftc\ Ta is called the magnetic translation operator. If ip(r) is 

a solution of Schrodinger’s equation 6{v)ip = eipf then (60.2) is a solution of 

that equation for the same energy e (R. E. Peierls 1933). 

From the definition (60.2), we easily find that 

T’aTV = 7;+a'ft>(a, a'), <u(a, a') = exp ( - f- zh. a X a'). (60.3) 

When a and a' are interchanged, the exponent in the factor <u(a, a') changes 

sign, and the operators 7^ and therefore do not in general commute: 

T.7V = T<T% exp (-ih.aX a'). (60.4) 

Thus the product of two operators TA and Tx> generally differs by a phase 

factor from the operator 7^,. In mathematical terms, this means that the 

operators 7* give not an ordinary but a projective representation of the trans¬ 

lation group; the basis of these representations is formed by the wave functions 

of the stationary states of a Bloch electron in a magnetic field.1” The classifica- 

t Projective representations of groups have already been met with in Part 1,§134. The pro¬ 
jective representations of a group G are those given by operators <? such that the relations 
between them are the same as those between the corresponding elements of G only to within 
phase factors: if GXG2 = G3, we have for the operators <ji<j2 = oil2G3, where col2 need only 
have unit modulus. 
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tion of the energy levels must consequently be based on the irreducible project 

tive representations of the translation group, just as, in the absence of the field, 
they are based on the irreducible ordinary representations of this group. 

The translation group is Abelian (all its elements commute), and therefore 
all its irreducible ordinary representations are one-dimensional. The base 

function y) of each such representation is simply multiplied by a phase factor 

under translation; for two successive translations, this factor must be equal to 

the product of the factors for each translation separately. This means that 

Tjp = eik‘av', 

where k is a constant vector, the quasi-momentum of the electron, which is the 

parameter classifying the irreducible representations. 

A complete classification of the irreducible projective representations of the 

translation group can be made (E. Brown 1964, J. Zak 1964) if the magnetic 

field satisfies the condition 
h = 4np*slqvt (60.5) 

where p and q are any two relatively prime integers, and a3 is one of the three 

arbitrary chosen basic vectors ai, a2, as of the lattice; v = aiXa2.aa is the 

volume of a unit cell of the lattice. Thus the magnetic field must be along one 

of the lattice vectors, and hv!4na$ must be a rational number. Multiplying 

(60.5) by aiXa2, we can also write this condition as 

h. ax X % = 4nplq. (60.6) 

To classify the irreducible projective representations of the translation group 

it is important to note that we can select from this group a sub-group (the 

magnetic sub-group) with respect to which the representation is not projective 

but ordinary. With the condition (60.6), such a sub-group is the set of transla¬ 

tions of the form 
am = nA+n2q*2 + n&s (60.7) 

with integral coefficients nlf n2, n$. For, when the vector h is along as and 

satisfies the condition (60.6) for all translations of this form, the exponent in 

(60.3) is zero or a multiple of 2a:, so that all the factors co(a, a') = 1.* The set of 

translations (60.7) forms a lattice with basic vectors ai, <?a2, a3, which we call 

the magnetic lattice. The magnetic reciprocal lattice correspondingly has basic 

vectors bi, b2fqt b3, where bi, b2, b3 are basic vectors of the original reciprocal 
lattice. 

The irreducible ordinary representations of the magnetic sub-group, like 

those of the whole translation group, are one-dimensional; they are charac- 

t The choice of the magnetic sub-group is in general not unique: instead of (60.7) we can 
take any set of translations of the form am = +M2<72a2+where qlt q2 are integers 
such that qxq2 — q. 
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terized by wave vectors (quasi-momenta) K, all non-equivalent values of which 

are in one cell of the magnetic reciprocal lattice. 
Let y>a) be the base function of one such representation with quasi-momen¬ 

tum k(1) = K. For this function, 

^y^r) = eik<1,'‘-»f)(r). (60.8) 

In a translation through the basic vector a2 (which is not in the magnetic sub¬ 

group), we obtain from y>(1) a function t/>(2) with a different quasi-momentum. 

To determine the latter, we use (60.4) and (60.8) to write 

or finally 

= exp (- ih. aw X a2) 7^ yrf«(r) 

:= exp { - iam. a2 X h+iam. k*1)} T%1 yP>(r) 

T*mV*2Kr) = <?*k<t,-**y><2>(r), 

where 

k(» = kW-flaXh = K —2(/?/#)b1; 

in the last equation we have substituted (60.5) and the reciprocal lattice vector 

bi = 27ra2xa3/w. We must now take separately the cases of odd and even q.f 

Let q be odd. Repeating the translation through a2 a further q—2 times, we 

obtain a total of q different functions with quasi-momenta 

k<» = K, k<2> = K -2(plq)bx, ..., k<«> = K-2 p{q~b^ (60.9) 

By subtracting an appropriate integral multiple of the vector bi, these values 

are converted (in some order) to the values 

k = K, K -f bjq, K -I- 2bJq, ..., K -I- (q — 1) bjq. (60.10) 

These q functions form a ^-dimensional irreducible projective representation 

of the translation group. We obtain all the non-equivalent representations when 

K takes values in a cell with sides bi/q, b2lq, b3; the quasi-momenta k(1), 

k(2),... then take values in a cell with sides bi, b2/q, b3. 

Now let q be even. Then, in the sequence (60.9), the (\q+ l)th value, equal 

to K—pbi, differs from K only by an integral multiple of the reciprocal lattice 

vector bx. Thus there are only \q nonequivalent values of k, which are given 

by (60.10) with \q instead of q. In this case, therefore, the irreducible represen- 

t When q = 1, the magnetic sub-group is the same as the complete translation group. Thus, 
if h is an integral multiple of 4na3/v, the irreducible projective representations of the trans¬ 
lation group are the same as the ordinary irreducible representations, and the electron states 
are classified in the same way as in the absence of the field. 
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tations are -^-dimensional, and K takes values in a cell with edges 2bi/#, bz[q, 

b3. 
These results enable us to formulate the following conclusion about the man¬ 

ner of variation of the electron energy spectrum in the lattice when a magnetic 

field is applied to it that satisfies the condition (60.5). In the absence of the field, 

the spectrum consists of discrete energy bands, in each of which the energy 

fi(k) is a function of the quasi-momentum, the latter taking values in one recip¬ 

rocal lattice cell. When the field is applied, the band splits into q sub-bands, 

in each of which all the energy levels are q-io\d or -|^-fold degenerate, according 

as q is odd or even. The energy in the sub-band may be expressed as a function 

£(K) of the vector K, the latter taking values in Ifq2 or 2/q2 of the reciprocal 
lattice cell, according as q is odd or even. 

The picture given above is, in a certain sense, extremely sensitive to the mag¬ 

nitude and direction of the magnetic field. For, there are values of H arbitrarily 

close to a value satisfying (60.5) with some p and q, which satisfy the same 

condition with much larger q, so that by an infinitesimal change of the field 

the number of sub-bands can be increased indefinitely. It must be emphasized, 

however, that this does not imply a similar instability in observable physical 

properties. These are determined not by the specific band structure, but by 

the distribution of the number of states among small but finite energy ranges, 

and this distribution changes only slightly with the field, because what is 

greatly changed is not the energy of the states but only their classification as a 

result of the altered range of definition of the quasi-momentum. 

§ 61. Electronic spectra of normal metals 

In actual crystals of normal (not superconducting) metals, the electrons form 

a quantum Fermi liquid of the type described in Chapter I. Certain differences 

arise, however, because this is not a “free” isotropic liquid but a liquid in the 

anisotropic periodic field of the lattice. 

Just as the energy spectrum of a free Fermi liquid has a similar structure to 

that of an ideal Fermi gas, so the spectrum of the electron Fermi liquid in a 

metal has a similar structure to the of an ideal “gas in the lattice”. The occur¬ 

rence of the quasi-momentum as a conserved quantity is due only to the spatial 

periodicity of the system (just as the conservation of the actual momentum 

is a consequence of the complete spatial homogeneity). It is therefore natural 

that the properties enumerated in §55 apply to the classification of levels in the 

spectrum of an electron liquid in a metal, the role of the particles (electrons) 
being taken by the quasi-particles. 

At absolute zero, the particles of an ideal Fermi gas in a periodic field occupy 
all the lowest levels, with energies e up to a limiting value eF (which is equal to 

the chemical potential ^ at T — 0), determined by the condition that the num¬ 
ber of states with e eF is equal to the total number of electrons. The energy 
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bands such that e4(k) < eF for all k are fully occupied; those with es(k) >- eF 
are empty, and those for which the equation 

e,(k) = eF (61.1) 

has a solution are partly occupied. Equation (61.1) determines in k-space the 

limiting Fermi surface which (for each band) separates the filled and empty 

states. 

Similarly, in an actual metal there is a surface in k-space which separates 

the region of quasi-particle states that are filled (at T = 0) from the unoccu¬ 

pied states; on one side of this surface the quasi-particle energies e > eF, 

and on the other side e < eF. However, the concept of quasi-particles in a 

Fermi liquid has a real physical significance only near the Fermi surface, where 

the decay of the elementary excitations is relatively slight (see §1). Hence the 

idea of occupied energy bands which occurs in the description of the spectrum 

of an ideal Fermi gas has no literal meaning in an actual electron liquid. 

The quasi-particles near the Fermi surface are called conduction electrons. 

Their energy is in general a linear function of the quasi-momentum; similarly 

to (1.12), we have 
e(k)-eF**(k-kF).yF> (61.2) 

where kF is a point on the Fermi surface and 

/hrF*(0e/0k)k_k, (61.3) 

gives the conduction electron velocity at such a points 

Near the Fermi surface there must also be a “transitional zone” in the con¬ 

duction electron distribution at non-zero temperatures. Hence we have as the 

condition for the Fermi-liquid theory to be valid T<chkFvF, where kF and vF 

are the characteristic values for the dimensions of the Fermi surface and the 

velocity on it. The dimensions kFare usually of the same order of magnitude 

as those of the reciprocal lattice cell, so that kF ~ 1 /a; an exception occurs 

for the semi-metals (see below). Putting also as an estimate vF ~ hkF/m, we 

get the condition T <*: 104— 105°K, which is always satisfied in practice. 

Almost all metals have crystal lattices with a centre of inversion. According 

to the discussion at the end of §55, all energy levels of the conduction electrons 

(with given k) are doubly degenerate with respect to the spin (the metals re¬ 

ferred to are neither ferromagnetic nor antiferromagnetic). 

The shape and configuration of the Fermi surface are important charac¬ 

teristics of any particular metal. In various metals they are quite different and 

in general complicated. The Fermi surface may consist of several separate 

t Formulae such as (2.11) for the effective mass, derived in §2 for the “free” Fermi liquid 
from considerations of Galilean invariance, of course do not apply to the electron liquid in a 
crystal lattice. 
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sheets, which may be singly or multiply connected, open or closed; cf. the 

discussion of constant-energy surfaces in §55. 
The closed sheets of the Fermi surface can be divided into two classes, accord¬ 

ing as they form the boundary of regions of filled (at T = 0) or empty states 

of quasi-particles (in the former case e < eF within the cavity, in the latter 

case e >- eF). Both cases can, however, be described in a similar manner if we 

suppose in the second case that the “empty” cavity is filled with “quasi-holes”; 

the transition of the system to the excited state is then described as a transi¬ 

tion of quasi-holes from inside to outside the Fermi surface. The Fermi surface 

itself is then said to be hole-type, in contrast to electron-type in the first case.1- 

The physical difference between the two types of quasi-particles (electrons and 

holes) is clearly seen when they move in external fields. For example, all 

cross-sections of a hole-type (or electron-type) Fermi surface, which determine 

the quasi-classical trajectories for motion in a magnetic field, are of the hole 

(or electron) type as defined in §57. 

In an isotropic “free” Fermi liquid, as considered in §1, the Fermi surface 

was a sphere whose radius was determined by the density of the liquid in accord¬ 

ance with Landau’s theorem (1.1). An analogous relation holds for the elec¬ 

tron liquid in a metal, but the specific nature of the properties resulting from 

the periodicity of the lattice causes some changes in its formulation. 

The number of electrons in the metal is conveniently expressed per unit 

lattice cell. Let n be the total number of electrons in the atoms in one cell, and 

rFthe total volume per cell of the reciprocal lattice on the occupied side of the 

Fermi surface (i.e. the side where e < eF). The word “total” here signifies 

that if the occupied regions corresponding to different sheets of the Fermi 

surface partly overlap, they must still be combined independently. The volume 

rF will be measured in units of the reciprocal lattice cell volume itself, and the 

remark just made about overlapping regions means that tF thus defined may 

exceed unity. 

The requisite proposition (Luttinger’s theorem), which replaces Landau’s 

theorem (§20) for a metal, is expressed by 

nc = 2tf — n —21 (61.4) 

where l is an integer ( > 0). In the model of an ideal gas in a lattice, this num¬ 

ber has a simple significance: complete occupation of each band corresponds 

to two electrons in the reciprocal lattice cell (because of the two spin states), 

so that 21 is the number of electrons occupying the / lowest bands, and n—21 

is the number of electrons in partly filled bands. Formula (61.4) expresses the 

far from trivial result that a similar situation continues to hold when the 

t We must emphasize, however, to avoid misunderstanding, that the term “hole” is not 
used here in the same sense as in the alternative method (see the end of§l) for describing the 
spectrum of a Fermi liquid; there, the holes were simply empty places formed in the filled 
region on excitation of the system. 
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interaction between electrons is taken into account.* By the definition of a 
metal, the integer nc is not zero. 

Let there be only closed sheets (electron-type and hole-type) of the Fermi 

surface in a metal; let and be the contributions to tF from the electron 

and hole cavities individually: 

= Ir<i>+5>(£; 
s s 

the summation is over all electron-type and hole-type sheets respectively. The 

quantity t*? is the volume of the electron-type cavity, and 1 — is that of 

the hole-type cavity. The numbers of electron and hole quasi-particles are 

«- = 2£t« n+ =2£(1-t<$). 
s s 

With n even (and therefore nc even), cases can occur where nc is equal to twice 

the number of hole-type cavities. Equation (61.4) is then easily found to reduce 

to 
n_ = n+. (61.5) 

Such metals with equal numbers of quasi-particles and quasi-holes are said 

to be compensated. 
It should be pointed out that, when equation (61.5) is exactly satisfied, n_ 

and n+ themselves may be arbitrary, and in particular may be arbitrarily small. 

In such cases, when the volumes of all the cavities of the Fermi surface are very 

small (in comparison with the volume of one reciprocal lattice cell), the sub¬ 

stance is said to be a semi-metal} There is, however, a lower limit to the num¬ 

ber of conduction electrons, beyond which an electron spectrum of the metal 

type becomes unstable and cannot exist (see the end of §66). 

The thermodynamic quantities for a metal consist of lattice and electron 

parts. The temperature dependence of the latter is determined by the quasi¬ 

particles in the neighbourhood of the Fermi surface (the dispersion relation 

(61.2)). The nature of this dependence is of course the same as for an ideal 

Fermi gas or an isotropic Fermi liquid (cf. §1); the only difference in the formu¬ 

lae is due to the different number of quasi-particle states near the Fermi sur¬ 

face, which is no longer a sphere. 

Let v de be the number of states (per unit volume of the metal) in an energy 

range de. The volume element in k-space between infinitely close constant- 

energy surfaces corresponding to energies eF and eF+de is df de/hvF, where df 

is an element of area on the Fermi surface and vF the magnitude of the vector 

vF — (1 Jh) de/dk normal to the surface. Hence 

(61'6) 

t For a rigorous derivation of this result, see J. M. Luttinger, Physical Review 119, 1153‘ 
1960. 

* For example, in bismuth//_ = n+ ~ 10“ 5. 
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where the integration is over all the sheets of the Fermi surface within one 
reciprocal lattice cell; for an open Fermi surface the faces of the cell itself are, 
of course, not part of the range of integration. 

The quantity (61.6) replaces in the thermodynamic quantities the expression 

which for a gas of free particles (with a spherical Fermi surface) was 

2 4np% _ mpF 

(2nhf pF/m ~ ' 

For example, the electron part of the thermodynamic potential Q of a metal is 
(cf. Part 1, §58) 

Qe = Qoe-\nh>FVT\ (61.7) 

where Q0e is the value of the potential at T — 0. Regarding the second term 

in (61.7) as a small correction to Q0e, by the theorem of small increments, we 

can write down a similar formula for the thermodynamic potential 0: 

= (61.8) 

where vF and V are now assumed to be expressed in terms of P (in the “zero” 
approximation, i.e. at T = 0). 

Determining from (61.8) the entropy and hence the specific heat, we find 

Ce = \nh>FVT. (61.9) 

The lattice part of the specific heat is proportional to T3 (at temperatures small 

compared with the Debye temperature 0); hence, at sufficiently low tempera¬ 
tures, the electron contribution to the specific heat becomes predominant.* 

For the same reason, the electron contribution to the thermal expansion of 

the metal becomes predominant in this temperature range. Determining from 

(61.8) the volume V = 60/dP and hence the thermal expansion coefficient a, 
we find 

a 
1 / dV \ x* d(VvF) 
v \ dr )p 3V dp 

(61.10) 

Here, as also in the range T?s>0 (see Part 1, §67), the ratio 

xV/C = -dlog(VvF)/dP 

s independent of the temperature. 

§ 62. Green’s function of electrons in a metal 

The discussion in §§56-58 related to the motion cf one electron in a lattice to 

which an external magnetic field is applied. We shall now show that the results 

obtained remain essentially valid for quasi-particles (conduction electrons) 

t The small parameter of the expansion in (61.9) is the ratio T/er; in the lattice specific 
heat it is T/0 ; thus the two parts of the specific heat beccme comparable when T2 ~ 03/f>. 
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in the electron liquid in an actual metal; there is only a certain change in the 
definitions of the quantities appearing in the relations (Yti. A. Bychkov and 
L. P. Gor’kov 1961, J. M. Luttinger 1961). The Green’s function formalism 

is suitable for a general treatment of the electron liquid. 

In Chapter II, this formalism has been developed for a “free” Fermi liquid. 

We shall now show how it must be modified for a liquid in a lattice. 

The Green’s function for an electron liquid (at T = 0) is defined in terms 

of the Heisenberg ip operators of the electrons by the same formula (7.9), where 

the averaging is with respect to the ground state of the metal. Because of the 

homogeneity of time, this function depends on the arguments ti and t2 only 

through the difference t = h—t2. The spatial homogeneity, however, is now 

destroyed by the presence of the lattice field, which is external to the liquid. 

Hence the Green’s function does not depend only on the difference ri—r2. 

All we can say is that it is invariant under a simultaneous shift of rx and r2 
by the same arbitrary basic lattice vector. In the following we shall consider 

the Green’s function in the co, r representation, i.e. use its Fourier component 

with respect to t, G^{oi; ri, r2). This function enables us, in principle, to deter¬ 

mine the energy spectrum of the electron liquid in the metal. We shall repeat 

(without going through all the calculations again) the arguments of §8 as they 
apply to the present case. 

It has been shown in §8 that the homogeneity of the system allows a complete 

determination of the coordinate dependence of the matrix elements of the ip 

operators and thus the formulation of a general expression for the Green’s 

function in the space-time representation in the form (8.5), (8.6); from this 

we can go to the momentum representation in the form of the expansion (8.7). 

For the electron liquid in a lattice, the invariance of the matrix elements, 

expressed by equation (8.3), occurs only for translations through basic vectors 

of the lattice, i.e. for r = a. This naturally leads to less definiteness in the de¬ 

pendence on the coordinates: instead of (8.4), we can only say that 

(01 t(t, r) | mk> = exp [ - /com0(k) f], 1 

<mk | #«(*, r) | 0) = xim] -k(r) exp [rn>m0(k) r], j 

where 

zimltO) = eik'Vmk(r),l 
*U(r) = A'»„*(r),J 

k is the quasi-momentum of the state, m is the set of all other quantum numbers 

describing the state, and u and v are some functions of the coordinates, period¬ 

ic in the lattice; we have written the matrix elements only for transitions from 

the ground state, i.e. state 0. The properties of the functions x(+) and %(-) are 

similar to those of the Bloch wave functions of an electron in a periodic field. 

Expressing the Green’s function in terms of these matrix elements and then chang¬ 
ing to the Fourier components with respect to time (as in §8), we now obtain 

(62.1) 

(62.2) 
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instead of (8.7) the expansion 

G*p(co; rl5 r2) 
/amk(ri) Ak(r2) 

CO-fyM-e^-f/0 

ximk(ri)xUk(r2) I , (62.3) 

with the same notation e<+) and £(_) as previously,and the change k -► — kin 

the second term. 
The presence of non-decaying one-particle elementary excitations near the 

Fermi surface of a metal has the result that, when e is near ^ the energy of the 

state depends only on k. For such states the function GJioy, n, r2) has a pole 

at <t) = e(k)—ju. Near the pole, it has the form 

Gafi(co; rl9 r2) = fotk(ri) Xfik(r2) 
co+ju — s(k) -}- t'O.sgn G) 

(62.4) 

When there is degeneracy with respect to spin, we must also sum over the two 

spin states. 

The determination of the energy spectrum from the Green’s function reduces, 

in principle, to an eigenvalue problem for a certain linear integro-differential 

operator. 

The basic ideas of the diagram technique in coordinate space remain the 

same in this case as for an ordinary Fermi liquid. In particular, with the self¬ 

energy function 2^(t, ri, r2) as the sum of the set of diagrams determined in 

§14, we can write the Green’s function GaP(t, ri, r2) as the {series (14.3), which is 

summed as the diagram equation (14.4). The thin continuous line in these 

diagrams represents the Green's function GQ(t, ri—r2) of free electrons that 

interact neither with one another nor with the lattice. According to (9.6)„ 

this function satisfies the equation 

(iW + lm+fJ) Fl “ ^ = <5(Fl “ ***' 

Applying the operator (...) to the left of (14.4) and then changing to Fourier 

components with respect to time, we obtain the required equation 

(m+fi + Ai/2m) G,f(co; r„ r2)~ J £,v(m; rl5 r1) Gyf(<u; r', r2) <Px’ 

= a.^(ri-r2). (62.5) 

Near the pole of G (with respect to the variable ft)) the right-hand side of 

the equation may be omitted, leaving a homogeneous integro-differential 

equation whose eigenvalues determine the energy spectrum of the system. The 

suffix $ and the variable r2 are not affected by any operations here, i.e. they 

act as unimportant parameters in the equation. To determine the spectrum* 

we can therefore use the equation1- 

(ft) + F + Ax/2m) *a(r) - J 27«y(ft); r, r') *y(r') dzx' = (a)~L) *(r) = 0. (62.6) 

t For a microscopically homogeneous Fermi liquid, this equation in the momentum repre¬ 
sentation reduces to (14.13): 

(o+/j, = ^(p) + Z(co, p). 
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For an electron Fermi liquid in a metal, it replaces the ordinary Schrodinger’s 
equation. Its eigenvalues determine the spectrum, as already mentioned, with 
o) — s(k)—jit; the corresponding eigenfunctions are /ak(r) from (62.4), as is 

evident from a direct substitution of (62.4) in (62.5). Since the decay of exci¬ 
tations near the Fermi surface is only slight, the operator L is Hermitian for 

small to (up to and including terms of order co). 

To go to the case where a weak external magnetic field is present, we must 

note that, in a gauge transformation of the vector potential, the tp operators 

are transformed as wave functions (cf. (44.3), (44.4)), and therefore the Green’s 

function GajJ(a>; ri, r2) is transformed as a product of tp functions, tp(r1)tp*(r2). 

This means that the function %(r) in (62.6) must also be transformed as an 

ordinary tp function. If the arguments of §56 are followed through, we easily 

find that they make use only of the periodicity of the crystal lattice, the general 

properties of the gauge transformation, and the fact that the energy spectrum 

is determined by the eigenvalues of a certain Hamiltonian; in the present case, 

the latter is the operator L in (62.6).1" It is therefore clear that the result, that 

is the rule for changing from the spectrum in the absence of the field to that in 

the presence of the field, will be the same; the new spectrum is determined from 

the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian 

£(k-£a^)’ t = iW’ <62-7> 
where e(k) is the spectrum in the absence of the field. The significance of e(k) 

itself is now, of course, different from that in (56.7), since it takes account of 

the collective interaction of all the electrons in the system. 

Next, since the treatment of the quasi-classical case in §§57 and 58 was en¬ 

tirely based on the existence of a Hamiltonian of the form (62.7), the results 

obtained there are also directly applicable to an electron liquid. The question 

arises, however, of what is to be regarded as the field strength acting on a 

conduction electron (and thus what is to be taken as the vector potential A). 

Strictly speaking, it should be the exact microscopic value of the field at the 

point r due to all the electrons (and to the external field). In the quasi-classical 

case, however, the characteristic dimension rH of the region in which interaction 

occurs (the Larmor radius of the orbits) is large compared with the order of 

magnitude of the distances between electrons, i.e. the lattice constant a. This 

causes an automatic averaging of the microscopic field. The origin of the aver¬ 
aging may be explained as follows. 

Let us represent the microscopic field strength as the sum of its mean value 

(which is, according to customary terminology of macroscopic electrodynamics, 

t There may seem to be an important difference here in that the operator L in (62.6) itself 
depends on co. In fact, this merely causes the Hamiltonian to be written in an implicit form. For 
small co (near the Fermi surface) we can change to an explicit form by expanding L L0 +o>£1 
and then multiplying the equation L0% = co(l —Lp)% on the left by the operator (1 
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the magnetic induction B) and a rapidly varying part H. The vector potential 
corresponding to the uniform field B increases over the whole extent of the 
orbit, taking characteristic values ~ BrH. The potential corresponding to the 

field H which oscillates over distances ~ a does not increase steadily, and only 

reaches values ~ Ba, which are negligible in comparison with BrH. But, as 

shown in §56, it is the potential of the field which determines the quantization of 

the motion of the electrons. Thus we conclude that it is sufficient to take account 

of just the potential A of the uniform induction B = curl A, which will play the 

part of the field acting on the electron (D. Shoenberg 1962). We shall see later 

(at the end of §63) that this situation may lead to some new phenomena in the 

magnetization of metals. 
Thus the quasi-classical quantization rule (58.7) for the electron liquid in a 

metal is written 
S(e, k.) = (2» | e |/he) B(n +1), (62.8) 

where S(e, kz) is now the cross-sectional area of the actual constant-energy sur¬ 

faces of the conduction electrons in a metal (near its Fermi surface). 

As in the problem of one electron in a lattice having a centre of inversion1-, 

the inclusion of the conduction electron spin causes a splitting of the levels in 

the magnetic field into two components: 

Bmtk,) = en(kz) + a^{k2) 13, or = ± 1. (62.9) 

The quantity $(kz) results from the averaging of a function !(k) over the quasi- 

classical trajectory. We can with sufficient accuracy regard all trajectories as 

lying on the Fermi surface itself, so that the result of the averaging depends only 

on kz. We should emphasize that, for electrons in the Fermi liquid, the difference 

of £(kz) from the value unity which it has for free electrons is due not only to the 

spin-orbit interaction but also to the exchange interaction between electrons. 

§ 63. The de Haas-van Alphen effect 

The magnetic susceptibility of a metal in weak magnetic fields (fiB«: T, 

where ft is the Bohr magneton and B the magnetic induction) cannot be calcu¬ 

lated in general form. The reason is that in the theory of the Fermi liquid we can 

only deal with the paramagnetic (spin) part of the susceptibility: this part is de¬ 

termined by the conduction electrons near the Fermi surface, since the electron 

spins within the distribution compensate one another. The diamagnetic (orbi¬ 

tal) part of the susceptibility, however, contains contributions from all the elec¬ 

trons, including those within the distribution, where the concept of quasi¬ 

particles in the theory of the Fermi liquid has no meaning. The two parts of the 

conductivity are in general of the same order of magnitude, and only their sum 
has an actual physical significance. 

t As in fact do the crystal lattices of all metals. 
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Let us now consider “strong” fields, for which 

(63.1) 

i.e. the intervals between the Landau levels are comparable with the temperature 
but still small in comparison with the chemical potential. In this case, the para¬ 

magnetic and diamagnetic parts of the magnetization cannot be separated at all, 

but the situation is different in that the magnetization of the metal has an oscilla¬ 

tory dependence on the field {the de Haas-van Alphen effect)? The monotonic 

part of the magnetization depends in this case also on all the electrons in the 

metal and cannot be calculated within the theory of the Fermi liquid. But the 

oscillatory part of the magnetization is, as we shall see, determined only by the 

conduction electrons near the Fermi surface and can be considered in a general 

form (I. M. Lifshitz and A. M. Kosevich 1965); we shall now discuss this part. 

The oscillatory dependence of the magnetization on the field is a consequence 

of the quantization of the energy levels of the orbital motion of the electrons. 

But the quantization affects only states corresponding to the motion of elec¬ 

trons in trajectories that are closed (in k-space). Hence the contribution to the 

oscillatory part of the thermodynamic quantities comes only from the conduction 

electrons on closed cross-sections of the constant-energy surfaces by planes per¬ 

pendicular to the given direction of the field. We shall assume that the quasi- 

classicality condition is satisfied on these cross-sections, i.e. that the numbers 

n determined by equation (62.8) are large: 

hcSI\e\B?>\. (63.2) 

For typical Fermi surfaces in metals, the linear dimensions of the cross-sections 

are ~ l/a, so that S ~ a~2, and the condition (63.2) is certainly satisfied; cf. the 

first footnote to §57. 

The quasi -classical levels are given (with allowance for spin) by the expression 

(62.9), where en{kz) are the solutions of equation (62.8); for each level there is 

a number of states given by formula (58.10). Hence the partition function which 

determines the thermodynamic potential Q (a function of p, T and the volume V 
of the system) is as shown in 

g £log{1+expiKk,) }*- (633) 

The suffix s numbers the various sheets of the constant-energy surface; this 

suffix, and the sign of summation with respect to it, will be omitted for brevity. 

The integration with respect to kz is taken over an interval such as to include all 

different cross-sections (i.e. excluding periodic repetitions) of all sheets of the 
constant-energy surfaces. 

t Cf. Part 1, §60, where this effect has been discussed for an ideal electron gas. 
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Let us first separate from Q the part i5 that is an oscillatory function of the 
field, transforming the sum (63.3) by means of Poisson’s formula :f 

T**(0)+ £ F(n) = J F(x)dx + 2re £ J F(x)e^xdx. (63.4) 
"”1 o /=1 0 

The first term in this formula when applied to (63.3) gives the non-oscillatory 

contribution to Q; we omit this, and write 

£ = 
1 e | BVT 

4n2ch 
2re £ £ 4, 

1=1 a =±1 

where 7/o is the oscillatory part of the integral 

(63.5) 

,=Miog{ 1 + exp - 
~e„(kz) 

e™lndkz (63.6) 

and we have used the notation pa = p—ofltB. 

For the further analysis we define the function 

n(e, kz) = 
chS(e, kz) 1 

2n\e\B 2 
(63.7) 

(cf. (62.8)), and change from integration over n in (63.6) to integration over e: 

ho = 1 + exp f*o-e 
T I 

,zniin _^L dkz de; 
de 

(63.8) 

the choice of the lower limit of integration over e, which has been arbitrarily 

taken as zero, is immaterial, since in any case only the neighbourhood of 
e = (xa is important in the integral. 

Since the function n(e, k2) is large, the exponential factor in the integrand in 

(63.8) is a rapidly oscillating function of kz. These oscillations reduce to nothing 

the integral with respect to kz, and so the main contribution comes from the 

ranges of the variable^ in which n(e,kr) varies least rapidly and the oscillations 

are therefore slowest. That is, the main contribution to the integral comes from the 

regions near the extrema of n as a function of kz for any given e. Let kz ex(e) be 

one such point; near it, we calculate the integral by the saddle-point method, 
putting in the exponent of the exponential 

n(e, K) *= «„(£) + ! (H) 
«ex(e) = n(e-kz,cx(e)). 

t See Part 1,§60. It is not important that the term F(0) in the sum in (63.4) has a coefficient 
since only the terms with large n are significant in the sum (63.3). 
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and in the non-exponential factors taking the value at kz — kz ex. The result is 

that each of the extrema contributes to the integral the term 

J log{l + exp ^V-} 4S..-L:-g{*} *. 

0 

The replacement of dn(e, kz)/de by dneJde is legitimate, since at the extremum 

dnjdkz = 0. The plus and minus signs in the exponent refer respectively to the 
cases where kzex is a minimum and a maximum of n(e, kz).+ We transform this 

expression by integration by parts, with 

exp (2nilnCy) de = d exp (2mln^(s)) 

and using the fact that the slowly varying function \ d2njdkl 'ex need not be 

differentiated. The integrated term does not give an oscillatory dependence on 

the field; omitting it, we have 

//* = £ 
e±i*li 

2niTlS12 

exp (2mlnex) de /» __ 
(63.9) 

where the summation is over all the extrema (whose significance is further dis¬ 

cussed below). 

The factor exp (2jiilnex) in the numerator of the integrand is a rapidly oscillat¬ 

ing function of e. These oscillations reduce to nothing the integral with respect 

to e everywhere except in the region e— fia ~ T, where the denominator varies 

rapidly. The function nex(e) itself varies smoothly in this region, and may there¬ 

fore be represented as 

nn(e) % «ex(yWa) + nCJ(pa) (£ ~ P°) \ 

the factor j d2n/dk2z | “1/2 is simply replaced by its value at e=(ia. Then, changing 

from integration with respect to e to one with respect to x = (s—fiJ/T and 

replacing the lower limit — pJT by — °© (since p/T » 1), we obtain5 

t The saddle-point integral of the form J e,B*, dz is calculated by putting z = ue*"1* or 
z = ue~tnlt for a =► 0 or a -< 0, after which the integration with respect to u extends from 
- oo to oo. 

* We use the value of the integral 

/ = J eta* £z __ _ i71 
e*+l ~~ sinh?ra 

This formula may be derived by considering the integral along a closed contour in the complex 
z-plane, consisting of the real axis, the straight line imz - 2n, and two “sides” at infinity; to 
ensure convergence on the latter, the real parameter a is replaced by a - iO. The integral along 
this contour is determined by the residue at the pole z = in, whence we find I—e~ifmI — 
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In summing this expression over a = ± 1, we can everywhere (except in the 
exponential factor) replace p,a by fi, since by the hypothesis (63.1) (5B « ft. In 

the phase (exponential) factor, however, this replacement is not allowable: 
since ncx(e) is large, even a relatively small change in its argument causes a con¬ 

siderable change of the phase. It is sufficient here, nevertheless, to expand 
WexC/tti/AB) in powers of (5B, taking only the linear terms. The result is 

Vf - V exp[2*n7rtex0w)±T^] v 
kla~ k l*l*\d*nldk* ia„ X 

X sinh-1 [2nHTntx{p)\ cos [2nipB£exricx(p)], (63.10) 

where £„ = |(kr ex). It remains to elucidate the significance of the quantities 

appearing in this expression, and to substitute it in (63.5). 

According to the definition (63.7), the function nex(e) is related to the extre¬ 

mum value Scx(e) of the cross-sectional area of the constant-energy surface 

<S(e, kz) as a function of kz, and its value at e = p is the area of the extremal 

cross-section of the Fermi surface. As an illustration. Fig. 15 shows the extremal 

Fig. 15. 

(two maxima and one minimum) cross-sections of a dumb-bell-shaped Fermi 

surface; they are perpendicular to the direction of the field, which is shown by 

the arrow. The summation over ex in (63.10) is over all extremal closed cross- 

sections of all sheets of the Fermi surface. To simplify the notation, we shall 

also use the cyclotron mass of the conduction electron in its motion along an 

extremal closed trajectory. According to the definition (57.6), this mass is 

m 
ft2 

2tz [• 
8S(e, kr) ■ 

ds -Lv = 2^>> 

where S^e) = S(e, kz ex(e)); the second equation again follows because at the 

extremum point dS(e, kz)ldkz = 0. 

We thus have the final formula for the oscillatory part of the thermodynamic 

potential: 

a-MS- 4»). 
^ _ 2V(mpB)*l2 | d*S({i,kz) -1 

1 n'lmrfpl* I dk\ 
— cosnlm'Z'Jm, (63.11) 

A = l7i*Tm*/mPB, 
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where m is the actual mass of the electron, and the plus and minus signs in the 
argument of the cosine relate to minimum and maximum cross-sections respec¬ 

tively.1. 
The magnetization M (the magnetic moment per unit volume) is calculated as 

the derivative* 
1 dQ 

V dB ' 
(63.12) 

In (63.11), only the most rapidly varying factors, the cosines, are to be differen¬ 

tiated. Because of the anisotropy of the Fermi surface (m* and Sex depend on 

the direction of the field) the direction of M is not in general the same as that 

of B. For the oscillatory part of the longitudinal (along the field) magnetization 

we find 
1 (WSn 

Mz = £(-l)/+1M, sin H 
M, -- 

Bll2(mft)3l2Sex 

\ 2mpB 

d2S(f*t kz) |"1/2 
dk2 ! sinhA 

cos 7tlm*^cx/m. (63.13) 

The expressions (63.11) and (63.13) are complicated oscillatory functions of 

the magnetic field, and in general contain terms of various periodicities: terms 

originating from each of the extremal cross-sections of the Fermi surface have 

different periods with respect to the variable 1 /B, namely 

4 1 _ Anmfl _ 2n\e\ 
(63.14) 

These periods do not depend on the temperature. 

The temperature dependence of the amplitude of the oscillations is given by 

the factor A/sinh A. When A :» 1, the amplitudes decrease exponentially and the 

oscillations almost disappear. When A <, 1, the factor A/sinh A ~ 1, and the 

order of magnitude of the amplitudes is determined by the remaining factors in 

Qf and Mt\ all the following estimates refer to this case. 

1 For a gas of free electrons, the Fermi surface is a sphere with radius kr — \/(2mju)lti, 
5ex — kl, and formula (63.11) becomes that in Part 1, (60.5). 

* The differentiation with respect to B needs explaining. Formula (63.12) may be derived 
as follows. The change in the Hamiltonian of the system due to an infinitesimal change in the 
vector potential of the field is 

dH = - J j.SAdVJc, 

where j is the current density operator; see QM, (115.1). The change in the thermodynamic 

potential Q is found by averaging 6H for given values of /u, T and V. Since the quantization 
of the system is determined (as shown in §62) not by the exact microscopic field H but by its 

macroscopic mean value B, this means that in 8H also A is to be taken as the vector potential 
of the mean field B. The variation <5A can therefore be taken outside the averaging, after which 

8Q = {dH) - - J <j>. 8A dV/c. 

Now with the magnetic moment defined by (j) = c curl M, integration by parts gives 

8Q=-8B.jMdV. 
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For a rough estimate we put m ~ m, p ~ fi2k2F/m, S ~ fcf, where ~ 1/a is 

the linear dimension of the Fermi surface. Then 

Q ~ V(mpBff2/& ~ Vnp{PBlnfl\ M ~ nP(PB/p)112, (63.15) 

where n ~ kF is the number density of electrons. The part M of the magnetiza¬ 

tion that varies monotonically with the field may be estimated by putting 

M~%B~ ffmkpB/h2 ~ np.pB/p, (63.16) 

where % is the “monotonic” part of the magnetic susceptibility, estimated, for 

example, by means of the formula for the susceptibility of an electron gas in 

weak fields (see Part 1, §59). Accordingly, the monotonic part of the thermo¬ 

dynamic potential is D VMB ~ Vnp(JiB/ p)2. A comparison of the above 

expressions shows that the oscillatory part of the thermodynamic potential is 

small in comparison with its monotonic magnetic part: 

~ (pB/p)112«i, 

and therefore in comparison with its value Qo ~ Vnp in the absence of the 

field: &/Q0 « (PB/p)5'2. The oscillatory part of the magnetization, on the other 

hand, is large in comparison with the monotonic part: 

M/M ~ (p/pB)112»l. 

Regarding the whole of the above theory of the oscillations of the magnetiza¬ 

tion, it should be noted that this applies to an electron liquid in an ideal crystal, 

and takes no account of a possible influence from processes of conduction elec¬ 

tron scattering by phonons and by lattice defects (e.g. impurity atoms). These 

processes cause an uncertainty in the electron energy, Ae ~ ft ft ~ fivF/l, where 

r is the time between collisions, / is the mean free path, and vF is the electron 

velocity. The blurring of the sharp energy levels in turn smooths out the oscil¬ 

lations of the magnetization. The condition for it to be permissible to neglect 

scattering processes is that the uncertainty Ae is small in comparison with the 

intervals between the levels: 

ftcos^ hvjp/l. (63.17) 

When T -* 0 the values of B allowed by the condition (63.1) become arbitra¬ 

rily small, and only the condition (63.17) sets a limit. The magnetization M may 

in principle become comparable with the induction B itself (since M/B ~ 

~ %(p/PB)112), but the magnetic susceptibility % = dM/dH becomes large (in 

modulus) sooner^ since again only the oscillating factors need be differentiated, 

we have 

\X\ ~ X(f*/PB)312- (63.18) 

t To avoid unnecessary complications, the influence of anisotropy will be ignored in the 
following qualitative treatment. 
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In such a situation, the oscillations of the magnetization cause the curve of 

the macroscopic field H = B~4nM(B) as a function of the induction B to have 
a series of bends, as shown diagrammatically in Fig. 16 (A. B. Pippard 1963). 

The condition of thermodynamic stability requires that1- 

(dH/8B)T,M > 0. 

Hence the states corresponding to parts of the curve such as be cannot occur. 

The resulting situation is exactly similar to the one which causes a phase tran¬ 

sition in a substance when there is such a bend on the curve of pressure against 

volume (cf. Part 1, §§84 and 152). The equilibrium H(B) curve will in fact include 

a straight horizontal section ad, drawn so that the two shaded areas in Fig. 16 

are equal; the sections ab and cdcorrespond to metastable states. 

Let a metal sample have the form of a cylinder with its axis along the exter¬ 

nal field §. Then the field H within the cylinder is the same as Jp, and as the latter 

increases the body will undergo successive phase transitions with discontinuous 

changes of the induction: each time a point such as a is reached, the induction 

changes discontinuously from Ba to Bd.$ If, however, the sample is a flat 

plate in a magnetic field perpendicular to it, the body separates into alternating 

layers {diamagnetic domains) with different values of the induction, exactly like 

the separation of a superconductor in the intermediate state into normal and 

superconducting layers (J. H. Condon 1966). The external field § is in this case 

equal to the magnetic induction averaged over all the layers. For example, in 

the range Ba < <p < Bd the plate separates into layers with induction Ba and Bd 

and, as ^increases, the volume of the latter increases at the expense of the vol¬ 

ume of the former. 

§ 64. Electron-phonon interaction 

So far, we have considered the conduction electrons in a crystal without refer¬ 

ence to their interaction with the lattice vibrations, i.e. the phonons. This in¬ 
teraction represents the fact that the deformation of the lattice alters the field 

t Cf. ECM, § 18, where a similar condition is derived for the electric case, 
i We assume that the surface energy of the interface between the phases is positive. 
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in which the electron moves; this change in the field is called the deformation 
potential. 

The electron-phonon interaction plays a decisive role in transport phenomena 
in semiconductors and metals, but here we shall be interested only in the quali¬ 

tative influence of this interaction on the energy spectrum of the electrons. 

To study it, we may usefully ignore the complications due to the anisotropy of 

the lattice and its microscopic inhomogeneity. Thus we regard the medium as 

a microscopically homogeneous isotropic liquid, and accordingly only longi¬ 

tudinal acoustic vibrations can occur in it. 

In the first approximation with respect to the deformation, the potential 

corresponding to this simplified model may be written 

Vi.r(r) = i J W(r — r')g'(r')dsx', (64.1) 

where q' is the variable part of the density of the medium (and q is its constant 

equilibrium value). The function W(r—r') decreases over distances of the order 

of the interatomic distances a. We shall simplify the expression (64.1) further 

by noting that, for interaction with phonons with wave numbers k<sc l/o, 

these distances may be taken as zero, i.e. we assume that W = w8(r—r') with w 

a constant. Then Ude{ = wq'(t)Iq. In the quantum theory in the second-quanti¬ 

zation representation, this potential is written as the Hamiltonian of the elec¬ 

tron-phonon interaction, 

= (f/e) J Pt(‘. r) e'(l, r) P,(t, r) d*x, (64.2) 

where the operators P and P+ refer to the electrons, and §’ is the Heisenberg 

density operator describing the phonon field; for free phonons (not interacting 

with electrons), it is given by (24.10). 

In the mathematical formalism of Green’s functions, as applied to the elec¬ 

tron-phonon interaction, we have not only the electron Green’s function G but 

also the phonon Green’s function defined by 

D(Xlt X2) ee D(Xx — X2) = - i(T q\Xx) q'{X2)\ (64.3) 

the chronological product being expanded by the rule (31.2), which corresponds 

to the case of bosons. For free phonons, the Green’s function in the momentum 

representation is 

Z)(°)(a>, k) = {-L_—-—} 
2u [co — uk + iQ co + uk — iOj 

=-_• ^54 4) 
Oj2_u2k2 + i0 ’ 

see §31, Problem. (In these intermediate formulae, we put h = 1.) 
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If the electron-phonon interaction is regarded as a small perturbation, we 
can set up a diagram technique based on the operator (64.2), as was done in 
§13 for a pair interaction of fermions. Without repeating all the arguments, 

we shall formulate the resulting rules for the construction of the diagrams (in 

the momentum representation).1- 
The basic elements of the diagrams are electron (continuous) lines and 

phonon (broken) lines, each having assigned to it a certain “4-momentum”. 

An electron line with 4-momentum P corresponds to a factor /Gjj = idaPG(0\P), 

the Green’s function of free electrons. A phonon line with 4-momentum K 

corresponds to a factor iD(0)(K), the Green’s function of free phonons. Two 

continuous lines and one broken line meet at each vertex of the diagram; such 

a point has an additional factor — iw/g. 

For example, the first correction to the electron Green’s function is repre¬ 

sented by the diagram1 

K 

(64.5) 

P-K 

with the corresponding analytical expression 

idG(P) = — (w2/{?2)[<j(0)(P)]2 J GW(P-K) m(K) d^K!(2nf. (64.6) 

The first correction to the phonon Green’s function is represented by the 

diagram 

p 

T-0“ (W-7) 
P-K 

or, in analytical form, 

idD{K) = 2(w*lo*)[m(K)Y J G®\P) G^(P-K) d4P/(2*)4; (64.8) 

the coefficient 2 comes from the contraction of the spin factors (da(tdpa = 2), 

and we have also included the factor — 1 due to the presence of one closed 
fermion loop (cf. §13). 

We shall show that the electron-phonon interaction in a metal leads to the 

occurrence of an “effective attraction” between electrons near the Fermi sur- 

t The structure of the expression (64.2) for the electron-phonon interaction operator is 
similar to that of the electron-photon interaction operator in quantum electrodynamics. The 
rules of the diagram technique are therefore also analogous in the two cases. 

* There is no diagram with a closed electron line, similar to (13.13a), because D(0)(0) = 0. 
Here it is assumed that the limit k — 0 is taken before o> — 0. This corresponds to the fact 
that in coordinate space the integration over d3x (which in the present case signifies the passage 
to k — 0) is present in the definition of the Hamiltonian (64.2), and is therefore carried out 
before the integration with respect to time which arises when perturbation theory is applied 
to this Hamiltonian. 
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face. It can be intuitively described as resulting from the emission of a virtual 
phonon by one electron and its absorption by another (J. Bardeen 1950* 
H. Frohlich 1950). 

Let us consider the diagram 

P[*PX\K P\ 

V 
\K (64.9) 

Pi-PZ~K Pz 

representing the scattering of two electrons by the exchange of virtual phonons; 

the 4-momenta P = (e— jU, p), K = (co, k), and ja is the chemical potential of 

the electrons at T = 0, which is equal to the limiting energy eF. This diagram 
corresponds to the vertex function 

ry6,= r<5ay<v ir = (-iw/6yiw\K\ 

or 

r = - w2k2 

6((o2—u2k2 + i0) 
(64.10) 

with hoi = — £i, hk = p^—pi. 

The momenta of electrons near the Fermi surface are in order of magnitude 

p ~ pF ~ h/a. Scattering of electrons through an angle ~ 1 corresponds to a 

phonon momentum hk ~ hja and phonon energy huk ~ huja ~ hcoD, where 

coD is the Debye frequency; for metals, hcoD <sc eF. On the other hand, the 

electron cannot transfer an amount of energy greater than e—eF. Hence, if for 

both electrons | e—eF \ <sc a>D, we certainly have 

r^w2/eu2> 0. (64.11) 

Taking into account the significance of J7 as a scattering amplitude (§16), we see 

that its sign corresponds to attraction between particles. It must be emphasized 

that this result is valid only for electrons in a comparatively narrow shell (with 

energy thickness ~ ftcoD) in momentum space near the Fermi surface. This fact 

has already been used in §43 to determine the value of the cut-ofF parameter in 
the theory of the superconductivity of metals1-. 

t For a rough estimate of the constant w in metals, we may note that the change in the 
electron energy must be of the order of the energy itself (~ f>) when the density change 
q' ~ p; hence w ~ eF. 
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§ 65. Effect of the electron-phonon interaction on the electron 

spectrum in a metal 

Let us consider the influence of the electron-phonon interaction on the energy 

spectrum of electrons in a metal.1- 
It has been shown in §14 that for a Fermi-type spectrum the correction to the 

dispersion relation e(p) (in comparison with the spectrum of a system of free 

fermions) is 
<5e(p) = 27(e - p, p) - 27(0, p), (65.1) 

where 27 = [(?<0)]_1—C?-1 is the self-energy function. In the present case, the 

correction is due to the interaction with phonons, and the “unperturbed” 

spectrum is that which takes account of the “direct” interaction of the particles 

(electrons). According to (64.6)*, 

27(F) = -SG-1 = SG/[G(°)]2 = i(w2/e2) J G^(P-K)D^{K)d^Kl(2nf, (65.2) 

but (?(0) must now be taken as the Green’s function for electrons interacting 

with one another. Near its pole, such a function has the form 

G^°\e-fi, p) = Z[e — fi — v(^{p~Pf) + /O.sgn(e —/*)]-1; (65.3) 

see (10.2). The superscript (0) to vF denotes that this quantity does not yet 

include the effect of the electron-phonon interaction. 

Our object is now to obtain an estimate of the quantity (65.1), i.e. of the 

integral 

de = k)d4AT/(2rc)4. (65.4) 

It will be seen from the subsequent calculations that the main contribution to 

this integral comes from the range in which the momentum p—k and the 

energy e—co (like p and e) lie within the Fermi surface, i.e. k <sc pF, co p. 

For this reason we can take (65.3) as the functions G(0>. 

In spherical polar coordinates in k-space, with the polar axis parallel to p, 

we have <PK = 2jtk2 dk dco d cos 0, where 0 is the angle between k and p. 

Instead of cos 0 we use the variable pi = ! p—k |; since pi = p2+k2—2pk cos 0, 

we have 
d*K = 2nk2 dk dco px dpjpk % 2nk dk dco dpx. 

putting pi^ p ^ pF. 

In the integrand in (65.4), only the factor in the braces depends on pu it is 

{...} = —(e — fi) Z[e — p — co — —pF) + iO. sgn (e — p — co)]-1X 

X[-co-vf(p1-pF)-i0.sgn w]-1. 

t The results in this section are due to A. B. Migdal (1958). 
i In the intermediate formulae, we put h — \. 
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Because of the rapid convergence of the integral with respect to pi—pF-, we can 
extend the integration to ± « ; with the variable r) = v{F\px—pF), we obtain 
the integral 

jVwpi 

(e-p)z F_dn_ 

V<P J [*) — (£ — p — o>) —i0.sgn(e —p — to)][»?-f eo-f iO.sgnto] 

If the two poles of the integrand are on the same side of the real axis, the 

integral is zero (as may be shown by closing the contour of integration in the 

other half-plane). The integral is therefore non-zero only if s—p >to >0 

or e- p < to < 0; it is —2niZ/v^ in the first case and 2jtiZ/v(p in the second. 

Thus, using also the fact that D(0)(to, k) is an even function of co, we find 

Zw2 

Sn2Quvp 

1 

(o — uk + iO 
- - k2 dco dk. (65.5) 
co -f- uk — iO J 

The real and imaginary parts of this expression determine respectively the 

correction to the spectrum of quasi-particles (conduction electrons) and their 

decay. Let us first consider the latter. 

Separating from (65.5) the imaginary part by the rule (8.11), we find 

— im de = —Zw ■ ■ ■ ■ f k2 dk; (65.6) 
SnQuvp J 

the integration with respect to k is taken from 0 to \e—p\/u, for which the 

pole to = uk of the integrand in (65.5) lies in the range from 0 to \ e — p\ . Thus 

(in ordinary units) 
Zw2 j s—p j3 

lAnfpQidvp 
(65.7) 

For a rough estimate of this quantity, we note that the parameters v{p 

and w are of electronic origin and are expressed, in order of magnitude, in 

terms of only the interatomic distances a and the electron mass m: ~ 

~ pF/m ~ fi/ma, w ~ eF ~ h2lma2; see the last footnote to §64. The density 

q and the velocity of sound u depend also on the ion mass M: q oc M, u oc M“1/2, 

and so gw4 oc 1/M. Hence an estimate of the decay may be written 

— im de ~ | s — p \3/(ha)D)2, (65.8) 

where the Debye frequency coD ~ u/a oc M_1/2. 

Strictly speaking, the estimate (65.8) relates to values \e—p \ « ha>D, for 
which the integration in (65.6) is taken over the range k < I e — p \[uh <sc a>D/u, 

in which the phonon dispersion relation co — ku which we have used is in fact 
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valid. For a rough order-of-magnitude estimate, however, we can apply (65.8) 
even at the limit of the range where e—[i~ h(aD, obtaining 

— im be ~ tuoo ~ | e — fi |. (65.9) 

Lastly, when e—fi^> ha>D, the range of integration in (65.6) is independent 

of s—fi, since the pole (o = uk £ o>D is always between 0 and e—fi.ln this case, 

J k? dk ~ (coju)3, and the decay is 

— im de ~ ha>D <ze—(i. (65.10) 

The expressions (65.8)-(65.10) give the specific decay due to the emission of 

phonons by electrons.1. We see that, in the immediate neighbourhood of the 

Fermi surface, when \s—fi | «faoD, according to (65.8), the decay is slight 

(|im <sc | e—/x|), so that the concept of quasi-particles (conduction 

electrons) has an entirely definite meaning. In the range | e—p | ~ ha)D, how¬ 

ever, the decay of the quasi-particle becomes comparable with its energy, and 

the spectrum is blurred and loses much of its meaning. At still larger distances 

above the Fermi surface, when e—fi^>h(oD (but of course still e—fi<z/i), 

according to (65.10), the decay remains the same in absolute magnitude but 

again becomes small in comparison with the energy so that the quasi¬ 

particles recover a certain significance. Of course, as well as the phonon decay 

of the conduction electrons, there is always also the decay due to collisions 

between electrons. The latter decay, characteristic of any normal Fermi liquid 

(§1), is proportional to (s—fi)2 and in order of magnitude is ~(s— ft)2/ft, i.e. 

is always small in the range where the theory is applicable. 

Let us now estimate the correction to the real part of e, i.e. to the spectrum 

itself. The real part of the integral over (o in (65.5) is given by its principal 

value: 

l«-H 

re | ZX0>(eo, k)deo = 
Qk_ 

2 u 

I«—a* l 

1 

uk a> + uk 

fjL — uk\ 

-fi-huk l • 

We therefore have for re be (in ordinary units) 

re <5s = _55L_r*.togjizii=**i 
8nzQuv^ J | e — fi + fiuk | 

dk. (65.11) 

When s—p » hcoD, the logarithm in the integrand is ~ fiukfce—/n), and the 

whole integral is estimated as huk^Ke— /j) ~ hu/c^(e—fi). Noting also that the 

t The conservation of energy in the creation of a low-frequency phonon by a quasi-particle 
is expressed by (de/dk). <5k = v.<5k = udk; this can be true only if v =~ u. In a metal this con¬ 
dition is always satisfied, since vF » u. 
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factor q in the denominator of (65.11) makes the whole expression ocl/M, we 
arrive at the estimate 

re de ~ (ft(oD)2/(e—p) « £—p. 

Thus in this case the correction to the spectrum is relatively small, and so the 
spectrum is given by 

s—p as vp(p —Pf) for £—p :» ha>D, (65.12) 

with the “unperturbed” value vp of the velocity on the Fermi surface. 

In the range £—p*s:fta>D, the logarithm in (65.11) is ~(e—p)/ftuk, and the 

integral is estimated as (e— p)k%n&x/fiu ~ (s—p)/hua2. The whole expression 

(65.11) is thus proportional to £—p, with a coefficient independent of the ion 

mass M (since the product qu2 is independent of M). This means that the spec¬ 
trum in that range is again of the same type: 

e-fi ^ vF(p-pF) for £-p<zfuoDt (65.13) 

but with the velocity vF, which differs from vp by an amount of the order of 

vp itself.1. 

Thus the Fermi-type spectrum for electrons in a metal has two different 

values of the velocity, vF and vp, one in the immediate neighbourhood of the 

Fermi surface fieoD) and the other at s—p » h(oD. The thermodynamic 

properties of the metal at low temperatures (T « ficoD) involve the parameter 

vF from (65.13). Such phenomena as the optical properties of the metal at 

frequencies (o^>a>D are determined by the velocity vp. 

PROBLEM 

Determine the decay of long-wavelength (k « pF) phonons in a metal due to their 
absorption by electrons. 

Solution. The correction to the Green’s function of the phonons is given, according to 
(64.8), by 

i&D~'(K) = -(2w2/?2) J G(0\P) G<0)(P-K) ^PIQjiY, 

P = (Po> P)> K = (co, k). 

In the G functions, however, we must also include corrections due to the interaction of elec¬ 
trons with short-wavelength photons. According to the discussion in the text, these changes 
simply replace G<0) by a function G that differs from (65.3) only in that the velocity vp is 
changed to vF, and the renormalization constant Z to another one Z'. For small K, formula 
(17.10) may be used for the product Gw(P)Gioy(P- K). The integration over dp0dp reduces to 
the removal of the delta functions, after which there remains the integration over d cos 6 
(where 6 is the angle between p and k): 

dD~x (co, k)=- 
Z'Wp\k 

2nY 

i 

/ 
cos 6 d cos 6 

co—vFk cos 6+iO 

t In these conditions, of course, the use of the first approximation of perturbation theory 
is not, strictly speaking, legitimate. The use of higher approximations, however, cannot alter 
the nature of the result: when the first-order correction becomes of the order of unity, the 
remaining corrections are also of that order. 
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(we take co =- 0). The pole at cos 6 = i»/kvF is within the range of integration (since vr >■ u), 
and the imaginary part of the integral is 

im 6D-1 = Z'2wzppcol2nQ2v%k. 

The phonon dispersion relation is found from the equation [Z)<0>] 1+6D 1 = 0, whence 
(in ordinary units) 

co = uk(l - /a), a = Z'2w2p%jA7th3Quvl\ 

the correction to the real part of co is not of interest here. The product gu oc y/M\ hence, as a 
rough estimate, a ~ y/(m/M), i.e. the decay is always small. 

§ 66. The electron spectrum of solid insulators 

A characteristic feature of the electron energy spectrum of a non-magnetic 

insulating crystal is that even the first excited level is at a finite distance from the 

ground level, i.e. there is an energy gap (which in ordinary insulators is of the 

order of a few electron-volts) between the ground level and the spectrum of 

excited levels. 
An elementary excitation in an insulating crystal may be visualized as an 

excited state of an atom but one that cannot be assigned to any particular 

atom; the translational symmetry of the lattice leads, as always, to a “collecti¬ 

vization” of the excitation propagated in the crystal as if it were hopping from 

one atom to another. As in other cases, these excitations may be regarded as 

quasi-particles (which are here called excitons) with definite energies and quasi¬ 

momenta. Like all quasi-particles that can occur singly, the excitons have in¬ 

tegral angular momentum and obey Bose statistics.1. 

For a given quasi-momentum k, the exciton energy can take a discrete series 

of values s/k). When the quasi-momentum takes values in one cell of the recip¬ 

rocal lattice, each of the functions e5(k) covers a certain band of exciton energy 

values; different bands may partly overlap. The minimum value of each func¬ 

tion es(k) is non-zero. 
The insulator may contain, as well as excitons, electron excitations of another 

kind. These may be regarded as resulting from the ionization of individual 

atoms. Each such ionization causes the occurrence in the insulator of two 

independently propagated quasi-particles, a conduction electron and a “hole”. 

The latter is an absence of an electron in an atom, and so behaves as a posi¬ 

tively charged particle. Here again, in speaking of the motion of an electron 

and a hole, we are really referring to certain collective excited states of electrons 

in the insulator, accompanied (unlike exciton states) by a transfer of a negative 

or positive unit charge. 

The electrons and holes have half-integral spin and obey Fermi statistics. 
We must emphasize, however, that the electron-hole spectrum of the insulator 

is not at all like the Fermi-type electron spectrum in metals. The latter is char- 

t The concept of excitons was first introduced by Ya. I. Frenkel’ (1931). 
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acterized by the existence of a limiting Fermi surface in k-space, near which 
the electron quasi-momenta lie. In the present case, however, there is no such 
surface, and the electron and hole that appear simultaneously can have any 

quasi-momenta. 
The distinction between the two types of spectra can be more fully understood 

by considering the decay of elementary excitations. In a Fermi liquid, any quasi¬ 

particle outside the Fermi surface can create pairs of new excitations (a particle 

and a hole), and therefore has a finite lifetime which decreases rapidly away 

from the Fermi surface (an electron in a metal can also emit phonons; see 

§65). The decay of an individual electron (or hole) in an insulator, in an ideal 

lattice (at T = 0) is, however, precisely zero in a finite range of energies above 

its minimum value:1, the formation of an electron-hole pair always requires a 

finite expenditure of energy, because of the energy gap A (see below). The 

emission of an acoustic phonon by a quasi-particle is possible only if the latter’s 

velocity v is not less than the velocity of sound u; see the third footnote to §65. 

The possible values of the conduction electron energy e(°(k) and hole energy 

e(A)(k) also occupy bands. The width of the energy gap in an insulator is usually 

taken as the sum A = gffin+of the smallest possible values of the electron 

and hole energies. Since the electron and the hole appear or disappear together, 

it is this sum which has a real significance, not e^n or e^in separately; it is 

usual to take arbitrarily ejJJ, = 0. The minimum energy values can be reached 

for electrons and holes with the same or different values of the quasi-momen¬ 

tum k = ko; the gap is said to be respectively direct and indirect. If the energy 

levels in the band are not degenerate (or have only double degeneracy with 

respect to the spin because of the symmetry under time reversal), e(k) near its 

minimum has the form 

e^e\\i) = A + \m^-xikqiqkt £(*>(k) = \nfh)-\kqiqk, (66.1) 

where q = k—ko, and and m{$ are the electron and hole effective mass 

tensors. 

In the literature, the electron band is often called just the conduction bandr 

and the hole band is referred to as the valency band, which in the ground state 

of the crystal is completely filled with electrons. The formation of a pair of 

quasi-particles (electron and hole) is then regarded as the result of the passage 

of an electron from the valency band to the conduction band, leaving a hole 

at its original position. 

At large distances (compared with those between the atoms), the electron 

and the hole attract each other in accordance with Coulomb’s law. They can 

therefore form bound states. The electron and the hole together constitute an 

electrically neutral quasi-particle, i. e. an exdton. For a given quasi-momentum, 

the bound states correspond to discrete energy levels of the electron-hole system, 

t At finite temperatures there is, of course, always a decay due to scattering by other quasi¬ 
particles. 
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with one exciton energy band for each level. The energies of the excitons 

thus lie below those of electron-hole excitations; the energy gap in the sense 

mentioned at the beginning of this section is consequently not the same as A, 
but is less by an amount equal to the maximum binding energy of the exciton.1. 

The exciton energy levels are easily calculated in the limiting case of weakly 

bound states, when the mean distances between the electron and the hole are 

large compared with the lattice constant a; this is called a Wannier-Mott 

exciton. In the opposite limiting case, when the electron-hole distance is of the 

order of atomic distances, we have a Frenkel’ exciton, which can of course be 

regarded only formally as a bound state of electron and hole. 

Let us consider an insulator crystal having cubic symmetry. For a Wannier- 

Mott exciton, we can suppose that the electron and the hole attract each other 

according to Coulomb’s law, the remaining atoms in the lattice serving only to 

create a uniform dielectric background which weakens the interaction by a 

factor e, the permittivity of the crystal (taken for the frequencies that corre¬ 

spond in order of magnitude to the exciton binding energy); thus the electron- 

hole interaction energy is written as U = —e?ler. Let the gap in the spectrum 

be direct, and let us assume for simplicity that the electron and hole energy 

minima are at k = 0. In a cubic crystal, the effective mass tensors reduce to 
scalar constants me and mh, so that 

e(*)(k) = A + h2k2/2me, e(*>(k) = h2k2Hmh. (66.2) 

It has been mentioned at the end of §56 that the motion of the particle in a 

crystal lattice subjected to an external electric field varying slowly in space is de¬ 

scribed by Schrodinger’s equation with a Hamiltonian in which e(k) plays the 

part of the kinetic energy. Since in the present case the functions s(<0(k)—A and 

£(/°(k) are the same in form as the kinetic energies of ordinary free particles, 

Schrodinger’s equation for the system in question is the same in form as that 

for a system of two ordinary particles with Coulomb interaction, i.e. Schro¬ 

dinger’s equation for the hydrogen atom. We can therefore write down imme¬ 

diately the energy levels of the system, i.e. the exciton energy, as 

sf(k)-A 
h2k2_me4 

2 (me + mh) 2z2h2n2 
(66.3) 

(G. H. Wannier 1937). The first term in this expression is the energy of the 

exciton moving “as a whole” with quasi-momentum k. The second term gives 

the binding energy of the electron and hole in the exciton; m = m/nh!{jne+mh) 

is the reduced mass of the system. For a given k, the discrete energy levels of 

the system become closer as the energy increases to the limit of the continuous 

spectrum. The condition for (66.3) to be valid is that the orbit radius should be 

t Exciton states, however, have a finite lifetime, since the electron and hole can recombine 
with the emission of, for example, a phonon or a photon. 
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sufficiently large, rcx ~ fizen2/me2 » a. This is certainly true for large n, but 

in crystals with large e it may also be satisfied for n ~ l.f 
To conclude this section, let us return to the assertion in §61 that there is a 

lower limit to the number density of conduction electrons in a semi-metal. 

In an insulator, where there are no electrons and holes at T = 0, the possibil¬ 

ity that they can form bound states means only the occurrence of new branches 

of the energy spectrum. In a compensated metal, this possibility would 

mean that a state with free electrons and holes is not the lowest state, i.e. a 

spectrum of the metallic type would be unstable. The possibility of forming 

bound states is eliminated by the screening of the Coulomb interaction be¬ 

tween the electron and the hole by other quasi-particles lying “between them”. 

That is, the mean distance between the quasi-particles must be of the order of 

or less than the exciton size rcx (in its ground state). The lower limit of electron 

and hole number densities in a metal, set by this condition, decreases with their 
effective mass. 

§ 67. Electrons and holes in semiconductors 

The energy spectrum of pure (or intrinsic) crystalline semiconductors differs 

from that of insulators only quantitatively: the gap A is smaller, and there is 

therefore a considerable carrier density (in comparison with an insulator) in a 

semiconductor at ordinary temperatures. The distinction is obviously arbitrary, 

and also depends on the temperature range concerned.* In impurity (or doped) 

semiconductors, the impurity atoms are a further source of electrons or holes, 

the energy gap of these atoms for electron transfer to the lattice {donor impu¬ 

rity) or from the lattice {acceptor impurity) being less than the energy gap in 

the original spectrum. 

Let us consider further the relation between the gap A and the density of con¬ 

duction electrons and holes in a semiconductor (or insulator). 

The formation or disappearance of an electron {e) and hole {h) pair may be 

thermodynamically regarded as a “chemical reaction” e+h ** 0, the ground 

state of the crystal acting as a “vacuum”. From the general rules (see Part 1, 

§101), the condition of thermodynamic equilibrium in this reaction is 

pe+Ph = 0, (67.1) 

where pe and ph are the chemical potentials of the electrons and holes. Because 

of the comparatively low densities of electrons {ne) and holes (nj in a semicon- 

t It is noteworthy that, near the upper edge (maximum) of the band, where the effective 
masses are negative, bound states of two electrons (or two holes) may be formed. The energy 
of such states lies in the forbidden region above the maximum total energy of the electrons. 

* The values of the energy gap A for several semiconductors are: silicon 1.17 eV, germa¬ 
nium 0.74 eV, indium antimonide 0.24 eV, gallium arsenide 1.52 eV, lead sulphide 0.29 eV. 
For diamond, a typical insulator, A = 5.4 eV. 
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ductor (at T <k A), the Fermi distribution for them is almost exactly the Boltz¬ 

mann distribution, so that the electrons and holes form a classical gas.1. Then 

the law of mass action follows in the usual way (see Part 1, §101) from (67.1); 
according to this law, the product of the equilibrium densities is 

nenh = K(T), (67.2) 

where the right-hand side is a function of temperature depending only on the 

properties of the host lattice, at whose atoms the electrons and holes are creat¬ 

ed and annihilated; this function is independent of the presence or absence 

of impurities. Let us calculate the function K(T) for the particular case where 

the electron and hole energies are quadratic functions of the quasi-momentum 
(66.1). 

The quasi-momentum distribution of the electrons (per unit volume) is 
given by the Boltzmann formula 

the factor 2 taking account of the two directions of the spin. The energy distri¬ 

bution is given by the substitution 

2 
dzk 

{Inf 
V2mf/a 

7lW 
y/(ee-A)dsei 

where me = (mim2m3)1/3 and mi, m2, m3 are the principal values of the effective 

mass tensor rri$. The total number of electrons per unit volume is thus 

«. = e“-IT J V(^-A)e-’.'Tde,; 

A 

the integration can be extended to infinity, because of the rapid convergence. 
Calculation of the integral gives 

(67.3) 

Similarly, 

(67.4) 

Finally, multiplying the two expressions and using (67.1), we obtain the re¬ 
quired result: 

nenh 
imemhfl\ _AjT 

27t?W e • 
(67.5) 

t The electron and hole densities in semiconductors at ordinary temperatures are 1018- 
1017 cm-3, whereas in metals they are 1022-1023 cm-3. 
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In an intrinsic semiconductor, where all the electrons and holes are formed in 
pairs, 

rte = nh = 
l2 l2T 

V2tt3^3 
(67.6) 

Equating (67.6) and (67.3), we find the chemical potential of the electrons:1 

fxe = \A+\T log (imh/me). (67.7) 

The contribution of the electrons and holes to the thermodynamic quantities 

in a semiconductor is exponentially small when T<z A. Since the creation of 

one electron-hole pair requires an energy close to A, we have as the electron- 

hole contribution to the internal energy Eeh & VneA with ne from (67.6). This 

may usually be neglected in comparison with the lattice contribution to the 
crystal energy. 

§ 68. The electron spectrum near the degeneracy point 

In this section, we shall use simple examples to show how symmetry argu¬ 

ments may give the form of the energy spectrum of electrons or holes in a semi¬ 

conductor or insulator near certain points in k-space (the reciprocal lattice) 
that are distinguished by their symmetry.* 

Let us consider a lattice of the cubic crystal class Oh, and the properties 

of the energy spectrum near the point k = 0, a vertex of a cubic cell in the 

reciprocal lattice; this point has the symmetry intrinsic to the complete point 
group Oh. 

As a first example, let us take the spectrum without allowance for the electron 

spin, and let the energy level in the band, belonging to the irreducible represen¬ 

tation Eg of the group Oh, be doubly degenerate at the point k = 0 itself.8 

Away from the point k = 0, the degeneracy is removed, and the problem is to 

find all branches of the dispersion relation e(k) near this point. 

It has been shown in §59 how the departure from some point k = k0 in 

k-space may be regarded as a perturbation. The specific form of the perturbation 

operator is, in the present case, unimportant. It is sufficient to know just the 

structure of the expressions that give the correction to the energy in each order 

relative to the small quantity q = k—k0; in our case k0 = 0, and so q = k. To 

the first order, the corrections are determined by the secular equation formed 

from the matrix elements (for transitions between states belonging to the same 

degenerate level) of an operator having the form k.y, where y is some vector 

t In the literature this is often called the Fermi level, but the chemical potential of the elec¬ 
trons in a semiconductor does not have the significance of a limiting energy as in metals. 

* When the electron spin is neglected, this problem is formally identical with that of the 
energy spectrum of phonons in a crystal; see Part 1, §136. 

§ For the notation for representations of point groups see QM, §§95 and 99. 
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operator. In the present case, because the symmetry group contains a centre 

of inversion, all the matrix elements of y are certainly zero, so that there is no 

effect of the first order in k (cf. Part 1, §136). To the second order in k, the cor¬ 

rections to the energy are determined by the secular equation formed from the 

matrix elements of an operator having the form 

V = ytkkikk, (68.1) 

where yik is an Hermitian tensor operator (symmetrical in the suffixes / and k). 

These include the corrections from the terms linear in k in the Hamiltonian in 

second-order perturbation theory and the corrections from the terms quadratic 

in k in first-order perturbation theory. The matrix elements of the operator 

(68.1) certainly include some that are not zero, but relations exist between them 

because of the requirements of symmetry. 

As regards their transformation law under the symmetry operations, the 

wave functions which form the basis of the representation Eg can be taken in 

the form 

tpi ~ x2+coy2+(o2z2i ip2 ~ x24-(jo2y24-oz\ 

where 

co = e*2™73, co2 = ft)*, 1 +ft)+ft)2 = 0, 

and ~ denotes “is transformed as”. The rotation C2 about a diagonal of the 

cube transforms the coordinates by x, y, z -+ z, x, y; the functions ipx and ip2 

are transformed as shown by 

C2: ipi — conpu y>2 — oyhpz. 

The rotation C\ about an edge of the cube (x, y, z -*■ x, — z, y) transforms the 
functions as follows: 

C\: ipi — ip2i y>2 -* yn; 

and so on. Under inversion, the coordinates x, y, z change sign; ipi and ip2 
are unchanged. 

From this, we easily conclude that all the matrix elements of the non-diago¬ 

nal components yik are zero, and the matrix elements of the diagonal compo¬ 

nents reduce to two independent real constants: 

< 11 yxx 11 > = <21 yxx | 2> = < 11 y„ 11 > =... ee A, 

(117xx 12> = (21 yxx 11> = U, 

(11 Vyy 12> = (»B, (11 yXz | 2> = m2B. 

The matrix elements of the operator (68.1) are now 

{\\V\\) = {2\V\2) = Ak\ 

<11 V\ 2) = (21 V\ 1>* = B(k2+ok2+(D2k2). 
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Forming and solving the secular equation from these matrix elements, we ob¬ 
tain two branches of the spectrum: 

ei ,2(&) - £(0) = Ak2±B[ki— 3(k2k2+k2k2+k2k2)]1!2. (68.2) 

The degeneracy is removed on departure from the point k = 0 in any direction 

except the diagonal of the cube (kx = ky = kz)} 

As a second example, let us consider the spectrum taking account of elec¬ 

tron spin; the energy levels then correspond to two-valued (spinor) represen¬ 

tations of the symmetry group. Let the level be fourfold degenerate at the point 

k = 0, corresponding to the irreducible representation D'u (or Z)') of the group 

°HS 

The base functions of this representation may be chosen so as to transform 

like the eigenfunctions ipi, (m = —/,...,/) of the angular momentum / = 3/2} 

This enables us to use the following procedure, which considerably simplifies 

the solution of the problem (J. M. Luttinger 1956). 

For a four-dimensional representation, the matrix of the operator (68.1) is 

4x4, with 16 elements. Any such matrix can be represented as a linear combi¬ 

nation of 16 given linearly independent 4x4 matrices, which we take as the 15 

matrices comprising/*,/?, [/*,/j+,/?, [/,,/J-/J]+ and those obtained from these 

five by cyclic permutations of the suffixes x, y, z, together with [/*, [Jy,JJ+]+; 

[...]+ denotes the anticommutator. Here/*, Jy, ]z are the matrices of the Car¬ 

tesian components of the angular momentum / = 3/2, taken with respect to 

the four functions . On the other hand, with that choice of the base functions 

we must assume that the operators /*, Jy, /2 are transformed under rotations 

and reflections as the components of an axial vector. This enables us to write 

the operator P, quadratic in kx, ky and kz, as a combination of expressions in¬ 

variant under all transformations in the group Oh: 

V = Pik*+4fi2(kiJ*+k*X+k°J*) 
+fa(kxky[Jx, />]++kykz[Jy> /r]++kxkz[Jz, /*]+), (68.3) 

where fa, fa, fa are real constants. 

The matrix elements of the operator (68.3) with respect to the functions 

n ~ V>2 ~ V%1> V>s ~ yp-m> Wa ~ ^3/2 

t The same result (68.2) is obtained for the representation Eu (at the point k = 0). The dis¬ 
persion relation near a given point is indeed always the same for representations differing only 
by a multiplication by any one-dimensional representation of the group (here, E* = EtXA^ 
It is evident that in such cases the matrix elements for transitions between different base func¬ 
tion are in one-to-one relation. 

* Such a situation occurs for the bottom of the hole band in diamond, silicon and germa¬ 
nium, which all have the same type of lattice. 

8 In QM,§99, Problem, it is shown that the irreducible representation Z><3/,) of the complete 
rotation group remains irreducible with respect to the group O, and is the same as its represen¬ 
tation D'. 
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are now easily calculated from the well-known matrix elements of the angular 

momentum, given in QM, (29.7)-(29.10). The calculation gives 

Vn = Vu = {Pi+ZPMkZ+kfy+fa+W*)#* \ 
V22 — Vgg ~ Oh+iflMkjl+kd+cfa+M**, j 
V12 = -Vm = 4V3PMk,+ik,), (68.4) 

Vu = Vu = 2V3MQ-kS+WWkxk,, ! 

Vu = Vu = 0. j 

The construction of the secular equation can be simplified by noting that the 

splitting of the level certainly cannot be complete; there must remain a twofold 

(Kramers) degeneracy. This means that each root A = e(k)—e(0) of the secular 

equation (each eigenvalue of the matrix V) is double. Thus to each eigenvalue / 

there will correspond two linearly independent sets of quantities <f>„(n = 1,2, 

3, 4), solutions of the equations 

S VnJm = Hn. (68.5) 

By combining these two sets, we can therefore impose one further condition on 

the (f>„,, in particular make one of them vanish, say = 0. Then equation 
(68.5) with n = 4 gives 

Vilfil + V42^2 + V4303 = 0. 

Substituting <j>3 from this in the equations with n — 1 and 2, we obtain two 

homogeneous equations in two unknowns <f>x and 02: 

(V\i~VuVuIVm Vn~ V&y/<M _ ^ /<M . 

\Vn-VaVjVu V22-VuV23/vJ W “ W’ 
the equation with n = 3 gives nothing new. Thus the problem of the eigenvalues 

of the 4x4 matrix is reduced to the problem for a 2 x2 matrix. Forming and 

solving its secular equation, with the values of from (68.4), we find 

2 = Wn+Vu)±li(Vil-V22y‘+\ Vu\2+\ Pi, Is]1'2, 

or finally 

ei.2(k)-e(0) = Ak* ± [Bk*+C(k*k*+k\k\+fcj^)]1/2, (68.6) 

where 
A = p^Sfh, B = 16/51, C = 3(i/Si—16/51) 

(G. Dresselhaus, A. F. Kip and C. Kittel 1955). The level is split on departing 

from the point k = 0 in any direction.* 

t The application of perturbation theory to the states of only one degenerate level presup¬ 
poses that the intervals e(k)—e(0) in the resulting splitting are small in comparison with the 
distances of the adjacent bands, including those which are split off by the spin-orbit inter¬ 
action. 
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Let us briefly consider the form of the equations describing the behaviour of 

particles near the degenerate bottom of a band in a magnetic field. We shall take 
a particular case, the second of those considered in this section, i.e. the spectrum 

(68.6). 
The direct application of the Hamiltonian formed from (68.6) by the general 

rule (56.7) would encounter difficulties because the spectrum is not analytic 

near k = 0. These difficulties can be avoided by making the change k £ = 

K-eA/hc not in (68.6) but in the matrix Hamiltonian (68.3) (with symmetriza- 

tion with respect to the components of k, in order to preserve the Hermitian 

property). Each matrix element of the Hamiltonian is then converted into a lin¬ 

ear differential operator which acts not only on the spin indices but also on 

the arguments of the functions 0„(K)in the equations (68.5); these are thereby 

transformed into a set of four linear differential equations. 

To take account of spin effects in the presence of a magnetic field, we must 

add to the Hamiltonian (68.3) terms which depend directly on H and are not 

determined by considerations of gauge invariance. Since the field is assumed 

weak, the terms added must be linear in H; also, because k is assumed small, 

they must be independent of k (cf.§59). In the present case, the general form of 

such terms, invariant under all symmetry transformations of the crystal, is 

&H. J+Ps(Hxft+Hyjl+Hzfi). (68.7) 

To conclude this section, we may mention the interesting situation that arises 

if one of the bands meeting at the degeneracy point ko is the conduction band 

and the other the valency band. The energy gap in such a spectrum is zero; an 

infinitesimal amount of energy is enough to create an electron and a hole with 

momenta close to k0. Such crystals are in a certain sense intermediate between 
insulators and metals. There is no energy gap, but the electron and hole states are 

separated except at one point in k-space. We may say that it is a metal in which 

the Fermi surface is shrunk to one point ko- At T — 0, such a gapless semicon¬ 

ductort has no carriers, but at low temperatures their number increases by a 

power law (not exponentially). The form of the spectrum near the point ko can¬ 

not be established from symmetry arguments alone; the Coulomb interaction 

of the electrons and holes causes a singularity in the matrix elements of the per¬ 

turbation at that point. 

t One example is a modification of tin called grey tin. 



CHAPTER VII 

MAGNETISM 

§ 69. Equation of motion of the magnetic moment in a ferromagnet 

The magnetic structure of crystals generates specific branches of the energy 

spectrum. In proceeding to investigate such spectra, let us first recall some fea¬ 

tures of interactions in magnetic bodies. 

The chief form of interaction in ferromagnetic substances is the exchange in¬ 

teraction of the atoms, which establishes the spontaneous magnetization. A char¬ 

acteristic property of this interaction is that it is independent of the orienta¬ 

tion of the magnetization relative to the lattice: the exchange interaction results 

from the electrostatic interaction of the electrons and the symmetry of the wave 

function of the system, and does not depend on the direction of the total spin.1- 

The simplest ferromagnetic system is an insulator whose crystal lattice con¬ 

tains atoms having a magnetic moment, the sign of the exchange interaction 

being “ferromagnetic”, i.e. such that the parallel position of the moments is 

energetically favourable. The ground state of the system is then the one in 

which all the spins are parallel. More precisely, in this state the projection of the 

total spin of the system on some direction has its greatest possible value Esa 

(summed over all atoms), where sa is the spin of one atom. For the exchange in¬ 

teraction Hamiltonian #exch commutes with the operator S of the total spin of the 

system, and therefore with its component §z, as follows from the facts thati?exch 

is independent of the direction of the spins, and S is the rotation operator in 

spin space. Hence the ground state must have a definite value of Sz, and the 

maximum Sz corresponds to the minimum energy. Then sa and the component 

sz of the spin of each atom have their maximum values, so that the mag¬ 

netic moment in the ground state is equal to its “nominal” value Zna, where 

pa is the magnetic moment of one atom. This property however, is destroyed 
by weaker (relativistic) interactions. 

In more complex cases, the magnetization of the body is not equal to its 

nominal value. In particular when the interaction is not ferromagnetic between 

all atoms, structures can be formed of two oppositely magnetized sub-lattices 

whose magnetizations are different and which therefore are not completely 

compensated; substances with such a structure are called ferrites, while the case 
of complete compensation corresponds to the antiferromagnets. 

t Experimental results on the gyromagnetic ratios g, which are very close to 2 for ferro- 
magnets, indicate that ferromagnetism is of spin origin. 
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Lastly, in a ferromagnetic metal we cannot treat the spins of the atoms inde¬ 
pendently of the conduction electrons, which are never (because of Fermi 

degeneracy effects) completely magnetized even at T = 0. 
As in any macroscopic system, weakly excited states of a ferromagnet may 

be regarded as an assembly of elementary excitations, a quasi-particle gas. The 

elementary excitations in an ordered distribution of atomic magnetic moments 

are called magnons. Since we are dealing with quasi-particles in a crystal lattice 

with translational symmetry, the magnons have definite quasi-momenta (tak¬ 

ing values in one cell of the reciprocal lattice), not actual momenta. In the clas¬ 

sical picture, the magnons become spin waves, i.e. oscillations of the magnetic 

moments, propagated through the lattice. The magnons obey Bose statistics, 

and large occupation numbers of the magnon states correspond to the classical 

limiting case of spin waves. 
If the spin wavelength is large compared with the lattice constant a, i.e. the 

wave number k « 1/a, the spin wave may be treated macroscopically; the dis¬ 

persion relation co(k) of the waves is then expressed in terms of phenomeno¬ 

logical parameters (material constants) that occur in the macroscopic equations 

of motion of the magnetic moments. Thus the magnon spectrum e = #co(k) is 

also expressed in terms of these parameters. Such a method of defining the 

magnon spectrum is exactly analogous to the definition of the long-wave phonon 

spectrum in terms of macroscopic parameters (elastic moduli) which appear in 

the macroscopic equations of vibrations in sound waves. To carry out this 

programme, we must first derive the relevant equations of motion.1. 

Let us first consider just exchange interactions. Since we are concerned with 

weakly excited states of a ferromagnet (and only their properties can be elucidated 

in a general form), we must take just the “slow” (low-frequency) motions of the 

magnetic moment. These are movements in which the direction of the magnetic 

moment varies slowly in space, its magnitude remaining constant: the equilibrium 

magnetization is fixed by the exchange interaction, and so its variation must 

involve a finite expenditure of energy at any wavelength (we assume that the 

body is sufficiently far from its Curie point, at which the spontaneous magnet¬ 

ization becomes zero). On the other hand, the energy is unchanged when the 

magnetic moment of the body as a whole is rotated; hence a rotation of the 

magnetization that is not uniform throughout the body requires an amount of 

energy that decreases with increasing wavelength (i.e. long-wave vibrations 

have a low frequency). The equation for the magnetic moment density (magnet¬ 

ization) M must therefore be such as to conserve | M j: 

dM/dt = SlXM, (69.1) 

t The subsequent results in this section are due to L. D. Landau and E. M. Lifshitz (1935). 
They are valid for “exchange” ferromagnets. We shall not deal here with what is called weak 
ferromagnetism, where the ferromagnetic moment is due only to relativistic interactions. 
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where £2is the angular velocity of precession of the moment, which we shall now 
determine. We write the equation of motion as a differential equation of the 

first order in the time, since at low frequencies the higher derivatives may be 

neglected. 
To determine £2, we must use the fact that, at long wavelengths and low tem¬ 

peratures, the dissipation of energy when the magnetization varies is small and 

may be neglected; this assumption will be justified at the end of §70. To deter¬ 

mine the form of the condition for dissipation to be absent, we shall regard the 

magnetic moment of the magnet as an independent parameter whose equilib¬ 

rium distribution is found by minimizing the free energy. We shall carry out the 

minimization for constant temperature, constant volume of the body, and con¬ 

stant field H at every point of the body; the thermodynamic potential with re¬ 

spect to these variables is the free energy j^The variation 6F for an infinitesi¬ 

mal change of M may be written 

dF = — f Heff • <5M dV, (69.2) 

with the notation Heff for the “effective field” by analogy with the expression 

for the energy of the magnetic moment in an external magnetic field. In equi¬ 

librium, H^j- = 0. 
The dissipation of energy when the magnetization varies with time is calcu¬ 

lated as the derivative 

0 = TdS/dt = —dRmiD/dt = -dF/dt, 

where S is the entropy of the body and the minimum work needed to 

bring the body into a given non-equilibrium state. From (69.1) we thus have 

Q = J Heff.(0M/dt)dV = J Heff.£2XM dV. (69.3) 

Hence it is seen that in the absence of dissipation the vector £2 must be parallel 

to the vector so that we can put £2 = constant xHeff. Then equation 
(69.1) becomes 

Pfl = constant X Heff XM; (69.4) 

he significance and value of the constant will be ascertained below. 

According to the definition (69.2), the explicit form of the effective field is 

found by varying the total free energy of the body. This energy is 

F=j {/0(M)+ Udod.u-M .H-H2/8jz} dV; (69.5) 

seeECM, §36. Here fo(M) is the free energy density of a uniformly magnetized 

body at H = 0, which takes account only of the exchange interactions and is 

+ See ECM, §36, where the thermodynamic quantities relating to the body as a whole are 
denoted by script letters. For an inhomogeneous distribution, it is more correct to speak of the 
free energy of the body (for a given volume), not of the thermodynamic potential d>. We shall 
not be concerned here with striction effects, i.e. stresses and strains that occur in the crystal 
when the magnetization varies. 
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therefore independent of the direction of M; t/non.u is the additional exchange 
energy density due to the slow change of direction of M through the non-uni- 

formly magnetized body. 
The first terms in the expansion of this energy in powers of the derivatives of 

the moment M with respect to the coordinates are 

_ 1 0M 0M 

_ T“* ex, • sxk 
(69.6) 

this form (quadratic in the derivatives) is positive-definite. The expression (69.6) 

is constructed so that it is independent of the absolute direction of M(in accord¬ 

ance with the properties of the exchange interaction). In uniaxial crystals, the 

symmetrical tensor of rank two has components = ctyy == ai, <x2z= a2 

(where the z-axis is the axis of symmetry of the crystal); in cubic crystals, 

*ik = 
The order of magnitude of the coefficients xik may be estimated by noting 

that the non-uniformity energy relative to the volume of one unit cell in the 

crystal lattice would have to equal the characteristic atomic values of the ex¬ 

change interaction energy if the direction of the moment varied considerably 

over distances of the order of the lattice constant a. The characteristic exchange 

energy is equal, in order of magnitude, to the Curie temperature Tc (the point 

at which the ferromagnetism disappears). From the condition TJcP ~ aAf2/^2 

we find 
a - Tc/aM2. (69.7) 

Varying the integral (69.5) for given values of H at every point of the body, 

and integrating by parts in the second term, we obtain 

4P = J |/o (M) M/M-alk Hj . SMdV. 

According to the definition (69.2), the expression in the braces is -Heff. The 

first term is parallel to M, but disappears on substitution in the equation of 

motion (69.4), and may therefore be omitted^ Thus we find 

Heff = Xik 
02M 

dx,- dxk 
+ H. (69.8) 

When only the exchange interactions, independent of the direction of the 

magnetic moment, are taken into account, for a uniformly magnetized body 

equation (69.4) must reduce to the equation of motion of a freely processing 

moment: 
0M 
dt 

g\e\ 
2mc 

HxM, 

t But then Hefineed not be zero at equilibrium. 
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where e = — | e\ and m are the electron charge and mass, and g the gyromagnet- 
ic ratio of the ferromagnet (cf. Fields, §45). On the other hand, for uniform mag¬ 

netization Heff = H; hence it follows that the constant coefficient in (69.4) is 

g\e\ I2mc, and the equation of motion is therefore 

^r = ^H-xM’ <69-9> 

with Hefffrom (69.8). 

To form a complete set of equations, we must add Maxwell’s equation relat¬ 

ing the field H to the distribution of the magnetization M. The spin waves, to 

be discussed in §70, are low-frequency waves in the sense that co « ck. Under 

these conditions, the field is quasi-steady; the time derivatives may be neglected 

in Maxwell’s equations, which become 

curl H = 0, div B = div (H+4ttM) = 0. (69.10) 

The question may arise here of the legitimacy of varying the integral (69.5) 

with respect to M with H constant despite the fact that they are related by the 

second equation (69.10). The answer is that, if we put H = — v<f> (from the 

first equation) and calculate the variation of the integral with respect to <f>, it is 

zero by the second equation, so that the variation with respect to H makes no 

contribution to 8F. 

If the body is not in an external magnetic field, the field within it is due entirely 

to the distribution of the magnetization, and is in general of the same order as 

M. In this sense, the term H in the effective field (69.8) is a relativistic effect (the 

atomic magnetic moments, and therefore the spontaneous magnetization M, 

are determined by the Bohr magneton /?= [ e\ft/2me, which has c in the denom¬ 

inator). In the purely exchange approximation so far considered, therefore, 

the second term in (69.8) is to be omitted, and the equation of motion is 

dM 

dt 

g\e\ 92M 

2me Xik dxtdxk 
XM. (69.11) 

This equation is not linear. 

Equation (69.11) may be rewritten as the equation of continuity for the mag¬ 
netic moment: 

dMj i dllu _ 

dt + dxt 

where the moment flux tensor is 

This was to be expected, since in the exchange approximation the total magnetic 
moment of the body is conserved. 
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Let us now take into account the fact that in a ferromagnet there are not only 
exchange interactions but the considerably weaker relativistic interactions 

(spin-spin and spin-orbit) of the electron angular momenta. In the macroscop¬ 
ic theory, they are described by the magnetic anisotropy energy, whose den¬ 
sity t/an depends on the direction of the magnetization vector relative to the 

crystal lattice; these interactions determine the equilibrium direction of the 

spontaneous magnetization in the ferromagnet. The relativistic interactions in¬ 

clude, as already mentioned, that of M with the magnetic field H. 

In a uniaxial crystal, the anisotropy energy has the form 

t/an = — (69.12) 

If K > 0, the equilibrium magnetization is along the axis of symmetry (the 

z-axis; a ferromagnet of the “easy axis” type); if K < 0, the direction of the 

spontaneous magnetization lies in the xy-plane (a ferromagnet of the “easy 

plane” type). In a cubic crystal, the anisotropy energy may be written 

C/an = (K'IM2)(M*APy+M*M*+MlM*), (69.13) 

where the axes x, y, z are along the three fourth-order axes of symmetry (the 

edges of the cubic cells). If K' > 0, the equilibrium vector M is along one edge 

of the cubic cells; if K' < 0, it is along one of the spatial diagonals of the cells.1. 

We shall consider the particular case of a uniaxial ferromagnet. Adding to the 

integrand in (69.5) the term C/an (69.12), we obtain on variation an additional 

term —KMzv.bM, where v is a unit vector along the axis of symmetry of the 

crystal. Thus we find for the effective field 

Hcff = aat $~l-—+KM,v+H. (69.14) 

It is easily seen that beyond this change in the effective field there is no altera¬ 

tion of the equation of motion (69.9) due to the inclusion of relativistic effects: 

the neglect of dissipation signifies as before that the right-hand side of the 

equation of motion must be perpendicular to Heff, i.e. must have the form 

M'xHtff, where M' can differ from M only by the inclusion of relativistic 

effects, which are always small in comparison with the large quantity M and 

are therefore unimportant. The relativistic terms in Heff are added to a quantity 

that is small because M varies only slowly through the body; these terms may 

become significant at sufficiently long wavelengths. 

§ 70. Magnons in a ferromagnet. The spectrum 

Let us apply the equations derived in §69 to the propagation of waves in 

which the magnetic moment density executes small oscillations, precessing 

about its equilibrium value Mo. We shall consider a one-domain sample with Mo 

t The dimensionless quantities K and K' for various ferromagnetic substances have values 
in a wide range from several tenths to several tens. The order of magnitude of the ratio of the 
relativistic and exchange interactions is given by a3£/an/7’« which is usually 10~4-10~8. 
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constant throughout its volume, and take only the case of wavelengths much 
less than the size of the sample. The medium may then be regarded as infinite. 

Let us first take account of the exchange interactions only, i.e. use equation 
(69.11). We put M = Mo+m, where m is small, and linearize the equation by 

omitting the terms of the second order in m; since M = Mo, in this approxi¬ 

mation m JL Mo. The result is 

\e\ d^m 

me CCik dxi dxk 
XM0; (70.1) 

here and henceforward we take g = 2. For a coordinate and time dependence 

of m in the form exp[i(k.r—cof)], we find 

/com = (| e\/mc) ock2 m XMo, (70.2) 

where a = a(n) = a.iknfik and n is the unit vector in the direction of the wave 

vector k. Expanding this equation in components gives 

mmx = Qe\/mc)ccMk2my, 

icomy — — (| e | /me) ocMk2mx, 

the z-axis being in the direction of M0. Hence the dispersion relation for spin 

waves is1" 
co = (| e | Mime) a(n) k2. (70.3) 

We see that, in accordance with the discussion at the beginning of §69, the fre¬ 

quency in the exchange approximation tends to zero as k ■* 0. The vector m 

in the spin wave rotates in the xy-plane with constant angular velocity co, 

remaining constant in magnitude. 
In the quantum picture, the formula (70.3) determines the energy spectrum 

of magnons (e = &»):* 
e(k) = 2/9M«(n) k2. (70.4) 

In the second-quantization formalism, the macroscopic quantities describing 

the ferromagnet are replaced by operators expressed in terms of the magnon 

annihilation and creation operators. We shall show how this is to be done for 

the magnons (70.4). 
We assign to the classical quantity M a vector operator whose compo¬ 

nents satisfy certain commutation rules. Let §(r) bV be the operator of the 

total spin of the atoms in a physically infinitesimal volume element bV at the 

point r. The operators §(ri) bVi and S(r2) bV2 relating to different elements 

t A quadratic dispersion relation for spin waves was first obtained by F. Bloch (1930), 
using a microscopic theory. The expression of this spectrum in terms of macroscopic param¬ 
eters was given by L. D. Landau and E. M. Lifshitz (1945). 

* In this chapter, 0 everywhere denotes the Bohr magneton, = | e \ ft/lmc. 
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SVi and SV2 commute, but the components of one and the same operator 

S(r)bV obey the usual commutation rules for angular momentum: 

Sx bV. §y bV- §y bV. Sx bV = bV, 

or SxSy—SySjg = iSjbV (and similarly for the other commutators). In the 

limit as bV -* 0 these rules can be written for any ri and r2 

&(n) Sy{r2)-§y{t2) &(ri) = *&(ri) $(ri-r2). 

Now multiplying this equation by 4/12 and noting that the magnetization opera¬ 

tor M = — 2$§, we obtain 

Mx{n) My(r2)-My(r2) Mx{n) = -2i£Mr(n) b{n-r2). (70.5) 

For spin waves in which M executes small oscillations round the z-axis, in 

the first approximation with respect to the small quantities mx and my, we can 

replace the operator Kfz by the number Mz % M; then 

Wx(ri) my{ r2) - my{ r2) mx{n) = - 2i(5Mb(rx - r2). (70.6) 

From this it is clear that my and mx are in this case (apart from constant factors) 

the canonically conjugate “generalized coordinates and momenta”, like <}> 

and q' in the quantization of sound waves in a liquid (§24). There is, however, 

an essential difference between the two cases. The commutation rule (24.7) for 

the phonon operators is exact, and does not depend on the smallness of the 

oscillations (i.e. the smallness of the phonon state occupation numbers). The 

rule (70.6) is approximate and is valid only in the first approximation with 

respect to the small quantity m. 

From the commutation rule (70.6) and the relation between the operators 

mx and my that corresponds to the linear equations (70.1), we can find expres¬ 

sions for these operators in terms of the magnon annihilation and creation 

operators, as was done for phonons in §24 (see §71, Problem 4). 

Let us return to the study of the magnon spectrum and the influence on it of 

relativistic effects. It is now necessary to take account also of the magnetic 

field H that results from the oscillations of M. This will be of the same order of 

smallness as m; it will be denoted here by h. 

Maxwell’s equations (69.10) give 

kxh = 0, k.h =-47rk.m. 

From this we see that h is parallel to the wave vector, and is 

h = — 47r(n. m) n. (70.7) 

Substitution of (70.7) in the last two terms of the integrand in (69.5) leads to 

-m.h-/rY87r = 2jr(n.m)2; (70.8) 
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the term Mo.h is here omitted, since on integration over the whole volume it 
becomes a surface integral (owing to the fact that h is a potential field) and 

vanishes. The part (70.8) of the anisotropy energy in a spin wave is sometimes 

called the magnetostatic part. 
Let the ferromagnet be uniaxial and of the “easy axis” type, so that Mo is 

parallel to the axis of symmetry of the crystal (the z-axis): Mo = vM. With 

a view to later applications, we shall allow the presence also of an external 

field § parallel to the same direction v; the sample is to be regarded as a cylinder 

with its axis along v. Then the field within the body is H = $+h. The linear¬ 

ized equation of motion, which is here written after multiplication by h, is 

—ism = 2p{(ock2+K+§IM)vXm-vXh}. (70.9) 

For a uniaxial crystal a = ai sin2 0-f-ot2 cos2 0, where 0 is the angle between 

k and v. 
Substituting h from (70.7), we write out the equation in components; it is 

convenient to take the x-axis in the plane through the directions of v and n. 

From the condition for the resulting two equations for mx and my to be com¬ 

patible, we find the dispersion relation 

e(k) = 2pM[(xk2+K+§/M)(<xk*+K+§lM+47i sin2 0)]1'2. (70.10) 

Because of the term in sin2 0 = kx/k2, the expansion of e(k) in powers of the 

components of k is not a simple power series. This is due to the long range of 

the magnetic interactions. 
An expression of the form (70.10), which has been derived here for a uniaxial 

ferromagnet (of the “easy axis” type), is valid for cubic crystals. This follows 

because the change in the anisotropy energy for small deviations of the vector 

M from its equilibrium direction has the same form in either case. For example, 

in a cubic crystal with K' > 0 the change dU^ when M deviates from the 

direction of Mo along an edge of the cube depends only on the angle $ between 

M and Mo, and is bU&Q — K'M2#2. Comparing this with the corresponding 

expression dUaD = KM*0* for a uniaxial crystal, we see that, to change to the 

case of a cubic crystal with K' > 0, we need only replace K by 2K' in (70.10). 

Similarly, it is easy to see that, to change to the case of a cubic crystal with 

K' < 0 (Mo along a spatial diagonal of the cube), we must replace K by 4| K'\/3. 

Moreover, in a cubic crystal a(n) reduces to a constant. For a uniaxial ferro¬ 

magnet of the“easy plane ” type (K< 0), the situation is different: the change 5 Uan 

when M deviates from Mo depends both on the polar angle and on the azimuth 

of the direction of M relative to Mo; this case therefore needs special consid¬ 

eration (see the Problem). 

The result (70.10) relates only to the initial part of the spectrum, in which 

the quasi-momenta k<cl[a and a macroscopic treatment is permissible. At 
large k that still satisfy this condition (a/:2 »4?r, K) the expression (70.10) 

becomes 
;(k) = 2£Ma(n) k2+2£§. (70.11) 
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The first term here is the same as the purely exchange expression (70.4). The 
external field simply adds the term 2/ftp to the magnon energy. In this approxi¬ 
mation, therefore, the magnon has a moment projection on Mo equal to —2/3. 
The excitation of each magnon reduces the total magnetic moment of the body 
by 2/3. 

In the opposite case, as k — 0, the expression (70.10) tends to a non-zero' 

quantity, which for § = 0 is 

e(0) = 2pMK ^1 + 

Thus the inclusion of the magnetic anisotropy causes an energy gap in the mag¬ 

non spectrum. (The corresponding frequency co(0) = e(0)/h is called the ferro¬ 

magnetic resonance frequency.) This is natural, since in the presence of aniso¬ 

tropy even a rotation of the magnetic moment as a whole (i.e. for k = 0) 

involves a finite energy. We see that for small k the relativistic effects, though 

small, cause relatively large corrections to the spectrum. 

The concept of magnons as elementary excitations applies to weakly excited 

states of the body, and therefore to low temperatures. Hence, in the formulae 

relating to magnons, the values of all the constants of the material (including 

the magnetization M) must be taken for T = 0. 

Let us now return to the assumption made in §69 that the dissipation is weak. 

In the quantum picture, the dissipation means that the lifetime of the magnons 

is finite because they interact with one another and with other quasi-particles. 

If we take first of all the interaction between magnons, we must begin by 

noting that in the exchange approximation the number of magnons is constant: 

each magnon makes the same contribution —2^3 to Mz, and the exchange inter¬ 

action conserves Mz. In this approximation, therefore, only scattering processes 

can occur. Their probability, however, decreases with the temperature, simply 

because of the decrease in the number of scatterers, so that the exchange decay 

always tends to zero at T — 0. We shall see later (§72) that a state with one mag¬ 

non in the exchange approximation is in fact a strictly stationary state of the 

system.1. 

At T = 0 the decay of magnons is due only to their disintegration. Such 

processes can occur only because of relativistic interactions, and their proba¬ 

bility is therefore small. Moreover, for small k the disintegration probability 

is always decreased by the smallness of the statistical weights (phase volumes) 

of the final states of the process. 

The decay of magnons is also caused by their interaction with phonons; 

here the part of the exchange interaction Hamiltonian that depends on the 

t It may also be noted that the cross-section for mutual scattering of two magnons in the 
exchange approximation tends to zero as their energy decreases (see§73). This further reduces 
the exchange decay of magnons at low temperatures. At sufficiently low temperatures, relativ¬ 
istic effects are important also for scattering processes. 

A*r \ 1/2 

sin2 0| . (70.12) 
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deformation of the crystal acts as the perturbation operator. At T = 0 the 

creation of a phonon by a magnon is possible, but the magnon quasi-momen¬ 

tum must be sufficiently large: the magnon velocity de/fi dk must exceed the 
velocity of sound (cf. the third footnote to §65). The probability of the process 

is small, because the statistical weight of the final state is small. 

Finally, in a ferromagnetic metal there can always occur excitation by a 

magnon of an electron from below the Fermi surface, because of the exchange 

interaction with conduction electrons. Here again, the probability of the pro¬ 

cess at small k is small, because the statistical weight of the final states is small. 

PROBLEM 

Find the magnon spectrum in a uniaxial ferromagnet of the “easy plane” type (K -= 0). 

Solution. The equilibrium magnetization M0 lies in the plane perpendicular to the axis 
of symmetry of the crystal (the z-axis); let its direction be taken as the x-axis. The linearized 
equation of motion of the magnetic moment in this case has the form 

- /em = 2fl{ak2 n,Xm-1K | w,ny— nxXh}, 

where nx and n„ are unit vectors along the coordinate axes, and the vector m lies in theyz-plane, 
which is perpendicular to M0. Substituting h from (70.7), writing out the equation in compo¬ 
nents, and equating to zero the determinant of the resulting system, we obtain the magnon 
spectrum 

e(k) = 2^M[ak2(ak2+\K\)+4nsin2d(oLk2+\K\sm24>)]1l\ 

where 0 and 4> are the polar angle and the azimuth of the direction of k relative to that of Mo, 
the azimuth being measured from the xz-plane. When ctk* »1, we return to the same quadrat¬ 
ic spectrum (70.4), and when k -* 0 the magnon energy tends to 

e(0) = 4(ji| K I)1'2 §M | sin 0 sin <f> |, 

which is zero when the vector k is in the xz-plane which contains the axis of symmetry and the 
spontaneous magnetization of the crystal. This vanishing is, however, only approximate: the 
inclusion in the anisotropy energy of terms of higher order causes anisotropy in the xy-plane 
and therefore a finite energy gap for all directions of k.t 

§71. Magnons in a ferromagnet. Thermodynamic quantities 

Magnons excited in a ferromagnet make a certain contribution to the ther¬ 

modynamic quantities in it. The results obtained in §70 enable us to calculate 

this contribution at temperatures that are low in the sense that T Tc. For, 

in thermal equilibrium at a temperature T, most of the magnons have energy 

e ~ T. For a quadratic spectrum 

e(k) = 2(}Mx(n) k2, (71.1) 

t It may be recalled (see ECM,§2>1), that the expansion of the anisotropy energy in powers 
of M is really an expansion in terms of the relativistic ratio vjc (and is not due to the smallness 
of M, i.e. to the closeness of the Curie point). 
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this means that at temperatures T<scTc magnons are excited with quasi-mo¬ 
menta k « (TclftM«)v2. Using the estimate (69.7) for a and estimating the mag¬ 

netization asM~ /3/a3 (the magnetic moment per unit cell is of the order of 
a few times /?), we find ak <*: 1, i.e. the condition for the results of §70 to be 
valid. 

The “magnon” parts of the thermodynamic quantities in a ferromagnet are 

calculated as the thermodynamic quantities in an ideal Bose gas with zero 

chemical potential. For example, the magnon part of the thermodynamic po¬ 

tential Q is 
3mag = T J log (l-e~*lT) V d*kf{2nf\ (71.2) 

see Part 1, (54.4). The magnon contribution to the internal energy is then* 

Fma.g — Qmag T dQma.gfdT 

re V dzk 

“J e**-1 (2nf 
(71.3) 

The magnon contribution to the spontaneous magnetization determines its 

temperature dependence. It is calculated as the derivative 

with respect to the external magnetic field; cf. ECM, (31.4). Differentiating the 

expression (71.2), we obtain 

1 

e*lT-1 
d*k 

(2nf • 
(71.4) 

The derivative —de/d!g is the intrinsic magnetic moment of the magnon. 

Let us calculate the integrals (71.3) and (71.4) for temperatures T:» 2fcpM;* 

then the limiting expression (71.1) may be used for the magnon spectrum. In 

view of the rapid convergence of the integrals, the integration may be extended 

over all k-space instead of over one reciprocal lattice cell. Taking a as constant 

(for cubic crystals) and replacing cPk by 4nk2 dk, we get after an obvious 

substitution 

VT512 f ^2dx 

4ti2A312 ex—l 

= VT^2r(5l2) C(5/2)/47tM3/2, 

t With the chemical potential (i = 0 (and therefore also — Np = 0) we have 
E — &+TS—PV = TS+Q; the entropy 5 = —dQ/dT. The expression (71.3) could also, of 
course, be written down directly without using (71.2). 

* For the typical value M = 2x 103 G, this condition gives T » 1°K. 
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where for brevity A denotes 2/3Ma (so that e = Ak2).f For the specific heat 

Cmag = dEmAJdT, we hence find 

Ct 
_ 5r(5/2)C(5/2) „ 

87rM3/2 

= 0.113 (T/Afl2V. (71.5) 

This expression gives only the magnon part of the specific heat; the specific 

heat of the crystal also contains the usual phonon part. 

Returning to the integral (71.4), we substitute the value —2/3 for the magnetic 

moment of the magnon according to (70.11). The result is, for T » 2tt/3M, 

/3T3/2 f x^dx 

~ ~~2tfA*2 J 
whence 

M(T) = M(P)—pTsl2 jT(3/2) C(3/2)/2?rM3/2 

= M(0)—0.117j3{T/A)312; 

the magnon contribution is, of course, the whole of the change in the magneti¬ 

zation, since the phonons carry no magnetic moment. Thus the change in the 

spontaneous magnetization in the temperature range 2nfiM<cT<cTc follows 
a Ts/2 law (F. Bloch 1930). 

The presence of the gap (70.10) in the magnon spectrum leads to an expo¬ 

nential dependence of Cmag and Mmag on T at still lower temperatures: when 
T«/3KM, 

C'mag* Mmag °c exp (—2{iKM/t). (71.8) 

The quantity in the numerator of the exponent is the least value of the energy 
gap, reached at 0 = 0 and 9 = n\ see also Problem 1. 

If the spontaneous magnetization of a ferromagnet in the ground state is 

equal to the greatest possible {nominal) value, corresponding to the case where 

all the atomic moments in the body are parallel, this value is unchanged by the 

application of an external magnetic field in that direction, i.e. the susceptibility 
X in that direction is zero. 

The inclusion of relativistic interactions reduces the spontaneous magnet¬ 

ization (at T = 0) in comparison with its “exchange” value, and causes the 

appearance of a non-zero susceptibility (T. Holstein and H. Primakoff 1940). 

Although this effect is very small, its calculation is of fundamental interest. 

In the foregoing calculation of the magnetic part of the thermodynamic quan¬ 

tities, we have omitted the zero-point energy of the “magnetic oscillators”, 

which makes no contribution to the temperature dependence of these quantities. 

The zero-point energy corresponds to magnon state occupation numbers of 

[£(1«, = J -\mVd*kj(2nf. 

t See Part 1, §58, regarding the calculation of such integrals. 

(71.6) 

(71.7) 
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Accordingly, the “zero-point” magnetization is 

M(0) = - J 1(06/9© <*»*/(2»)>. (71.9) 

This integral diverges for large k, i.e. is determined mainly by the short-wave- 
length magnons (ka ~ 1), which cannot be treated macroscopically. However, 

the change in the magnetization under the influence of relativistic effects is 

determined, as we shall see, by the long-wave region of the magnon spectrum, 

and can be calculated by means of the formulae derived in §70. 

For simplicity, we shall consider a cubic crystal, and neglect the anisotropy 

constant, which is small in that case, i.e. write the magnon spectrum (70.10) 

in the form 
e(k) = 2p[{bk2+§){bk2+§+AnM sin2 0)]1'2, (71.10) 

where b = a.M\ in this expression, the term AnM sin2 0 coming from the mag¬ 

netostatic energy corresponds to the relativistic effects. The required change bM 

in the magnetization under the influence of relativistic effects is found by sub¬ 

tracting from (71.9) a similar integral with eexch(k) = 2(3bk2+2(i$Q in place of 

S(k): 

aM = -yjw[c(k)_e'“h(k),w- (7U1) 

This integral is convergent for large k.f 

In the calculation, it is convenient first to differentiate with respect to M at 

constant b, and the notation b has been used in (71.10) for this purpose. A simple 

rearrangement gives 

dbM 4n2@M f |* sin4 6,2nk2 dk.sin 0 d6 

~dM~~ (2rif~ j J (bk2+$)1l\bk2+§+4nMsin2e?l2 ' 
o o 

Since the integration with respect to k converges, it can be extended to <». 

The integral with § = 0 is easily evaluated; then, integrating with respect 

to My we obtain 

0M = -V?t^/8«3/2. (71.12) 

This is a very small quantity: bMjM ~ 10-6. 

If the external field is large (§ » 4nM)y we can neglect the term AnM sin2 0 

in the denominator of the integrand. The result is then 

bM = —2nPMll2fl5oF12 &1'2. (71.13) 

When § -► oo, bM tends to zero, as it should. 

t To avoid misunderstanding, we may note that the correction to the ground-state energy 
cannot be determined in this way: without the differentiation with respect to$,the integral 
of e— £eich is divergent when the long-wavelength expressions for the magnon spectrum are 
used. 
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To conclude, we may note that, if we had attempted to investigate the tem¬ 
perature dependence of the magnetization in a two-dimensional ferromagnet by 

the same method as has been used in this section for the three-dimensional case, 

then (in the purely exchange approximation) we should have obtained instead 
of (71.6) a logarithmically divergent integral. This means that the spontaneous 

magnetization in a two-dimensional system with exchange interaction is ac¬ 

tually zero for all T ^ 0. This is analogous to the result found in §27 for a two- 

dimensional Bose liquid, and in Part 1, §137, for a two-dimensional crystal. 

Since the energy of the system is independent of the direction of the magnetic 

moment, the expression for it contains only the derivatives of the vector M; 

this in turn leads ultimately to the divergence of the fluctuations (in the two- 

dimensional case) that destroy the magnetization. The inclusion of the relativ¬ 

istic interactions, which depend on the direction of M, stabilizes the fluctua¬ 

tions and makes possible the existence of a two-dimensional ferromagnet. 

PROBLEMS 

Problem 1. Calculate the magnon parts of the thermodynamic quantities at temperatures 

T« f(0). 

Solution. The important magnons are those with small quasi-momenta k propagated in 
a direction where the gap is least, i.e. near 6 — 0 or 6 = n\ these two directions give equal 
contributions. For example, when 0 is small we have, with the necessary accuracy, 

e(k) = 2pKM+Ak}+4npM6\ 

where A = 2/£?Ma for cubic crystals and A — 2^Maz for uniaxial crystals of the “easy axis” 
type. The magnon distribution at these temperatures may be taken as a Boltzmann distribu¬ 
tion (i.e. we may neglect unity in the denominators of the integrands) and «(k) may be replaced 
by e(0) everywhere in the coefficients of the exponentials. Integrations with respect to k 
and 0 are extended to infinity; the result is 

Em%e = V- 
KT«* 

1 VKM - 32^/2,43/2 ^ \ T 

In calculating the specific heat, only the exponential factor need be differentiated: 

Cmt = (IfiKM/T*) Ejntg. 

Problem 2. Determine the dependence of the magnetization on the external field with the 
conditions $ » 4nM, T » /£?$. 

Solution. Under these conditions, the relativistic terms may be neglected, and e(k) written 
in the form (70.11). Differentiating the expression (71.4), we find 

dM 4/8* r e*>T d*k 

T J (**'*-1)* (2rc)8 • 

The important values of k in the integral are small. Hence 

5M ^ AP2T f 1 &k T f k*dk 
~ P J e2 (2n)3 2n* J (ak2M0+$)2 ’ 
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we take a — constant, and M0 is the value of M for § — 0. The final result is 

dM T 
0$ " $Ji(aM0)3,2!Qv- - 

Thus, under these conditions, M- M0 oc $1/2. 

Problem 3. Determine the dependence of the magnetization at T — 0 on a weak external 
field. 

Solution. Differentiating the integral (71.11), with e(k) from (71.10), with respect to $, 
we obtain 

dM /* 4nzM$P sin4 6 d*k 

0$ - J [(oM0k*+4nM0 sin* 6+$) (aM0k2+$)]*>* (2ji)3 ' 

As $ -*- 0, the integral over dk diverges logarithmically for small k. Hence, with logarithmic 
accuracy, we can put k — 0, $ = 0 in the first factor in the denominator, and $ = 0 in the 
second factor, but cut off the integral below at k2 ~ $/aM0 and above at k2 ~ 4ji/a. The 
result is 

0M 0 , _ 4nM0 
0$ 32 V*iM0a*'2 108 § ’ 

In (71.10), AT is neglected. When $ <c KM, $ is replaced by KM0 in the logarithm. 

Problem 4. In the exchange approximation, determine the spatial correlation function of 
the fluctuations in the magnetization at distances r»a. 

Solution. The operators mx and mr satisfying the commutation rule (70.6) and expressed 
in terms of the magnon annihilation and creation operators have the form (in the Schrddinger 
representation) 

(0M/vyi2yZ(dke*-'+dte-**-'), 
k 

m,(r) = i(0M/ V)'i* £ (4 e‘k-r~ 4+ *-'k •'). 
k 

With these operators, we calculate the correlation function 

r) = \ <m,(r0 m*(rt)+mt(r2) fhfrd), T = Ti~rt, 

the suffixes i and k taking the values x and y. Since only the products (dkdk) = nk and 
(dkdf) = nk+l (where «kare the magnon state occupation numbers) have non-zero diagonal 
matrix elements, we find 

&*(r) = <5« J 20M(knk+*)e*-' d*k/&i)*. 

The integrand gives directly the Fourier component of the correlation function. The constant 
term may be omitted: it corresponds to a delta-function term in <£,*(r), whereas the whole 
analysis relates only to distances r» a. Thus 

</>u(k) = 20Mnk8tk = 20M[e*™T- l]"1 btt. 

In the classical limit, when e«r,we find 

<M0 = daT/<xk2. 

In a cubic ferromagnet, a = constant, and 

Mr) = StkTI4n<xr, r x> (0M<x/T)'/2. 
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•§ 72. The spin Hamiltonian 

To derive the magnon dispersion relation for all values of the quasi-momen¬ 

tum, and not only in the long-wave limit, we must naturally make use of more 

detailed information about the microscopic structure of a ferromagnet. 

Let us consider an insulator consisting of atoms with zero orbital angular 

momentum but non-zero spin S. If we are not concerned with highly excited 

states resulting from excitation of the electron shells of the atoms, we can 

average the Hamiltonian of the system over the orbital variables of the electrons 

of atoms in the ground state (with the atomic nuclei fixed at the lattice sites). 

This gives the spin Hamiltonian of the system, containing only the operators 

of the total spins of the atoms.1 
If we take into account just the exchange interaction, which depends only 

on the relative orientations of the spins, the operators of the atomic spin 

vectors must appear in the Hamiltonian as scalar combinations. It is of con¬ 

siderable methodological interest to investigate a system described by the 

simple Hamiltonian 

T^exch —— Y X Jam — J(ja~*m)* (72.1) 
m n 

where the summation is over all atoms; the “vector” suffixes m and n (with 

integral components) label the lattice sites, and rn are their position vectors. 

The numbers are called exchange integrals', cf. QM, §62, Problems.* With 

independent summation over m and n, each pair of atoms appears twice in 

the sum (72.1), and of course 

In (72.1), all the magnetic atoms in the lattice are assumed to be the same 

(one in each unit cell). The basic assumption underlying this Hamiltonian is, 

however, that the atoms in the lattice are sufficiently far apart. The exchange 

integral is determined by the “overlap” of the wave functions of two atoms, and 

decreases very rapidly (exponentially) as the distance between them increases. 

For a system of atoms far apart, we can therefore assume a pair interaction, 

and (72.1) then contains no terms with products of spin operators of more than 

two atoms. To the same accuracy, we may suppose that the exchange inter¬ 

action between two atoms comes about through a single pair of electrons, one 

in each atom. Then the interaction operator is formed bilinearly from the 

electron spin operators, and after averaging over the states of the atoms, biline¬ 

arly with respect to the atomic spins (C. Herring 1966).9 

t The procedure is similar to the construction of the Hamiltonians of individual atoms 
describing the fine structure of the atomic levels; cf. QM, §72. 

* The description of the exchange interaction by means of the spin Hamiltonian is due to 
P. A. M. Dirac (1929). The Hamiltonian (72.1) was introduced by J. H. van Vleck (1931), and 
is usually called the Heisenberg Hamiltonian, because it corresponds to a ferromagnet model 
first discussed by Heisenberg. 

9 In such conditions, the summation in (72.1) must of course be taken only over pairs of 
adjacent atoms. This, however, does not simplify the formulae, and it will therefore not be 
shown explicitly. 
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A system described by the Hamiltonian (72.1) is ferromagnetic if the ex¬ 
change integrals > 0. Let us determine the ground-state energy of such a 
system, and suppose that an external magnetic field § is also present, by adding 

to (72.1) the operator 

P—WZAu, (72.2) 

the z-axis being parallel to the field. The operator Z$mz of the projection of the 

total spin of the system commutes both with /7exch and with V\ the states of 

the system may therefore be classified by the eigenvalues of this quantity. 

In the ferromagnetic case, the ground state corresponds to the greatest 

possible value NS of the total-spin projection, where N is the number of atoms 

in the system; this result is, of course, independent of the presence of an ex¬ 

ternal field, which simply distinguishes the direction of the axis. 

Let xo be the normalized spin wave function of the ground state. The maxi¬ 

mum value NS of the total-spin projection can be reached only if the spin 

projection of every atom also has its maximum value S. Hence %o is an eigen¬ 

function of each of the operators S„: 

§nz%0 — (72.3) 

In the following, we shall need the operators = Sx±iSy, which obey the 

commutation rules 

S+S--S-S+ = 2&, SmS±-S.tSt = ±S±; (72.4) 

see QM, (26.12). Their matrix elements are 

<5,1j 5,-1) = <5,-11 S_ | SM) = iA(S+S,XS-S,+1)]; (72.5) 

see QM, (27.12). The operator £+ increases by one the value of the component 

Sz, and §_ decreases it by one. We also write 

§m§n — Smz§nzJr~\(Sm+&n-Jr§m-3n+) 

and 
#=-1 £ Jn>n($nU§n,+ £m-£n+)-2/3<0 £ &*, (72.6) 

m n m 

using the symmetry and the commutativity of operators pertaining 

to different atoms. 
Since the operators £n+ have matrix elements only for transitions with in¬ 

crease of the numbers Sz, for the state with the maximum values of these 

numbers we have 
Sm-Xo = o, (72.7) 

as is seen also from the explicit expressions for the matrix elements (72.5). 

Hence, when the Hamiltonian (72.6) acts on the wave function %o, the result is 

iiy.« = { 
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The expression in the braces is the energy Eo of the ground state. Replacing 

the summation over m and n by summation over m and q = n—m, we can 
finally write 

Eo=—\NS* £ Jq-2PSN%. (72.8) 
Q#0 

The total magnetic moment of the system in this state is 2fiSN. 

The next state of the system, in order of decreasing total-spin projection, 

corresponds to the value NS— 1 of the latter, and to the excitation of one mag- 

non with magnetic moment — 2fi. This value of the total-spin projection occurs 
for a state with wave function 

(2S)~ll2$0-%o> (72.9) 

in which the effect of the operator S0_ reduces by one the spin projection of 

one atom.1" This function is, however, not an eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian 

of the system; it does not yet take account of the translational symmetry of the 

lattice. The eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian must be constructed as a linear 

combination of the functions (72.9) with all n. Similar arguments to those which 

in §55 gave the Bloch functions for an electron in a periodic field show that, 

to take correct account of the translational symmetry, this linear combination 
must have the form 

Zt = (2iVS)-i«£e'i‘-'.^_Zo; (72.10) 
n 

the factor AT-1/2 is for normalization. The constant vector k is just the quasi¬ 

momentum of the magnon. 

The energy e(k) of the magnon is the difference Ek-Eo between the energies 
of the excited and ground states of the system. Hence 

(S-E„)%t = e(k)Zt. 

Substituting on the left-hand side the expression (72.10) and replacing Eo%o 
by fiXo, we obtain 

e(k)Xk = (2NS)-V2 (#£_ _ £,_#) (72.ii) 
n 

The commutator here is easily calculated by writing # in the form (72.6) and 

using the commutation rules (72.4). Again taking into account the symmetry 
of the coefficients 7^, we find 

Jmn(§uU§n--§n:§m-) + 2P%£n- (72.12) 

t The normalization of the function (72.9) is easily verified by noting that 

(£a-Zo)*(£a-Xo) = Xo$n-£a-Xo 

— (S I Sa+Sa- | S) 

— (S | Sn+ | S— 1><5-1 | | 5> 

= 25. 
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Finally, substituting this expression in (72.11), using (72.3), and changing to 
summation over q = n—m, we have 

e(k)*k = 

The expression in the braces is the required magnon energy. The imaginary 

part of the expression under the summation sign, being an odd function of 

rq, gives zero on summation, and the result is 

e(k) = 5 £ 4(l-cosk.rq)+2/?§ (72.13) 
q * 0 

(F. Bloch 1930). 

This formula gives the exact dispersion relation for magnons in a system 

described by the Hamiltonian (72.1). In the limit of small k, it becomes, of 

course, the quadratic relation 

«(k) = i-Sk,kk £ V„AT,t+2/?§. (72.14) 
q 0 

The Curie point of the system in question is at a temperature Tc ~ J, and 

so at temperatures T» J the system is certainly paramagnetic. At such tem¬ 

peratures we can, as a first approximation, altogether neglect the interaction 

between the atoms. In this approximation, the magnetic susceptibility of the 

system will be the same as that of an ideal gas of atoms with spin S, namely 

__N 4p*S(S+l) 
X V 3 T 

(72.15) 

(see Part 1, §52); the susceptibility is per unit volume. This expression is the 

first term in the expansion of the function %(T) in powers of 1 IT. The subsequent 

terms do depend on the interaction of the atoms; we shall determine the first 

such term. 

The susceptibility (in a zero field) is defined as the derivative % = 8MJ8S.? 

as § — 0, and the magnetization M is calculated as the derivative of the free 

energy: VM — — 8F/8$. To solve the problem, we need to calculate F as 

far as the terms in l IT2. # 

We start from the formula F = — T log Z, where Z is the partition function 

Z = £e-En/T 

En_ F* 

T 2T2 6T3 ■)= 

the summation is over all the energy levels of the system.1" The total number of 

levels in the spectrum of the system is finite, and equal to the number of possible 

t The following calculation of the free energy corresponds to that in Part 1,§73, continued 
to the next term in the expansion. 
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combinations of orientations of the atomic spins relative to the lattice. Each 

spin has 25+1 different orientations; this number is therefore (2S' +1)*. Denoting 

by a bar the arithmetic mean, we can write 

z = (2s+ir • 

The mean value Em = tr Bml{2S+ \)N. According to a well-known prop¬ 

erty, the trace of the operator can be calculated with any complete set of 

wave functions; we take as these the functions corresponding to all possible 

combinations of orientations of the atomic spins. Then the averaging reduces 

to an independent averaging of each spin over its directions, and E = 0. Now 

taking the logarithm of Z and again expanding in powers of \/T, we have to 

the same accuracy 

F = -7Wlog(2S+l)-+jP + -+r£» (72.16) 

In this expression, only the terms containing $2 contribute to the suscepti¬ 

bility. Omitting all other terms, and noting that the odd powers of the spin 

components give zero on averaging, we find 

(2/?§)2v«r imf 1 
2T v nz 2T2 *2 

Z 2Jm(SnSj(SmS^). 

The mean values are 

= sa = o, si = }s(s+i). 

Thus 

F = -~/32&NS(S+l)- ^rffW(S+l)< £ J„ 
q^O 

and hence we have finally for the susceptibility 

4p*S(S+l)N 

3TV 
1 + 

5(5+1) 
3 T 

(72.17) 

It should be noted that the sign of the correction term in the square brackets 

depends on the sign of the exchange integral. 

PROBLEMS 

Problem 1. Find the magnetic part of the specific heat of a system described by the Hamil¬ 
tonian (72.1) at temperatures T»J. 

Solution. The first term in the expansion of the specific heat in powers of 1 jTcomes from 

the term -E2/2T in the free energy (72.16). Averaging by the same method the square of the 
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Hamiltonian (72.1), we get 
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Ez — •J.2 ^ Jam SmiSmft SaiS^ic 

*nZ a, 
y t q pt o 

since StSk = |5(5+ 1)<5«. The specific heat is then 

NS*(S+1)2 

6T* 

in agreement with Part 1, (73.4). 

Problem 2. Neglecting the interaction between spins, calculate the magnetization of a 
paramagnet with any relation between /?§ and T. 

Solution. The partition function (for one spin in the field) is 

Z= ata exp(-2/3$St/D 

= sinh Wcs+p/r 
sinh 

A calculation of the free energy, followed by differentiation with respect to gives the magnet¬ 
ization 

M = TT-ku*z 

^{(5-,|)co.h»i>-±cothm} 

(L. Brillouin 1927). When T, this expression becomes (72.15). In the opposite limit, 
when /?§ » T, the magnetization tends to its nominal value according to 

§ 73. Interaction of magnons 

There is considerable methodological interest in the problem of the contribu¬ 

tion from magnon interaction to the magnetic part of the thermodynamic 

quantities in a ferromagnet. The calculations in §71 were based on an ideal 

gas of non-interacting magnons. Let us consider this problem for a system 

described by the exchange spin Hamiltonian (72.1). 

Having in view the determination of only the contribution of the lowest 

order in the small ratio T/T# we need only consider the pair interaction of 

magnons. This means that we have to consider two-magnon states of the system 
in which the total-spin projection is NS—2. 

This corresponds to the wave functions 

Znn = [4S(2S-1)]-!/* &-&-X0, 1 

Xnm = (2S)-1 m ^ n; J 
(73.1) 
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since the spin operators of different atoms commute, ^ = ynm.f The func¬ 

tions (73.1) are normalized by the condition y^Xmn — 1, as is easily seen by 
expanding the product in the same way as was done in verifying the normaliza¬ 
tion in (72.9). The same procedure can be used to show that different functions 

Xtnn are mutually orthogonal. 

The functions (73.1) are not themselves eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian. 

The wave functions of the two-magnon stationary states of the system must be 

certain linear combinations of the functions Xan> which we write as 

%= X /*) Vmn^mn + ^ y>aaXan (73.2) 
m * nVz n 

(since and Xmn are f^e same, we must also take = ynm). The set of 
coefficients forms the wave function in the representation in which the 

independent variables are the numbers labelling the atoms in the lattice. The 

factor 1/V2 in the first sum in (73.2) is included so that the squared modulus 

\X i2 shall be equal to the sum ^!y*»!a, in which each of the different ymn 

appears once only. 

The same method as was used to derive equation (72.11) for the wave func¬ 

tions of one-magnon stationary states shows that the functions (73.2) must 
satisfy a similar equation: 

+ 1 2[S(2S—1)]1/2 {f>' A-A-] *°> (73.3) 

where now £ = E-Eo is the energy of the two interacting magnons,and the 
brackets [ ] denote the commutator. 

To expand the commutators on the right of (73.3), we note that 

[#, S._4_] = [#, &,_] Sm-+$u-[#9 

and use the expressions (72.12) for the commutators [#, Then, taking 

account of the commutation rules (72.4), we transpose the operators §z to the 

extreme right-hand position, where, acting on the function %o-> they multiply 
it by S. The result is 

I 

+ 3-E J*£.-Si-Xo-J™$„-§n-Xo+4P§Sm-S.-Xo; (73.4) 
I 

to simplify the formulae, the limitations imposed on the summation variables 

are not shown. The summations are over all values of I, it being implied that 
all the “diagonal” Jn = 0. 

t If the spin S = a twice repeated application of the same operator to the ground- 
state function y0 gives zero. In this case, therefore, all the “diagonal1” functions = 0. 
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The remaining steps are to substitute (73.4) in (73.3) and equate the coeffi¬ 

cients of like functions xm on both sides of the equation. The calculations are 
laborious but elementary. They lead to the following set of equations for the 

VW 
(2JS— £)y>mn — S^(JlmV'ln + JiaWim) + Jmn^mn 

I 

^ ./imMmj » (73.5)* 

where 

and J denotes the sum ^7^, which is obviously independent of the suffix n.f 
i 

In this equation, let us change from the coordinate representation (in which 

the independent variables are the coordinates r„, rm of the atoms) to the mo¬ 

mentum representation, putting 

?» = e* • £ V(K, k) e*' "»-'*». (73.6) 

The vector K plays the role of the total quasi-momentum of the two magnons, 

and k that of the quasi-momentum of their relative motion; the summation is 

over N discrete values of k admissible for a lattice with volume Nv (where N 

is the number of atoms in the lattice and v the volume of the unit cell). As well 

as the •yjmn, the exchange integrals also have to be represented in the form of 

Fourier series: 

7(k) = £/0.e<k-<'«-V; 
n 

since = Jam, we have 7(k) = 7(-k). 
Omitting the straightforward intermediate steps, we shall pass immediately 

to the final result derived from (73.5): 

[e(iK+k)+e(^K-k)-<5] y(K, k) 

+J U(K, k, k') y>(K, k') V d3k'/(2nf = 0, (73.8) 

where 

NU(K, k, k') = ^s[7(l K+k)+7(| K- k)+7(-J- K+k')+7(i K - k')] 

— y [7(k— k')+7(k+k')], (73.9) 

t These equations are valid also for spin S = when all the y>nn are arbitrary. It should be 
noted that for S = -i all the “diagonal” quantities v»nn disappear from the equations with 
m n. The equations with m = n in this case are simply to be regarded as non-existent. 
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and e(k) is the energy of one magnon, determined by (72.13); the summation 
over k' is replaced by integration over one reciprocal lattice cell. 

Thus the exact problem (for the Hamiltonian (72.1)) of the two-magnon 
states of the system reduces to the solution of an equation exactly similar to 
Schrodinger’s equation for a system of two particles in the momentum repre¬ 

sentation; cf. QM, (130.4). The functions e(k) play the part of the kinetic 

energies of the particles, and the kernel U{K, k, k') of the integral equation 

that of the matrix element of the energy U of their interaction for a transition 

{scattering) from states with momenta ki, k2 to states with momenta k{, k£, 

where 

fa = -yK+k, fa = ^-K—k, fa =-J-K+k', ki = £K-k'. 

Then £/(K, k, k') is suitably written in the form 

JW(fa, ki; fa, fa) = 4s[y(ki)+/(k2)+/(k;)+/(ki)l 

-£[./(fa-fa)+./(fa-fa)]. (73.10) 

In the general case, equation (73.8) with (73.9) is very complicated. We shall 

calculate only the correction to the thermodynamic quantities when £» 1. 

The simplicity of this case is due to the fact that the magnon energy e(k) is 

proportional to S, and the interaction U of the magnons is independent of S; 

for S 1, the coefficient in (73.9) is As % 3-. Hence U may be regarded as a 

small perturbation, and the correction Qmt (from the magnon interaction) to 

the thermodynamic potential Q is given by just the mean value of U. By taking 
the “diagonal matrix element” 

U{klf k2; ki, k2) = -i:[/(k1)+/(k0-/(ki-k0-/(P)]f (73.11) 

we average over a state with given magnon quasi-momenta. The statistical 

averaging over the equilibrium distribution of magnons is then carried out by 
integration: 

Om = J «(k0 «(t2) U(kb k2; ki, fa) , (73.12) 

where n(k) = [exp (e(k)/T)-1]-1 is the Bose distribution function. 

At low temperatures, the integral is governed by the range of small ki and 

k2, and accordingly all the e(k) and 7(k) are to be expanded in powers of k. 

Then e(k) is given by the quadratic expression (72.14). Since J(k) is an even 
function of k, the first terms in its expansion are also quadratic: 

7(k) % J(G)+aikkikk. 

17(ki, k2; ki, k2) = auJcukw 

Then 
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When this expression, an odd function of ki and k2, is substituted in (73.12), 
the integral is zero as a result of the averaging over the directions of kx and k2. 

In the expansion of 7(k), therefore, we have to take into account the fourth- 
order terms, and then in the integral (73.12) the function U(ki, k2; ki, k2) is a 

quartic form, in which the terms quadratic in ki and in k2 make a non-zero 

contribution to the integral. Because of the rapid convergence, the integration 

may be extended over all k-space. We then see, by making the change of 

variables k = k \ZTy that the dependence of on T and $ has the form 

flint = VT5m/n (73.13) 

/(0) and /'(0) being finite. Hence it follows that the correction term in the 

magnetization is 

= ^ = constant XT*. (73.14) 

The correction term in the specific heat has the same dependence.* 

We see that the interaction of magnons leads to corrections to the thermo¬ 

dynamic quantities only in a higher approximation with respect to T\TC. The 

leading terms in the magnetization and in the magnetic part of the specific 

heat are proportional to T312. Between these and the corrections arising from 

Qiot there are others proportional to T5/2 and T7/2, which come from the next 

terms in the expansion of the magnon energy e(k) in powers of k2. 

By means of the equations derived above, we can also consider the question 

of bound states of two magnons. These states appear as discrete (for a given K) 

eigenvalues of equation (73.8). As functions of the variable K, these eigenvalues 

S(K) form new branches of elementary excitations in the system. Analysis 

shows, however, that such states exist only for fairly large values of K, and 

they can therefore never affect the thermodynamic quantities in a ferromagnet 

at low temperatures.* 

PROBLEM 

Assuming that S » 1, find the correction terms due to the magnon interaction in the mag¬ 
netization and the specific heat for a cubic lattice in which the exchange integrals are zero 
except for pairs of atoms that are adjacent (along cubic axes). 

Solution. Each atom has six nearest neighbours. From the definition (73.7) we find 

/(k) = 2/0(cos k„a+cos kya+cos kta), 

where J0 is the exchange integral for a pair of adjacent atoms, and a the edge length of a cubic 
cell. For small k, 

/(k) « /0[2 - a2*2+£ a*(kl +k\+&*)]. 

t These results (in the general case of arbitrary spin) were first obtained by F. J. Dyson 
(1956). In the derivation of (73.5) given here, we have mainly followed R. J. Boyd and J. 
Callaway (1965). 

* See M. Wortis, Physical Review 132, 85,1963. The lattice concerned is three-dimensional. 
In one and two dimensions, bound states of magnons exist for all values of k. 
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Hence 

U(ki, k.; k„k2) = (kUl+kl'kt'+klkir, 

the terms that are odd functions of k2 and k2 are omitted. The magnon energy is, according 
to (72.14), 

e(k) = SJ4*k*+2P$. 

The calculation of the integral (73.12) gives the results 

_ 3«C(3/2)C(5/2) / T \« 

M 25* \4JtSJj ’ 

^ 1S^*(S/2)1V ( T 

Ctot 5 \ 4nSJ0 ) ’ 

where f denotes the zeta function. 

§ 74. Magnons in an antiferromagnet 

Antiferromagnets have the characteristic that the magnetic moments of all 

the electrons in each unit cell in the crystal lattice compensate one another 

(in the equilibrium state in the absence of a magnetic field). The magnetic 

moment density is, strictly speaking, distributed throughout the volume of the 

cell. However, in antiferromagnetic insulator crystals, we can suppose with good 

accuracy that this density is practically localized at the individual atoms, to 

each of which a certain magnetic moment may be assigned. These moments, 

periodically repeated in all cells, form the magnetic sub-lattices of the antiferro¬ 

magnet. 

Different antiferromagnets vary greatly in structure. We shall discuss the 

question of their magnetic energy spectrum for the typical example of a crystal 

with two magnetic atoms at equivalent points in each unit cell (i.e. at points 

that are changed into each other by some symmetry transformations of the 

crystal). The mean magnetic moment densities of the sub-lattices formed by 

these atoms are denoted by Mi and M2, and we shall use the two vectors 

M = Mi+M2, L = Mi-M2. (74.1) 

In the ground state of the antiferromagnet M = 0 and L^O, whereas for 

a ferromagnet M^O and L = 0. We must emphasize a fundamental difference 

between the ground states in the two cases. In the exchange approximation, 

in the ground state of the ferromagnet, the spin components of all the magnetic 

atoms have definite (the largest possible) values Sz — S, corresponding to the 

nominal value of the magnetization M. In the ground state of the antiferro¬ 

magnet, the magnetizations of the sub-lattices certainly cannot have their 

nominal values, since the total projections of the spins of each sub-lattice 

separately are not conserved (even in the exchange approximation), and there¬ 

fore do not have definite values (in a stationary state). The spin components 
of the individual atoms therefore also do not have definite values. 
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The form of the macroscopic “equations of motion” of the vectors L and M 
is established similarly to that for a ferromagnet (§69). The condition for ab¬ 
sence of dissipation leads to the requirement that, because of the equations of 

motion, 

{74-2) 

where the “effective fields” HL and HM are determined by the expression 

8F = - J (Hx. dL+HM • 8M) dV (74.3) 

for the change in the free energy when L and M are varied; in equilibrium 

Hl = Hm = 0. 
In the exchange approximation, the required equations must be invariant 

under simultaneous rotation of all the magnetic moments relative to the crystal 

lattice. This implies not only the crystallographic equivalence of the positions 

of the two magnetic atoms in the cell but also the invariance under exchange of 

Mi and M2, i.e. under the transformation L — — L, M — M. Because the 

free energy is unaffected by this transformation, we have also HL -»•—HL, 

Hm - Hm. 
Considering small oscillations of the magnetic moments, we put L = Lo+I 

M = m, where 1 and m are small quantities. In the linear approximation, 

the equations of motion satisfying the conditions stated are 

Jj- = yH„Xv, -^- = rH1Xv, (74.4) 

where v is a unit vector in the equilibrium direction of the vector L0; the trans¬ 

formation L ——L implies that v — — v. Here we have used the fact that HL 

and Hm, which are zero in equilibrium, are themselves linear in 1 and m, and 

that v is the only disposable constant vector. By analogy with §69 the coeffi¬ 

cient y could be written as y = (g\e\/2mc)Lo, but unlike the ferromagnetic 

case we now have g ^ 2 even if relativistic effects are neglected. For mono¬ 

chromatic oscillations 61/0* = — icol, etc., and the vectors 1 and m defined by 

(74.4) are then perpendicular to v. In the approximation considered, this means 

that the vector L precesses about the direction of v with a constant magnitude 
L^Lo. 

To determine the effective fields HL and HM, we must establish the form of 

the free energy of the crystal. The terms needed are those of the second order 

in the small quantities 1 and m, or in the case of terms containing derivatives of 

these quantities with respect to the coordinates, those not above the second 

order in the wave number of the oscillations, whose wavelength is assumed large 
compared with the lattice constant (as in §70). In the exchange approximation, 
the free energy must be invariant under simultaneous rotation of all the 
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magnetic moments, and also under a change in the sign of L. An expression 
satisfying all the conditions stated is 

(74-5) 

where the z-axis can be taken parallel to v, so that a change in the sign of v implies 

a change in the sign of z. The coefficient oO, in accordance with the fact that 

m must be zero in equilibrium. The term in l2 is absent here, since it would imply 

a dependence of the energy on the direction of the vector L = Lo+1 in the 

crystal which does not occur in the exchange approximation. The term con¬ 

taining the sum m.dl/dz+l.dm/dz reduces to a total derivative and would 

vanish on integration over the volume. Lastly, the terms quadratic in the deriv¬ 

atives dm/dxi need not be considered, since they are certainly small in compar¬ 

ison with the term in m2. 

Varying the integral (74.5) (and integrating by parts), we obtain 

Hi = 6i+«'OT’ <74-6> 

For a plane monochromatic spin wave, the equations of motion (74.4) now 
give 

- icol = — yam X v—ikzyb\ X v, 1 

- icom = ikzybm X v—y«(n) Aft X v, J 

where again (as in §70) a(n) = aikntnk, and n is a unit vector in the direction of 

k. Multiplying the first equation vectorially by v gives 

yam = —icolXv—ikzybl, (74.8) 

and substitution of this in the second equation leads directly to the following 
dispersion relation for spin waves: 

to = yk[aa.(iL)—62(v. n)2]1/2. (74.9) 

Thus the frequency of the spin waves, and thus also the magnon energy e = &», 

in an antiferromagnet in the exchange approximation are proportional to k, 
not to k2 as in a ferromagnet.1- 

Equations (74.7) establish a one-to-one relation between 1 and m, but the 

two components of 1 in the plane perpendicular to v remain arbitrary. This 

means that the spin waves in the antiferromagnet considered have two inde¬ 
pendent directions of polarization. 

t This dispersion relation for antiferromagnets was first derived by L. HulthSn (1936). The 
derivation using the macroscopic treatment of the magnetization of the sub-lattices was given 
by M. I. Kaganov and V. M. Tsukemik (1958). 
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To take account of magnetic anisotropy, we must make more specific 
assumptions as to the symmetry of the crystal. Let this be uniaxial, and let 

the equilibrium direction of L be parallel to the axis of symmetry.* 
It is seen from (74.8) that the vector m in the spin wave is small compared 

with 1, containing an extra power of the small wave vector k. In the same way, 

the effective field HM » Hz. For this reason, it is sufficient to consider the an¬ 

isotropy due to the vector 1. With the assumptions made, the density of this 
energy is 

Um = \KV, (74.10) 

where K > 0. When it is taken into account, there is a further term —K\ in 

the effective field Hz, which for a plane wave is then 

Hz = ik^m-[<x{ik)k2->rK]\. (74.11) 

Hence we find that, with allowance for the anisotropy, the spin wave disper¬ 

sion relation is obtained from (74.9) by adding K to ak2. The result is that, 

when k — 0, the magnon energy tends not to zero, but to the finite value 

e(0) = hy^{aK) (74.12) 

(C. Kittel 1951). The frequency co(0) = e(0)/h is called the antiferromagnetic 

resonance frequency. It should be noted that the gap in the spectrum is propor¬ 

tional to the square root of the anisotropy constant, not to this constant itself 

as in (70.12). Since the smallness of the relativistic effects is expressed by the 

relative smallness of the anisotropy constant, we see that these effects are in 

general more important in an antiferromagnet than in a ferromagnet. 

The magnon contribution to the internal energy of an antiferromagnet is 

calculated from (71.3). In the temperature range e(0) 71 <sc TN (TN being the 

N6el point, the temperature at which the antiferromagnetism disappears), 

we can use the spectrum (74.9). In a uniaxial crystal, 

co = +£2)+a^2-ji/2, a' _ a2-h2/a. 

The calculation of the integral (71.3) gives the following result for the magnon 
contribution to the specific heat: 

C"*« F15y3a3/S(a^S)l/2«3- 

At temperatures T e(0), on the other hand, the magnon contribution to 
the thermodynamic quantities is exponentially small. 

t This type includes the antiferromagnet FeCOa, with a rhombohedral lattice (crystal 
class D^) and two iron ions in the unit cell. The magnetic moments of these ions are in oppo¬ 
site directions along the third-order axis of symmetry (the z-azis). 



CHAPTER VIII 

ELECTROMAGNETIC FLUCTUATIONS 

§ 75. Green’s function of a photon in a medium 

Turning now to study the statistical properties of an electromagnetic field in 

material media, let us first recall the significance of the averagings of electro¬ 

magnetic quantities in macroscopic electrodynamics. 

If we start, for ease of visualization, from the classical standpoint, we can 

distinguish the averaging over a physically infinitesimal volume with a given 

arrangement of all the particles in it, followed by averaging the result with 

respect to the motion of the particles. Maxwell’s equations of macroscopic 

electrodynamics involve fully averaged quantities. In considering field fluctua¬ 

tions, however, we are concerned with the oscillations in time of quantities 

averaged only over physically infinitesimal volumes. 

From the quantum-mechanical standpoint, we can of course speak of aver¬ 

aging over a volume only for the operator of a physical quantity, not for the 

quantity itself; the second step is to find the mean value of this operator by the 

use of quantum-mechanical probabilities. The operators that occur in this 

chapter will be understood to be averaged only in the first sense. 

The statistical properties of electromagnetic radiation in a material medium 

are described by the Green’s function of a photon in the medium. For photons, 

the ip operators are replaced by the operators of the electromagnetic field po¬ 

tentials. The photon Green’s functions are defined in terms of these operators 

in the same way as they are for particles in terms of the ip operators. 

The field potentials form a 4-vector Atl = (A0, A), where A0 = <j> is the scalar 

potential and A the vector potential. The choice of these potentials is not 

unique in classical electrodynamics: they allow a gauge transformation, which 

has no effect on any observable quantities (see Fields, §18). Correspondingly, 

in quantum electrodynamics there is a similar non-uniqueness in the choice 

of the field operators, and therefore in the definition of the Green’s functions 

of the photon. We shall use the gauge in which the scalar potential is zero: 

A0 = 4> = 0, (75.1) 

so that the field is determined by the vector potential only. This gauge is usually 

convenient for problems involving the interaction of the electromagnetic 

field with non-relativistic particles, as in the case of a field in ordinary material 

media. 

314 
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In this gauge, the Green’s function is a three-dimensional tensor of rank two, 

D,kXz) = i(lAi(Xi) AkfXz))) (75.2) 

where i, k = x,y,z are three-dimensional vector suffixes and the angle brackets 

denote (as in (36.1)) averaging over the Gibbs distribution for a system consist¬ 

ing of the medium and the radiation present in it in equilibrium; since the 

photons are bosons, there is no change in the sign of the product when the 

operators A{, Ak are interchanged by the chronological operator. Moreover, 

the operators At are self-conjugate (since the photon is a strictly neutral par¬ 

ticle); no distinction is therefore made between At and Af in (75.2).f 

The basic concept in the construction of all photon Green’s functions must, 

however, be not (75.2) but the retarded Green’s function, defined by 

iDfk(Xu Xi> = f /i - '* l (75.3) 
Ip h^h\) 

the minus sign between the two terms in the angle brackets corresponds to the 

definition (36.19) for Bose statistics. 

For a closed system, the Green’s function depends on the times h and t% 

only through their difference t—t\— t2. The coordinates ri and r2, in the general 

case of an inhomogeneous medium, appear in the Green’s function independ¬ 

ently: Dfk(t; ri, r2). Accordingly, the Fourier expansion will be made only 

with respect to time, the component being 

£&(ft>; ri, r2) = J eico,Dfk(t; n, r2)dt. (75.4) 
o 

By considering quantities averaged over physically infinitesimal volumes, we 

restrict ourselves to considering only the long-wavelength part of the radiation, 

in which the photon wave numbers satisfy the condition 

ka<sz 1, (75.5) 

where a denotes the interatomic distances in the medium. In this frequency 

range, the photon Green’s function can be expressed in terms of other macro¬ 

scopic characteristics of the medium, the permittivity e(co) and the permeabil¬ 
ity fi(co). 

To do so, we write the operator of the interaction of the electromagnetic 
field with the medium, 

f = |* j. A cPx, (75.6) 
J 

t In the general case of an arbitrary gauge of the potentials, the photon Green’s function 
is a 4-tensor D^v; in the gauge (75.1), D0„ = 0, Doi = 0. The general tensor and gauge proper¬ 
ties of the photon Green’s function in statistical physics are the same as in quantum electro¬ 
dynamics of a field in the vacuum. The definition (75.2) differs in sign from that used in RQT. 
It is chosen here so as to correspond to the definition of the Green’s functions of other bosons, 
i ncluding phonons. 
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where j is the electric current density operator due to the particles of the me¬ 

dium^ If a classical “external” current j(f, r) is put into the medium, there is a 

corresponding interaction operator 

? = (75.7) 

This expression enables us to establish a connection with the general theory of 

the response of a macroscopic system to an external interaction. 

In this theory (see Part 1, §125) there appears a discrete set of quantities 

xa(a = 1, 2, ...) which describe the behaviour of the system under certain 

external interactions. These interactions are described by “perturbing forces” 

fa(t) such that the interaction energy operator has the form 

P = — YifaXay 
a 

where xa are the operators of the quantities xa. The mean values ~xa(t) brought 

about by the perturbation are linear functionals of the forces fa(t). For the 

Fourier components of the quantities, this relation is written 

Xaw — X Xab(u>)fb<j> 
b 

(we assume that ~xa = 0 in the absence of the perturbation). The coefficients 

in these relations are called the generalized susceptibilities of the system. 

If the two quantities xa and xb behave in the same way under time reversal, 

and the body is not magnetoactive (has no magnetic structure and is not in 

a magnetic field), the are symmetrical with respect to their suffixes. 

Here we are concerned with quantities fa and xa that are functions of the 

coordinates r of a point in the body and thus have distributions. In this case, 

the expression for V is to be written 

r = (75.8) 
a 

and the relation between the mean values ~xa and the forces^, is 

XaJit) = £ / r> r')fb^r') (75*9) 
b 

The generalized susceptibilities now become functions of the coordinates of 

two points in the body, and their symmetry is expressed by 

aab(p>; r, r') = ocba(a>; r', r). (75.10) 

t See RQT, §53 (where the current is denoted by ej, i.e. the unit charge e is excluded from 
the definition of j). The operator (75.6) assumes the use of the relativistic expression for the 
current operator. In non-relativistic problems, we can neglect in the ip operators (from which 
the current operator j is constructed) the parts due to negative frequencies, i.e. to antiparticles. 
This means, in particular, neglecting the radiative corrections that alter the photon Green’s 
function in the vacuum because of the virtual electron-positron pairs. These corrections are 
negligible at wavelengths X ft/me, a condition that is certainly satisfied in the range (75.5). 
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According to Kubo’s formula (see Part 1, (126.9)), the susceptibilities can be 
expressed in terms of the mean values of the commutators of the Heisenberg 

operators xa(t, r): 

otab((o; r, r') = J eia,t(xa(t, r) xb(0, r')—xb(0, r') £a(t, r)) dt. (75.11) 

o 

We shall now regard the components of the current vector j as the “forces” 

fa. Then it is seen by comparing (75.7) and (75.8) that the corresponding quan¬ 

tities xa are the components of the vector potential A/c of the field. A compari¬ 

son of (75.11) with the definitions (75.3), (75.4) shows that the generalized 

susceptibilities a^co; r, r') are the same as the components of the tensor 

—Dfk((o; r, r')jhc2. By (75.10), this immediately gives (for non-magnetoactive 

media) 

Dfk(co; r, r') = D£t(a); rr). (75.12) 

The relations (75.9) become 

ZJ® = —^ J DU<o;t, (75.13) 

The mean value A is just the vector potential of the macroscopic (fully aver¬ 

aged; see the beginning of this section) electromagnetic field in the medium; 

henceforward the bar will be omitted from A and the other macroscopic quan¬ 

tities. We now use the fact that the macroscopic field due to the classical current 

j satisfies Maxwell’s equation 

. 4n . ico 
curl Ho, = —jo,-Do,, 

c c 

where D is the electric induction; in the general case of an anisotropic medium, 

DB is related to the field by Dlm = ; if the medium is inhomogeneous, 

the permittivity tensor is also a function of the coordinates, %(ct), r). 

In the gauge chosen for the potentials (75.1) we have 

B„ = curl Ac, Ew = icoAJc, (75.14) 

where B is the magnetic induction, related to the field H by Bim = (iikHko).f 
The potential therefore satisfies the equation* 

[curlim curl**) — (aP/c2) eik] Akm = 4njtjc. 

t In macroscopic electrodynamics the mean value of the microscopic electric field is usually 
denoted by E, and the mean value of the magnetic field by B, called the magnetic induction. 

* Here and henceforward we use the notation curl,, = emdidxk, where em is the unit 
antisymmetrical pseudo-tensor; (curl A), = curl,,,4,. 
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Substituting Aw in the form (75.13), we find that the function D?k must satisfy 
the equation 

[curl^Ou-1™curl*/)— K/c2) e„] D?k(a>;r, r') = -4Mikd(r-r'). (75.15) 

This equation is considerably simpler for media that are isotropic (in each 

volume element), where the tensors eik and nlk reduce to scalars. The permeabil¬ 

ity is usually close to unity, and we shall take fi = 1 in the rest of this section. 

Putting elk = ebik and fxik = we get the equation 

-<5,-/A - bn ^ e(co; r)l D?k(co; r, r') = - 4Mikb(r-r'). (75.16) 
[ axiOXi c* j 

Thus the calculation of the retarded Green’s function for an inhomogenous 

medium amounts to the solution of a certain differential equation (I. E. Dzya- 

loshinskil and L. P. Pitaevskii 1959).f 

At the interfaces between different media, the components of the tensor Dfk 

must satisfy certain conditions. In equation (75.16), the second variable r' and 

the second suffix k are not involved in the differential and algebraic operations 

on the tensor D?k, i.e. they act only as parameters. Hence the boundary condi¬ 

tions are to be imposed only with respect to the coordinates r for the function 

Dfk(co\ r, r'), regarded as a vector with the suffix /. These conditions correspond 

to the requirement that the tangential components of E and H be continuous, as 

given by macroscopic electrodynamics.* Since E = — A/c, the role of the vector 

E is here played by the derivative — (1 fc) dD%(t; r, r’)/dt or, in Fourier com¬ 
ponents, 

i(co/c)Dfk(oy, r, r'). (75.17) 

Similarly, the role of the vector H (which is the same as B when /a= 1) is played 

by 
curl// Dik((o; r, r'). (75.18) 

For a spatially homogenous infinite medium, the function D?k depends only 

on the difference r—r'. For the components of the Fourier expansion with re¬ 

spect to this difference, the differential equation (75.16) becomes a set of alge¬ 
braic equations 

At \kjc,-b„k? + b„^e(m)\ D?k(co, k) = Slk. (75.19) 

t The function Dfk is the Green’s function of Maxwell’s equations in the sense familiar in 
mathematical physics, namely the solution of the field equations with a point source, satis¬ 
fying the retardation condition. The advanced function Dfk satisfies the same equation with 
e* instead of e. 

* The boundary conditions for the normal components of B and D give nothing new in this 
case, because in a field that varies with time as e~i03t the equations div D = 0 and div B = 0 
are implied by the equations curl E — iwB/c and curl H = — icoDjc. 
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Their solution is 
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^k>=h-Si]' (75-20) 

According to (36.21), the Green’s function Dik for a homogeneous medium 

is expressed in terms of the retarded function D?k by 

k) = re Dfk(co, k)+/ coth {fuajlT) im Dfk{(oy k). (75.21) 

As T — 0, this becomes 

k) = re D?k(co, k)+/ sgn ct>*im Dfk(a>, k). (75.22) 

The function Dfk is given by (75.20); since re e(co) is an even function of to, and 

im e(to) an odd function, we find at T = 0 

Dik((ot k) = Dfk( | to |, k). (75.23) 

In a vacuum, e(co) = 1. Since in any material medium im e(co) > 0 when 

co > 0, the vacuum corresponds to the limit e 1 + iO. The resulting expres¬ 

sion is 

nCOV n 4n& U -»s?Kk)- miic2_ki+m ^2 y 

in agreement with the known result in quantum electrodynamics (see RQT, 

§77). 

§ 76. Electromagnetic field fluctuations 

As already mentioned at the beginning of §75, in the treatment of electromag¬ 

netic field fluctuations we are concerned with the oscillations in time of quan¬ 

tities averaged only over physically infinitesimal volume elements (not over the 

motion of particles within them). The quantum-mechanical operators of these 

quantities are to be taken in the same sense. 
The basic formulae of the theory of electromagnetic fluctuations can be 

written down directly from the general formulae of the fluctuation-dissipation 

theorem (Part 1, §125). For a discrete set of fluctuating quantities xa, the spec¬ 

tral distribution of the fluctuations is expressed in terms of the generalized sus¬ 

ceptibilities a^co) by 

(xaXb)w = \ifi(ptta—<x.ab) coth (ttcoJ2T)t 

where (xaxb)0) is a component of the Fourier expansion with respect to time of 

the correlation function 

<M0 = | <xa(t) **(())+xb(0) xa(t)), 

and xa(t) are the Heisenberg operators of the quantities xa. For distributed 
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quantities xa(r) (functions of the coordinates of the point in the body), this for¬ 
mula becomes 

(*£>*?% = h* coth (fko/2T)[octa(co; r2, n)-<*<*(«>; n, r2)], (76.1) 

where the superscripts (1) and (2) denote that the values are taken at the points 
riandr2. 

In §75 it has been shown that, if the quantities xa are the components of the 

vector potential A(r)/c, the corresponding generalized susceptibilities are the 

components of the tensor —Dfk(a>\ ri,rz)ffic2. We therefore find immediately 

(ApA'fX = }icoth <fi(o/2T){Dfk(o>- iu tz)-[D&(io; r2, rO]*}. (76.2) 

The spectral functions of the field fluctuations are easily found from (76.2). 

Let <f>fk(h, rr, t2, r2) be the correlation function of the fluctuations of the vector 

potential; the expression (76.2) is the component of the Fourier expansion of 

this function with respect to t = h—t2. Since the electric field E = —A/c, the 

corresponding function for the components of E is 

or, in Fourier components, 

{E&F$X = (aPlc*)(APA%>)m. 

Similarly, since B = curl A, we have 

= cur$> cur® (A}1'A™)", 

(Ep&£% = (ito/c) cuil^A^A^. 

By expressing the correlation functions of the electromagnetic fluctuations in 

terms of the retarded Green’s function, formulae (76.2)-(76.5) reduce their 

calculation to the solution of the differential equation (75.15) or (75.16) wth 

the appropriate boundary conditions at the specified interfaces.1. 

We shall suppose henceforth that the medium is not magnetoactive. Then the 

function Dfk has the symmetry property (75.12), and (76.2) becomes 

(ApAi2% = -coth (fko/2T) im Dfk{m\ n, r2). (76.6) 

It should be noted that the expression (76.6) is real, and therefore so are 

(76.3) and (76.4), while (76.5) is imaginary. This means that the time correla¬ 

tion functions between components of E, and between those of B, are even func¬ 

tions of the time t = h—t2 (as they should be for a correlation between quanti¬ 

ties that are both even or both odd under time reversal). But the time correla¬ 

tion function of the components of E with those of B is an odd function of the 

t The theory of electromagnetic fluctuations was developed in another form by S. M. Rytov 
(1953), and in a form equivalent to (76.2)-(76.5) by M. L. Levin and S. M. Rytov (1967). 

(76.3) 

(76.4) 

(76.5) 
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time (as it should be for two quantities of which one is even and the other odd 
under time reversal). Hence it follows that the values of E and B at any one in¬ 
stant are not correlated (an odd function of t is zero when t = 0). Together 

with the correlation function, the mean values of any expressions bilinear in E 

and B (taken at the same instant), for example the Poynting vector, are zero. 
This is in fact obvious, since, in a body in thermal equilibrium and invariant 

under time reversal, there cannot be any internal macroscopic energy fluxes. 

§ 77. Electromagnetic fluctuations in an infinite medium 

In a homogeneous infinite medium, the functions Dfk (co; n, r2) depend only 

on the difference r = ri—r2 and are even functions of r; equation (75.15) con¬ 

tains only second derivatives with respect to the coordinates, so that 2)J(cw; r) 

and Dfk(w\ — r) satisfy the same equation. Taking the Fourier components 
with respect to r of both sides of (76.2), we find 

(AfWU = T ‘ coth (feo/2T){DS(co, k)- [i>8(<», k)]>}. (77.1) 

For non-magnetoactive media, with (75.12), this becomes 

(41}42))«* = cotfa (fao/2T) im k). (77.2) 

In an isotropic non-magnetic (/x — 1) medium, the function Z>*(eo, k) is given 

by (75.20). The problem of finding the spatial correlation function of the fluc¬ 

tuations reduces to the calculation of the integral 

Dfk{(o; r) = J D?k(co, k)^-r d3k/(2nf. (77.3) 

The integration is effected by means of the formulae 

f e^1 d3k _ e~*r 

J k2+x2 (2tt)3 — 4nr * 

f kjkk e^ •r d3k d2 e~*r 

J k2+x2 (2jif dxidxk Anr * \ r ) 

the first of which is obtained by taking Fourier components of the known 

equation 

(A—x2)—= — 4w4(r), (77.5) 

and the second by differentiating the first. The result is 

D£(m;[r) =-« g^-}iexp . (77.6) 

where r = |r2—ri | and y/— e is to be taken with the sign that makes 
re V - e > 0; for a vacuum we must put e = 1, V~ e = — i (see below). 
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Hence, using (76.6) and (76.3), we have immediately 

(£»% -ncoth-^im(Ii«P(- ^ V-)} 

(77.7) 

(S. M. Rytov 1953). Contracting this expression with respect to the suffixes i and 

k, and using formula (77.5), we obtain 

(EO).Effl% = 2H coth^im U [^exp(-“V-+2»«(r)]|. (77.8) 

Similarly, a calculation from (76.4) gives expressions for the correlation func¬ 

tions of the magnetic field which differ from (77.7) and (77.8) by the absence 

of the factor 1/e in front of the square bracket; the delta-function term in (77.8) 

then has no imaginary part and does not appear in the result. 

The occurrence of the imaginary part of e in the expressions (77.7) and (77.8) 

shows clearly the relation between the electromagnetic fluctuations and the 

absorption in the medium. But if we take the limit im e — 0 in these expressions, 

we obtain non-zero results. This is connected with the order in which two limits 

are taken, those of an infinite medium and zero im e. Since in an infinite me¬ 

dium an arbitrarily small im e eventually gives rise to absorption, with our order 

of taking the limits the result pertains to a physically transparent medium in 

which, as in any actual medium, there is still some absorption. 

For example, let us take these limits in (77.8). To do so, we note that for a 

small positive im e (with w > 0) 

/ . / /, . ime \ 

(using the condition that re y/—e >0). Hence, in the limit as im e-»0, we ob¬ 
tain 

(Ed). E*2))^ = ~ (Hd>. ff2))ffl = sin ~ coth ^, (77.9) 

where n = y/e is the real refractive index. Because the delta-function term is not 

present, this expression remains finite even when the points ri and r2 coincide: 

(E^ = ^(H*)„ = ^Lcoth^. (77.10) 

The passage to the limit of a transparent medium could also be made at an 

earlier point in the calculation, namely in the Green’s function. Since the sign 
of im e(co) is the same as that of co, we find that in this limit the function (75.20) 
becomes 

r%Rf j_\ 4 7th [, C2kjkk 1 
(77.11) 
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The imaginary part of this function depends only on the way in which the poles 
co = ±ckfn are avoided; separating it by means of (8.11) and substituting in 
(77.2), we obtain 

(77.12) 

The arguments of the delta functions in this expression have a simple physical 

significance: they show that the field fluctuations with a given value of k are 

propagated in space with velocity c/w, equal to that of propagation of electro¬ 

magnetic waves in the same medium. The inverse Fourier transformation of 
(77.12) leads us back to (77.7), of course. 

The energy of the fluctuation electromagnetic field in a transparent medium 

(with [i = 1) in the spectrum range dco is, per unit volume of space, 

8tz 
f 2( E2)0 

dco v ’ j 2tt ’ 

see ECM, §61.t Substitution of (77.10) readily gives 

fl , , two 1 eoV d(nco) , 

[ito+?^r!w-k-fc (77.13) 

The first term in the square brackets is due to the zero-point oscillations of the 

field; the second term gives the energy of electromagnetic radiation in thermo¬ 

dynamic equilibrium in a transparent medium, i.e. the energy of black-body 

radiation. This part of the formula could also have been obtained without con¬ 

sidering fluctuations, by means of a generalization of Planck’s formula for 

black-body radiation in a vacuum. According to this formula, the energy of 

black-body radiation per unit volume in the wave vector range cPk is 

two 2d*k m 

ehui>T-1 * (2nf ’ 

the factor 2 takes account of the two directions of polarization. Correspondingly 

to obtain the spectral energy density we must replace cPk by 4izk2dk and sub¬ 

stitute k = cole. To change from a vacuum to a transparent medium, it is 
sufficient to write k = nco/c, i.e. 

k2 dk = k\dkldco) dco = dco 

which gives the required result. 

t The total energy is found by integrating with respect to co from 0 to °=>; the factors of 
2 in the square brackets arise because, by our definition of the spectral functions of the fluctua¬ 
tions, the mean value (x~) is obtained by integrating (**)„, with respect to col2n from - oo to oo 
(see Part 1,(122.6)). 
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PROBLEMS 

Problem 1. Find the electromagnetic field fluctuations at a large distance from a body 
embedded in a transparent rarefied medium with which it is thermal equilibrium; the wave¬ 
length of the radiation and the distance from the body to the point considered are large com¬ 
pared with the size of the body. The body has an anisotropic electric polarizability att(eo). 

Solution. The rarefied transparent medium is regarded as a vacuum. The required fluctua- 
ti ons are determined by the change in the vacuum Green’s function due to the presence of the 
body; this change is small (at large distances). To calculate the change, we start from an 
analogy in which the vacuum function Dfk(oj; r, r') (for a given suffix k) may be formally 
regarded as the electric field E{(r, r') at the point r due to a source at the point r'. This analogy 
is based on the fact that the field E((r, r'), like its potential A{(r, r'), satisfies for r^r'a similar 
equation to D*(co; r, r'), namely (75.16) with e = 1. Let the body be at the point r = 0. The 
field 

E,(0, r') = Dfk{(o; 0, r') = D&(co; r'), 

where Z>£(co; r) is the Green’s function in the vacuum in the absence of the body (given by 
(77.6) with e = 1), polarizes the body and thus creates at the point r = 0 a dipole moment 
d, = a.aDfk{co; 0, r'). The field created in turn by this dipole moment at the point r gives the 
required change dDfk(ar, r, r'). According to a formula in electrodynamics (see Fields, §72), the 
field created at the point r by a dipole moment d (varying with time as e~ia>l) is 

where the distance r has to be large only in comparison with the size of the body, not with the 
wavelength. This expression may be written 

(the function r) is even in r). With the dipole moment as given above, we therefore 
have 

8Df&o; r, r') = - (<u2/fcr2) D?i(a>; r) a ; r'). 

The required correlation functions of the fluctuations are now found from the general formulae 
(76.3)-(76.6) with 8Dfk instead of Dfk. The final result is 

{L+ } im IDffa; r.) «,„£&(«.; r,)]. (1) 

The body is at r = 0; r! and rz are two points remote from it. There is a contribution to the 
fluctuations not only from the imaginary part of the polarizability but also from its real part; 
the latter contribution may be regarded as the result of scattering by the body of black-body 
radiation occupying the transparent medium. 

Problem 2. The same as Problem 1, but for a body with magnetic polarizability att(cu).t 

Solution. In this case we regard curlnD?k(fo; r, r') as the magnetic field H&c, r') created at 
the point r by a source at the point r'; an equation of the same form as for the function Dfk is 
satisfied not by the field H{ but by its potential This field magnetizes the body, creating 
at r = 0 a magnetic moment 

m{ = — oc„ curl,'* Z>£*(a>; 0, r'); 

t The presence of a magnetic polarizability does not necessarily mean that the body con¬ 
sists of a magnetic material; for example, we may be considering the displacement of the mag¬ 
netic field from the body because of the skin effect. 
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the differentiation with respect to r is replaced by one with respect to r', using the fact that 
D%k depends only on the difference r— r'.The required change in the Green’s function is equal 
to the vector potential of the magnetic field created by this magnetic moment at the point r i 

A, = curl,, mi eto,/ej ; 

see Fields, §72, Problem 1. Thus 

8D?k((o; r, r') = - (curl,, curi;n D&(o \ 0, r'). 

Lastly, substituting Df* from (77.6), we find 

(gUor/t \ gtair'f 
curl,, —-—J a,m curl£* —-p—» (2> 

using the fact that curl*, v, = emknVk V» = 0. 

Problem 3. Determine the fluctuations of the electromagnetic field in the conditions of 
Problem 1, but assuming that the temperature of the medium is much less than that of the body. 

Solution. The field calculated in Problem 1 separates naturally, according to the two terms, 
in the braces in (1), into zero-point fluctuations and thermal black-body radiation. The latter 
in turn consists of two parts; the thermal radiation of the body itself, and the field resulting 
from scattering of black-body radiation by the body. If the temperature of the medium is low, 
the second part does not appear. In solving the problem, we calculate that part separately and 
then subtract it from (1). Let A(r) = A<0)+A<*), where A<0) is the fluctuational field in the 
absence of the body, and A(° the field scattered by the body. At large distances, where A<#> is 
small, we can neglect the terms quadratic in A<#) when calculating 8(AnAkt)m. The scattering 
contribution is therefore 

The scattered field is again given by the formula in Fields, §72, but the dipole moment is now 
to be taken simply as that induced by the black-body radiation, dt = a^A^iO). Again using 
the Green’s function in the vacuum in the absence of the body, we have 

A^i) = -^rDfiico; ri) a,m(o>) 4J>(0), 

so that 

(4«. = -£T w*; rO 

The correlation function (A)SlAj^)m is again taken from (76.2). Since we are interested only 
in the thermal radiation, the zero-point oscillations in this formula are to be omitted, with the 
change 

1 ^ fiw 1 ,1 1 
~2Com~2T~ ehP>P—\ +2~* e*°iT-1 * 

The result for the contribution of scattered black-body radiation to the correlation function is 

<3(%4rt4«)» = h-c2(^lT_ 1} M"; r,) a,* im D5J.O); r2)+/>?,*(<»; r2) a&, im £&(«; r,)}. 

(3) 

Lastly, in order to find the fluctuational field in a cold medium, we must subtract (3) from (1). 
A simple rearrangement using the symmetry of the tensors Z)tt and aik gives 

8W(A{1Ak2)a = «»„(<»)] />«(<»; G). (4) 
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where Tis the temperature of the body. Only the thermal term has been written here: the zero- 
point oscillation term in (1) remains unchanged. It should be noted that the expression (4) for 
the thermal radiation of the body depends only on the imaginary part of the polarizability. 
The energy flux calculated from (4) is not zero; it gives the intensity of thermal radiation from 
the heated body into the surrounding cold medium. 

§ 78. Current fluctuations in linear circuits 

Another interesting application of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem is the 
problem of current fluctuations in linear circuits, first discussed by H. Nyquist 
<1928). 

The current fluctuations are free electrical oscillations in the conductor (i.e. 

they occur in the absence of any externally applied e.m.f.). In a closed linear 

circuit the oscillations of greatest interest are, of course, those in which a non¬ 

zero total current J flows in the conductor. In what follows we shall assume 

that the condition for a quasi-steady state holds: the dimensions of the circuit 

are small compared with the wavelength A ~ cfco. Then the total current J is 

the same at every point in the circuit, and is a function of time only. 

This current J may be taken as the quantity x(t) which appears in the general 

formulation of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem (Parti, §124). In order to 

ascertain the meaning of the corresponding generalized susceptibility a, let us 

suppose that an external e.m.f. <5 acts in the circuit. Then the rate of dissipation 

of energy in the circuit is Q = J£. A comparison with the expression Q — —xf, 

which serves to define the “force”/(see Part 1, (123.10)), shows that / = —<£, 

or in Fourier components — ia>fm. On the other hand, the current and the 

e.m.f. in a linear circuit are related by = Z(co) Jw, where Z(o>) is the im¬ 

pedance of the circuit. We therefore have 

Jw = <5a/Z = icofJZ, 

and comparison with the definition of the generalized susceptibility in the rela¬ 

tion (x)^ = a(ct))/gives a(a>) = ia>/Z(a>). The imaginary part of a is 

ima = im (ico/Z) = (co/\Z\2) R(cn), 

where R = re Z. 

According to the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, 

(x2)a} = h coth (hcof2T).imx(co), 

we now find as the spectral function of the current fluctuations 

(J2)^ = [fuo/\ Z(co) |2] R(co) coth (fico/2T). (78.1) 

This formula can be put in another form by regarding the current fluctuations 
as resulting from the action of the “random” e.m.f. — ZJm. This gives 

(£% = hcoR(co) coth (hco/2T). (78.2) 
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In the classical case (ftco«: T). 

(£% = 2 TR(co). (78.3) 

We must again emphasize that these formulae are entirely independent of the 

nature of the phenomena responsible for the dispersion of the circuit resistance. 

§ 79. Temperature Green’s function of a photon in a medium 

The temperature Green’s function of a photon in a medium is constructed 

from the Matsubara operators of the electromagnetic field potentials in the 

same way as the time Green’s function (75.2) is constructed from the Heisen¬ 

berg operators: 
= -<T, Aftti, ri) A{f(rb It)). (79.1) 

Here we have used the fact that, since the Schrodinger operators of the field 

are Hermitian, the Matsubara operators XM and (defined as in (37.1)) are the 

same. These operators, however, unlike the Heisenberg ones, are not them¬ 

selves Hermitian: since the parameter t is real, we have 

[am(t, r)]+= [^7*A(r)e-r£'M] + = e-*&'l*A(r)e*“'l\ 

or 
[AM(r, r)]+ = AM(-r, r). 

Since the function (79.1) depends only on the difference x — ti—x2 (cf. §37), 

we can write (taking, for example, r > 0) 

<7?ik(r; ri, r2) --(Affix, rt) Aff{0, r2)>, 

Oul-x't n, r2) = -(Aff(rt r2) Af*(0, n)). 

A comparison of these two expressions shows that 

Ouf-ft n, r2) = <Vki(x\ r2, ri). (79.2) 

The function can be expanded in a Fourier series in the variable r: 

Oikit't ri, r2) = T £ •*(£,; ri, r2) e~^\ (79.3) 
S =— oo 

the “frequencies” Cs taking values such that ht,s = 2nsT (because the photons 

obey Bose statistics; see (37.8)). For the components of this expansion, (79.2) 

gives the corresponding relation 

#»(&; ri, r2) = Okii-U r2, n). (79.4) 

According to the general relation (37.12), these components are related to the 
retarded Green’s function by 

#*(&; ri, rt) = D&UC.: r2, r,) 
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for positive Cs. It has been shown in §75 that the functions Dfk (a>; n, r2) may 

in a sense be regarded as generalized susceptibilities occurring in the general 

theory of the response of a macroscopic system to an external interaction. Hence 

there followed the symmetry property of these functions expressed (for non¬ 

magnetoactive media) by equation (75.12); because of the relation between 
JDfk and ®ik, the latter have a similar property, 

ri, r2) = r2, n). (79.5) 

From this equation together with (79.4), it now follows that the functions 

<£*(£/, ri, r2) are even functions of the discrete variable so that for all its 

values (positive and negative) we have 

<T>ukU ri, r2) = Dfk(i|C,|; ri, r2). (79.6) 

Furthermore, the function Dfk(a>\ n, r2), like any generalized susceptibility, is 

real on the positive imaginary co-axis (see Part 1, §123); it therefore follows from 

(79.6) that the function n, r2) is real for all values of Cs. Lastly, it follows 

from these properties that the original function ^ik(t; ri, r^) is real and an even 

function ofr: 
®ik(r; ri, r2) = n, r2). (79.7) 

The relation (79.6) between the temperature Green’s function and the re¬ 

tarded Green’s function enables us to write down immediately the differential 

equation that must be satisfied by the function <7)^ in an inhomogeneous me¬ 

dium; to do so, it is sufficient to replace co by i\ £, | in equation (75.15) or (75.16). 

For example, with an isotropic non-magnetoactive medium having (a = 1, 
we find the equation 

'ZWf.;r,r') =—MM(r—r'). (79.8) 

For a homogeneous infinite medium, the function r, r') is expanded as 

a Fourier integral with respect to the difference r—r'. The components of this 
expansion satisfy the algebraic equations 

\k,k,~ b„k*- a„-p- e(i | f.!)] ©,*(?„ k) = blk, (79.9) 

and are given by* 

®‘k{t k) =~ ?Ai\S.\)l<?+k* [a* + ]' (79'I0) 

Since the function Dik{ts, k) is expressed (in the long-wavelength range 

ka «: 1) in terms of e(a>), the diagram technique for calculating it becomes a 

t In practical applications (cf. §80), the function T)ilt always occurs as a product with £?, 
and this removes the divergence at C4 = 0. 
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technique for calculating the permittivity of the medium. The latter quantity 

also has a definite diagram significance, which will now be elucidated. 
We shall represent the exact <f) function by a thick broken line, and the va¬ 

cuum function <Z><0) by a thin one :f 

-*>r (79.11) 

The whole set of diagrams representing the <T) function can be expressed as a 

series exactly analogous to the series (14.3) for the function G: 

- -t —-O-1—0-0—+ • (79.12) 

where a circle stands for the set of diagram blocks that do not fall into two parts 

joined only by one broken line; this set will be denoted by —rf)ik(4n. The func¬ 

tion <Pik (analogous to the self-energy part of the Green’s function of the par¬ 

ticles) is called the polarization operator. 

The diagram equation (79.12) is equivalent to 

-- __-0-; (79.13) 

cf. the derivation of (14.4) from (14.3). In analytical form, this is 

Oik = m+®W«Piml4n) (79.14) 

where all the factors are functions of the same arguments £s and k. Multiplying 

this equation on the right by the inverse tensor and on the left by [^<0)]_1, 

we can rewrite it as 

0)-\k = m*y)-\k-<Pikl4n. (79.15) 

Finally, taking from the left-hand side of equation (79.9), and a similar 

expression with e = 1 for [^(0)]-1/*, we find 

k) = (C!/fc*)M*IC.I)-1] «!*, (79.16) 

which determines the diagram significance of the function e(a>) — 1 at a discrete 

set of points on the positive imaginary a>-axis. The analytical continuation of 

e(i !£s|) to the whole of the upper half-plane must, in principle, take account 

of the facts that e(co) cannot have a singularity in this half-plane and that 

e(co) — 1 as | a) | — oo .* 

T The use of broken lines to denote the 7) functions cannot cause any misunderstanding 
here, since this and the following section do not explicitly involve the energy of pair interaction 
of the particles in the medium (for which that notation was previously used). 

* In an anisotropic medium, we must write 

Vu(C., k) = (t2./iic2)[e{k(i | f. |)-<U 

In this form, the expression remains valid when there is spatial dispersion and elk depends on 
the wave vector as well as on the frequency. 
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In an inhomogeneous medium, the polarization operator is, like ^Dik, a 
function of the coordinates of two points. Repeating the derivation in the coor¬ 

dinate representation, we obtain instead of (79.14) 

ri, r2) = 'SgPCri, r2)+-^-j* r3)^)/m(r3, r4) <7)mk(n, r2) d3x3 d3xA; 

the arguments f, are omitted, for brevity. Applying the operator 

to the left of this equation, and noting that D<0) satisfies equation (79.8) with 

e = 1, we obtain 

J fpu(rlt r') <Dik{*\ r2) d3x' = [e(rx)- l](£?/6c2) ^/fc(n, r2), 

whence 

ri, r2) = M(ri-r2)K/1C,I, ri)-1]. (79.17) 

The structure of a condensed medium, and hence its dielectric properties, 

are determined by the forces acting between its particles at distances of the 

order of the atomic dimensions a. At these distances (if the particle velocities 

are non-relativistic) we can neglect the retardation of the interactions, which 

becomes important only for the long-wave components (ka «: 1) of the field. 

That is, in calculating the polarization operator we can neglect the long-wave 

part of the field. In the diagrams for the Green’s function itself, however, 

the long-wave field occurs only through the thin broken lines on the right of 

(79.12). 

The three-dimensional tensor <Pik considered in this section is, of course, 

only the spatial part of the polarization 4-tensor <J)#w. We emphasize, to avoid 

misunderstanding, that its time component and mixed components 

are not zero. Moreover, as in quantum electrodynamics, this 4-tensor is inde¬ 

pendent of the gauge of the potentials. In non-relativistic theory the gauge in¬ 

variance is obvious from the possibility just mentioned of calculating the polar¬ 

ization operator with only the non-retarded forces, which are independent 

of the gauge of the long-wave field. 

The components ^oo and <PQi can be found from the condition for the 4- 

tensor to be transverse: = 0, where k* = (£„ k) is the wave 4-vector: 

000 = - (k2/fo2)[e(* | ?,!)-1], 1 

= (iW^2)[e(i! C,!)-!]. J 
(79.18) 
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§ 80. The van der Waals stress tensor 

Although the structure of condensed bodies is essentially determined (as 
noted at the end of §79) by the forces acting between its particles at atomic 

distances, a definite contribution to the thermodynamic quantities of the body 

(its free energy, say) comes also from the van der Waals forces which act be¬ 

tween the atoms at distances large compared with the atomic distances a. 

For free atoms, the energy of this interaction decreases with increasing dis¬ 

tance as r-6 (see QM, §89), and as r-7 when retardation effects have become 

important (see RQT, §83). In a condensed medium, of course, the van der 

Waals forces do not reduce to an interaction between separate pairs of atoms. 

However, since their range of action is large compared with interatomic dis¬ 

tances, we can use a macroscopic approach to the problem of their influence 

on the thermodynamic properties of the body. 
In the macroscopic theory, the van der Waals interaction in a material me¬ 

dium is regarded as brought about through a long-wavelength electromag¬ 

netic field (E. M. Lifshitz 1954); this concept includes not only thermal fluc¬ 

tuations but also the zero-point oscillations of the field. An important property 

of the contribution of this interaction to the free energy is that it is not additive; 

it is not simply proportional to the volume of the bodies, but depends also on 

parameters that characterize their shape and configuration. This non-additivity, 

resulting from the long range of the van der Waals forces, is the property that 

distinguishes their contribution to the free energy from the much larger addi¬ 

tive part. In the macroscopic picture, this property arises from the fact that 

any change in the electrical properties of the medium in some region causes, in 

accordance with Maxwell’s equations, a change in the fluctuational field even 

outside that region. In practice, of course, the non-additivity effects are appre¬ 

ciable only when the characteristic dimensions are sufficiently small (though 

still large compared with atomic dimensions), e.g. in thin films or in bodies 

separated by a narrow gap. 

In the calculation of the contribution of the electromagnetic fluctuations to 

the free energy, the important wavelengths in each case are of the order of the 

characteristic dimensions of the inhomogeneity of the medium (film thickness, 

gap width, etc.). In the macroscopic theory, this is the reason for the power-law 

decrease of the van der Waals forces; if fluctuations with some fixed wave¬ 

length ?,0 were important, this would give an exponential decrease, with expo¬ 

nent ~ rjlo. Since the characteristic dimensions, and therefore the character¬ 

istic wavelengths of the fluctuations, are much greater than atomic dimensions, 

all properties of these fluctuations and their contribution to the free energy are 

expressed entirely in terms of the complex permittivity of the bodies. 

Our object will be to calculate the macroscopic forces acting in an inhomo¬ 
geneous medium.1’ As a first step in the derivation, we shall determine the change 

t The theory given below is due to I. E. Dzyaloshinskii and L. P. Pitaevskil (1959). 
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in the free energy of the medium due to a small change in its permittivity; the 

magnetic properties of the material will be neglected (the permeability fx = 1). 
We shall suppose that the change in e is caused by a small change bB in the 

Hamiltonian of the system. Then the change in the free energy is 

bF=(bB), (80.1) 

where the averaging is taken (with given temperature and volume of the system) 

over the Gibbs distribution with the unperturbed Hamiltonian B. We substitute 

the latter in the form* 

8=B„+V,„, flw =-j}.kdsx, (80.2) 

where K describes the interaction of the particles with the long-wave electro¬ 

magnetic field, and Bo includes all other interactions together with terms cor¬ 

responding to free particles and photons. Strictly speaking, the integral in 

(80.2) should be regarded as cut off at a wave number k0 « 11 a, but the cut-off 

parameter does not appear in the final result. The operator A is the long-wave 

field vector potential operator; it is important that the operator bB responsible 

for the change in the permittivity does not contain A, since the permittivity is 

determined solely by the interaction of particles at atomic distances. 

Let us now change in (80.1) to Matsubara operators in what may be called 

the long-wave representation of the interaction: in this representation, the 

dependence of the operators on t is determined by all the terms in the Hamil¬ 

tonian except Plw. By the same method as in the derivation of (38.7), we 

obtain 

(Tr bBMo)o, ] 

1 IT f 

<7 = Tt exp | J \M. AM d3x dr,\ 

<*>o (80.3) 

where (.. .)o denotes averaging over the Gibbs distribution with the Hamilto¬ 

nian B0. According to the meaning of the chosen representation, the Matsubara 
operators are defined as 

Am(t, r) = exp (t#0) A(r) exp (—t#0), (80.4) 

and similarly for bBM and for the ip operators from which the particle current 

operator \M is constructed.* Since Bo does not contain the interaction of the 

long-wavelength photons with anything else, AM is the same as the (Matsubara) 

operator of the free photon field; for the ip operators of the particles this is, of 

“Course, not so, since Bo includes the interaction between particles. 

t In this section we take h = 1 ,c = 1. 
* The suffix 0 which should also be attached to the operators in this representation is 

omitted to simplify the notation. 
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Following the general construction principles of the diagram technique, we 
expand the exponential in (80.3) in powers of >v In each term of the expan¬ 
sion, the product of the free-field operators AM is averaged in the usual way as 
pair contractions, using Wick’s theorem. The zero-order term in the expansion* 

which does not contain &M, gives bFo, the change in the free energy without 

allowance for the long-wave fluctuations. The next term, linear in AM, gives 

zero on averaging. In the term quadratic with respect to the field, the contrac¬ 

tion of two operators (Aj^Aj?) gives <!)$, the free-photon Green’s function; 

this term may be represented by the diagram 

(80.5) 

with the numerical factor 1/2!, which occurs in the expansion of the exponential, 

shown separately. The thin broken line denotes the function <Z>(0>, and the 

shaded circle denotes the result of averaging all other factors. The explicit 

form of the latter quantity will not be given here; the only important point is 

that it is just b<pik/4n, where b<pik is the change in the polarization operator 

when the Hamiltonian of the system changes by bA. This is easily seen by 

considering similarly the change in the function A). In the same representation 
of the operators, this function is 

n; r2, r2) = —<Tr Af(tu ri) Ajf(r2, r2) 6)0, 

where now 
1 IT 

o = Tx exp J (- bA**) dr; 
o 

the “interaction” includes bA as well as J?lw. The required change bA)ik is 

given by the linear term in the expansion of this expression in powers of bAM; 

bQik = <^Tr J bA dz.A^ti, n) Aff(z2i r2) exp j* }**. AM d*x dr\ . 

(80.6) 

In the expansion of the remaining exponential in powers of V"lw, the zero- 

order term is to be omitted, as corresponding to a detached diagram (the 

contraction {A^Ak) is separated from the other factors, which do not contain 

the variables ri and r2). The first-order term contains an odd number of A 

operators and gives zero on averaging. Lastly, the second-order term gives in 
b<Vik an expression represented by the diagram 

M>f-—-0-— (80.7) 

t It is sufficient to show the expansion of the numerator in the expression for 6F. As usual* 
the role of the factor (<5>0 in the denominator is just to exclude diagrams that separate into* 
two or more disconnected parts. 
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with the same circle as in (80.5); the factor \ does not appear here, because 

there are two ways of contracting the “internal” A operators from the opera¬ 
tors Vlw with the “external” A™ and Ajf. On the other hand, from the definition 
of the polarization operator, the Green’s function in the approximation con¬ 

sidered is given by the sum 

%„---O-- 

where the white circle is the polarization operator <J)ikl4n. The variation of 

this function therefore gives the diagram (80.7) with b^)ikIAn as the shaded 

-circle. 
All subsequent terms of the expansion in (80.3) are corrections of various 

orders to the broken line and the circle in the diagram (80.5). These corrections 

convert the broken line into the exact function <Vik. The long-wave corrections 

to b<Pik are small, as already discussed, so that we can immediately take brf)lk 
to be the variation of the exact polarization operator. 

In analytical form, this result is written (after changing to the Fourier expan¬ 

sion with respect to the variable xf 

(80.8) 

According to (79.17), the change in the polarization operator is expressed 

(for an isotropic medium) in terms of the change in the permittivity: 

&Pki(Gs; ri, r2) = ^dkid(T1-T2)de(iIt*!, ri); 

the delta function here eliminates one of the integrations in (80.8). Taking 

account also of the fact that <Vik is an even function of C5, we can rewrite 

(80.8) as 

»F = «F,—f»Z>,,({,;r,r)»e(«‘l{.l.r)<<’*, (80.9) 

where the summation is taken only over positive s; the prime denotes that the 

term with s — 0 has an extra factor This term is finite, since the factor t* 

cancels the divergence of n)u at Cs = 0. 

For the writing of further formulae, it will be convenient to introduce two 

further functions: 

^(C,;r,r')=-Cf^(C,;r,r'), 
r, r') = curl,/ curl*OT r, r'), 

t We shall not give the general rule for determining the sign of diagrams of the type (80.5) 
(without free external lines). In the present case, the sign is easily found by writing explicitly 
the corresponding terms in the expansions in (80.3) and (80.6). It is indeed sufficient to note 
that this term in (80.3) contains one contraction of a pair of A operators, and in (80.6) two 
pairs; since the contraction of one pair gives — the diagrams (80.5) and (80.7) have 
opposite signs, and this leads to the minus sign in (80.8). 

(80.10) 
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constructed analogously to (76.3) and (76.4). Then <5Fcan be written 

dF = iP' + JLjl' [ r, r) &(i|f,|, r) d*x. (80.11) 

We now use (80.11) to determine the forces acting in an inhomogeneous 

medium. The isotropy of the medium has already been assumed; we shall now 

suppose that it is a liquid, so that the change of state at each point (at a given 

temperature) can only be due to a change in the density g. 

Let us imagine that the medium is subjected to an isothermal small deforma¬ 

tion with displacement u(r). The corresponding change in its free energy is 

dF = -Jf.ud3;c, (80.12) 

where f is the volume density of the forces acting on the medium. On the other 

hand, the same change can be determined from (80.11) by expressing the var¬ 

iations 8Fo and de in terms of the same displacement vector. Let Po(g, T) be 

the pressure without allowance for the van der Waals corrections for given 

values of g and T; the corresponding density of volume forces is f0 — — vPo, 
so that 

SFo = J u .vPq dzx. 

Next, the change in the density is related to the displacement vector by the 

equation of continuity dg = — div(gu). The change in the permittivity is 

therefore 

de = (de/dg) dg = — (de/dg) div (pu). 

Substituting this in (80.11), integrating by parts over the whole volume of the 

body, and then comparing the resulting expression for dF with (80.12), we 

find 

f = -■VFo— f o9grad r, r). (80.13) 

This formula enables us, in particular, to determine at once the correction 

to the chemical potential of the body. To do so, we write the condition of me¬ 

chanical equilibrium f = 0, and use the fact that at constant temperature 

dP0(g, T) = (g/m) dno(g, T), 

where /^(e, T) is the unperturbed chemical potential of the body (m being the 

mass of a particle). Then the condition becomes gvu — 0, where 

/* = w(e,r)+^ f'0'z,"(fs;r’r)li" (80'14) 

On the other hand, the condition for the mechanical equilibrium of any inho¬ 
mogeneous body is that the chemical potential should be constant throughout 
the body; it is therefore clear that (80.14) gives this potential. 
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The most complete description of the forces acting in a medium is given by 
the stress tensor aik, which is related to the components of the vector f by 

ft = daik/dxk. (80.15) 

To bring the expression (80.13) to this form, we first rewrite it as 

fi=-l£+^r'§b{(s(r)_eS') ®*(r* r)} 

for brevity, the arguments C, will not be written in the intermediate formulae. 

The first two terms already have the required form. The third term may be 

written as 

-^sf(r')i+s(r)4r},®iKr’r')’ 

separating the differentiations with respect to the two arguments of the func¬ 

tion ^//(r, r), and putting r = r' at the end of the calculation. The calculation 

makes use of the equations (see (79.8)) 

Au(Dik(r, r') = - 4ndlk8(r -r'), 

AjDktir, r') = -4jrM(r-r'), 

where 

^ d2 
An = CMr) ^/+curl,w curlOT/ = &(r) 3//+-^^ -S//A 

The resulting equation is (with r = r') 

and the final expression for the stress tensor is 

X<7)fi(£sl r, r)+e(/?„ r) r, r) 

-^»ik0lt( f.; t. r)+®g(f,; r, r)|. (80.16) 

The formulae obtained, however, do not yet have a direct physical signifi¬ 

cance. The reason is that the function ^/A.(r, r') tends to infinity as l/|r—r' | 
when r' — r, as is easily seen by means of equation (79.8). This divergence arises 

from the contribution of large wave numbers (k ~ 1/| r—r' |), and is due only 
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to the invalidity of equation (79.8) for k > a. This difficulty can be avoided by 
not making an explicit cut-off at large k. We note that the short-wavelength 
fluctuations have no connection with the effects under consideration, which 
are due to the inhomogeneity of the medium. Their contribution to the ther¬ 

modynamic quantities at any given point in the body is the same for a homo¬ 

geneous medium and for a medium that is inhomogeneous but has the same 

value of e(r) at the point. To give the formulae a definite meaning that is in fact 

independent of the nature of the cut-off, we must therefore subtract appro¬ 

priately. The Green’s function (Dik(£,s\ r, r) is to be taken as the limit of the 

difference 

lim {Vik{^s\ r, r')-®lk(C,; r, r')}, (80.17) 
e -*• r 

where 7Dik is the Green’s function of an auxiliary homogeneous infinite medium 

whose permittivity is the same as that of the actual medium at the given point r; 

this limit is not divergent. To avoid further complication of the formulae, we 

leave them in the previous form and treat <7)ik as denoting the difference (80.17). 

Here Po(q, T) is the pressure in an infinite homogeneous medium for given 

values of q and T. 

Both in formula (80.16) and in the equation (79.8) that determines the Green’s 

function H)ik, the properties of the medium occur only through e(i£), the per¬ 

mittivity as a function of the imaginary frequency. In this connection it may 

be recalled that the function has a simple relation to the imaginary part of the 

permittivity for real frequencies: 

0 

(see ECM, §62). We may therefore say that the only macroscopic characteristic 

that determines the van der Waals forces in a material medium is ultimately the 

imaginary part of its permittivity. 

Formula (80.16) has exactly the same form as the expression known in 

macroscopic electrodynamics for the Maxwell stress tensor in a constant 

electromagnetic field, the quadratic combinations of the components E and H 

being replaced by the corresponding functions — <7)fk and — <T)^k. This analogy 

is not a very profound one, however: it does not signify that for a variable 

electromagnetic field as such there is a general expression for the stress tensor 

in an absorbing medium, containing only the permittivity as a characteristic 

of the medium. In the present case we have not an arbitrary electromagnetic 

field but the thermodynamic-equilibrium intrinsic fluctuational field in the 
medium. 
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§ 81. Forces of molecular Interaction between solid bodies. 
The general formula 

Let us apply the general formulae derived in §80 to calculate the forces of 
interaction between solids whose surfaces are a very short distance apart, 

this distance satisfying only the one condition that it is large compared with 

interatomic distances in the bodies. This enables us to treat the problem macro- 

scopically, regarding the bodies as continuous media and their interaction as 

being brought about by the fluctuational electromagnetic field. The important 

fluctuations are those whose wavelengths are of the order of the characteris¬ 

tic dimensions of the problem, namely the width of the gap between the 

bodies.* 

The suffixes 1 and 2 will denote quantities pertaining to the two solids, and 

3 will denote those pertaining to the gap between them (Fig. 17). The gap will 

Fig. 17. 

be assumed plane-parallel, with the x-axis perpendicular to its plane, so that 

the surfaces of bodies 1 and 2 are the planes x = 0 and x = /, where / is the gap 

width. The force F acting on unit area of the surface of body 2, say, is calculat¬ 

ed as the momentum flux into the body through this surface. The flux is given 

by the component oxx of the electromagnetic stress tensor in the gap, taken at 

x = l. In a vacuum, e = 1, and the expression for oxx from (80.16) becomes* 

F = OxxQ) = ~ /, /)+©*(£„; l, /, 0 

/, I)+V%(U /, /)-®S(C.; h 0}; (81.1) 

in this section the summation suffix will be denoted by n. 

Because the problem is homogeneous in the y and z directions, the functions 

r>r') depend only on the differences y—y' and z—z' (the arguments 

y-y' and z-z' are not written out in (81.1)); q; x, x') are the Fourier 
components with respect to these variables. Then 

r, r) = J «„(£„, q; x, x) r-q!(2uf. (81.2) 

t The results in this section and §82 are due to E. M. Lifshitz (1954). 
* In the intermediate calculations we put ft — l,c= 1. 
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For the functions Oik{t,n, q; .v, x'), equations (79.8) become (with the y-axis 

parallel to the vector q) 

(l>«(*, x') = - 4nb{x-x% 

{w2-q2- Oyy(x, x')+iq <Vxy{x, x') = - 4nb(x-x'), 

y^OXy{x, x')+iq d<7)yy(x, x’)Jdx = 0, 

w2Oxx{x, x')+iq d<Vyx(x, x')/dx = - 4nb(x — x'). 

where w = (eCl+q2)112, e—e(iCn), and x' acts as a parameter; the components 

Oxz — Oy2 = 0, since the equations for them prove to be homogeneous. The 

solution of this system reduces to that of the two equations 

(»'2-^r) '»,.(*,*') (81-3) 

(/72 \ 

w2~~dh?) x) = _"1cT (81-4> 

and (Dxy and Oxx are then determined as 

nfxyix, X ) — -Tjr- (Dyy(x, X'), | 

*') = - -p- -^r 'ZW** b(<x~ x>')• ( 

(81.5) 

Here it must be taken into account that, from (79.5), 

Oyx{r, r') = Oxy(j', r), and therefore ^*(q; x, x') = Oxy{ — q; x). 

The boundary conditions, corresponding to continuity of the tangential 

components of the electric and magnetic fields, amount to requiring the con¬ 

tinuity of the quantities (D^k, 0Ezk> (f)^k, (f)^k, or, equivalently, of the quantities 

Oyk, Ozk, curlj,/ Oiki curl,/ Olk. 

Using the first equation (81.5), we find that the following quantities must be 
continuous at the boundary: 

■4-'®™ 44'®"- (8i-6) 

Since we have in mind to calculate the stress tensor only in the region of the 
gap, we can immediately take 0 < x’ < /. In the range 0 -= x < / the functions 
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<Dyy and <T>ZZ are determined by equations (81.3), (81.4) with e = 1, w = vv3 = 

= (tj+#2)1/2. In regions 1 (x < 0) and 2 (x >/), they satisfy the same equations 
with zero on the right (since here x ^ x') and with respectively ei, w\ and e2, 

w>2 as e, w\ 
The subtraction needed according to (80.17) amounts to subtracting from all 

functions in the gap region their values for ei = e2 = 1- In particular, 

therefore, we can immediately omit the second term on the right of the second 

equation (81.5), so that in the gap region 

®xy = - 
iq d 

wl dx 
(7) _fL (T) 
Uxx ~ wl dx Uyx 

(81.7) 

Before going on to solve the equations, we should make one further comment. 

The general solution of equations (81.3) and (81.4) is/“(x-x')-t-/+(x-t-x'). 

Using these equations with (81.7) and the definition of the functions <7)fk and 

<Dfk9 we can show that the parts of the Green’s functions which depend on x+x' 

make no contribution to the expression (81.1) for the force. We shall not 

discuss this point further here, as it is already obvious from physical consider¬ 

ations: putting x = x' in a solution of the form /+(x+x'), we should obtain a 

momentum flux in the gap that varied with the coordinate, which would 

contradict the law of conservation of momentum. Henceforward we shall 

therefore include only the expressions for the parts<T)Jk of the Green’s functions 

that do not depend on x+x\ 

Let us now determine the function <T)ZZ. It satisfies the equations 

(wf—tP/dx2) <7)zz(x, x') = 0, x < 0, 

iw\—Pjdx2) <Vzz(x, x') = 0, x > /, 

(wl—cP/dx2) <Vzz(x, x') == —4nd(x—x% 0 < x < /. 

Hence we find 

(81.8) 

<T)ZZ = Aewi*, x < 0; <7)zz — Be~w*x, x > l; 

On = CieWt*+C(2n/ws) e~w> I x“y ], 0 < x < /. 

In the last expression we have used the fact that, according to the third equation 

(81.8), the derivative d<VIzldx has a discontinuity of 4te at x = x\ Determining 

A9 B, Ci and C2 (which are functions of x') from the boundary conditions that 

0ZZ and d<Vzz/dx are continuous, we obtain 

A<rf 

= -^^cosh ws(x—x')——0 < x < /, 

where 

A = l dlwJ h,3)(m>84‘m>3) 
(Wi-Ws)(Wz-W3) 
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Subtracting the value of <Z)~ for wx= w2 ~ W3 (and 1/A = 0), we have finally 

= ~2p cosh ws(*—x'). 

Similarly, solving the equation for <7)yyt we obtain (after the subtraction) 

<7)fy ~ cos^ 

A = 1 (£lW3 + Wi)(g2H>3+W2) 

1 (eiW3-H'i)(e2W3-w2) 

and, using (81.7), 

<Vfy = <Dfx = —(fyniq/t/lAx) sinh wz(x—x% 

<Vxx = - (47r#2/C“w3di) cosh wz{x-x'). 

Now, calculating the functions (Dfk and (D%, and then transforming them 

in accordance with (81.2), and substituting in (81.1), we obtain 

0 

Finally, changing to a new variable of integration /? with q = CnV(p2—1), and 

returning to ordinary units, we have as the expression for the force F on unit 

area of each of the two bodies separated by a gap of width / 

r Csi+/>gi)Cs2+/>g2) / 2pU \ - 
[ (Ji-pei)(J2~pe2) P \ c ) J dp. (81.9) 

where Sx = V&x—1+p2), ^2 = Vfa—l+p2), t„ = 2nnTjh, ex and e2 being 
functions of the imaginary frequency co = /£„; in this connection it should be 

remembered that e(/'C) is a positive real quantity that decreases monotonically 

from its electrostatic value £0 at £ = 0 to 1 at £ = 00 .t The positive values of 

F-correspond to attraction between the bodies. The integrand in each term of 

the sum (81.9) is positive, and for any given p and decreases monotonically 

t Formula (81.9) has been derived on the assumption that both bodies are isotropic. Its 
application t'o crystals therefore depends on neglecting the anisotropy of their permittivity. 
Although this is entirely legitimate in most cases, the anisotropy of bodies causes in general 
a specific effect, namely a torque tending to rotate the bodies relative to one another. 
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as / increases.1- Hence F =>- 0 and dF/dl < 0, i.e. the bodies (separated by a 

vacuum gap) attract each other with a force that decreases monotonically with 
increasing distance. 

The general formula (81.9) is very complicated. It can be considerably sim¬ 

plified, however, because the influence of the temperature on the interaction force 
is usually quite unimportant.* The reason is that, because of the exponentials 

in the integrands in (81.9), only those terms are important in the sum which 

have tn ~ cll or n ~ chflT. In the case IT/ch <sc 1 the important values of n 

are therefore large, and in (81.9) we can change from summation to integration 

over dn = hd£/2riT. The temperature then disappears from the formula, and 
the result is 

F{1) = ■i" 

[ CSl+/>gl)(.S2+/>g2) 
[ (.S1-pe1)(s2-pe2) P 

(81.10) 

According to the above discussion, this is valid for distances / <sc ch/T, and even 

at room temperatures the distances concerned are up to about 10-4 cm. 

Formula (81.10) can be considerably further simplified in two limiting cases. 

§ 82. Forces of molecular interaction between solid bodies. 
Limiting cases 

Let us first consider the limiting case of “small” distances, by which we mean 

distances small in comparison with the characteristic wavelengths A0 of the 

absorption spectra of the bodies concerned. The temperatures that may be in 

question for condensed bodies are always small compared with the hao im¬ 

portant here (for example, in the visible spectrum), and the inequality IT/ch 1 

is therefore always satisfied. 

Because of the exponential factor in the denominators of the integrand, the 

important range in the integration with respect to p is that where p£//c ~ 1. 

Here p » 1, and therefore we can put S\ % s2 % p in determining the principal 

term in the integral. In this approximation, the first term in the braces in (81.10) 

is zero. The second term, with a new variable of integration x = 2pCl/c, gives 

0 0 

X2 
f (fil+ l)(e2+ 1) 

J (Cl-l)(C*-l) 
ex— 1 j 1dxd£; (82.1) 

t This is easily seen by noting that for s= V(e~ 1+P2) (and 1) we have the inequalities 
ep s >■ p whene>l. 

* In speaking of the influence of the temperature, we are not referring to that due simply to 
the temperature dependence of the permittivity itself. 
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in this approximation, the lower limit of integration with respect to x is re¬ 

placed by zero.* 
In this case, the force is inversely proportional to the cube of the distance, 

as we should expect in accordance with the usual behaviour of the van der Waals 

forces between two atoms; see the next footnote. The functions e(/C)— 1 decrease 

monotonically with increasing C and tend to zero. Hence the values of t be¬ 

yond some Co no longer contribute significantly to the integral; the condition 

for / to be small means that we must have / <sc c/Co- 

We shall show how the change can be made from the macroscopic formula 

(82.1) to the interaction of individual atoms in vacuum. To do so, we formally 

assume that both bodies are sufficiently rarefied. Macroscopically, this means 

that their permittivities are almost unity, i.e. that ex— 1 and e2—1 are small. 

From (82.1) we then have with the necessary accuracy 

F= 54^2/3 [ f )dxdi 

0 0 

= "325¥~| !*>(£)- 
0 

Expressing e(/C) in terms of im e(co) on the real co-axis, by (80.18), we obtain 

F = 
8 rc4/3 

h 

16 7l?l' -IP 

C01CO2 im ei(coi) im £2(co2) 

K+C2)K+C2) 

im £i(coi) im £2(^2) 

dC dcox dco2 

CO1+C02 
dcoi dco2. (82.2) 

This force corresponds to an interaction of atoms with energy 

U(r) = f f im «**>/■“ dmi do>2, (82.3) 
8T^nin^ JJ CO1+C02 

t An integral of the form 

0 

varies only slightly, from 1 to 1.2, when a varies from 00 to 1. We can therefore write (82.1) 
with sufficient accuracy in practice, as 

F 
hto 

8tfF 
[ei0C)-l][e20C)-l] 

[ei(/C)+l][e2(/C)+l] ^ 

The quantity <0 acts as a frequency characterizing the absorption spectra of the two bodies. 
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where r is the distance between the atoms; m, n2 are the number densities of 
atoms in the two bodies.1 This formula agrees with London’s formula in quan¬ 

tum mechanics, which is derived by applying ordinary perturbation theory to 

the dipole interaction of two atoms (see QM, §89, Problem). In making the 

comparison, it must be borne in mind that the imaginary part of e(co) is related 

to the spectral density of “oscillator strengths ”/(*») by 

co im e(co) = nf (co), 

where e and m are the electron charge and mass; see ECM, §62. The oscillator 

strengths are expressed, in the usual manner, in terms of the squared matrix 

elements of the dipole moments of the atoms; see QM, (149.10). 

Let us now turn to the opposite case of “large” distances, /» A0. We shall, 

however, suppose that the distances are still not so large as to violate the in¬ 

equality IT/hc <sc 1. 
In (81.10) we again use a new variable of integration x = 2plC/c, but leave 

p and not t as the second variable. Then £i and e2 are functions of K = ixc/2pl. 
On account of the factor ex in the denominators of the integrand, the important 

values of x in the integral with respect to x are ~ 1, and since p 1 the argu¬ 

ment of e for large / is almost zero throughout the important range of values of 

the variables. Accordingly, we can replace £i and e2 simply by their values for 

C = 0, i.e. the electrostatic permittivities eio and e2o. Thus we have finally 

F - hc f f ** [\(SU>+P)(S20+P) ' 
~ 32^2/4 J J P2 {[Gylo-/0(*2<>-/0 
+ r (*i.+^io)W+p*20) eX_{] -1} dp dXy 

[ (sio—peio)(s2o—ps2o) J J 

*10 = VX£10- 1 +p2), *20 = V(£20- 1 +P2). 

(82.4) 

The law of decrease with distance as /"4 here corresponds to the decrease of 

the van der Waals forces between two atoms with allowance for retardation 

(see below). 

Formula (82.4) reduces to a very simple expression when both bodies are 

metals. For metals, e(C) — «> as t — 0, and we can therefore take e0 = oo. 

Putting eio = £20 = oo, we obtain 

F = 
Ml* f f x3 dpdz _ 7t2 hc 

p\e*~ 1) “ 240 l4- 
(82.5) 

t If the potential energy of the interaction of atoms 1 and 2 is U(r) = -ar~e, the total 
energy of pair interactions of all the atoms in two half-spaces separated by a gap of width / 
is Uu,t — annxntl\21l. The force is F— dUM/dl = ajmtntf6la. This is the correspondence 
between (82.2) and (82.3). 
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(H. B. G. Casimir 1948). This force is independent of the nature of the metals, 
a property which does not hold at small distances, where the interaction force 

depends on the behaviour of the function e(z£) for all values of C and not only 
at £ = 0. 

Figure 18 shows a graph of the function (f>u(eo), which gives the attractive 

force between two identical insulators (eio = £20 = £0); formula (82.4) is 

written as 
n2 He (eo-l\2 , , . 

F = m-F vstt) W8o)- 
(82.6) 

*<«0) 

The same diagram shows the function (f>im(eo), which gives the attractive force 

for an insulator and a metal (eio = £0, £20 = °°), from the formula1 

F = 
n2 he So— 1 

(82.7) 

In (82.4) we make the transition to the interaction of individual atoms, as was 

done above for formula (82.1). For small eo—1, we have 

So~p « (fio-l)/2p, so-peo ~ (eo—1)(“JP+tJP-1)* 

and the integral (82.4) becomes 

F J ^e~xdxj dP' 

whence 

F = -5^- («10- !)(*«.-1). (82.8) 

t As e„ -*• 1, the functions <pti and <f>tm tend to 0.35 and 0.46 respectively, corresponding to 
the limiting forms (82.8) and (1) in the Problem. As e0 -* 00, both functions tend to unity, cor¬ 
responding to (82.5). 
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This force corresponds to the interaction of two atoms with energy 

U{r) = - 
2 3Hc 

Anr7 ' 
(82.9) 

where oci and a2 are the static polarizabilities of the atoms (eo = 1 +4teh<x). 

Formula (82.9) agrees with the result of the calculation in quantum electro¬ 

dynamics for the attraction of two atoms at sufficiently large distances, when 

retardation effects become important (see RQT,§&5). 

Lastly, let us consider distances so great that ITjhc »1, the opposite inequal¬ 

ity to that required for the effect of the temperature to be negligible. In this 

case only the first term in the sum (81.9) need be retained, but we cannot 

immediately put n = 0 in this term, since there is an indeterminacy: the factor 

Cl is zero, but the integral with respect to p diverges. This difficulty can be 

avoided by at first using instead of p a new variable of integration x = 2pCJ/c 

(so that the factor Cl disappears). Then putting CH = 0, we obtain 

T 

16nP H glO+ 1) (g20+ 1) ^ 

[(£l0— 1) (®20 1) 
dx. (82.10) 

Thus, at sufficiently large distances the decrease of the attractive force becomes 

slower, and returns to the l~z law, but with a coefficient that depends on the 

temperature; all subsequent terms in the sum in (81.9) decrease exponentially 

with increasing /. The condition IT/hc » 1 is essentially the classicality condi¬ 

tion {hoi « Ty where co ~ cjl). It is therefore natural that the expression (82.10) 
does not involve h? 

PROBLEM 

Find the law of interaction of an atom with a metal wall at “large” distances. 

Solution. The interaction of an individual atom with a condensed body can be found by 
considering only one of the bodies (labelled 2, say) as a rarefied medium. Regarding e20— 1 
as small and putting e10 = oo, we obtain from (82.4) 

_ ttejea,- 1) } 

3271*1* J x \ *L. 
J 2p2 

3fc(e20— 1) 
327i*l* (1) 

If the atom-wall interaction energy is U = —aL~* (where L is the distance from the atom to 
the wall), the energy of interaction of atoms in a half-space separated from the wall by a gap l 
is C/tot = — an/3la, and the force F = dUtotldl = anil*. Thus the value found for F corre¬ 
sponds to the attraction of an individual atom to the wall with the energy 

U(L) = —3cL2hcl%7tL* (2) 

(H. B. G. Casimir and D. Polder 1948). 

t The formulae obtained in §§81 and 82 can be generalized to include the case where the 
gap between the solids is filled with a liquid and the case of a thin liquid film on a solid sur¬ 
face; see I. E. Dzyaloshinskil, E. M. Lifshitz and L. P. Pitaevskil, Soviet Physics Uspekhi 4, 
153,1961 (= Advances in Physics 10,165,1961). 
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For the interaction of an atom with an insulating wall, the same method gives 

U(L) — — 
3fc«2 e10—1 
8ttL4 e10+l 0.<(«io) 

with the function <fca( shown graphically in Fig. 18. As £i0 — 1 this function tends to the value 
23/30 = 0.77, corresponding to (82.8). 

§ 83. Asymptotic behaviour of the correlation function in a liquid 

Long-wavelength electromagnetic fluctuations lead also to certain specific 

properties of the correlation function of the density fluctuations in a homo¬ 
geneous liquid. 

The correlation function v(r) is determined (see Part 1, §116) in terms of the 

mean value of the product of the fluctuations of the particle number density 
n at two points in space by 

(5«(ri) 8n(r2)> = «5(r)+«v(r), r = ri—r2. (83.1) 

The correlation function is related to the interaction between particles, and 

its asymptotic behaviour at large distances is determined by the long-range van 

der Waals part of this interaction. Hence v(r), like the van der Waals forces, 

decreases as an inverse power of the distance (J. E. Enderby, T. Gaskell and 
N. H. March 1965). 

This, of course, also affects the properties of the Fourier components of the 

correlation function v(k) = v(k). If the only forces acting between particles 

in the liquid had a range of the order of the atomic dimensions a, v(r) would 

decrease exponentially with increasing distance, the exponent being ~ rja* 

In terms of Fourier components this means that v(k) would be a regular function 

of ka and could be expanded in even powers of ka when ka<& 1. The long- 

range forces, however, cause the occurrence in v{k) of a term vfjc) that varies 

considerably even in the range k ~ 1/A0 (not k ~ 1/a), where X0 (»n) denotes 

characteristic wavelengths in the spectrum of the liquid. In the range ka<c\, 

the parameter kXo may be either small or large; the function vx(k) has a sin¬ 
gularity in this range. 

To calculate the correlation function, we use its relation to the second varia¬ 

tional derivative of the free energy of the body with respect to its density. By 

definition, this derivative is the function <j>(r) that occurs in the expression 

dF = J J (f>(| ri-r21) <Hri) Mr2) dzxi dzx2 (83.2) 

for the change in the free energy due to density fluctuations (at a given 

t The liquid under consideration is at a temperature T ~ 0, where 0 ~ hu/a is the 
“Debye temperature” of the liquid, and far from the critical point. Near the critical point, the 
correlation radius increases indefinitely (see Part 1,§§152,153). It also increases at low temper¬ 
atures, and for T« 0 it is of the order of hu/T{see §87 below). 
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temperature). The Fourier component 4>(k) = 4>(k) of this function is related 

to the required function v(k) by 

”W=w-1; (83J) 

see Part 1, (116.14). We mvct °~iphasize that this formula assumes the fluctua¬ 

tions to be classical, for which it is necessary that fuo « T, where to is the 

frequency of oscillations with wave number k. With co ~ ku (where u is the 

velocity of sound in the liquid) we get the condition 

Hku<zT, (83.4) 

corresponding to distances r » hu\T. 

The “regular” part of the function <f>(k), due to the short-range forces, can 

be expanded in powers of k\ taking (when ka<z 1) only the first term of the 

expansion and denoting it by b, we can write 

4>{k)~b + 4>x{k), (83.5) 

where 4>x(k) is the “singular” part that is now of interest.1 Because the van der 

Waals forces are relatively weak, <f>i(k) b, and so the result of substituting 

(83.5) in (83.3) can be put in the form 

x*)-®-1- <83-6> 

Since v(k) and <f>i(k) are linearly related, the function v(r) at large distances is 

simply 

v(r) = —(T/iib2) (j>i(r). (83.7) 

The first (^-independent) term in (83.6) corresponds to a coordinate function 

constant X 6(r) due to the short-range forces (if their range of action is regarded 
as negligible). 

To determine <f>i(r), we start from formula (80.11) for the variation of the 

free energy. Putting there 

= (83.8) 

we see that the expression 

T 

Anhc* 
f' ttZ>ii(C-;r,r) 

t «= o 

de(%s) 

dn 

t The constant b is expressed in terms of the thermodynamic quantities for the liquid by 
b = (1 ln)(dP/dn)T; see Part 1, §152. 
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is the first variational derivative of the free energy with respect to the density. 
For the second differentiation we must vary this expression in turn, obtaining1' 

<83'9> 

The function <T> itself satisfies equation (79.8): 

[0^7 " a"A+■§■r) a"] r> r'} = -4«*M(r-r'), (83.io> 

and its variation gives the equation for the variation of T): 

+ a„] dO)ik(U r, r') = - -p- &(/£„ r) ®(f,; r, r'). 

(83.11) 

The solution of (83.11) may be written down at once by noticing that, from 

(83.10), the “unperturbed” function ®ik is the Green’s function of this equa¬ 

tion; hence 

r, r') = JM'f.. O r", r", r) d3x"; 

here we have also used the fact that Dtl(r, r") = Du(r", r). Finally, substituting 

(83.8) here and the result in (83.9), we obtain the second variational derivative 

**>=[t]^ ** (S3A2> 

with r = |ri—r21. This formula together with (83.7) gives the required general 

expression for the correlation function v(r) when r » hujT (M. P. Kemoklidze 

and L. P. Pitaevski! 1970). 

The condition (83.4) already assumed previously for the wave numbers is 

equivalent to r » hu/T for the distances. If, simultaneously with this condition* 

we restrict the range of values of r by an upper limit also: 

he IT »r» hu/T, (83.13) 

then large values of s are important in the sum, and the summation over 

discrete “frequencies” Cs = 2nTs/h can be replaced by integration over 
ds = hd£/2nT: 

Kr) = me* 
de(iQV 

4 71 dh J WUC;ri,r2) (83.14) 

t Only the function Dxl is varied. Varying e would lead to a term of the form constant 
X <5(r) in <£(r), which does not relate to the long-range forces. 
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The function <Z)/m is obtained from (77.6) by the substitution a> -*■ it. Carrying 
out the differentiation and squaring, we have 

= (l+i.+A+JL + J,), 
tr \ w w2 w3 w4 J 

w = r£ Ve0'O/c. 
(83.15) 

Substitution of (83.15) in (83.14) gives a fairly complicated expression, but 
this becomes simpler in two limiting cases. 

For “small” distances (r <sc X0; cf. §81) the important range in the integral 

is £ ~ c/Xo; then r£/c <sc 1, so that we can replace the exponential factor in 

(83.15) by unity, and keep only the last term in the brackets. We then find 

A 
*’('•) = —a > 

a = f r Bern y <k 
\6nznb2 J [ dn e2(/Q ’ 

r«Xo. (83.16) 

The Fourier transform of this function is* 

v(k) = 7i2Ak?/\2, kX o =5> 1. (83.17) 

In the opposite case of “large” distances (r » X0) the important range in 

the integral is t ~ c/r <sc c/X0 ~ co0. We can therefore replace e(/C) by its 

electrostatic value eQ and take (de0/dri)2 outside the integral in (83.14). The 

integration is then elementary (and all the terms in (83.15) make contributions 

of the same order of magnitude). The result is 

v(r) = B!r\ 
23hcT /deo\2 

64jt34l2nb2 [ dn ) ’ 
r s> Xq. (83.18) 

The Fourier transform of this function is 

v(k) = -(:tt/30) Bk* log kX0, kX0 « 1. (83.19) 

§ 84. Operator expression for the permittivity 

In this section we shall derive a useful expression for the permittivity of a 

medium in terms of the commutator of the charge density operator (P. Nozieres 

and D. Pines 1958). This formula is analogous to Kubo’s formula, taking 

account of the specific nature of the electromagnetic field. 

t By direct integration in spherical polar coordinates in k-space, we obtain 

lim f 
A—+o J 

.r-A**r 
d3k 
(27iy 

r(v+2) sin \nv 
27iV+3 

The integral needed to verify (83.17) is 7S. The integral needed to verify (83.19) is dljdv 
with v = 4. 
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We shall consider a homogeneous medium having both time and space dis¬ 
persion of the permittivity. This means that the induction D(7, r) depends on 
the values of the field E(Y, r) not only at previous times but at other points in 

space. Such a dependence can be generally represented as 

Di(t, r) = Et(t, r)-f- J J fik(r, r') Ek(t- r,r- r') d3x' dr. (84.1) 
o 

For a monochromatic field in which E and D oc exp [i(k,r—o>t% this relation 

becomes 

Di — £ik(co, k) Ek, (84.2) 

where 

eik(co, k) = bik+1° J fik(r, r') e^~k • r'> d3x' dr. (84.3) 
o 

We shall take only the case where the medium is not only homogeneous but 

also isotropic and without natural optical activity. Then the permittivity remains 

a tensor, but one that contains only the vector k. The general form of such 

a tensor is 

eik = e/(w, k) -f-et(co, k) ^/* - . (84.4) 

The scalar functions £; and e, are called respectively the longitudinal permittiv¬ 

ity and the transverse permittivity. If E is a potential field, E = — V<£, then for 

a plane wave it is parallel to the wave vector (E = — ik<f>) and then D = e,E. If 

the field is solenoidal (div E = ik .E = 0), E is perpendicular to the wave vec¬ 

tor, and then D = e,E. 
With this description of the properties of the medium, there is (cf. ECM, 

§83) no significance in dividing the mean microscopic current density qv (q being 

the charge density) into two parts dPfdt and c curl M, where P is the electric 

polarization and M the magnetization of the medium. Thus Maxwell’s equa¬ 

tions are 

curl E = - 
1 dB 

c dt ’ 
curl B = — 

0D 

dt '■ 

without the introduction of the vector H as well as the magnetic induction B 

which is the mean microscopic magnetic field. All terms resulting from the aver¬ 

aging of microscopic currents are assumed to be included in the definition 

D = E+4?tP, qv — dP/dt. 
The longitudinal permittivity is important in applications, and we shall derive 

an operator expression for it. This is found by considering the response of the 
system to an external (i.e. generated by sources outside the system) potential 

electric field Eex = — V0ex. 
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The operator of the interaction of the system with this field is 

P= f e(f,r)0„(f,r) A, (84.5) 

where g(t, r) is the charge density operator in the system. Comparing this expres¬ 

sion with the general formula (75.8) and regarding as a “generalized force” 

/, we immediately find from formulae (75.9)—(75.11) that the Fourier compo¬ 
nents with respect to time of the mean charge density are 

£«>(r) = J J ^‘(Qit, r) g(0, r')-£(0, r') g(t, r)> <f>Z(r') dzx' dt. 

Changing also to spatial Fourier components and using the fact that, since the 

system is homogeneous, the mean value of the commutator depends only on 

r—r', we obtain 

{?«& = a(co, k) (84.6) 

where 

a(to,k)=-^-J |r) ^(0} o)-£(0, 0) g(t, r)> d*x dt. (84.7) 

o 

The mean charge density is related to the polarization vector of the medium 
by j? = — div P (see ECM, §6). Hence, for the Fourier components, 

Qu>k = ^ • P(ok = t(si 1) k. Ew|j/4jl. 

On the other hand, A<f>ex = —47tgex, where gex is the density of the charges that 

create the external field; the induction D is related to this charge density by 

div D = 4ngex. From these two equations we find 

« = (4nfk2) e«k = Qeilk*) k.Ewk. 

Finally, substituting these expressions in (84.6), we obtain the required expres¬ 
sion for the longitudinal permittivity: 

1+£«(«,, k). (84.8) 

In (84.7) g(t, r) should be taken, strictly speaking, as the charge density operator 

of all particles in the system, both electrons and nuclei. Usually, however, the 

electrons make the principal contribution to the permittivity throughout the 
important range of values of eo and k; we can therefore take § as e(A—n), where 
A is the electron density operator and n its mean value. 
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Formulae (84.7) and (84.8) can be further transformed by expressing them 
in terms of the matrix elements of the Fourier components of the operator q. 
To do so, we first rewrite (84.7) as 

a(o,,k)=~^J e'«<&We_i,(0)-e-k(0)ek(o>*, (84.9) 

0 

where V is the volume of the system. The matrix elements of the Heisenberg 

operator §k(t) are expressed in terms of those of the Schrodinger operator by 

(ek(O)m* = e'“W(gk)mM. 

Expanding the product of operators by the matrix multiplication rule and inte¬ 
grating according to (31.21), we have finally 

1+W?'^°'2{^l+,o --sdhio }■ (8410) 

where the suffix 0 refers to the given state for which the permittivity is sought. 

§ 85. A degenerate plasma 

Let us consider a fully ionized plasma, in which the ions form a classical 

(Boltzmann) gas and the electron component is degenerate. For this, the temper¬ 

ature must satisfy the conditions p,« T & pei i.e. 

h2n2,3/mi<sc T < &n2l3/me, (85.1) 

where pe and pt are the chemical potentials of the electrons and ions in the 

plasma, me and m{ the electron and ion masses, n the particle number density; 

in making estimates, we do not distinguish between ne and nt. We shall also 

suppose that the plasma is almost ideal. For this to be so, the energy of the 

Coulomb interaction between two particles at a distance /~«"1/3 apart must be 

small in comparison with their mean kinetic energy e. For ions e ~ T, and 

for electrons e ~ pe ~ nmh2jme. Hence we have the conditions 

mee2/fi2 « n113 « Tfe2. (85.2) 

It has been shown in Part 1, §80, that under these conditions the chief source 

of corrections in the thermodynamic quantities of the plasma (as compared with 

their values for an ideal gas) is the exchange interaction of the electrons; the 

energy of this interaction (per unit volume of plasma) is ~ e2//*473. The corre¬ 

lation correction (the main one in a classical plasma) is small in a degenerate 

plasma, in the ratio rj1/2 relative to the exchange correction, where r\ = 

<s: 1. Nevertheless, its calculation for a degenerate plasma is of 
methodological interest, and affords an instructive illustration of the use of the 
diagram technique. 
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The Coulomb interaction operator of the plasma particles is 

^ 2 j d3x dV' (85-3> 
where the suffixes a and b label the different kinds of particle (electrons and var¬ 

ious ions); zae is the charge on a particle (for electrons, ze — — 1). Taking the 

ip operators in the Matsubara representation, we obtain the interaction operator 

in that representation. The diagram technique for calculating the mean value 

(P) (over the Gibbs distribution) is then carried through in the usual manner 

by changing to the interaction representation for Matsubara operators; the 

resulting perturbation-theory series is an expansion of (P) in powers of e2. 

The expression (85.3) contains no “free” variables (i.e. variables over which 

there is no integration). In the diagram technique, this is expressed by the fact 

that the terms in the perturbation-theory series for (P) are represented by dia¬ 

grams having no free external lines. The broken lines in these diagrams, with 4- 

momenta Q = (Cs, q), will be arbitrarily associated with factors* 

-0(q)=-4 njq* (85.4) 

(which are independent of C), i.e. minus the Fourier components of the poten¬ 

tial <f>( r) of the field of a unit charge. The continuous lines must now be assigned, 

together with the 4-momentum P = (Cs, p), an additional suffix a which indi¬ 

cates the type of particle, and each such line is associated with a factor — (P), 

which is minus the Green’s function of the free particles a. The continuous lines 

in the diagram form closed loops, each containing sections with the same a. 

Each vertex of the diagram (a point of intersection of a broken line with con¬ 

tinuous lines of type fi) is associated with an additional factor zae. Each fermion 

loop contributes an extra factor of — 1. The diagrams constructed according to 

these rules give terms in the expansion of 

-(W)(P). (85.5) 

The factor V in the denominator is the volume of the system. This factor arises 

because the integrand in each term of the series depends only on the differences 

of the coordinates, and therefore one of the integrations over cPx gives simply 

the volume V. The minus sign in (85.5) results from the determination of the 

broken lines by the rule (85.4), i.e. with the minus sign before <£(q). The factor 2 

results from taking the factor \ in (85.3) to the left-hand side. 

In the first order of perturbation theory, there are diagrams of two kinds: 

•9 
(a) | 

.6 
(b) a (85.6) 

t In the rest of this section we put ft = 1, c = 1, and e (=» 0) denotes the unit charge. 
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with all possible a and b. Those of the form (85.6a) arise from contractions of 
V operators taken at the same point in space. These diagrams correspond to the 

direct Coulomb interaction of particles a and b distributed uniformly in space; 
their contributions cancel out on summation over all pairs a, b, because the 
plasma is electrically neutral. Diagrams of the form (85.6b) arise from contrac¬ 

tions of ip operators with different arguments, and correspond to the exchange 

interaction of particles of one type a. The calculation of this diagram leads to' 

the results already obtained in Part 1, §80. 

In the next order, diagrams of the following kinds occur: 

(85.7) 

Diagrams (85.7a, b) are corrections to (85.6a) and for the same reason cancel 

on summation over all a, b, c. Diagrams (85.7c, d) are small corrections to the 

exchange interaction energy and are of no interest here. 

Diagram (85.7e) is “anomalously large” because the corresponding integral 

diverges. This divergence occurs because the momenta q of the two broken lines 

in the diagram are the same (as is obvious from the conservation of momentum 

at the vertices). Hence the diagram contains the integral J cPq/q4, which diver¬ 

ges as 1 jq when q is small. 

In subsequent approximations there occur (as well as correction diagrams) 

new “ring” diagrams with even stronger divergence. For example, the third- 

order diagram 
a 

,0\ 

with three broken lines having the same momentum q contains the integral 

jq~6 cPq, which diverges as q~z. In general, the ring diagram of order n, formed 
by n continuous loops joined by n broken lines, diverges as q-^-v 

The summation of the infinite sequence of ring diagrams leads, as we shall 

see, to an effective cut-off of the divergences at values of q of the order of small¬ 
ness of e; hence all these diagrams together give a contribution to (J?) that is of 
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the order of smallness of (e2)7e2n 3 — e3. This contribution is represented 
graphically by the sum (over kinds of particle) of the skeleton diagrams 

o 
(85.8) 

where the thick broken line represents the sum of the infinite set of linear 

diagrams 

2- 
a,b,. 

a b 

-O—O-—" 
a b 

(85.9) 

with various numbers of continuous loops. 

Whereas the thin broken line represents the potential <f> of the Coulomb 

field of an isolated charge, the thick one represents the potential (which we 

denote by 0) of the field perturbed by the polarization of the surrounding 

plasma. The total contribution (85.8) therefore gives the required correlation 

part of the mean interaction energy in the plasma. 

We use the notation — ^(Cs,q)/4n for the sum of simple continuous loops of 

all types of particles, and denote this quantity graphically by a white circle: 

~£=l<f>=o (851°) 
a 

The argument £, of this function takes “even” values Cs = 2snT, whatever the 

statistics obeyed by the particles a: by the law of conservation of frequencies at 

the vertex, this argument is equal to the difference of the frequencies of the 

two continuous lines, which is “even” for both “even” and “odd” terms. 

With the notation (85.10), the sum (85.8) is represented by one skeleton 
diagram 

A 
2<P>cor _ ( | (85.11) 

" A 

The thick broken line itself satisfies the diagram equation 

-=-+-O- (85.12) 

which is exactly analogous to (14.4) and (79.13). In analytical form, this equa¬ 
tion is 

-m., d=-m-m~«>. 
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#(Cs,q) = 
4 n 

q) 
(85.13) 

It is useful to regard these formulae from a somewhat different viewpoint, 

in order to establish the connection with the diagrams in §79. The Coulomb in¬ 

teraction between charges may be treated as resulting from the exchange of 

virtual photons. Here, however, it is more convenient to use not the gauge 

(75.1) but the Coulomb gauge (see RQT, §77), in which —D00 is the Fourier 

component of the Coulomb potential. The spatial part Dik in this gauge de¬ 

scribes the retardation and the magnetic interaction, and can be neglected in a 

non-relativistic plasma. We may therefore suppose that the broken lines in 

(85.11) correspond to the Matsubara <7)oo, and that the function <T> is just the 

component <J)00 of the polarization operator. According to (79.18) we can there¬ 
fore write 

^(Cs,q)=-^(/|C,l,q)-l]; 

it is easy to see that the longitudinal permittivity e, occurs in (79.18) when there 

is spatial dispersion. Substituting this expression in (85.13), we find 

#(C„q) 4tt 
(85.14) 

i.e. the Fourier component of the potential of a unit charge in the medium, as 

it should be. 
Expanding the diagram (85.11) by the general rules of the Matsubara tech¬ 

nique, we find 

1 VTy f <Pq 

~ 2 ?) fW-VKU q)I W 
(85.15) 

We shall see later that the term with s = 0 is the most important in the sum, 

and the corresponding integral is governed by the region of small q. Hence, 

in calculating (85.15), it is in practice sufficient to know the limiting value of 

£>(0, q) as q -*■(). This quantity is easily determined from simple physical consid¬ 

erations without any direct calculation from the diagrams (85.10). 

When £, = 0, the function 0(0, q) is the Fourier transform of the potential 

0(r) of the electrostatic field of a unit charge in the plasma. The unperturbed 

potential <j>(r) satisfies Poisson’s equation with a delta function on the right- 

hand side: A<f> = —■47id(r). The equation for the potential 0 perturbed by the pola¬ 

rization of the plasma is found by adding on the right-hand side the change dq 
in the charge density in the plasma caused by the field itself: 

A0 = — 4jr[<5(r) + <5{?]. (85.16) 
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On the other hand, as q -<• Owe have a field that varies only slowly through the 

plasma volume. In such a field, the thermodynamic equilibrium condition 
holds: 

iua+eza0 = constant = /40)» (85.17) 

where na is the chemical potential of particles of type a, and /40) its value in the 

absence of the field. From this condition we find for the change in the particle 

density na 
dfj-a = (d(ia/dna)T,v dna = —eza& 

and hence for the change in the charge density 

dQ = £ eZabna =- Y,(eZay(dna/dVa)T,V<P- 
a a 

Substituting this expression in (85.16), we obtain the equation 

with 

A0—x2& = — 4nb(r), 

x2 — Ane2 £ z2{dnaldHa)T, v- 
a 

(85.18) 

(85.19) 

It is seen from (85.18) that l/x is the Debye radius of the field screening in the 

plasma (cf. Part 1, §78). Finally, taking the Fourier component of each side 
of (85.18), we find 

<Z>(q) = 4rc/(02-{-x2), 

and a comparison of this with (85.13) gives 

VP(0, q)]q -► o = —x2. 

Now integrating in (85.15) with this value of (J), we have 

VTx* r 4nq2 dq _ VTx3 

2(2tz)3 q\q2jrx2) 8ji 

(85.20) 

(85.21) 

First of all, we note that the integral converges at the lower limit and that the 

most important range is q ~ x. For the non-degenerate ion component of the 

plasma, dnjd^ = n-JT\ for the electrons, dnjd^ ~ ne/fj,e. It is easily seen 

that, from the conditions (85.2), x w1-'3, and so q <sc n173, i.e. l/q is large com¬ 

pared with the distances between particles. This justifies the use of the equilib¬ 

rium condition (85.17). To justify the neglect of all terms in the sum in (85.15) 

except that with s — 0, we note that by (85.14) the polarization of the plasma 

at non-zero frequencies is described by the permittivity e/co, q). According to 

the known asymptotic formula for high frequencies, e/co) % 1-47inee2/mea>\ 
and therefore 

e/(*|?,|) - l+43mee2/met2; 
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see ECM, §59. From the conditions (85.1), (85.2), all the non-zero frequencies 

ts = 2stzT (nee21me)X/2, and for them we can therefore take e(/|Csl) = 1» i-e- 

the plasma is not polarized and is small. 
Formula (85.21) is expressed in terms of the thermodynamic variables T, V, 

(ia. Hence the thermodynamic potential Q of the plasma can be found by direct 

integration of the equation 

(dQ/de*)T,v,Ma = (?)/<*; (85.22) 

see Part 1, (80.4). The result for the correlation part of Q is (in ordinary units) 

Oc 
VTx3 

I2n 

lyJnVTe* 

3 [Ha,r (85.23) 

(A. A. Vedenov 1959). According to the general theorem of small increments, 

the same formula expressed in terms of other thermodynamic variables gives 

the correction to other thermodynamic potentials. 

For a non-degenerate plasma, all the derivatives dnjdfia = njT, and (85.23) 

then becomes 

fco,-(I (85.24) 

for the correction to the free energy, the same as in Part 1, (78.12). 

For strong degeneracy of the electrons in a plasma (T <sc ixe\ the derivative 

dnjdfie ~ nj[ie « ne/T. In the sum over a in (85.23) we can then neglect the 

electron term, and return to (85.24) with the difference that the sum is taken 

only over the kinds of ion in the plasma. Thus with strong degeneracy the elec¬ 

trons have no influence on the screening length or on the correlation part of the 

thermodynamic quantities in the plasma. 



CHAPTER IX 

HYDRODYNAMIC FLUCTUATIONS 

§ 86. Dynamic form factor of a liquid 

The correlation function of density fluctuations, discussed in Part 1, §116, is a 

particular case of a more general function which relates the density fluctuations 

not only at different points in space but also at different times. In the classical 

theory, this function is defined as the mean value 

na(t; n, r2) - (bn(h, n) bn(t2, r2)>, (86.1) 

where t = tx —12; the factor n — NjV, the mean number density of particles, is 

taken outside the definition of a. For a homogeneous isotropic medium (a liq¬ 

uid or a gas) the function (86.1) depends on ri and r2 only through the dis¬ 

tance r = | ri—r2 S between the two points, and this will be assumed in what 

follows. 

In the quantum theory, the corresponding function is defined by means of the 

symmetrized product of time-dependent (Heisenberg) density operators as 

fid(t, r) = {- (bft(tu ri) bPi(t2, r2)+bh(/2, r2) bft(tu ri)>, (86.2) 

in accordance with the general definition as in Part 1, (118.4). There are certain 

advantages in the present case, however, in using the asymmetric definition 

na(t, r) = {bft(h, ri) bfi(t2, r2)> (86.3) 

for which we retain the notation o(t, r).f Unlike a(t, r), a{t, r) is not an even 

function of t\ it is evident that 

r) = \[a(t, r)-f--1, r)]. (86.4) 

The Fourier transform of the function o(t, r) with respect to time and coordi¬ 

nates, 

a(co, k) = a(co, k) — | | ^(“,,_k-r)o‘(r, r) dt <Px (86.5) 

t It is this function which is a directly observable quantity, for example, in inelastic scatter¬ 
ing of neutrons in a liquid (see Problem). 

360 
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is called the dynamic form factor of the medium. Since cr(t, r) is isotropic, the 
form factor depends only on the magnitude of the wave vector. It follows from 

(86.4) that the Fourier transform of &(t, r) is 

6{(o, k) = \ [o"(co, k)+cr(-(D, k)]. (86.6) 

The purely spatial correlation of the liquid density fluctuations is determined 

by (86.1) with t = 0: a(r) = a(t = 0, r) = a(t = 0, r). This function is related 

to v(r), defined in Part 1 (§116) and used in §83, by <r(r) = v(r)+6(r); the Fourier 

transforms are such that o(k) = v(k)+1. The function a(k) or v(k) is called the 

static form factor of the liquid. The functions o(co, k) and a(k) are related by the 

integral formula 

a(k) = J or(co,k)e“to'^-j = Jcr(ft),k)^. (86.1) 

The Schrodinger (time-independent) density operator is given by the sum 

/l(r) = £3(r-rfl), (86.8) 
a 

taken over all the particles in the medium; the coordinates ra of the particles 

act as parameters; cf. (24.4). We shall need the components of the Fourier 

expansion of this operator with respect to the coordinates: 

/}k = J /}(r) e~ik r cPx 

= £ (86.9) 
a 

The change to the time-dependent (Heisenberg) operator is made by the gen¬ 

eral rule 

/}(/, r) = exp (ifit jit) /}(r) exp (—ifitjK),] (86.10) 

where fi is the Hamiltonian of the system. This operator may be represented by 

the expressions J (86.8) and (86.9) with ra replaced by ?fl(/), the Heisenberg oper¬ 

ators of the particle coordinates. 

According to the basic principles of statistical physics, the averaging (...) 

can be variously interpreted, according to the thermodynamic variables in terms 

of which the result is to be expressed. For example, if the function a is defined 

for given total energy and number of particles in the system, the averaging is 

taken with respect to a definite (mth) stationary state, i.e. from the appropriate 

diagonal matrix element. For a homogeneous system (a liquid), the dependence 
of the matrix elements of the operator bfi(t, r) on the time and coordinates is 

given by 

(m | 6n(t, r) | /) = (m | 6/7(0)|/> exp kw/.r)], (86.11) 
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which is exactly analogous to (8.4); the right-hand side contains the matrix ele¬ 

ment of the Schrodinger operator bMr) taken at r = 0. Using this formula, we 

write 

ha{t, r) = £(m| brt(h, ri) | /> (/1 bfi(t2i r2) |m) 
i 

= £ \(m | bn(0) | /)|2 exp [t(co„;,f - kw/.r)]. 
i 

The Fourier transform of this function is 

no(co, k) = (2tt)4 £ [ (m| bn(0)[ /) |2 b(o)—o)!m) $(k—k/w). (86.12) 
i 

The summation in these formulae is over all states of the system with a given 

number Nm of particles, since the operator 5/} does not affect this number. 

If, however, we wish to express the form factor in terms of the temperature 

and chemical potential of the liquid, the expression (86.12) must also be aver¬ 

aged over the Gibbs distribution: 

w(0>. k) = (2*)* £ exp (\{m\ «/}(0)| l) 6(k-k 

(86.13) 

N{ = Nm in each term of the sum. With a similar formula for o(—co, — k) == 

a(—co, k), interchanging the summation indices / and m and putting in the expo¬ 

nential factor Et = Em+fia)lm = Em+hoj (because of the delta function), we 
find 

o(-co, k) = o(co, k) e~h^T (86.14) 

and then, by (86.6), 

d(o, k) = y (1 +e~hmlT)a(o), k). (86.15) 

It follows from (86.13) or (86.12) that o(o, k) => 0 for all values of the argu¬ 

ments. From (86.14) we have at zero temperature 

a(o), k) = 0 for co < 0, T = 0. (86.16) 

In the macroscopic limit (N and V -> «> for a fixed ratio NfV), the “palisade” 

of delta functions in (86.13) is smoothed into a continuous function, but the 

delta-function peaks in o(co, k) remain for values co = o)(k) corresponding to 

non-decaying elementary excitations, as follows from arguments similar to 

those in §8. Such peaks occur, however, only for excitations without change in 

the number of particles.1- 

t For example, in a Fermi liquid o(co, k) has a delta-function singularity at ro = ku0 (u0 
being the velocity of zero sound), but does not have such singularities corresponding to the 
fermion branch of the spectrum: see §91. 
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We shall show how the form factor of a liquid may be related to quantities 
occurring in the general formulation of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem 

(D. Pines and P. Nozieres 1958). 
Let each particle in the liquid be subject to an external field which gives it the 

potential energy U(t, r). Then the perturbation operator acting on the whole 

liquid is 

V{t) = J fi{t, r) U{t, r) d3x. (86.17) 

Taking a Fourier expansion of all the quantities here with respect to time, we can 

represent the response of the system, i.e. the mean value of the density change 

caused by the perturbation, as 

dn(co, ri) = - Ja(co, |ri-r2[) U(cot r2)if3x2, (86.18) 

where the function a(co, r) acts as a generalized susceptibility. The time Fourier 

component of the correlation function 5{t, r) is, in the notation of the fluctua¬ 

tion-dissipation theorem, 

na{(o, r) = (dn(ri) <5«(r2))(0, r = ri—r2. 

According to that theorem, this function is expressed in terms of the generalized 

susceptibility by 

no{co, r) = h coth (fta)f2T) im a(co, r). (86.19) 

A similar formula gives the coordinate Fourier component &(oo, k) in terms of 

a(co, k), and then from (86.15) we find the dynamic form factor 

9/5 

no (co, k) = j_gHto/r im *("’ (86.20) 

The importance of these formulae is due mainly to the fact that they establish 

a relation between the dynamic form factor and a function with known general 

analytical properties (as regards the variable co); for the function a(co, k) these 

properties are described in Part 1, §123. They also allow the use, in calculating 

the form factor, of the general formula (cf. (75.11)) whereby 

a(co, k) = j[ j' £?'(«>f-k.r) r) n(o, 0)- «(0, 0) fi(t, r)> dt <Px. (86.21) 

o 

Expressing the density operators in terms of the tp operators (n = ^P+XP), we 

can write this as a two-particle Green’s function, which may be calculated by 
means of the diagram technique. 
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PROBLEM 

Express in terms of the dynamic form factor the probability of inelastic scattering of slow 
neutrons in a liquid consisting of identical atoms (G. Placzek 1952). 

Solution. According to the pseudo-potential method (see QM, §151), the scattering of 
slow neutrons may be described as the result of interaction with a potential energy 

U(r) = (27i*h/M)am, (1) 

where A(r) is the density operator (86.8), M the reduced mass of the atom and the neutron, 
and a the slow neutron scattering length for a single atom, i.e. minus the limit of the scattering 
amplitude. The transition probability from an initial state i of the liquid + neutron system to 
a final state/in a range dvf is 

yj Ufi(t)dt[dvf; (2) 

see QM, (40.5). For non-diagonal matrix elements Ufi in (1), 6ft may be written in place of ft. 
The wave function of the initial state of the neutron (with momentum p and energy e) is nor¬ 
malized to one particle in the volume V, and that of the final state (momentum p' and energy 
s') by the delta function of p/2tt. Then dvf= dap'l(2nfi)3, and the perturbation matrix element 
is 

W) = J dnf{(t, r) e^ r-coo dsXt 

where #k = p - p\h(o — e- e', and 5n/{(t, r) is the matrix element with respect to the wave func¬ 
tions of the liquid. We substitute this expression in dwfi and sum the transition probability 
over all possible final states of the liquid. The squared modulus of the integral is written as 
a double integral (over dtdt'd3xd3x'), and we use the fact that 

Z <5%('> r> dnn(t', O* = ^ <5%(f', r') 6nfi(t, r) 

= (i 15ft(t', r') 6ft(t, r) |i> 

= no(t'-t, r'-r); 

o is expressed as a function of the total energy of the liquid in the state i. The integration over 
d(t'~ t)da(x'—x) gives o{co,k), and a further integration (say, over dt dax) gives just the volume 
Vand the total time interval //Omitting the factor t, we obtain as the scattering probability per 
unit time 

w 
AnW 

M2 noV(co, k) 
dap' 

(W (3) 

This expression remains valid, of course, after being averaged over the Gibbs distribution, i.e. 
when the form factor is expressed in terms of the temperature. 

The property (86.16) of the form factor, as applied to the scattering of neutrons, expresses 
the fact that at T = 0 a liquid can only gain energy, not lose it. The relation (86.14) expresses 
the principle of detailed balancing, since scattering processes with energy and momentum 
transfer (to, k) and (— to, - k) are inverse to each other. 

§ 87. Summation rules for the form factor 

The dynamic form factor satisfies certain integral (with respect to the fre¬ 
quencies co) relations called summation rules. 

The derivation of one of these is based on the commutation rule between the 
operators /}k(t) and nk(0- The commutator of Heisenberg operators taken at the 
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same instant is the same as that of the Schrddinger operators ftk and nk. The oper¬ 
ator ftk is determined by (86.9), and the required commutator is 

-(ih/m)kW, (87.1) 

where m is the mass of a liquid particle.1. 
We start from the expression for the component of the Fourier expansion of 

the function a(t, r) with respect to the coordinates only: 

ha{t, 1c) = J e~ik<T'-T*\dn(ti, ri) dh{t2, r2))d3(xi -x2). 

Since the integrand depends only on ri—r2, we replace the integration over 

d3(xi-x2) by one over cFxi cPx2/V; carrying out this integration within the 

averaging, we obtain 

o(t, k) = (1/N) {6Hk{h) dft_k{t2)). (87.2) 

We calculate the derivative da{t, &)/df at t = 0. Since o(t, k) depends only on 

the difference t — tx —12, 

do(t, k) _ 1 Ida 0<r\ 

dt 2 dt2) 

and, after substitution of (87.2), 

do{t, k)/dt = (1/27V) <<54(ti) dn-k{t2) -dhk{h) <5/Lk(/2)>. 

Each of the two terms here depends only on the absolute value of the vector k, 

and we therefore replace k by — k in the second term. Then,putting h=t2, and 

noting that _k = rik, we find that the difference in the angle brackets is equal 

to the commutator (87.1). Hence 

[do(t, k)/dt]t=s0= — (ihf2m)k2. 

On the other hand, expressing a{t, k) as a Fourier integral with respect to 

frequencies, we have 

[da{t, k)ldt)t=o = ^ J e~iwto((D, k) -^-1 =-i J coo(a),k). 

Comparison of the two expressions for the derivative gives the required relation 

w.3) 

t The calculation of this commutator is the same as the calculation used in QA/§149 in 
deriving the summation rule (149.5); the number of electrons Z is here replaced by the total 
number of liquid particles N. 
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(G. Placzek 1952). It must be emphasized that this is valid for all k. When the 

classical limit (ih — 0) of this expression is taken, the integral on the left must 
be written as 

f cd[(t(co, k)—a{—Ci>, k)] ~ 

o 

and we must put, in accordance with (86.14), 

(f((o, k)—o(—co, k) (/fco/71) o(co, k). 

The factor h then cancels on each side, leaving 

| a)2o(co,k)^ = Tk2l2m. 

o 

We can apply formula (87.3) to a Bose liquid at T = 0, and consider the range 

of small k. Ask -*■ 0, the principal contribution to the integral comes from the 

delta-function peak in the form factor a(a), k), which arises in (86.13) from tran¬ 

sitions creating one phonon; since there are no phonons in the ground state of the 

liquid, there are no transitions annihilating a phonon at T = 0.- This term has 

the form Ad(co—uk), where fiuk is the phonon energy (u is the velocity of sound). 

Substituting it as a{co, k) in (87.3), we find the coefficient A, and the result is 

a(co, k) = {nhkjmu) d(co—uk). (87.4) 

Integration of this according to formula (86.7) gives the static form factor 

a{k) = hk/2mu (87.5) 

(R. P. Feynman 1954).T Since this formula relates to the range of small kt its 

Fourier transformation gives the asymptotic expression for the correlation func¬ 
tion at larger: 

v(r) = — fi/2n2murimt (87.6) 

this may be verified by means of the integral given in the last footnote to §83. 

At T = 0, formula (87.6) is valid at arbitrarily large distances. At low but finite 

temperatures, it is valid up to distances r ~ Hu/T, where the fluctuations cease 

to be purely quantum ones. At still greater distances, formula (87.6) is replaced 

t Formula (87.5), written in the form o(k) = k2k2/2me(k), where e(k) is the quasi-particle 
energy, is strictly valid only as k -* 0. As k increases, there are increasingly important contri¬ 
butions to o(k) from transitions creating several quasi-particles. If this contribution is never¬ 
theless neglected, we may suppose that the formula gives the relation between the form factor 
and the energy of the quasi-particles in a Bose liquid. The maximum of o at k ~ 1 ja (where a 
is the interatomic distance in the liquid) corresponds to the “roton” minimum on the curve 
of e(k). 
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by an exponential decrease (if the contribution of the van der Waals forces is 

neglected; see §83).f 
Another summation rule can be obtained from the relation established in 

§86 between the form factor and a generalized susceptibility a(co, k). This rela¬ 

tion is given by (86.20), which for T = 0 (and o =► 0) becomes 

no(coi k) = 2ft im a(w, k). (87.7) 

According to the Kramers-Kronig formulae (see Part 1, (123.15)), 

, ,. 1 _ f im a(co', k) , , 
re oc (co, k) = — P I -r-- do . 

71 J (O—O) 

Putting here co = 0, and noting that a(0, k) is real,* we get 

a(0,fc) = — f — ima(co, k)^-. (87.8) 
7Z ] CD J*7Z 

In the limit k — 0, 
a(0, k -*■ 0) = (dnJd[j)T~ o 

= n(dn/dP)r= o. (87.9) 

This follows because, in a static weak field U varying slowly in space, the equi¬ 

librium condition is fx+U = constant, so that the switching-on of the external 

field is equivalent to changing the chemical potential by — U. In the limit 

k -*■ 0, we therefore have from (86.18) 

bn = — (dnjdfx) U 

% - U J a(0, ri- r2) dz (*i - x2) 

= - t/a(0, k = 0), 

whence (87.9) follows. 
Thus, combining the formulae (87.7)-(87.9), we find the following summation 

rule for the form factor of a liquid at T = 0: 

t The correlation function (87.6) is negative (corresponding to repulsion between particles), 
unlike that of an ideal Bose gas, which is positive (see Part 1, §117). In this connection it may 
be recalled (§25) that in a slightly non-ideal Bose gas the energy spectrum has the phonon 
form only at k «. mufh (with hi mu » a). The corresponding distances r ~ 1/k » h/mu, so 
that in the transition to an ideal gas (« -► 0) the range of applicability of (87.6) moves away 
to infinity. 

* The quantity a(co = 0, r) is real because of the general properties of the generalized sus¬ 
ceptibility. Then the Fourier component oc(co = 0, k) is real because a(a>, r) is an even func¬ 
tion of r. 
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PROBLEMS 

Problem 1. Find the correlation function v(r) in a Bose liquid at distances r > hujT and 
temperatures T « 7\. 

Solution. Ther required correlation function is determined by the form factor for 
k ~ l/r < T/hu « \fa, for which the liquid has a phonon energy spectrum. When T 0, 
er(a>, k) contains a term in 8(a>+ku) corresponding to phonon absorption, as wel 1 as one in 
8(co -ku) corresponding to phonon emission. The coefficients in these terms can be found 
from (86.14) and (87.3): 

o((o, k)=~ [1 {<5(<y—ku) + e~flku,T 8((o + ku)}. (1) 

Integration of this expression gives 

//x kk ^hku 
aW=aS7C0th2r ® 

and hence 

m = 

= J 
By completing the contour of integration with respect to k by an infinite semicircle in the upper 
half-plane of complex k, we reduce the integral to a sum of residues at the poles (which lie on the 
imaginary axis). For r » hu/T, the main contribution to the integral comes from the residue 
at the pole hkujlT = in: 

v(r) = - 
/ 2nTr\ 

5 ( hu)' 
(3) 

With the condition aT/hu « 1, the characteristic decay length for the function v(r) is much 
greater than the interatomic distances over which effects decay that are due to the direct inter¬ 
action between atoms. In formula (3), h is essentially involved, and the correlation described 
by this formula is therefore a quantum effect. In the derivation, the contribution from the 
van der Waals forces has been neglected. It follows from the results of §83 that this contribu¬ 
tion has a power-law form and predominates at sufficiently large distances. The distances at 
which (3) is replaced by (83.16) depend on the specific relation between the coefficients, but a 
range of applicability of formula (3) always exists at sufficiently low temperatures, since at the 
limit of this range with r ~ hujT, according to (3) v oc Tl, and according to (83.16) v oc T7. 

Problem 2. Find the limiting form (at large distances) of the correlation function for the 
fluctuations of the condensate wave function in a Bose superfluid (P. C. Hohenberg and P. C. 
Martin 1965). 

Solution. In the long-wave limit, the strongest fluctuations are those of the condensate 
wave function 0, since they involve only the relatively small energy of the macroscopic super¬ 
fluid motion. The corresponding contribution to the total thermodynamic potential Q of the 
liquid (in a volume V with given T and /u) is 

8Q = j y (?.v* dV=tlij (V<P)2 dy■ 

Expressing 80 as a Fourier series, 

80 = £ 80k e* r, 80-k=80£, 
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we obtain 
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sa = 

and hence the mean square fluctuations 

<!<5$k|2> = Tm2/Vfi2Q,kz; (4) 

the calculations are exactly similar to those in Part 1, § 146. The contribution of these fluctu¬ 
ations to the one-time correlation function 

G(r) = (63(0) 6S(r)) 

is 

G(r) rs n0(6®(Q) 60(r)) = Tn0my4nti2Q,r. 

Thus G(r) decreases by a power law at large distances. The contribution frcm fluctuations 
of the condensate density n0 decreases exponentially there. The two contributions are com¬ 
parable at r ~ re; at distances r « r„ they jointly follow (at temperatures near the A-point) 
the law 

G(r) oc /-«+£>, (6) 

where C is the appropriate critical index. The correlation radius re may be defined as the dis¬ 
tance at which the asymptotic form (5) is replaced by (6): 

x Q./no- 

With the critical indices @ and v, which describe the temperature dependence of n0 and re 
according to (28.1) and (28.3), we find that 

e'Cccrx-Tp-*. 

With the known relations between the critical indices a, v, £ (see Part 1, §§ 148, 149), we can 
easil y see that this result agrees with (28.4). 

§ 88. Hydrodynamic fluctuations 

In the preceding sections, we have considered density fluctuations in a liquid 

for any frequencies co and wave vectors k. Here, of course, the actual form of 

the correlation function could not be found in the general case. However, this 

can be done in the hydrodynamic limit, where the wavelength of the fluctuations 

is large compared with the characteristic microscopic dimensions (interatomic 

distances in a liquid, mean free path in a gas). 

The calculation of the one-time correlation functions of fluctuations of den¬ 

sity, temperature, velocity etc. in a liquid at rest calls for no special study: these 

fluctuations (in the classical or non-quantum limit) are described by the usual 

thermodynamic formulae, which are valid for any medium in thermal equilib¬ 
rium. The correlations between fluctuations at the same time at different points 

in space are propagated to distances of the order of interatomic distances (here 
we neglect the weak long-range van der Waals forces). But, in hydrodynamics, 
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such distances are regarded as infinitesimal. In the hydrodynamic limit, there¬ 
fore, the fluctuations at the same time at different points are uncorrelated. This 

statement follows formally from the additivity of a thermodynamic quantity, 

the minimum work 7?^ needed to cause the fluctuation. Since the probability 

of the fluctuation is proportional to exp(— RmiJT), by representing Rmin as a 

sum of terms pertaining to various physically infinitesimal volumes we find 

that the probabilities of fluctuations in these volumes are independent of one 

another. 

Using this independence, we can immediately rewrite the known formulae 

(see Part 1, §112) for the mean square fluctuations of the thermodynamic 

quantities at a given point in space as formulae for the correlation functions. 

For example, from the formula ((<5T)2) = T^lqc^ for the temperature fluctu¬ 

ations in the volume V (where o is the density, and cv the specific heat per unit 

mass of the medium), we first write 

(dT(ra)dT(rb)) = (T*lecvVa) dab, 

where the fluctuations relate to two small volumes Va and Vb. Then, as the 

volumes tend to zero, we obtain1. 

<dr(ri)ar(r2)> = (7’2/(>c„)a(r1-r2). (88.1) 

Similarly, we have the following formulae for the fluctuations of other ther- 

modynamic quantities: 

(«o(ri)«e(t=)> = en8el8P)TB(ri-t2), (88.2) 

<aP(r,)«P(r2)> = oT(8PI8p)s £(r, — r2) 

V £
 

i
 II (88.3) 

(&y(ri) &y(r2)> = (cp/q) d(r1-r2). (88.4) 

where P is the pressure and s the entropy per unit mass of the medium; the 

fluctuations of the pairs q, T and P, s are independent. We can also write a for¬ 

mula for the fluctuations of the macroscopic velocity v of the liquid (which is 

zero in equilibrium): 

(dvir,) dvk(r2)) = (T/q) dik S(n-r2). (88.5) 

A problem specific to hydrodynamics is that of the time correlations of the 

fluctuations, as is that of fluctuations in a moving liquid. The solution of these 

t This and subsequent formulae for one-time correlations in gases are valid for fluctuations 
with wavelengths large only in comparison with intermolecular distances but not necessarily 
with the mean free path. The latter condition is, however, required for different-time correla¬ 
tion functions in the hydrodynamic approximation (since the microscopic mechanism of prop¬ 
agation of perturbations in gases is determined by the mean free path of the particles). 
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problems calls for the consideration of dissipative processes (viscosity and 
thermal conduction) in the liquid. 

The construction of a general theory of fluctuation phenomena in hydrody¬ 
namics amounts to setting up the “equations of motion” for. the fluctuat ng 

quantities. This can be done by adding the appropriate terms to the hydrody¬ 
namic equations (L. D. Landau and E. M. Lifshitz 1957). 

The equations of hydrodynamics, written in the form 

dg/dt+div (gv) = 0, 

dVi dvt 

dt + eVk-dxk 
dP do'ik 

dxi dxk 

(88.6) 

(88.7) 

QT 
1 , 

-Z-Oik 
/dvi dpfc\ 

(cb:* ox,- / 
— div q> (88.8) 

with no specific form of the stress tensor o'tk and the heat flux vector q, simply 

express the conservation of mass, momentum and energy. In this form they 

are therefore valid for any motion, including fluctuational changes in the state 

of a liquid. Then g, P, v, ... are to be interpreted as the sum of the values of 

go, P0, vo, ... in the basic motion and their fluctuations Sg, SP, <$v, ... (the 

equations can, of course, always be linearized with respect to the latter). 

The usual expressions for the stress tensor and the heat flux relate them 

respectively to the velocity gradients and the temperature gradient. When there 

are fluctuations in a liquid, there are also spontaneous local stresses and heat 

fluxes unconnected with these gradients; we denote these “random” quanti¬ 

ties by % and g. Then 

oik = V ^ - j dik div v) +Z&,k div v+sik, (88.9) 

q = — «vT+g, (88.10) 

where 17 and £ are the viscosity coefficients, and x the thermal conductivity. 

The problem now is to establish the properties of sik and g as regards their 

correlation functions. For simplicity, the arguments will be given for the nor¬ 

mal case in hydrodynamics, that of non-quantum fluctuations; this means that 

the frequencies of the fluctuations are assumed to satisfy the condition h(o <sc T. 

The viscosities and the thermal conductivity are assumed non-dispersive, i.e. 

independent of the fluctuation frequency. 

In the general theory of fluctuations given in Part 1, §§119-122, a discrete 

sequence of fluctuating quantities xx, x2, ...» is considered, whereas here we 

have a continuous sequence, the values of g, P, ... at each point in the liquid. 
This unimportant difficulty is avoided by dividing the volume of the body into 
small but finite portions i\V and considering certain mean values of the quan- 
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tities in each portion; the change to infinitesimal volume elements is made in 

the final formulae. 
We shall take formulae (88.9) and (88.10) as the equations 

xa = —^yabXb+yb (88.11) 
b 

of the general theory of quasi-stationary fluctuations; see Part 1, (122.20). 

The quantities xa are taken to be the components of the tensor o'ik and the 

vector q in each portion AV. Then the quantities ya are sik and g: 

xa-+oik,qi, 1 (88.12) 
ya -* Sik, gt • j 

The significance of the thermodynamically conjugate quantities Xa is deter¬ 

mined by means of the formula for the rate of change of the total entropy S 

of the liquid. We find in the usual way (cf. FM, §49) from (88.8)—(88.10) 

HI#©*©-3?)- 
Replacing this integral by a sum over the portions AV and then comparing 

with the expression 

$ = -£xaJr«, 

we find that 

Xa 
1 /dVj d^\ ■ I ~ ~k\ Ay 
2f\dxk^dxt] ’ r2 

AV. (88.14) 

It is now easy to find the coefficients yab, which immediately give the required 

correlations by 
{ya{h)yb(h)) = (yab+Vba) b(tx-h); (88.15) 

see Part 1, (122.21a). 

First of all, we note that in formulae (88.9) and (88.10) there are no terms 

which would relate o'ik to the temperature gradient, or q to the velocity gra¬ 

dients. This means that the corresponding coefficients yab = 0, and from (88.15) 

(sucih, ri)gi(h, r2)> = 0, (88.16) 

i.e. the values of stk and g are uncorrelated. 
Next, the coefficients relating the values of q, to those of (AV/T2) dTjdxt are 

zero, if these quantities are taken in different portions AV, and are yik = 

— xT^diJAV if taken in the same AV. With these values of yab, we obtain 

from (88.15), after taking the limit AV — 0, 

(gi(tu rx)gk(te, r2)> = 2*r2<5/*<5(r1-r2) d(t1-t2). (88.17) 
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Similarly we obtain formulae for the correlation functions of the random 
stress tensor: 

ri) Slm(t2, r2)) = 27’[?7(£//£fcm + + (£ ~ I <5,/tS/w] 5(ri — r2) b(tX — r2). 
(88.18) 

Formulae (88.16)—(88.18) in principle solve this problem of calculating the 

hydrodynamic fluctuations in any particular case. The solution procedure is as 

follows. Regarding sik and g as given functions of coordinates and time, we 

formally solve the linearized equations (88.6)-(88.8) for bg, b\, ..., with the 

necessary hydrodynamic boundary conditions. This gives the quantities ex¬ 

pressed as linear functionals of slk and g. Correspondingly, any quantity 

quadratic in bg, bv, ... is expressed in terms of quadratic functionals of sik 

and g, and the mean value is calculated from (88.16)—(88.18); the auxiliary 
quantities sik and g do not appear in the result. 

We can also write out formulae (88.16)—(88.18) in Fourier components with 

respect to frequency, and we shall do this in a form which generalizes them to 

the case of quantum fluctuations. According to the general rules of the fluctua¬ 

tion-dissipation theorem, such a generalization is obtained by including an 

extra factor (hojlT) coth (fico/lT) (which is unity in the classical limit ftco <sc T). 

In the presence of dispersion of the viscosity and thermal conductivity, the 

quantities % £ and x are complex functions of the frequency; in the formulae 

for the fluctuations, they are replaced by the real parts of those functions: 

(4^S2))a> = 0, (88.19) 

(#A = bikb(xx-r2) ficoT coth (fico/lT) re *(o>), (88.20) 

(4Mm)« = ficob(r1—r2) coth {hcojlT) X 

X [(bnbkm+bimbki-\ bikbim) re r)(co) +6 ikbim re £(«)]. (88.21) 

§ 89. Hydrodynamic fluctuations in an infinite medium 

In this section we shall consider hydrodynamic fluctuations in an infinite 

liquid at rest. This problem can, of course, be solved by the method given in 

§88. Here, however, we shall use a different method, and thus exemplify an 

alternative way of solving problems of hydrodynamic fluctuations. 

This other way employs the general theory of quasi-stationary fluctuations 

in its earlier stage, before the introduction of the random forces. The relevant 

general formulae are as follows (see Part 1, §122). 
Let 

Xa=—'£tAabXb (89.1) 
<? 

be the macroscopic “equations of motion” for the set of quantities xa(t) which 

describe the non-equilibrium state of the system (in equilibrium, all the ;ca = 0). 
These equations are valid if the xa are large compared with their mean flue- 
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tuations (but also so small that the equations of motion may be linearized). 

We can then say that similar equations are satisfied (when t > 0) by the corre¬ 
lation functions of the fluctuations: 

4 WO *<0)> = - £ Kb(xt(t) *c(0», t =- 0. (89.2) 
at b 

The initial condition for these is formed by the equations 

[<*fl(0 *c(0)>]f = +o ={xaxc), (89.3) 

where (xaxc) is the one-time correlation function, assumed known. In the range 

t < 0, the correlation functions are continued by the rule 

(xa(t) xc(0)) = ±(xa(-t) xc(0)), (89.4) 

the upper sign relating to the case where xa and xc are both even or both odd 

under time reversal, and the lower sign to the case where one is even and the 

other odd. The solution of equation (89.2) with the condition (89.3) is obtained 

by means of a one-sided Fourier transformation: multiplying the equation by 

ei(Ut and integrating with respect to t from 0 to °° (with integration by parts on 

the left-hand side), we obtain the equations 

-iai(xaxc)l+) = - 5]2a6(x6xc)L+)+<xa.\-c) (89.5) 
- b 

for the quantities (functions of frequency) 

(wp = f ("WO <*• (89-6) 
o 

The ordinary Fourier components of the correlation function are expressed in 

terms of the quantities (89.6) by 

(xaxb)co = J° eiu>‘(xa(t) xb(0)) dt 

= (Wi)£+)±[(^^)L+)]* 
= {XaXbWHXbXafU (89.7) 

where the signs ± correspond to those in (89.4). 

Proceeding to the stated problem of fluctuations in a liquid at rest, we first 

linearize the hydrodynamic equations (88.6)-(88.8) with o'ik and q from (88.9) 

and (88.10) (without the final terms). Putting q = Qo+dg, v = <$v, ..., and 

omitting the non-linear terms we find 

^-+edivv = 0, (89.8) 

q dv/dt = — v&P+f?Av-I-(£+-§*?) V div v, (89.9) 

f == jr ^ <8910> 
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the suffix 0 to the constant quantities £0 etc. is omitted after the linearization. 
In equations (89.8)-(89.10) it will be convenient to divide the velocity at once 
into the potential (“longitudinal”) and rotational (“transverse1 
v(0 defined by 

”) parts v(/) and 

'► 
+

 

*
 II > (89.11) 

div v(f) = 0, curl = 0. 

In (89.8) only the longitudinal velocity occurs: 

+ q div vW = 0, 
ot 

(89.12) 

and (89.9) separates into the two equations 

dvW 7] 
—— = -L av<'>, 

dt q 
(89.13) 

dyd) I 4 \ 
Q—Qf =~VdP+ (C+y v\ V diviKO. (89.14) 

The equation for the transverse velocities is independent of the other equa¬ 

tions. Accordingly, we also have one equation for the correlation function of its 
fluctuations: 

r) 0))-vA(v?>(t, r) e4°(0, 0)> = 0, (89.15) 

where v = r}/g is the kinematic viscosity. Taking the one-sided Fourier trans¬ 

form, we obtain 

— ico(vj°(r) *4°(0))£+)—va(^°(r) ^°(0))£+) = (v(p(r) «4°(0)>, 

where the right-hand side is the one-time correlation function; or, with the 

Fourier components with respect to the coordinates, 

(®f° *4°)«>k = (v(i° vk\Kvk2—icd). 

The one-time correlation function of the velocity fluctuations is given by (88.5); 

changing to Fourier components and separating the transverse part, we have 

(®f'> = (r/e)(5«-fc,fcft/*2). (89.16) 

Substituting in the preceding formula, we have finally^ 

(®f° = 2 re (tf> <#>)&> = 3L • (89.17) 

For the other variables we have a system of coupled equations (89.10), 
(89.12), (89.14). This becomes simpler, however, in the limiting cases of high 

t It is easy to see that, on integrating (89.17) with respect to co/2rr, we return to the one-time 
correlation function, as is to be expected. 
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or low frequencies. The reason is that the perturbations of longitudinal velocity 

and pressure are propagated in the liquid with the velocity of sound u, and those 
of entropy according to the equation of thermal conduction. The latter 
mechanism requires a time ~ l/%k2 for propagation of the perturbation to a 

distance ~ 1/k (where % — x/gcp is the thermometric conductivity of the 

medium). Hence, for frequencies that satisfy (with a given value of the wave 
number) the condition 

%k2 co ~ ku, (89.18) 

we may suppose that only v(/) and P fluctuate at constant entropy. On the 

other hand, if 
%k2 ~ co <sc ku, (89.19) 

there are isobaric fluctuations of entropy.1’ 

Let us first consider the high-frequency range (89.18) and determine the 

fluctuations of pressure, for example. 

Equation (89.14), written for the correlation functions, has the form 

4- r) dP(0, 0)> = - grad (dP(t, r) &P(0, 0)> + 

+ grad div (v(l)(t, r) 8P(0, 0)), 

and the initial condition for it is the vanishing of the one-time correlation of 

v(/) and dP. With a one-sided Fourier transformation with respect to time and 

a complete transformation with respect to coordinates, we hence have 

bPlV =-ik(aiB)<i>-(f+|»))k(k.^')a/>)(+). (89.20) 

Next, in equation (89.12) we write 

and d8sjdt is expressed by means of (89.10) in the form 

dds _ x 

~w -~gf 
A bP\ 

the term in Ads on the right is neglected in comparison with dds/dt, since 
%k2 <sc co. This leads to the equation 

1 ddP 

xp dt 
AdP+edivv*') 0. 

t The inequality « ku is always satisfied in the hydrodynamic region. For example, in 
gases u ~ Vx and % ~ vTl, where vT is the mean thermal velocity of the particles and / their 
mean free path. Hence the inequality yk u is equivalent to the necessary condition kl« 1. 
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The corresponding equation for the correlation functions is again obtained by 
replacing dP and v(/) by (dP(t, r) dP(0, 0)) and (v(,)(7, r) dP(0, 0)) respectively; 

the initial condition is (88.3). After the Fourier transformations, this equation 
becomes 

(SfW+ieOk.ymm’ = er. (89.21) 

From the two equations (89.20) and (89.21) we can find 

where 
k2 [\ 4 xu2q2 (dT\21 

2^^+3n + — (w),. 

(89.22) 

(89.23) 

is the coefficient of absorption of sound in the medium (see FM, §77), and yT 

is the part of this due to thermal conduction. The final result for frequencies 

near the values co = ±ku, where the fluctuations are especially great, is 

(M»W = QTiPyH(co^ku)2+u2y2]. (89.24) 

This formula is valid when \co^fku\ < ny.f 

In the low-frequency range (89.19) it is sufficient, as already mentioned, to 

consider the fluctuations of entropy, neglecting those of pressure. This means 

that in (89.10) we can put 

6T « (8T/ds)P ds = (T/cp) ds, 

the specific heat cp being taken per unit mass. The required correlation function 

therefore satisfies an equation of the same type as (89.15), and the initial 

condition is (88.4). The result is 

(^“k = (J+tfkt ' (89.25) 

PROBLEMS 

Problem 1. Find the correlation function of the fluctuations of the number of solute par¬ 
ticles in a weak solution. 

Solution. The number density n of solute particles satisfies the diffusion equation 

dn/dt = D An, 

t It may be recalled (see FM, §77) that the hydrodynamic sound-absorption coefficient is 
always small in gases (the inequality y « k necessarily follows from the condition kl« 1), and 
is small in liquids where there is no significant dispersion of sound. 
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where D is the diffusion coefficient. In a weak solution, the simultaneous values of the density 
at different points are uncorrelated (just as there is no one-time correlation for the density 
of an ideal gas); the one-time correlation function is therefore 

<Mri) <$rt(r2)> = «<5(ri — r2). 

Similarly to (89.25), we find 

(<5rt2)a>k = 2nk2Dl(co2+k*D2). 

Here, thermal diffusion is neglected, and the fluctuations of n may therefore be treated 
independently of those of temperature. 

Problem 2. Find the correlation function of pressure fluctuations in a liquid having a large 
and dispersive second viscosity C(co) (due to slow relaxation of some parameter). 

Solution. The presence of slow relaxation processes causes a second viscosity of the form 

Uo>) = 
1 — ion 

(hL—Ho), 

where r is the relaxation time, u0 the equilibrium velocity of sound, and the velocity of 
sound for a constant value of the relaxation parameter; see FAf, §78. Equations (89.20) and 
(89.21), and therefore (89.22), are valid also in the presence of dispersion. Putting f = C(&>) 
and neglecting the terms arising from rj and «, we obtain after some calculation 

(<5P2),,k = 
2 Ttqu*(uIb-uI)_ 

(ug-g)2/^2)2+g>2t2(h*, - co2jk2)2 

§ 90. Operator expressions for the transport coefficients 

The formulae (88.20) and (88.21) may be viewed differently by reading them 

“from right to left”, i.e. by regarding them as expressions for the thermal 

conductivity and the viscosity. The correlation functions on the left may then 

be expressed, in accordance with their definition, in terms of the operators of 

certain quantities having microscopic significance; we thereby obtain the trans¬ 

port coefficients of the liquid, expressed in terms of these operators. 

First of all, we must note that the absence of any correlation between the 

fluctuations of the “random” energy and momentum fluxes at different points 

in space (the delta function <$(ri—r2) in (88.20) and (88.21)) is a consequence of 

the hydrodynamic approximation, which is valid only for small values of the 

wave vector. In order to express this condition explicitly, we write the formulae 

in Fourier components with respect to the spatial coordinates (which amounts 

to substituting unity for the factors <$(ri—r2)) and take the limit k 0. For 

example, formula (88.20) contracted with respect to the suffixes i and k, 

(g(1) • g(2))o, = 3<5(n—r2) tvcaT coth (/ico/2r).re *(©), 

is written as 

re x(co) = tanh Jirn^ (g2)wk. (90.1) 

It is easy to see that in this formula we can replace the “random” heat flux g by 

the total energy flux, which we shall denote by Q. The latter, as we know from 
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hydrodynamics, consists of the convective energy flux and the heat flux q: 

Q = (-§-y2+w) gv+q a* qwv—x vT+g, (90.2) 

where w is the heat function per unit mass of the liquid; in the last expression, 

we omit the term containing a higher power of the fluctuation velocity v. For 

small k, however, the fluctuations of the actual physical quantities v, T, Q, etc., 

contain an extra power of k in comparison with those of the random fluxes, 

and therefore the fluctuations of g are the same as those of Q in the limit 

k -*■ 0. This is immediately evident from the fact that the fluxes g and % appear 

in the equation of motion (88.6)-(88.8) of the hydrodynamic fluctuations only as 

spatial derivatives, but the physical quantities mentioned occur also as time 

derivatives; when the Fourier components are taken, the latter quantities are 

therefore of order k/co relative to the former. 
Unlike g, the total energy flux Q has a direct mechanical significance and 

corresponds to a definite quantum-mechanical operator 0(f, r) expressible in 

terms of the operators of dynamic variables of particles in the medium. With 

the definition of the correlation functions in terms of the (Heisenberg) operators 

of the corresponding quantities, we thus arrive at the formula 

t v 1 ufko 
rC*(“)= 6fe^tanh2TX 

X lim I I £<(«>*~k • r>(Q(r, r) Q(0, 0) + Q(0, 0) Q(f, r)> dt dzx (90.3) 
k^oj J 

(M. S. Green 1954). 
A more useful representation of the function k(co) is, however, obtained by 

means of a formula expressing the correlation function in terms of the commu¬ 

tator of the corresponding operators. 

If xa(r) and xb(r) are two fluctuating quantities (equal to zero in equilibrium 

and behaving in the same way under time reversal), their correlation function 

may be written, according to (76.1) and (75.11), as 

(41} 42))o> = coth^-.re J eluil([xa(t, n), 4(0, r2)]> dt, 

where [...] denotes the commutator. Changing to a Fourier expansion with 

respect to the coordinates r = ri—r2, we obtain 
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Applying this formula to the correlation function (Q2)^ and substituting in 
(90.1), we have 

re x(co) = lim re J J . 0([Q(^ r), Q(0, 0)]) dt d3x. 

The two sides of this equation contain the real parts of functions of co that 

tend to zero as co o° and have no singularity in the upper half-plane of the 

complex variable co. If the real parts of such functions are equal on the real 

axis of co, it follows that the functions themselves are equal, and we arrive at the 

final formula 

x(co) = -i— lim e/(a>f-k.r)([Q(^ r>, Q(o, o>]> dt d3x. (90.5) 
3 COT k 0 J J 

0 

In order to derive the static value of the thermal conductivity, we must then also 

take the limit co — 0. 
Similarly, formula (88.21) may be transformed into an operator expression 

for the viscosity coefficients. 

If we use the total momentum flux oik — —Pbik+o'ik (with a'ik from (88.9)) 

then in the limit k — 0 the fluctuations of all terms except sik become zero, 

and so in this limit we can replace the correlation function (s,*^)^ by (cr^cr^)^. 
The result is 

rj(co) ^8udkm+ bimdfcl — J bik +C(ft>) bikblm 

— — lim 
ft) k -H-0 fl 

0 

gi((ut—k . r^[a.k(ty r)> 0)]> dt d3X, (90.6) 

where &ik(t9 r) is the momentum flux density operator (H. Mori 1958). Contract¬ 

ing this equation with respect to the pairs of suffixes i, k and /, m or i, l and 

k, m, we obtain separate expressions for 9£ or for 10r} + 3£ respectively. 

§ 91. Dynamic form factor of a Fermi liquid 

Formulae (87.4)-(87.6) for the form factor at T — 0 are not applicable to a 

Fermi liquid, since their derivation assumes the existence (for small co and k) 

of only the phonon branch of the spectrum of elementary excitations. The 

hydrodynamic theory of fluctuations developed in §§88 and 89 is also inappli¬ 

cable to a Fermi liquid. It requires the fulfilment of the condition k/ <sc 1 (where 
/ is the quasi-particle mean free path), which is certainly not satisfied in a Fermi 

liquid, since l ccT~2 and tends to infinity as T -* 0. Hence the transport equa¬ 
tion must be used to calculate the form factor of a Fermi liquid. 
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Here it is convenient to start from equations (86.17)-(86.20), which give the 
relation between the form factor and the generalized susceptibility with respect 
to the action of a field ZJ{t, r) on the liquid. In Fourier components also with 

respect to the coordinates, the definition (86.18) becomes 

dn(co, k) = -a(co, k) Uak. (91.1) 

We shall consider only the case T = 0. Then the dynamic form factor is ex¬ 

pressed in terms of a(co, k) by 

m(co, k) = 
I 

2h im a(a>, k), 

0, 

co > 0, 1 

0. J 
(91.2) 

The density perturbation 6«(<u, k) is calculated by means of the transport 

equation, in which the collision integral may be neglected (as T 0). These 

calculations only differ from those for zero sound in §4 by the addition of the 

term 
U (/, r) = *7ak ^ 

in the quasi-particle energy. Correspondingly, the derivative defdr (4.3) con¬ 

tains an added term dU/dr = ikU, and on the left of the transport equation 

(4.8) there is a term 

— ikU.dno/dp = ik.vUd(e—eF). 

The solution of the transport equation is sought in the form 

<5«(p) = ^k(P)^(k‘r_a>0, 

&W(P) =-*(« - £f) 2m*pF X(n), n = PIP- 

This is the Fourier component of the perturbation of the quasi-particle momen¬ 

tum distribution. The required change in the density of the total number of 

quasi-particles (the number density of actual particles) is given by the integral 

*>(®, k) = J«/UP)-2 d*pl(2xt,f = f 
The definition of the function in (91.3) differs from that of r(n) in (4.9) as 

regards normalization: here, it is chosen so that formula (91.2) becomes 

no(cji>, k) = im j %(n) do/4nt co > 0. (91.4) 

For yfn) itself, we get the equation 

(co-t>Fk.n)x(ii)-t>Fk.ii jF(ti) %(n') do'I4n =-k.n.2pynPh2, (91.5) 

which differs on the right-hand side from (4.11). 
Equation (91.5) does not explicitly contain imaginary quantities. The pres¬ 

ence of an imaginary part of its solution %(n) is therefore due only to the pas- 
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sages round poles in the integrals that arise during the process of solution. 

The rule for these passages depends on the requirement that the field U oc e~iwt 
applied to the system is applied adiabatically from t = — co onwards; for this 
purpose, its frequency co must be replaced by eo-j-z'O. 

The specific form of the solution depends on the form of the quasi-particle 

interaction function F(fi). We shall illustrate the process of solution and the 

resulting properties for the simplest example, in which F = Fo, a constant. 

In this case, the solution of equation (91.5) has the form 

X(n) = CflFk.n/(0Fk.n-ft)-/O), (91.6) 

where C is a constant. This constant is determined by substituting (91.6) back 

into (91.5), which gives 

where 

C(l+7) = 2m*pFlri%\ 

k.n'tfjr do' 
k.n'vF—co —iO ‘ An 

(91.7) 

The integrand depends only on the angle between n' and k, and an obvious 
substitution gives 

I(s) = 
1 

2 

f xdx 

J x—s—iO 
i 1 i \s+1 = 1 -y Slog - 

\iS7Z, 

0, (91.8) 

where s = co/kvF\ the imaginary part of the integral is determined by the rule 
(8.11). 

Substituting the function /(n) from (91.6)—(91.8) in (91.4), we get the dynamic 
form factor 

naico, 1c) = 
2m*pF . 

nW m 
I(s) 

l+F0/(s) 
(91.9) 

(A. A. Abrikosov and I. M. Khalatnikov 1958). According to (91.8), this is 

non-zero for s < 1, i.e. for all co < kvF. 

If Fo > 0, zero sound can be propagated in a Fermi liquid with a velocity uo 

determined by (4.15): 

l-fFo/(so) = 0, so = uo/vF. 

For values of s close to so, the expression (91.9) becomes 

constant X im l/(s—So); 

according to the comment made above, s = co/kvF is to be taken as s+iO. 
This means that a(co, k) contains also a delta-function term having the form 

constant x 6(s—s0), or 

or(co, k) = constant X kd(co—kuo). (91.10) 
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This term is the contribution to the form factor from the zero-sound branch of 
the energy spectrum of the Fermi liquid; it is exactly analogous to the phonon 
contribution (87.4) to the form factor of a Bose liquid. 

The existence of such a term does not, of course, depend on the assumption 

that F is constant; it is a general property of a Fermi liquid in which zero sound 

can be propagated. Only the value of the constant coefficient in (91.10) depends 

on the law of interaction of quasi-particles. Equation (91.5), with zero on 

the right-hand side, is the equation of zero sound; the solution of the inhomo¬ 
geneous equation therefore has a pole at mjk = «0. 

It is clear from the form of (91.5) that its solution depends on the parameters 

in and k only through the ratio cn/k. The dynamic form factor will therefore 

also be a function of this ratio. The static form factor 

o{k) = J <*».*)-ir 
will consequently have the form 

o(k) = constant X k. (91.11) 

This means that the one-time spatial correlation function of the density fluc¬ 

tuations at T = 0 in a Fermi liquid obeys the law v(r) oc / “4, as in a Bose 

liquid. 

Lastly, we may note that the dynamic form factor of an ideal Fermi gas is 

obtained from (91.9) by taking the limit Fo -*• 0: 

o(m, k) = m2(jo/jth2nk, 0 < co < kvp. 

The static form factor is then 

o(k) = |* <t(co, k) 
dm _ ppk 

2n ~ (Infifii ’ 

in agreement with the result in Part 1, §117, Problem 1. 
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